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Abstract 
The presented work is offering an investigation how the bandwidth of vehicle specific 
attributes is impacting engine control parameter requirements for warmup control of the 
catalytic converter, aiming to ease the development process by providing mathematical 
means for an automatic generation of control settings.  
For the specific purpose, a novel drive cycle simulation approach is developed, focusing 
on emission performance and fuel consumption of a gasoline engine. Steady state and 
quasi steady state measurements are collected to quantify the impact of modifications to 
control parameters on emission concentration, exhaust gas temperature and engine torque, 
especially directly after a cold start. A run-time efficient simulation model, based on 
polynomial equations is set up to generically describe the identified physical and chemical 
effects. Control system dynamics, warmup effects, control parameter modifications and 
the interactions of control settings with each other and with engine temperature are 
considered. A catalytic converter model which is developed in an accompanying work is 
incorporated to establish comparability of results to vehicle measurements. The model 
has been extensively correlated to measurement data. Measurement and model are 
agreeing very well with differences being discussed in detail.   
To visualize bandwidth dependencies, the model is used to quantify the relationship of 
vehicle attributes, control modifications and engine performance measures by a linear 
modulation of the corresponding parameters. Multiple physical and chemical effects are 
identified that impact the overall emission result independently from each other. While 
the sensitivity to changing control parameters and vehicle specific attributes is found to 
vary significantly in magnitude, trends are comparable on the NEDC and WLTC profile.  
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Transferring the obtained results into mathematical relationships, an offline optimization 
of engine control parameters based on vehicle specific attributes is attempted which is 
additionally taking practical feasibility into account. It is demonstrated that a single set of 
control parameters is fulfilling emission requirements of an entire pre-defined product 
portfolio without significantly sacrificing fuel economy or robustness.  
The novel methodology is proposed to be implemented into a standard development 
process, both for handling product complexity as well as to optimize product cost by 
actively incorporating controls optimization into hardware design and system layout 
during an early stage of the development process. Given the consistency and transparency 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background  
According to Winner et al. (2017), no technology is available to entirely replace the 
internal combustion engine in the near or middle future. Although hybrid- and battery 
electric vehicles are increasingly evolving into serial production, global engine production 
for passenger vehicle usage is expected to further increase volumes until at least calendar 
year 2025, Fig. 1.1. As such and although 50% of all combustion engines are projected to 
be equipped with electrification technology of any kind by that time, engine fuel economy 
needs to be further improved for environmental protection as well as to achieve regulated 
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Figure 1.1: Estimated future combustion engine production volumes  
(according to Kapus, 2017) 
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With vehicle portfolio diversities and market competitiveness increasing at the same time, 
it is imperative to reduce the amount of base engine architectures to a minimum so that 
profitability can be sustained. As such, a given engine will likely be installed into multiple 
vehicle applications, resulting in combinations with different transmissions, intake- and 
exhaust systems, electrification technologies and other features while different emission 
standards may apply. In addition to powertrain hardware representing a degree of 
freedom, each application is qualified by vehicle specific attributes like transmission 
ratios, tire size, rolling resistance, aerodynamic drag, vehicle mass or a specifically 
increased or reduced engine power.  
In order to safely satisfy all regulatory and customer specific requirements, the engine in 
use needs to be adapted to the specific combination of attributes that is applying which is 
realized by an optimization of engine control settings. While state of the art engine control 
units consist of more than 30.000 parameters, which are also referred to as engine 
calibrations, that are serving different purposes (Continental, 2018), a subset is dedicated 
to control engine operation after a cold start and to warm up the catalytic converter as fast 
as possible while minimizing emission concentrations at the same time. With vehicle 
specific attributes mainly impacting engine load and engine speed that are required to 
attain a desired vehicle speed or acceleration, control parameters are, among others, used 
to control the combustion process. As such, a given engine torque can be generated with 
different engine efficiencies, exhaust gas compositions and exhaust gas enthalpies. The 
effect is made use of to adapt the combustion engine to the specific use case. A robust and 
consistent emission performance is realized both by a controlled warmup process of the 
catalytic converter as well as by in-cylinder emission formation control while fuel 
economy is optimized at the same time, Fig. 1.2.  
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Figure 1.2: Dependency of control parameters, vehicle attributes, emission  
       performance and fuel consumption 
  
Targeting to reduce development and validation efforts and to minimize proliferation, 
there is also a desire to keep as many parameters common as possible. However, given 
the bandwidth of specific vehicle attribute- and powertrain feature combinations, a 
common set of control parameters is potentially leading to a risk to compromise emission 
performance or fuel economy of one or more variants of a given portfolio. While a 
violation of either requirement is unacceptable, both performance attributes can 
eventually be translated to unit costs as an elevated CO -emission can result in a financial 
penalty for the manufacturer while an increasing emission level can require a costly 
improvement of the catalytic converter precious metal loading. As such, there is a vital 
interest to investigate how engine control parameters can be optimized for emission 
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performance and fuel economy at the same time to cover a bandwidth of vehicle attributes 
and powertrain combinations targeting warmup operation.  
 
1.2 Research objectives 
Considering all applicable combinations of vehicle- and powertrain-attributes of a given 
portfolio to represent a bandwidth that needs to be covered by engine control parameter 
optimization, the present work is aiming to investigate the yet unknown interactional 
dependencies of vehicle specific attributes and engine control modifications with warmup 
emission performance and fuel economy. As such, the presented work is focusing on the 
following: 
1. All applicable vehicle specific degrees of freedom need to be determined that 
affect gasoline engine emission control during warmup operation.  
 
2. Assuming operation on a pre-defined drive cycle (i.e. NEDC or WLTC), the 
quantitative impact of each vehicle attribute on every emission species and fuel 
consumption needs to be investigated, assuming fixed control parameters.  
 
3. Interpreting the impact of a vehicle parameter modification to be a change in 
control requirements to meet the applying regulatory standard, the quantitative 
impact of any control parameter modification on each emission species, exhaust 
gas temperature and engine torque needs to be investigated as well, assuming the 
same drive cycle and fixed vehicle attributes. As such, control modifications that 
consider the entire span of a realistic variation need to be investigated, explicitly 
incorporating the modifications of more than one parameter at the same time to 
investigate if interactional effects are applying. 
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4. Targeting the simulation of a realistic emission cycle, the quantitative impact of 
engine operating temperature on engine performance needs to be determined. The 
inhomogeneous warmup of engine components needs to be considered. 
 
5. The research is required to be extended to investigate the interaction of engine 
operating temperature and control parameter modifications. 
 
6. The potential to automatically generate engine control setting, based on a 
combination of vehicle specific attributes needs to be investigated. Utilizing the 
quantitative dependencies of vehicle attributes, control parameters, emission 
performance and fuel economy, a methodology needs to be developed to re-
calculate engine control settings in an inter- or extrapolating way, Fig. 1.3. 
Robustness aspects and impacts on fuel consumption need to be considered.  
 
            Figure 1.3: Degrees of freedom for calibration inter- and extrapolation 
 
7. Re-calculation of any control setting (Math-based calibration) is requiring at least 
one anchor point as a reference (Master calibration). As such and with 
interpolation being preferred over extrapolating approaches, it is required to 
scientifically determine best- and worse case variants of a given portfolio by 
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investigating the emission- and fuel economy- criticality of given vehicle attribute 
combinations. It is furthermore required to investigate whether discrete 
combinations of vehicle attributes or the entire span of variation over a given 
portfolio shall be in focus of optimization. 
 
8. To account for ongoing changes in emission regulation, the inter-transferability of 
results in between of different drive cycles has to be investigated. 
 
1.3 General research methodology 
While a detailed series of chassis dynamometer measurement is both not feasible from a 
standpoint of cost and efforts, repeatability is not deemed to be acceptable as well to 
quantify all corresponding dependencies as the impact of human driver variations is 
assumed to be of larger magnitude than the impact of certain parameter modifications. 
Furthermore, it is not possible to linearly modulate multiple parameters like gear ratios 
and tire sizes with acceptable efforts.  As such, it was decided to approach the questions 
outlined in chapter 1.2 with a drive cycle simulation that is developed for the particular 
purpose. Backwards facing simulation methodology is selected to eliminate human driver 
impacts and to be able to directly assess the impact of a modification to vehicle attributes 
or control settings while minimizing computational efforts at the same time. Warm steady 
state measurements of a naturally aspirated gasoline engine are used as a baseline to 
estimate an ideal operation on a given drive cycle by performing a lookup with required 
engine load and speed. Temperature dependent aspects of engine friction are considered. 
An exemplary overview over parameters of interest is offered in table 5.1. However, 
requiring a methodology that is able to comprehend warmup operation as well as the 
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modification of control parameters away from optimized settings, an engine model is 
developed that is able to simulate the impact of control parameters modifications, 
temperature related effects and the interaction of all variable inputs with each other. Table 
1.1 is giving an overview over basic engine model inputs and outputs. 
 





control modifications and 
temperature effects 
Engine load See table 5.1 Engine torque 
Engine speed  Exhaust gas temperature 
Engine oil temperature  O  concentration 
Optimum swirl control  CO concentration 
Optimum air/fuel ratio  NO concentration 
Optimum spark advance  Hydrocarbon concentration 
Optimum intake camshaft position   
Optimum exhaust camshaft position   
Combustion chamber temperature, 
approximated by fuel used since start 
  
Warm steady state mappings   
Swirl control modifications   
Air/fuel ratio control modification   
Spark advance control modification    
Intake camshaft control modification   
Exhaust camshaft control modification   
 
The quantitative impact of swirl control, air/fuel ratio, spark advance and camshaft 
positions is investigated first with corresponding parameter variations under warmed up 
conditions. Results are extensively discussed while the identified physical and chemical 
effects are mimicked by simplified polynomial equations to accurately reflect the 
dependencies while requiring minimal computational efforts and to provide full 
transparency at the same time. Shifts in engine load that result from global engine 
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temperature, from control-modifications or from dynamics induced by the controls system 
as well as post oxidation effects are fully considered. To quantify the impact of 
combustion chamber temperature on emission concentration including the respective 
interaction with control modifications, measurements are collected during engine warmup 
in which the engine is started at a temperature of 20°C. Quasi steady state warmup 
measurements are preferred over steady state measurements with an artificially cold 
engine coolant feed to account for the inhomogeneous warmup of the combustion 
chamber, relative to the remainder of engine components. Results are extensively 
discussed and expressed with polynomial equations as well. All sub-models are 
implemented into the drive cycle simulation which is combined with a catalytic converter 
model that is developed in an accompanying work to generate final post converter 
emission numbers. Simulation results are correlated to vehicle measurements and data 
that was derived on a high dynamic engine dynamometer. Due to offering ideal conditions 
to compare operation at idle, acceleration, steady state driving and deceleration, the 
NEDC profile (DELPHI AUTOMOTIVE, 2017) is selected to serve as the drive cycle of 
investigation. 
Focusing on the research objectives outlined in chapter 1.2, the established cycle 
simulation approach is applied to quantify the impact of vehicle parameters and control 
strategies on pre- and post-converter emission performance as well as fuel consumption 
by a linear variation of the corresponding attributes. Control parameters are systematically 
modified to quantify the impacts as well. An overview over parameter variations and 
parameter assessment if offered in table 1.2. Sensitivity studies are outlining the relative 
impacts and are serving as the input for the determination of best- and worst case variants 
so that dependencies can be assessed from a bandwidth perspective. The mathematical 
dependencies can be expressed with polynomial equations. 
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Spark retard from optimum Driving resistance Hydrocarbon emissions (pre cat.) 
Warmup idle speed Vehicle mass CO emissions (pre catalyst) 
Exhaust Camshaft position Gear spread NO emissions (pre catalyst) 
Intake camshaft position Final drive ratio Hydrocarbon emissions (post cat.) 
Swirl control Tire size CO emissions (post catalyst) 
Air fuel ratio Target idle speed NO emissions (post catalyst) 
Converter warmup duration  Catalyst temperature 
  Fuel consumption 
 
A realistic portfolio of vehicles is defined and investigated regarding bandwidth coverage 
by first outlining the overall range of emission requirements while trying to cover those 
with control modifications in a second step. An exemplary re-calculation and optimization 
of control parameters is demonstrated including an assessment whether a single or 
multiple sets of control parameters are feasible from a fuel economy perspective.  
Finally, the model is applied to investigate the transferability of results from NEDC to 
WLTC/WLTP operation. Further parameters studies are used to discuss the quantitative 
impact of vehicle attribute and control modifications on emission performance and fuel 
economy, assuming a reasonable span of vehicle parameters for variation. 
MATLAB Simulink is serving as the tool to establish the proposed methodology. 
 
1.4 Main assumptions 
While a naturally aspirated engine with MPFI technology was selected to limit the 
applying degrees of freedom, it is assumed, that intake- as well as exhaust manifold 
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transients can be neglected as long as the interaction of control parameters is accurately 
reflected and an appropriate model execution rate is selected. All signals are assumed to 
be able to change by any desirable margin within one loop of calculation. 
The simulation model is assumed to comprehend all vehicle attribute- and controls related 
degrees of freedom while results are assumed to reflect physical as well as chemical 
system performance accurately. As such, it is assumed that the simulation approach is 
suitable to serve as a tool for comparative studies and to investigate the objectives outlined 
in chapter 1.2. Test to test variation due to human driver influences or inhomogeneous 
cool down effects are purposely not considered. 
The defined exemplary portfolio is assumed to reflect a realistic use case. It is furthermore 
assumed that the portfolio is optimized for operation on the NEDC profile. 
Given discrete manoeuvres of operation like idle, acceleration and steady state driving, 
the NEDC profile is assumed to be the optimal profile for a comparative investigation. 
 
1.5 Contribution to knowledge 
The optimization of control parameters for converter warmup is mostly done in a 
development environment in which the modification of a control parameter for converter 
warmup is regarded to be a contributor to an overall result or a particular change in 
emission concentration. Although the physical and chemical mechanisms related to 
control changes during warmup operation are known generically, no study is available 
that describes and quantifies the dependencies in detail. The presented work is aiming to 
offer a scientific investigation regarding how each control modification is impacting the 
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underlying physical and chemical effects separately like basic emission formation, post 
oxidation, local temperature effects and converter warmup that eventually lead to final 
pre- and post-converter emission mass flows and fuel consumption results. Compared to 
other works that consider a modification of control parameters, additional dynamics that 
are induced by the control system like shifts in engine operation or a variable 
characteristic of spark efficiency are explicitly accepted and incorporated into the analysis 
of emission performance, exhaust gas temperature and engine torque, same as the 
modification of multiple control parameters as the same time. While the majority of 
comparable publications is focusing on system performance under warmed up conditions 
with optimized control parameters and with dependencies under cold conditions or with 
control modification mostly being mentioned in a generic fashion, the present work is 
focusing on a realistic operation after cold start. Offering detailed measurement material 
during cold operation and with substantial control modifications will contribute research 
results in a fundamentally relevant area of engine operation. Given the span of impacts 
considered, the targeted methodology is assumed to add a new dimension of accuracy for 
emission cycle simulation. Incorporating the implicit shift of optimized control 
parameters due to control modifications (i.e. optimum spark) including the relative impact 
on current engine performance is offering a level of detail that is expected to only be 
available in real controller environments, like Hardware in the Loop simulation systems. 
As such, new methodology is offered that can be incorporated to refine fuel economy 
forecasting during the development process while being able to generate target settings 
that incorporate potential control optimizations already.  
While former emission simulation approaches were either pursuing to utilize entirely 
physics and chemistry based standard formula material or were set up on a purely 
phenomenological basis by representing a polynomial black box, the presented work is 
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aiming to combine both approaches by describing the observed effects with polynomial 
approaches that mimic the corresponding physical and chemical mechanisms, offering an 
alternative to resource demanding 0D- / 1D- / 3D-simulation techniques. 
Furthermore, no investigation of the relationship of vehicle specific parameters and 
control parameter requirements for warmup control is yet available. The present work is 
trying to contribute to the technical matter with attempting a detailed research regarding 
the quantitative impact of vehicle specific attributes on gaseous emissions and fuel 
consumption of a gasoline engine. With purposely simulating ideal emission cycles under 
realistic conditions, the impact of human- or automated drivers versus ideal performance 
is aimed to be made visible in addition regarding emission performance and fuel economy.  
Combining the approaches is offering to automatically generate warmup control 
parameter settings for a bandwidth of applications, depending on vehicle parameters and 
based on re-calculation relative to an anchor point, potentially reducing development 
efforts. Supporting methodology can be outlined to scientifically determine best- and 
worst case applications for which anchor point control settings have to be developed 
manually. Furthermore, in case multiple sets of control settings are not desirable, a 
methodology is established to estimate penalties in fuel consumption that arise from the 
need to use an identical set of control parameters. Going one step further, the methodology 
is understood to provide a baseline for a multi objective / multi variable optimization 
approach, offering the potential to reduce catalytic precious metal loadings and fleet CO -
emissions at the same time. Opportunities on a large scale are expected when being 
applied to portfolios consisting of a large volume of units. 
In addition to a substantial ease of the development process, the setup of having a fast 
running model approach that takes temperature effects into account while being able to 
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handle control parameter changes is offering to easily extent scientific activities in the 
field of investigating converter warmup and emission controls for gasoline engines. The 
fact that the methodology can be combined with backwards as well as forward facing 
approaches and the ability to simulate almost every sensor reading, actuator position or 
control parameter is further extending the scope of potential future model applications.  
Finally and given accurate results of the cycle simulation model, a new dimension of 
insight into common practice emission testing and measurement will be offered with the 
possibility to investigate effects that were previously considered to be noise, by 
visualizing parameters that were not measureable before (i.e. specific heat capacities). It 
is desirable to extend the methodology to de-compose obliterated measured emission 
concentrations to offer instantaneous signals to the development community. 
 
1.6 Layout and architecture of the thesis 
A literature- and state of the art review, including detailed delimitation to comparable 
works, is offered in chapter two, focusing on general simulation techniques, drive cycle 
simulation, engine emission simulation and bandwidth approaches for broad product use-
cases. The historic development of drive cycle engine emission simulation techniques is 
outlined in Appendix A. 
The nature of engine inputs and outputs is discussed in chapter three, focusing on engine 
control parameters. Physical and chemical emission fundamentals for engine out 
emissions, catalytic conversion and the dedicated impact of each control parameter are 
outlined as well. Engine crankshaft torque, exhaust gas temperature, hydrocarbon-, 
carbon monoxide-, oxides of nitrogen- and oxygen-concentration are considered engine 
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output parameters of interest, while engine speed, engine load, spark advance, air/fuel 
ratio, camshaft phasing angle, end of injection, swirl state and operating temperature serve 
as the inputs. 
An overview over the experimental equipment is given in chapter four, which includes 
the engine, the test cell including dynamometer, exhaust gas analysers, cylinder pressure 
measurement and engine controller instrumentation, including signal accuracies. 
As a central part of the presented thesis, a drive cycle model, using a backwards facing 
approach, is developed in chapter five, delivering required engine-speed and -load for a 
selected drive cycle, emission concentrations and mass flows as well as physical exhaust 
gas properties. Vehicle mass, aerodynamic resistance, tire size and gear ratios as well as 
engine data that was collected during warm steady state conditions are serving as the basic 
inputs. The impact of changing control parameters on emissions, engine torque and 
exhaust gas temperature is extensively discussed while polynomial equations are set up 
to qualitatively mimic the physical and chemical effects.  All models have been 
investigated for steadiness and interactions. Measurements that serve as inputs, 
mathematical approaches, model accuracy and corresponding statistics are presented in 
detail. Integration of the engine torque and emission models into a common approach 
results in the setup of a global model. Finally, the model is extensively correlated to 
measurements that were taken on a high dynamic engine dynamometer, validating each 
emission concentration and corresponding mass flow, torque and temperature separately. 
Differences between measurement and simulation are discussed in detail.  
Model application is demonstrated in chapter six. An analysis of real versus ideal driving 
on the NEDC profile is presented, outlining fuel consumption potential for real world 
usage. A scientific analysis of best- and worst-case variants of a portfolio is offered. The 
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model is applied to answer questions regarding bandwidth calibration of engine control 
settings, examining the sensitivity of vehicle attributes and control parameters while 
describing their mathematical interaction as well. A portfolio is defined and investigated 
regarding the feasibility to cover all respective use cases with a single set of control 
parameters, while potential penalties in fuel economy are quantified. Transferability to 
the WLTC / WLTP operation is discussed, based on a separate study of control parameters 
and vehicle attributes with details being outlined in Appendix F. 
An overall conclusion of results is outlined in chapter seven while chapter eight is 
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2 Literature review and delimitation 
2.1 Simulation techniques in engine development 
2.1.1 Design of Experiments 
Due to reasons of complexity, efficiency and in order to further shorten development 
activities, computer aided engineering (CaE) is a mandatory tool in engine and catalytic 
converter development since the early 2000 years (Rask and Sellnau, 2004). First 
approaches date back into the 1970s where it was found to be beneficial to use statistical 
methods to set up efficient testing plans (according to Edwards et al. 1997). This 
eventually lead to today’s Design of Experiment (DoE) methodologies, that reduce the 
amount of measurements to solve a given problem to a minimum by determining all 
combinations of input parameters that describe a given system sufficiently. Polynomial 
models are often used to generate surfaces and models of system dependencies, based on 
the measurements that are obtained with a corresponding DoE plan. Those methods 
blossomed in the 1990s due to computational power becoming affordable (Edwards et al. 
1997). Fischer and Roepke (2000), Schumacher et al. (2001), Edwards et al. (1997) and 
Uzun (2010) have demonstrated in separate approaches that reasonably accurate models 
of major engine measures, like engine out emissions, brake specific fuel consumption 
(BSFC), combustion stability (CoV of IMEP), torque and exhaust temperature can be 
created with a small amount of measurements. DoE methods are often used to describe 
the behaviour of a given system and can be well applied to steady state measurements 
when polynomial surface models are in use. Measurement in this work which are used to 
identify model coefficients were often collected under dynamic temperature conditions, 
for which DoE plans deemed to be not suitable. In addition, with all other measurements 
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either being collected with full factorial plans or with offering simulation with polynomial 
approaches, it was not pursued to utilize DoE methodology for the presented thesis. 
 
2.1.2 Artificial Neuronal Networks 
Also during the middle of the 1990s, artificial neuronal networks (ANN) emerged to 
become popular methodology for research and development purposes. Stricker (1996) has 
shown that ANN methodology can be used for data mining and generic know-how 
recycling to derive initial control parameter settings for new engine projects or derivatives 
of existing applications. Modelling of engine parameters became much easier with the 
availability of the Local Linear Model Trees (LoLiMot) method (Nelles, 2001), which is 
able to approximate non-linear behaviour by combining local linear models with 
weighting functions at the system interfaces. Pischinger et al. (2003) have demonstrated 
that the methodology is suitable to model general engine dependencies within specific 
boundaries. Comparable approaches have been applied by Schueler, Hafner and Isermann 
(2000), using a high dynamic engine dynamometer to simulate engine emissions for 
warmed-up operation and by Darnton (1997) to estimate emissions during cold engine 
operation. The broad field of usage is demonstrated by Tagscherer (2001) who has proven, 
that a dynamic neuronal network is able to control a system by continuously adapting 
itself to the given conditions while Isermann, Duerckhammer and Hartmanshenn (2003) 
have applied neuronal networks within engine diagnostics. While the main upsides of 
neuronal networks are short computational times and high prediction accuracy as long as 
the model is used in an interpolating manner, it exposes deficiencies when used for 
extrapolation purposes, since the methodology is by nature an observation based 
approach. Physical laws are not incorporated and debugging can be challenging since the 
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model is considered to be a “black box”. For reasons of transparency, physical correlation 
and an easy adaptation to changing requirements or boundary conditions, the presented 
thesis is not utilizing neuronal networks. 
 
2.1.3 Polynomial approximation 
Conventional polynomial approaches have been traditionally used to express the 
dependency of one or more inputs on an output of interest (Tscharnauter, 2002). While 
transparency and a low computational demand can be named as upsides of those 
techniques, given no differential equations to be solved, polynomial equations of higher 
order bear the risk to incorporate overlaying noise into the model by over-fitting to the 
input data. Extrapolation is an issue, especially when the approach is assuming a higher 
mathematical order. Pole points can become a problem when the models are solved for 
specific inputs. Typical use cases would be the estimation of engine torque in a production 
engine control unit (Guehmann, n.d.) or whenever a specific effect shows an 
exponentially growing or decaying shape. Darnton (1997), Schmidgal (2010), Franz and 
Giencke (2009), and Castagné et al. (2012) considered exponentially weighted 
polynomial functions approaches of different peculiarity to be the best way to estimate 
engine out emissions during cold engine operation, relative to emission results with a fully 
warmed up engine. Due to best transparency and applicability into a fast running model 
approach, all models in this thesis are based on empirically derived polynomial equations.  
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2.1.4 Strictly physics and chemistry based simulation 
In opposition to the polynomial or neuronal network approaches, physical or chemical 
equation based models are offering more transparency by not only describing 
phenomenological observations. Model types are categorized by the extent of geometrical 
dimensions which have been taken into consideration. While Tschoeke et al. (2005) have 
demonstrated successfully, that approaches of different dimensional order can easily be 
combined, zero dimensional approaches are often set up as mean value models that deliver 
representative results for an entire engine cycle with engine torque being a popular 
simulation target. One dimensional estimations can frequently be found in the estimation 
of heat release that simulates energy conversion from the chemical into the mechanical 
domain over crank angle (Bargende, Burkhardt and Frommelt, 2001, Grajewski, 2006). 
Additional examples are the conversion efficiency of a catalytic converter depending on 
axial position (Ekstroem et al., 2007) and two dimensional converter models, that estimate 
converter efficiency in an axis symmetrical system (Goujiang, Huang and Chen, 2004). 
3D CFD simulations, are often used for in-cylinder charge motion and combustion system 
development (Tschoeke et al., 2005, Trapp, 2008). Since computational power demand 
and the effort to identify basic model settings are typically increasing with the number of 
geometrical dimensions being modelled while validation data is typically rare, 3D 
modelling is even today used to a limited extent for the optimization of controls related 
problems. An example for the application of lower order models for calibration purposes 
is described by Rask and Sellnau (2004) that developed an engine model to generate initial 
calibrations for cold operation of a diesel engine. Since the physical and chemical systems 
(i.e. combustion system and catalytic converter) are taken “as-is”, accurate physical 
models of the engine or the converter were neither necessary nor beneficial regarding 
accuracy and computational power demands. Another application is given by Knoll 
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(2011) that tries to support the calibration process of air measurement, engine torque and 
exhaust temperature modelling with 1D model simulation results. With the presented 
work aiming to mimic physical and chemical dependencies with polynomial equations, 
strictly physics and chemistry based simulation is not in scope of this investigation. 
 
2.1.5 Combination of simulation methodologies 
Several examples can be found in literature that the modelling techniques described above 
can be easily used in conjunction with each other. While Rask and Sellnau (2004) had 
combined GT- POWER® engine models with DoE plans to validate their model outputs 
to assess the impact of emissions and fuel economy with a drive cycle simulation, the 
works of Mitterer (2000), Toepfer and Isermann (2001), Schmidgal (2010) and 
Guehmann (n.d.) demonstrate the efficiency of an approach to identify neuronal networks 
with measurements that were derived from a DoE plan. The presented work is pursuing 
to combine simulation methodology as well by determining the applying physical and 
chemical backgrounds of an observed phenomenon in a first step while describing the 
generic dependencies with polynomial equations. In opposition to comparable works, the 
selected approach is offering full transparency and the ability to easily troubleshoot the 
model approach while requiring low computational power at the same time. 
Summarizing chapter 2.1.1 – 2.1.5, despite the techniques outlined above to estimate 
fuel economy and emissions of a (gasoline) engine, it is not known that a model was 
established yet which consequently uses polynomial equations to describe the effect of 
engine temperature and of all feasible electronic control parameters and their interaction 
with each other on engine emissions and fuel consumption.  
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2.2 Emission modelling and drive cycle simulation 
Drive cycle simulations methodology can be distinguished into forward- and backward-
facing approaches (Froberg and Nielsen, 2008). Forward facing approaches use a 
controller or driver model to control the propulsion torque in a way that the vehicle attains 
or maintains a desired speed and acceleration on a given vehicle-speed profile. Transient 
effects, like manifold- and fuel dynamics are often considered (Horrein et al., 2012). 
Backward facing approaches are instead assuming, that all engine parameters can change 
indefinitely fast to a desired value (i.e. no lags in manifold pressure during transient 
operation) and that the vehicle is always capable of achieving a desired vehicle speed and 
acceleration. Engine-speed and -torque are back-calculated from driving resistance, 
vehicle mass, gearbox ratios and tire radius (Horrein et al., 2012). Appendix A is outlining 
an extensive overview of the historic development of drive cycle simulation, including 
comments for a detailed delimitation of the presented work, while the following section 
is offering a discussion of more recent works that are relevant for the applying context. 
With the current work focusing on the development of dedicated backwards facing 
simulation methodology that is able to incorporate the impact of modified control 
parameters and temperature effects on gaseous emissions, aftertreatment and fuel 
economy to systematically approach bandwidth requirements of a given portfolio of 
vehicles, the following is offering delimitation of the presented thesis to comparable 
publications. 
While the majority of past works have been focusing on the development of new 
methodology or stand-alone tools for a given purpose or did at least consider the 
development of methodology to be one of the research goals, recent publications are 
increasingly applying or combining a set of commercially available tools to rather 
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concentrate on a particular problem itself (Kordon et al., 2015, Dimaratos et al., 2016, 
Giakoumis, 2016, Keuth et al., 2016, Decker et al., 2017, Pinamonti et al., 2017, Andric 
et al., 2018, Faghani et al., 2018, Kocsis et al., 2018, Navratil, 2018, Branca et al., 2019). 
Furthermore, with increasingly strict CO -regulation and a substantially growing public 
interest in environmental protection, focus is shifting from simulating gaseous emission 
to the estimation of fuel economy and CO -emission, also being driven by the introduction 
of new drive cycles and corresponding testing protocols like RDE, WTPC/WLTP, CLTC, 
CHTC etc. In case gaseous emissions are however in focus, current works mainly focus 
on diesel engine emissions and the trade-off of NO- and particulate matter emissions. 
Recent diesel scandals, which significantly increased public interest in NO-emissions 
and particulate matter are assumed to have contributed to this development as well. 
Dimaratos et al. (2016) investigated the effect of different technologies on CO -emissions 
of an exemplary fleet of vehicles by comparing results that were derived from operation 
under NEDC and WLTC/WLTP related regulation.  Representative gasoline and diesel 
engine vehicles, that were associated with pre-defined segments were selected and 
modelled in AVL CRUISE®. Standard vehicle models are set up in a modular way and 
forward facing drive-simulation is assumed. Engine efficiency is estimated by using a 
common map for specific fuel consumption while applying separate delta efficiency maps 
for features in use (variable camshaft timing, direct injection and others) are in place. 
Front-end accessory drive and a 12V energy management were incorporated in detail to 
reflect the corresponding impact on overall efficiency. Gaseous emissions and 
aftertreatment were not taken into account and modifications to the control system are not 
considered since the engine is assumed to permanently operate on optimized settings, 
representing a major difference to the presented thesis. The work describes in detail, that 
the WLTC profile is benefitting improvement of vehicle and transmission attributes over 
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engine features from a fuel economy perspective. This explains the overall decreasing 
trend in research on engine controls and engine features from a standpoint of applicability 
on emission cycle development, compared to the variety of available works that focus on 
the differences between the emission cycles themselves. Examples are given in Mock et 
al. (2014) in a purely theoretical approach, Dimaratos et al. (2016), Kocsis (2016), 
Tsiakmakis et al. (2017) and Branca et al. (2019) of which most approaches are using 
either a generic or at least low sophisticated engine efficiency model while some 
measurement based approaches assume the powertrain only to be a pre-defined 
contributor and modify the applicable drive cycles or vehicle speed profiles to conduct 
CO  related researches (Favre et al., 2013, Bielaczyc, 2015, Marotta et al., 2015, Tsokolis 
et al., 2015). Compared to the presented work, gaseous emissions were not comprehended 
in neither of the works mentioned above. Kocsis et al. (2018) used AVL CRUISE® to 
directly compare the NEDC, WLTC, JC08 and EPA3 cycles with a pre-defined, generic 
gasoline engine and aftertreatment system. Engine control modifications were not 
considered. Branca et al. (2019) went one step further and investigated the impact of 
different acceleration regimes on fuel economy and emissions on the WLTC cycle. 
Compared to Kocsis et al. (2018) and Dimaratos et al. (2016), the software solution 
AMESIM® was used to set up a drive cycle simulation for a diesel hybrid vehicle. While 
the work is mostly focusing on system efficiency, emission models and their identification 
were not described and it is unknown whether a converter model has been incorporated. 
The modification of control parameters has not been mentioned, which represents a 
central aspect of this thesis. Tsiakmakis et al. (2016) developed a fast running simulation 
approach to estimate CO -emissions on the WLTC and NEDC profile. As a prerequisite 
task, a representative fleet of 4000 vehicles for the European market has been defined to 
investigate the overall leverage of different technologies on fleet CO -emissions. The 
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standalone-model is kept rather simple to achieve reasonable processing times, 
comprehending brake mean effective pressure and average piston speed in a second order 
polynomial model. Warmup effects are considered to a limited extent. In order to isolate 
the impact of particular features like auto start stop, direct injection and others, a single 
efficiency map that was collected on a vehicle dynamometer is used as a base for all 
vehicle simulations. Gaseous emissions and aftertreatment devices are not considered due 
to the nature of investigating fuel economy. Control modifications were out of scope as 
well which represents a major difference to approaches discussed in this work.  
With PEMS (Portable Emission Measurement Systems) technology that measures vehicle 
post converter emissions during dynamic public road operation, an additional source of 
emission data is becoming available. Compared to dynamometer generated data, PEMS 
measurements can be considered more customer relevant due to the rather random nature 
of data collection and the direct measurement of in-use post converter emission numbers. 
With no fixed relationship of accelerator pedal position and engine operation, a more 
dynamic selection of engine operation points can be expected. Engine load and speed will 
rarely remain constant so that parameters have no or little time to settle, which directly 
represent an opposite approach to steady state engine test bed data, in which parameters 
are stabilized before data is collected. Matzer et al. (2016) same as Rexeis and Hausberger 
(2016) were using a PEMS system to directly correlate post converter emissions to engine 
and vehicle inputs in a simple mapping approach. The derived emissions maps have been 
combined with a generic engine efficiency map and were integrated in a backwards facing 
emission cycle simulation. Presented results exhibited an acceptable range of modelling 
accuracy. Due to the nature of collecting emission measurements with commercially 
available vehicles that are optimized and representative for production, control changes 
were not in scope and no systematic variations or steady state measurements were 
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conducted. Donateo et al. (2018) were trying to combine PEMS data with the open source 
software SUMO® (Simulation of Urban Mobility) to obtain a model that is able to 
comprehend and simulate emission performance during realistic driving manoeuvres, 
called traffic simulator. However, the study has exhibited, that there are still obstacles that 
need to be overcome when handling PEMS data in an emission modelling environment. 
With PEMS measurements representing a substantially different type of input data, the 
outlined approaches are only comparable to a limited extent to the methodology discussed 
in this thesis. 
The increasing trend of utilizing and combining commercially available tools in engine 
development can also be observed in the increasing amount of works related to Hardware 
in the Loop (HIL) applications. Gnanam (2015) was one of the first to present the 
capabilities of the AVL LIST MoBEO® system. Comparable to the approach presented by 
Adrianov (2011), the system is utilizing simplified physics based approaches that are 
combined with sequentially executed subsystems. While the system was initially 
developed for being used in an early phase of development, the models can either be set 
up by solely using geometrical data or by correlating the models to a set of measurements 
that are available during the early development process (see also AVL List, 2015). 
Running on a HIL environment, the model is mostly combined with industry standard 
automation, control and calibration/data acquisition systems (i.e. AVL CAMEO®, AVL 
PUMA®, ETAS INCA® etc.) and can thus be considered to be a fully featured virtual test- 
and calibration environment. Kordon et al. (2015) have demonstrated the system’s 
capabilities when being combined with and a forward facing drive cycle simulation (AVL 
CRUISE), showing good agreement of simulation and measurements, both for emission 
concentration as well as for predicted control parameters. A particular application was not 
outlined. Keuth et al (2016) have used the tool chain to set up a virtual engine test bed to 
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concentrate on the optimization of steady engine control settings. However, the work is 
focusing on elevated ambient temperatures and operation at high altitudes. Pinamonti et 
al (2017) have correlated the MoBEO® tool chain to input data that was derived from a 
PEMS study. A state of the art diesel aftertreatment system was considered and 
implemented into the model approach. Using a physical engine control module on a HIL 
system, the impact of integrated control algorithms on model performance, together with 
the influence of measurement noise and sensor tolerances on model accuracy were 
discussed in detail. However, modification of engine control parameters has not been in 
scope, representing a major difference to the presented thesis. Decker et al (2017) have 
applied the MoBEO® system to describe the optimization of a diesel engine- and 
aftertreatment system in conjunction with the modification of engine control settings to 
comply with future emission regulation. Optimization of SCR warm-up measures is 
explicitly mentioned. While parameter identification has not been discussed, the model is 
following a semi-physical approach. However, with warmup strategies for diesel 
aftertreatment systems being substantially different from gasoline related approaches, the 
work exhibits significant different to the methodology being presented in this thesis. 
Faghani et al (2018) have combined the MoBEO® core with GAMMA TECHNOLOGIES 
0D/1D/3D simulation tools, MATLAB SIMULINK® and artificial neuronal networks, to 
extent the scope into the emerging field of machine learning. The work describes in detail 
VOLVO/PENTA’s approaches towards a virtual test cell (VIRTEC), including a complete 
description of the surrounding administrative process flow and a discussion of the natural 
conflict of timing, development budget, project scope, resources, risk and quality. 
Without outlining the model setup and parameter identification in detail, examples of 
application in validation and verification, soot model calibration, SCR control and 
software testing have been named. An application of the VIRTEC approach has been 
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demonstrated by Andric et al (2018), focusing on a heavy duty diesel engine cycle 
simulation. Although deemed to be possible, no work is known to date that is optimizing 
the warmup of a gasoline system either with the AVL MoBEO® approach or the 
VOLVO/PENTA VIRTEC system. As such, the presented thesis is offering an approach that 
is assumed to not have been pursued before. 
Focusing on recent activities that concentrate on the development of emission cycle 
simulation methodology, the approach of lumping an engine behaviour on cycle 
(Appendix A), that was already mentioned by Hochschwarzer (1989) and Castagné 
(2012) was again utilized in multiple publications. Finesso et al (2015) were using a semi 
physical heat release rate model to estimate diesel NO- and soot-emissions. Parameters 
are identified with data that was derived from a lumping approach of engine operation, 
based on testing on a high dynamic engine dynamometer. The research is not taking any 
emission aftertreatment into account, since the major goal has been to develop a real time 
capable emission model that was supposed to be embedded into an engine control module 
which represents a major difference to the presented thesis. However, the article 
demonstrates, that dynamic manoeuvres can be modelled at 95% accuracy by only using 
steady state data in case model execution is sufficiently fast. An advanced method of 
lumping was successfully applied by Middleton (2018) as well. Instead of assuming single 
data points to be representative, Middleton has used Voronoi partitions in which a given 
clustered (lumped) data point (named Voronoi anchor point) is representative for a non-
uniformly shaped polygon area of operation. However, the paper is focusing on fuel 
economy only, which is assumed to be of less non-linear nature compared to gaseous 
emission species characteristics. An aftertreatment system has not been in place and 
calibration modifications were not considered. Torres-Jiminez et al. (2018) presented an 
approach that encircles the sum of engine operation points on a given drive cycle with a 
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non-orthogonal enveloping quadrangle. A lumping approach is applied to identify 
representative points of engine load and engine speed while the quadrangle is transferred 
into a strictly orthogonal domain over normalized load and speed afterwards. Goal of the 
transformation is to generate an extremely efficient DoE plan to identify parameters that 
describe the normalized rectangles while the system is expected to comprehend steady 
state and transient characteristics with a very low number of required data collection runs. 
Conventional polynomial approaches were used for modelling where applicable while 
artificial neuronal networks were replacing those in areas that exposed substantial non-
linearity. The approach is combined with a backwards facing drive cycle model. As the 
major goal is to generate initial calibration settings, modification of control parameters is 
explicitly taken into account. Good agreement was shown for accumulated diesel 
emission results while correlation of transient model response and measurement was 
exhibiting room for improvement. However, the work is focusing mainly on DoE 
methodology to identify a set of initial calibrations, rather than targeting dedicated 
warmup operation itself. Incorporation of an aftertreatment system is not mentioned. As 
such, comparability of the methodology to the approaches outlined in this thesis is limited. 
Kruse et al. (2010) were proposing a statistical learning process, mainly utilizing 
improved artificial neuronal networks and comprehending dedicated data points that were 
selected by clustering a representative area of operations into fragments. Optimization is 
done in Pareto front domains by using genetic algorithms, focusing on diesel engine 
control optimization. While the work is not outlining the model setup in detail and is 
aiming to optimize steady state calibrations for a warmed up engine, it is considered 
substantially different to the approach presented in this thesis. As lumping methodology 
is generally representing an alternative to forward and backwards facing cycle simulation, 
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none of the works is directly comparable to the methodology presented within this 
research. 
Similar to recent works that focus on HIL application to answer research questions in 
engine development, increasingly available computational power is also utilized in the 
development of new methodologies. Compared to drive cycle simulation approaches that 
describe engine parameters on a mean value basis, in which an average result over 720 
degrees of crank angle is assumed, Giakoumis et al (2015) were one of the first to combine 
a cycle simulation with an accurate zero dimensional crank angle based combustion 
model. Commonly used Wiebe and Woschni approaches were incorporated for heat 
release and heat transfer through the cylinder walls, using the GT Power® toolset. A 
forward facing approach was used to simulate the UDDS drive cycle. In conjunction with 
Dimaratos et al.’s (2016) conclusion, that recently introduced drive cycles like WLTC are 
generally benefiting improved vehicle parameters over advancing engine technology, the 
work is focusing on the optimization of vehicle related attributes and the assessment of 
the impact of environmental conditions on heavy duty diesel truck use cases. The impact 
of truck- and trailer weight, road surface, tire type and other factors were examined in 
detail in a parameter study. However, although engine modelling was done in a high 
sophisticated way with efficiency as well as emissions being taken into account, engine 
characteristic is considered to be a given condition with calibration modifications being 
out of scope. Hence, an optimization of control parameters was not demonstrated, 
marking up a substantial difference to the research outlined in this thesis. Bozza et al. 
(2016) combined a crank angle based combustion model with emission cycle simulation 
as well but were focusing on the effect of water injection on fuel economy of a gasoline 
engine. An existing one dimensional model was extended to comprehend the onset of 
engine knock, auto ignition and kinetic effects in detail. Correlation to measurements is 
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discussed in detail. To simulate performance on an emission cycle, a backwards facing 
approach was selected. With fuel economy being in focus, the work does not offer any 
emission numbers and is not taking an aftertreatment system into consideration so that the 
research goals are different from this work. Martín-Díaz et al (2018) presented a crank 
angle based Virtual Engine Model (VEMOD) as well but extended the setup by adding 
entirely physics based zero and one dimensional sub-models, comparable to what 
Adrianov (2011) had pursued with mean value models. The subsystems are running 
extremely fast with a sampling rate of 100 kHz or higher, mostly being embedded in a 
MATLAB SIMULINK® framework. Fuel consumption and NO-emissions are directly 
derived from combustion modelling while the remainder of diesel exhaust gas species 
were empirically generated by correlating measurements to a model approach that is not 
described further. Models for a diesel aftertreatment system are in place. The engine 
model was successfully combined with a forward facing drive cycle simulation in which 
the behaviour of an engine control unit was embedded, also considering modification of 
engine calibration parameters. While the work is understood to outline the capabilities of 
the methodology itself, an optimization of a particular control problem or an industrial 
use case was not demonstrated while the general simulation methodology is substantially 
different from the approaches pursued in this work as well. Using a RICARDO IGNITE® 
software solution, Navratil (2018) presented a real time capable, one dimensional, crank 
angle based approach for gasoline engines with a remarkably refined combustion system 
simulation, especially considering knock and temperature effects. Exhaust aftertreatment, 
cooling system and modifications of engine control parameters are considered. The 
models are set up and identified based on geometrical data as well as by correlation to 
measurements that were obtained from a DoE plan. Drive cycle simulation was realized 
by using a forward facing approach, focusing on accurately modelling cold engine 
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operation. As the paper is mainly demonstrating the capabilities of the commercially 
available products in use, engine out emissions were mentioned to either be modelled by 
a combustion simulation or being derived from a four dimensional table lookup approach. 
A comparison of measured versus modelled fuel economy and coolant temperature was 
presented, showing excellent agreement. However, no comparison of measured and 
modelled emission results or an attempt to optimize control settings were outlined. 
Especially in light of increasingly important fleet CO -emissions it is believed that 
optimization of converter warmup cannot be neglected and is offering significant potential 
to optimize fuel economy, which especially applies to the increasingly broad usage of 
engines in global vehicle environments. Independent of overall engine efficiency, 
particular powertrain features or vehicle attributes, converter warmup optimization has to 
be considered as an independent area of operation which contributes to overall fuel 
economy.  
Summarizing chapter 2.2, a detailed literature review has revealed that there is no 
indication of any research being currently in progress or having been published in the 
past, except for the content of the presented thesis. Furthermore, no approach is appearing 
to exist that is comparable to the methodologies pursued within this research. 
 
2.3 Bandwidth approaches in development and validation 
Only few publications are available how to handle a bandwidth of applications. 
Bewersdoff and Pfau (2011) demonstrated a variant management of an automotive control 
systems, giving an example with the validation of electronic stability control systems in 
which it was found imperative to handle portfolio complexity with a systematic approach. 
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The problem how to handle a wide spread of variants has been addressed by dividing 
applications into subsystems, that are validated separately by considering them to be 
closed environments and by adding the components back together to the system of interest 
in a modular approach. Transferability was demonstrated with selected examples. In case 
a common set of control parameters is not possible or not desired, Stricker (1996) came 
up with a method that uses neuronal networks for data mining. Depending on the maturity 
level of an engine that a new set of control parameters is required for, several methods 
have been demonstrated of how a calibration can be derived from calibrations that have 
been developed previously. Since both measurements as well as control settings are part 
of the outlined data-mining process, the corresponding data base is assumed to be able to 
offer solutions to questions that arise during the development process. As such, future 
products can be developed according to the same guidelines and design principles, 
representing an approach to cover a bandwidth of applications. More recent examples that 
demonstrate application in a practical use case or any further development of the 
methodology have not been found. McNicol et al. (2004) tried to establish an optimization 
algorithm that also takes expert knowledge and former experience into account by adding 
generic trend models to an existing engine optimization problem, so that calibration for a 
bandwidth spread of applications can be generated semi-automatically. A black box trend 
model would for example indicate that exhaust gas temperature will increase if spark is 
retarded from optimum spark. Bittermann et al. (2004) tried to address the needs of an 
engine project for bandwidth usage by incorporating expected load cases to be within the 
set-up DoE plan measurements, that was established to obtain models for engine out 
emissions of a diesel engine. As such, it is assumed upfront that the result is suitable to 
cover all applying use cases. While bandwidth investigations have not been in focus, it is 
not known whether the author is considering further adaptations to engine controls in a 
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second step to account for application specific requirements. Kruse et al. (2010) were 
approaching the problem of covering a whole variety of applications with setting up their 
model from a perspective, that it can be easily adapted to changing boundary conditions, 
hence enabling a fast sequence optimization of many variants of an application in a 
sequential pattern. Harmonization of control parameters was not attempted. 
More recent works indicate that today’s industry is pursuing individual settings for the 
single applications of a bandwidth, instead of trying to maintain a common set of control 
settings. According to Kramer (2011), the problem of complexity is mitigated by 
increased usage of simulation tools to support the calibration process, so that expensive 
and time-consuming measurements can be replaced with model outputs, hence accepting 
proliferation. Same as Bittermann et al. (2004), Castagné et al. (2012) are targeting to 
cover the bandwidth of a given portfolio with a common set of control settings as the 
optimization is targeting to refine a set of operating areas that was created by lumping 
frequent points of operation of all applying use cases. Kordon et al. (2015) again picked 
up a data recycling approach but looked at the topic from an initial calibration point of 
view, not consequently pursuing to minimize differences in control parameters. With AVL 
CRETA®, which is a database system to maintain calibration variants, being state of the 
art and being used by the majority of automotive OEMs, it can be assumed, that the need 
for having separate calibration parameters for a variety of engine applications is nowadays 
deemed to be necessary and accepted by the development community.  
Summarizing chapter 2.3, the research outlined above shows that publications related 
to bandwidth coverage are rare, especially in the field of engine control strategies. No 
publication is known that attempts to systematically investigate the relationship of 
bandwidth attributes and engine performance with parameter variations and an approach 
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to express the findings in mathematical relationships. No publication is furthermore 
available that describes a methodology which is targeting to generate control settings with 
a mathematical approach, based on the related vehicle specific attributes. As such, there 
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3 Engine inputs and outputs 
The main purpose of a combustion engine is to deliver torque by converting chemical 
energy into the mechanical domain. Required chemical inputs are fuel and atmospheric 
air which are combusted at preferably stoichiometric conditions for gasoline engines. In 
addition, engine control parameters need to be considered as inputs as those can influence 
combustion efficiency significantly. An overview is given in section 3.2. 
However, in addition to a significant portion of energy being lost through exhaust gas 
enthalpy and by heat transfer into the engine cooling system, the combustion process can 
never be ideal. As such, engine torque needs to be assessed in conjunction with exhaust 
gas temperature and the concentration of emission species, which are formed in a realistic 
combustion process. An overview over main engine measures, is given in Fig 3.1 with air 































































































































































































































































Figure 3.1: Exemplary engine output parameters characteristics depending on engine- 
                    load and – speed of the engine used in this thesis. 
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Engine torque values can either be described an indicated- or crankshaft torque domain, 
equation 3.1. 
M53A*3Y =  M56B4*, − M@,+,            (3.1) 
Assuming optimized engine control parameters, engine crankshaft torque is mainly 
dependent on air-mass per cylinder and stroke, which is proportional to chemical energy 
in first approximation, assuming a stoichiometric air/fuel ratio. Friction torque is 
increasing at elevated engine speeds, which negatively impacts crankshaft torque. The 
effect is decaying as the engine is warmed up (Heusler et al., 2004).  
Given optimized control parameters and a stoichiometric combustion process, exhaust gas 
temperature is mainly a function of engine power, since heat transfer through the cylinder-
walls and into exhaust system components is a function of time. For areas in which 
thermal constraints of the exhaust system are a concern, exhaust gas temperature can be 
reduced by operating the engine with moderate enrichment. Fig 3.1 is giving an example 
with exhaust gas temperatures saturating towards high engine-loads and -speeds.  
 
3.1 Emission fundamentals 
An ideal engine is converting O  and CH. molecules into CO  and H O. Equation 3.2 is 
giving an example with the oxidation of methane. 
CH# + 2O → CO + 2H O                (3.2) 
However, compared to an ideal combustion process, multiple effects need to be taken into 
consideration. Liquid fuel is never entirely vaporized into gaseous CH. molecules, 
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Nitrogen molecules, residual gases engine as well as oil are to some extent participating 
in the combustion process and mixture preparation of fuel and air is never completely 
homogeneous. As a result, Carbone-monoxide (CO), unburnt hydrocarbons molecules 
(THC), Nitrogen-oxides (NO), Hydrogen molecules (H ), particulate matter (PM) and 
other emissions species can be detected in engine exhaust gases as well. The physical and 
chemical background is explained in the following.  
 
3.1.1 Hydrocarbon-emissions 
Total hydrocarbon-emissions (THC) is a summarizing term for CH. molecules that did 
not participate in the combustion process and that are emitted as a part of the engine 
exhaust gases. Multiple effects are known and will be discussed in the following. An 
under-stoichiometric flame is considered a “rich” combustion while an over-
stoichiometric process will be referred to as a “lean” condition. 
According to Raab (2007), operation at lean air/fuel ratios will lead to elevated 
hydrocarbon-emissions since there is not enough oxygen available to combust all 
vaporized hydrocarbon molecules. Even if stoichiometric conditions are assumed, the 
flame can extinguish near the cylinder surfaces (referred to as cylinder walls in the 
following), caused by a loss of combustion energy due to heat transfer into the 
surrounding engine components (Schintzel, 2004). The effect is pronounced to a stronger 
extent at low cylinder wall temperatures. In addition, a combustible air/fuel charge can be 
pushed into combustion chamber crevices that cannot be accessed by the flame. The effect 
is called flame quenching with the sparkplug thread and the piston top land being 
prominent examples of sensitive spots (Schintzel, 2004).  
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In case air/fuel ratio is enleaned to slightly lean numbers, hydrocarbon-emissions are 
minimized since the likelihood a CH. molecule getting in contact with an oxygen radical 
is maximized. If air/fuel ratio is enleaned further, hydrocarbon-emissions will increase 
again as the excess of air is acting as an inert-gas which is both slowing down flame-speed 
as well as combustion temperature. Both effects are leading to a decreasing chemical 
reactivity and can ultimately result in an extinguishment of the flame (Cheng et al., 1997). 
In addition, overall heat capacity is elevated by the increasing fraction of inert gases which 
is lowering combustion temperature as well. Operating the engine at air/fuel ratios or 
exhaust gas circulation rates that are impairing the combustion process already or in case 
excessive spark retard is commanded, engine misfire can be observed in which nearly the 
entire amount of vaporized fuel will be emitted as hydrocarbon-emissions (Cheng et al, 
1997). 
Mechanisms of a rich and lean combustion processes are identical on a local and global 
level. Insufficient in-cylinder charge motion can lead to locally rich or lean pockets, even 
if the global combustion chamber air/fuel ratio is stoichiometric which will lead to an 
increase hydrocarbon-emissions as well (Suck, 2001). Swirl- and tumble- control 
actuators are targeting to optimize charge homogeneity (Grebe et al., 2003). 
Absorption and desorption of hydrocarbons in the cylinder wall’s oil film can play a vital 
role as well. During the intake stroke, cylinder hydrocarbon concentration is much higher 
than the corresponding concentration of hydrocarbons in the engine oil. As a result, the 
engine oil is absorbing hydrocarbons molecules which cannot be accessed by the flame. 
During the exhaust stroke, hydrocarbon concentration in the engine oil is higher than in 
the combustion chamber, thus leading to desorption of hydrocarbons into the exhaust 
gases (Korematsu and Takahashi, 1991). The effect is more pronounced at low oil 
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temperatures with the chemical composition of the engine oil itself is playing a role as 
well (Korematsu and Takahashi, 1991). The same effect can be observed with absorption 
and desorption into combustion chamber debris (Raab, 2007).  
Depending on intake manifold pressure, MPFI engines are developing a fuel film on the 
intake manifold- and intake channel surfaces. In case fuel injectors are shut off, for 
example due to a Deceleration Fuel Cut-Off (DFCO) event, the wall film continues to 
evaporate and hydrocarbon molecules are delivered into the cylinder in which no 
combustion is occurring, leading to those hydrocarbon-emissions being mostly passed 
through the cylinders into the exhaust system, directly increasing THC emission 
concentration. Since more fuel mass is condensing on the intake system’s surfaces at 
lower temperatures, the corresponding increase in emission concentration is depending 
on temperature as well (Spicher, Koelmel and Feng, 1999). With fuel vaporization being 
majorly impacted by pressure and temperature, engine temperature plays a key role for 
hydrocarbon-emissions which explains the generally high concentration levels right after 
a cold start (Spicher, Koelmel and Feng, 1999). Vaporization of liquid fuel, that did not 
participate in the combustion process and that is stored on the piston and cylinder wall 
surfaces is considered to have an impact as well while the effect is assumed to be more 
pronounced at cold combustion chamber temperatures. The combustion of engine oil is 
assumed to only minorly increase hydrocarbon-emissions (Schintzel, 2004) with rather 
leading to the formation of soot and ashes. Effects of blow by and valve leakage can be 
neglected as hydrocarbon molecules are recirculated into the cylinders to participate in a 
regular combustion, unless fuel shut off. 
While all the effects above describe the origin of hydrocarbon-emissions during or right 
after the combustion, a substantial portion is post oxidized during the expansion- or the 
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exhaust stroke (Spicher, Koelmel and Feng, 1999). With post oxidation being mainly a 
function of exhaust gas temperature and oxygen content, less post oxidation can be 
observed at cold combustion chamber temperatures or when operating the engine at 
under-stoichiometric air/fuel ratios (Suck, 2001, Cheng et al., 1997).  
 
3.1.2 CO-emissions 
CO emissions originate from an incomplete combustion of CH.-molecules due to the 
lack of available oxygen radicals. During stoichiometric or lean conditions, CO-emissions 
are caused by mixture in-homogeneities that lead to local rich pockets. Furthermore, CO  
can be dissociated to CO and O  at elevated gas temperatures (Jakobs, 2009).  
During operation at rich air/fuel ratios, CO-emission and air/fuel ratio show a linear 
dependency as the availability of free oxygen radicals decreases linearly with decreasing 
air/fuel ratio numbers. The effect is comparable to the increase in hydrocarbon-emissions, 
while the scale is approximately a hundred times larger in magnitude.  
CO is post oxidized during the expansion stroke in chemical equilibrium while gas 
temperatures remain above 1700K (Jakobs, 2009). 
 
3.1.3 Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) 
With atmospheric air exhibiting a Nitrogen content of approximately 78%, it cannot be 
avoided that nitrogen is participating in the combustion process. As a result, nitrogen 
monoxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO ) are part of the engine exhaust emissions, 
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being summarized by the term NO-emissions. While the majority of nitrogen oxides that 
originate from the combustion process can be assumed to be nitrogen monoxide, most 
NO-molecules are post-oxidized into NO -molecules during the expansion- and exhaust-
stroke. NO formation can be distinguished as follows. 
 
3.1.3.1 Fuel NO 
Within commercial fuels, a small amount of nitrogen molecules is attached to 
hydrocarbon molecules with single- or double bonds. Compared to nitrogen originating 
from atmospheric air, fuel nitrogen is oxidized first with the process directly occurring in 
the flame front. Two thirds of the corresponding nitrogen content are oxidized to NO, 
while one third is converted into N  (Jakobs, 2009). For gasoline engines, fuel NO can be 
neglected, since the amount of nitrogen molecules in gasoline fuel is rather low.  
 
3.1.3.2 Thermal NO 
Over 90% of the NO-emissions of a combustion engine can be attributed to the so called 
thermal NO mechanism (Roepke, 1996) that is occurring in the post flame area and which 
is described by the Zeldovich chain reactions, equations 3.3 and 3.4 (Zeldovich, 1946). 
Reaction rates are limited with increasing gas temperatures having an amplifying effect. 
   O% + N → NO +  N%              (3.3) 
   N% + O → NO +  O%             (3.4) 
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Lavoie, Heywood and Keck (1988) revised the approach by adding equation 3.5 to 
establish the so called extended Zeldovich mechanism:  
  N% + OH → NO + H%               (3.5) 
According to equations 3.3 and 3.4, free oxygen radicals as well as oxygen molecules are 
required to start and to maintain the chain reaction. Molecular oxygen is either available 
due to operating at over-stoichiometric air/fuel ratio numbers and/or due to the 
dissociation of the combustions products CO  and H O at elevated gas temperatures, 
which are described in equations  3.6 - 3.8 (Jakobs, 2009): 
Primary dissociation:      2CO ↔ 2CO + O   2H O ↔ 2H + O              
(. )
(. ) 
Secondary dissociation:    O ↔ 2O%               (3.8) 
According to Roepke (1996), mechanisms per equation 3.8 are not significantly occurring 
below 2200K. Furthermore, the availability of free oxygen radicals (equation 3.8) is 
increasing with increasing air/fuel ratios, given a particular temperature and is decreasing 
with decreasing temperatures at a given air/fuel ratio, which explains the known bell shape 
of NO-emissions over air/fuel ratio, Fig 3.6. As such and with the availability of oxygen 
molecules and oxygen radicals being a function of gas temperature and air/fuel ratio, NO-
formation is mainly depending on combustion temperature and air/fuel ratio as well.  
 
3.1.3.3 Prompt NO 
Fenimore (1979) discovered, that free hydrocarbon radicals are splitting Nitrogen 
molecules directly in the flame, equation 3.9: 
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CH% + N → HCN + N%            (3.9) 
The formed nitrogen radical can initiate a Zeldovich chain reaction, which is described in 
equations 3.2 – 3.4 while the effect can only be observed at under-stoichiometric air/fuel 
ratios. According to Jakobs (2009), prompt NO can be neglected for gasoline engines.  
 
3.1.4 Catalytic conversion 
Due to the physical and chemical backgrounds of emission formation being different from 
each other for all three gaseous exhaust species, there is no air/fuel ratio in which 
hydrocarbon-, CO- and NO-emissions can be at a minimum level at the same time. To 
reduce emission concentrations to a level that satisfies environmental and regulatory 
requirements, a catalytic converter is required. The main purpose is to lower the minimum 
temperature that is required for the chemical conversion of the regulated gaseous exhaust 
gas species into non-hazardous molecules without being used up by the reaction itself 
(Foos, 2011, Mladenov, 2009). As such, the converter is assisting the oxidation of 
hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions and helps to reduce NO-molecules. Equations 3.10 – 
3.15 are giving an overview of the high-level chemical processes that apply. 
Chemical oxidation: 
CH. + 1 + .# O → xCO +
.
 H O           (3.10) 
CO +  O → CO           (3.11) 
CO + H O → CO + H             (3.12) 
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Chemical reduction: 
NO + CO →  N + CO             (3.13) 
NO + H →  N + H O              (3.14) 
2 + .  NO + CH. → 1 +
.
# N + xCO +
.
 H O           (3.15) 
The catalytic converter is consisting of a monolith, a wash-coat and a catalytic surface, 
which are embedded into an appropriate housing (canning). With the monolith serving as 
a carrier, a wash-coat is applied to increase the usable surface. A precious metal load, 
consisting of platinum, rhodium and/or palladium, is part of the wash-coat and responsible 
for increasing chemical reactivity. While platinum and palladium serve to enhance the 
oxidation process (equations 3.10 – 3.12), rhodium is used to support the reduction of 
nitrogen oxides (equations 3.13 – 3.15). The chemical reactions are occurring on the 
catalytic surface.  
To buffer variances in exhaust gas oxygen content, Cerium oxide is added to the wash-
coat to serve as an oxygen storage element, which is important to maintain a constantly 
high conversion rate. Equation 3.16 is illustrating the chemical process of oxygen storage 
while equation 3.17 is showing the process of oxygen release at the example of oxidizing 
a CO molecule. 
Ce O" +  O → Ce O#         (3.16) 
Ce O# + CO → Ce O" + CO                 (3.17) 
With Cerium and stabilized cerium components are sensitive to high temperatures, 
accurate thermal monitoring and temperature control of the catalytic converter is required 
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as a reduction of cerium over lifetime is the main driver for a reduced converter efficiency 
(also referred to as converter aging, Foos, 2011). 
However, catalytic converters require a minimum enable temperature as they are 
decreasing the minimum required temperature for the chemical reactions described in 
equations 3.10 – 3.17 to occur. Engine exhaust gas enthalpy is artificially increased by 
engine control measures directly after a cold start until a significant emission conversion 
can be assumed.  
 
3.2 Engine control parameters 
To control engine torque and –speed while conforming to the applying emission standard 
and to optimize fuel consumption, several sensors and actuators are in use, which mainly 
control the amount of fresh air per stroke, the amount of fuel that is injected, spark timing 
and to some extent cylinder combustion through in-cylinder charge motion- and residual 
gas fraction control. An overview over control settings for the engine in use is given in 
Fig 3.2 with parameters being named in table 1.1. Air/fuel ratio is expressed in the unit-
less qualifier of lambda, end of injection timing is controlled relative to the intake valve 
opening, intake- and exhaust camshaft phasing are controlled relative to the 
corresponding park positions of the actuators, which is the fully advanced position for the 
engine in use while spark will be expressed in crankshaft angle before top dead centre 
(°CrA). Although not being a direct control value but a result of spark timing, spark will 
be replaced with the CA-angle, which represents the crank angle at which 50% of the 
combustion heat was released (see chapter 3.2.1). 
          












































































































































































































































































Figure 3.2: Exemplary engine control parameter characteristics depending on engine- 
        load and -speed during warm engine operation of the engine in use 
 
The physical background of optimal and modified control settings and the relationship of 
the control-settings on engine-out parameters is discussed in the following including 
control modifications that are specific to a dedicated warmup of the catalytic converter. 
 
3.2.1 Spark timing and CA50-angle 
Previous research has shown that a value of 3 to 8°CrA after ignition top dead centre leads 
to optimal fuel economy and a maximized engine crankshaft torque (Pischinger, Klell and 
Sams 2009). To control the timing of heat release, spark angle needs to be retarded with 
increasing loads due to the increasing superposition of heat release and geometric 
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compression during the combustion process. While an absolute spark angle is defined to 
be a spark advance relative to ignition top dead centre in the following, retards relative to 
optimum spark will be referred to as spark retards. However, a CA-angle of 3 to 8°CrA 
after TDC can often not be realized at elevated loads due to being limited by engine knock. 
For this area of operation, spark is controlled to the most advanced position that does not 
exhibit knock yet so that the engine is operated at best efficiency. While flame speed is 
remaining constant with changing engine speeds in first approximation, piston speed is 
increasing which leads to the necessity to advance spark timing. Enhancing charge motion 
by activating the swirl control flaps is increasing flame speed further and is changing the 

























  n = 1550/min   mAir,Cyl = 150mg/stroke   Swirl flaps inactive
  n = 1550/min   mAir,Cyl = 150mg/stroke   Swirl flaps active  
Figure 3.3: Measured -angle, depending on spark timing and swirl state 
 
Engine out parameters depending on CA-angle are exhibiting similar dependencies, 
comparing an active and inactive swirl state, Fig 3.4, except for effects that are not mainly 
related to CA-angle but that are rather attributed to mixture homogeneity. With retarding 
spark angles, the superposition of combustion heat release and geometric compression is 
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reduced, leading to decreasing combustion temperatures and lower in-cylinder peak 
pressures. Since average cylinder pressure is equivalent to indicated engine torque it can 
be assumed, that a lower pressure level automatically leads to less combustion energy 
being utilized to generating torque. As a result, exhaust enthalpy and exhaust gas 
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  n = 1550/min   mAir,Cyl = 150mg/stroke   Swirl flaps inactive
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Figure 3.4: Exemplary engine out parameters over -angle 
 
In addition, with heat transfer being mainly a function of the applying temperature 
difference, more heat will be transferred into the cooling system with higher combustion 
temperatures. As a result, exhaust temperature will increase as spark is retarded (CA-
angles increasing). Hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions are decaying to values near zero with 
increasing CA-angles (spark retard) due to high exhaust gas temperatures enhancing 
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post oxidation effects in cylinder and in the exhaust manifold. This corresponds well to a 
decrease in O -concentration that can be observed at the same time while the absolute 
numbers of O -concentration are in question due to issues with the exhaust gas analysers 
(see chapter 5.3.1.6). 
NO-emissions are showing a continuously decreasing trend with increasing CA-angles 
since peak combustion temperatures are continuously decreasing due to less superposition 
of heat release and geometrical compression. 
 
3.2.2 Air/fuel ratio 
For gasoline engines, an operation near stoichiometric conditions is required to maximize 
the efficiency of the three-way catalytic converter. With air/fuel-ratio depending to some 
extent from the oxygen content of the fuel in use, stoichiometric operation is defined to 
be at a lambda value of 1.0 in the following to eliminate fuel as an additional degree of 
freedom. 
Stoichiometric operation is maintained by controlling the fuel system in a closed loop 
manner, which uses at least one binary or wideband O -sensor as the main input. 
However, the O -sensor needs to be heated up before a reasonable signal is available. 
Electrical sensor heating can start as soon as all water in the exhaust manifold is assumed 
to have evaporated so that water-shocks on the sensor tips are safely avoided. As long as 
no valid O -sensor signal is available, the engine needs to be operated in an open loop 
manner. With the need to avoid misfire under all possible circumstances, desired air/fuel 
ratio will likely be commanded to stoichiometric or slightly rich numbers. In addition, 
cold engine operation requires a particular level of enrichment that is intended to 
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compensate for differences in fuel evaporation, cylinder- and intake manifold-wall 
wetting, an increased loss of fuel into the crankcase, into the engine oil and a reduced 
utilization of chemical fuel energy. For reasons of thermal protection of the exhaust 
manifold, some enrichment might be required at elevated engine power as well. As such, 
off-stoichiometric operation cannot be ignored. An overview about the general 
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                                n = 2150/min   mAir,Cyl = 100mg/stroke   Spark = -7°CAaITDC   Swirl flaps inactive  
                                n = 2550/min   mAir,Cyl = 100mg/stroke   Spark = -1°CAaITDC   Swirl flaps active
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Figure 3.5: Exemplary engine out parameters, depending on lambda 
 
Signals with an active swirl control were corrected based on the methodology that will be 
presented in chapter 5 to assume identical engine load, engine speed and spark advance, 
so that the impact of swirl control is isolated. 
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As discussed in chapter 3.1.1, a decreasing air/fuel ratio below stoichiometric conditions 
is going to increase engine out hydrocarbon-emissions, since there are not enough oxygen 
radicals available to oxidize the vaporized, gaseous hydrocarbon-molecules. Due to 
further increasing heat capacity of the charge with decreasing lambda numbers, 
combustion trends to become slower which further reduces the likelihood of all available 
hydrocarbon molecules being combusted. The effect is partly over-compensated by a 
steady increase in flame speed down to Lambda numbers of approximately 0.85 
(Heywood 1988), due to the almost complete utilization of available oxygen. It is assumed 
that the effect of an increased heat capacity and the over-availability of hydrocarbon-
molecules is becoming dominant below this point, increasing hydrocarbon-concentration 
even further. In case air/fuel ratio numbers are lowered to excessively rich numbers, 
misfire can be expected. Regarding lean operation, Adrianov’s (2011) and Keynejad’s 
(2011) optimizations independently came to the result, that the theoretical best trade-off 
of fuel economy and hydrocarbon-emissions can be found at Lambda values of 
approximately 1.05 to 1.08. Today’s global engine projects, that need to be robust to a 
wide spread of fuel quality in the regions of sales and part to part variations would rather 
not target Lambda values beyond 1.05 with lean misfire is becoming probable towards 
further enleanment which can clearly be observed in Fig. 3.5 towards excessively lean 
operation. 
CO- and NO-emissions are following the expected shapes, as explained in chapters 3.1.2 
and 3.1.3. O -concentration is increasing linearly above Lambda 1.0 due to the lack of 
available hydrocarbon molecules, while approaching a negligible level under rich 
conditions due to the reasons described above. 
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Exhaust gas temperature is at a maximum at stoichiometric conditions. With increasing 
lambda numbers, the absolute fuel mass that is participating in the combustion process is 
decreasing, therefore absolute heat release is reduced as well. Due to fresh air acting more 
and more like an inert gas, flame speed is decreasing at the same time, giving the flame 
more time to transfer heat through the cylinder walls. Beginning misfire can be observed 
towards increasingly lean operation, leading to a shift of chemical energy release into the 
exhaust stroke, therefore resulting in a simultaneous increase of exhaust gas temperature 
and hydrocarbon-emissions. With air/fuel rations decreasing from stoichiometric 
conditions, the effect of an increased absolute heat capacity, relative to the fuel mass that 
can participate in a combustion is leading to a cooling effect, together with the increased 
amount of fuel cooling down the charge to some extent during the evaporation process.  
Given constant boundary conditions and stoichiometric or lean operation, fuel mass per 
stroke and engine torque are proportional to each other in first approximation. With rich 
conditions, engine torque is still increasing while saturating at approximately Lambda 
values of 0.85 due to the flames speed reaching its maximum here. Beyond Lambda 0.85, 
torque is decreasing again because of an increased heat capacity becoming dominant over 
flame speed effects.  
 
3.2.3 End of injection angle (MPFI) 
Multi Port Fuel Injection (MPFI) systems are injecting fuel into the intake manifold where 
the charge is resting until it is brought into the cylinder through the intake valves. Since 
the injection itself is mostly decoupled from piston movement, end of injection (EOI) 
timing is not controlled relative to the engine’s top dead centre but injectors are controlled 
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relative to intake valve timing. The dependency of end of injection timing relative to 
piston position and main engine output parameters is illustrated in Fig 3.6, while the 
shaded area is representing an open intake valve. None of the parameters is showing a 
significant change except for signal noise for end of injection angles values between 
120°CrA and 600°CrA, which represents the area in which the intake valve is closed. 
Since fuel evaporation on an MPFI system is mainly occurring at the intake valve slot due 
to high turbulence levels (Raab, 2007), hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions are increasing 



























End of injection [°CrA]
-120 0 120 240 360 480 600 720 840
    n = 1150/min   airload = 150mg/stroke    ∆IC = 15°Cam   ∆EC = 10°Cam   spark = -7°Crk bITDC   Swirl valve inactive  
    n = 1150/min   airload = 200mg/stroke    ∆IC = 0°Cam     ∆EC = 8  °Cam   spark = 0°Crk bITDC    Swirl valve active  
    n = 2350/min   airload = 100mg/stroke    ∆IC = 20°Cam   ∆EC = 25°Cam   spark = 9°Crk bITDC    Swirl valve inactive  
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Figure 3.6: Exemplary engine out parameters and intake valve duration, over end of  
           injection timing relative to piston position 
 
Due to the partly incomplete combustion process, oxygen content is increasing as well, 
while the absolute O -concentration signal level is suspected to be shifted significantly 
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(see chapter 5.3.1.6). Although fuel vaporization will mostly occur in the cylinder when 
injecting into the open intake valve, cooling down the charge and increasing charge 
density, an impact on engine torque and exhaust gas temperature cannot be identified in 
the data. 
While production control parameters of the engine in use are not indicating an injection 
directly into the cylinder at any load or speed, the measurements outlined above are not 
indicating any benefit when injecting fuel through the open intake valve as well that would 
come without significant side effects. Camshaft phasing angles, engine load, engine speed 
and spark timing were not found to substantially change the dependency of EOI and the 
parameters of interest. Since a warm-up investigation with different end of injection 
angles did not exhibit any fundamental impacts on emissions, fuel consumption, exhaust-
gas temperature and engine torque as well, end of injection timing will be disregarded in 
the following. 
 
3.2.4 Camshaft phasing 
The engine in use is using hydraulic camshaft phasing actuators. Both camshafts are 
parked in their most advanced position. Realizing an operation according to the miller 
cycle principles (Van Basshuysen and Schaefer, 2010) in selected areas of operation by 
retarding the intake camshaft position, fresh charge is pushed back into the intake 
manifold during the compression stroke so that the ratio of expansion- and compression-
stroke is artificially increased, leading to an improved efficiency. The effective 
compression ratio can be reduced at the same time to mitigate engine knock (Fukuzawa 
et al. (2000). While the miller cycle is preferred during part load operation, engine torque 
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and rated power can be improved at elevated loads by advancing the intake camshaft so 
that fresh air load per cylinder and stroke is maximized, as a pushback of fresh charge 
into the intake manifold in minimized.  
The variable exhaust camshaft is mainly used to control the amount of internal exhaust 
gas recirculation (also referred to as residual gas fraction). In addition to reducing NO-
emissions, an elevated level of residual gas recirculation is leading to a reduction in 
pumping losses, since residual gases will act like an inert gases and a higher manifold 
pressure will be required to fill the cylinder with the same amount of fresh air and fuel. 
Negative effects on fuel economy due to a slower flame speed are normally 
overcompensated by pumping loss reduction while pre-warming of the fresh charge 
through hot exhaust gases might be beneficial for vaporization and fuel economy as well. 
The level of internal exhaust gas recirculation mainly depends on the duration and relative 
position to top dead centre in which both intake- as well as exhaust valves are open at the 
same time. The mechanism is also referred to as valve overlap. 
Assuming a fixed exhaust camshaft lobe duration and -lift, retarding the exhaust valve 
opening is preferred in part load as the time the combustion pressure is applied to the 
piston surface is being extended (Van Basshuysen and Schaefer, 2010). Efficiency is 
increasing which leads to an improvement of fuel consumption and an increase of torque. 
Exhaust gas temperature is decreasing since chemical energy is converted into mechanical 
work to a larger extent instead of being lost through exhaust gas enthalpy. Since the 
duration that the charge is exposed to elevated temperatures is increased, a more complete 
combustion and post oxidation process can be assumed, leading to a decrease in 
hydrocarbon-emissions (Van Basshuysen and Schaefer, 2010). Retarding the exhaust 
valve closing angle will lead to a purging effect of residual gases out of the volume of the 
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combustion chamber that the piston cannot access, which in turn leads to an increase in 
engine torque, since more fresh-load can be brought into the cylinder. NO-emissions are 
going to increase since combustion temperatures and flame speed will increase due to 
higher load and the reduced level of internal exhaust gas recirculation. Furthermore, with 
residual gases being purged with fresh charge, assuming an MPFI injection architecture, 
fuel that was intended be used within the combustion process is to some extent directly 
brought into the exhaust manifold, which is increasing hydrocarbon-emissions (Van 
Basshuysen and Schaefer, 2010). With the flame extinguishing at some point, 
hydrocarbon-emissions are generally increasing towards the end of the combustion 
process. In case the engine is operated at high overlap of exhaust- and intake-valves, those 
hydrocarbons can be brought back into the cylinder and can be made use of during the 
next combustion event. For MPFI engines the effect is gained by a pre-warming of fresh 
charge as hot residual gases are brought into the intake manifold. Pushing exhaust gases 
back into the intake manifold is furthermore leading to a considerable de-throttling effect, 
with higher intake manifold pressure being required to maintain an identical mass of fresh 
charge (Van Basshuysen and Schaefer, 2010). Advancing the exhaust camshaft timing 
will enable the combustion gases to exit the cylinder more easily due to an earlier exhaust 
valve opening, since the pressure ratio into the exhaust manifold will be higher, which is 
preferable at high loads due to a better control of the internal residual gases (Van 
Basshuysen and Schaefer, 2010). Exhaust gas temperature is increasing since the 
combustion gases are exiting the cylinder at higher pressure and temperature. On the other 
side, advancing the exhaust valve closing angle will lead to more residual gases remaining 
in the cylinder, which is reducing NO-emissions but is introducing the risk to eventually 
suffer from engine misfire in case dilution rates are becoming excessive (Van Basshuysen 
and Schaefer, 2010).  
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Assuming a fixed duration and lift of the intake camshaft lobe, retarding the intake 
camshaft timing will reduce valve overlap and will generally lead to a reduced residual 
gas fraction, causing an increase in engine torque and NO-emissions, comparable to 
advancing the exhaust camshaft timing. However, hydrocarbon-emissions are assumed to 
decrease as the charge is brought into the cylinder when the piston is already further down 
in its travel. As such contact with the cold combustion chamber surfaces is avoided. Due 
to a later intake valve opening, the pressure difference of intake manifold and combustion 
chamber is higher, caused by higher in-cylinder vacuum, leading to a stronger stream of 
fresh charge, which causes a better mixture homogeneity (Van Basshuysen and Schaefer, 
2010). Since the piston movement is initially only creating vacuum as the intake valves 
are still closed, less time is available to bring fresh charge into the cylinder, which can 
lead to a decreasing torque at lower speeds while increase pumping losses as well. 
However, a late intake valve closing can be efficient when utilizing Miller cycle 
mechanisms described above. Friction losses will slightly decrease due to a lower 
effective compression ratio, while reduces thermal efficiency is reduced (Van Basshuysen 
and Schaefer, 2010). While a push-back of fresh charge into the intake manifold is 
intended at part load, a late intake valve closing is used during full load to increase engine 
torque for naturally aspirated engines, since pulsation in intake manifold can be utilized 
to increase volumetric efficiency, given an appropriate intake manifold design. 
Advancing the intake camshaft timing will in turn lead to a loss of torque at full load but 
is de-throttling the engine in part load, since a higher intake manifold pressure is required 
for the same air per cylinder and stroke (Van Basshuysen and Schaefer, 2010). With the 
intake phase ending early, in-cylinder charge motion is limited which can increase 
hydrocarbon-emissions due to effects described in chapter 3.1.1. In addition, the 
increasing vacuum towards piston bottom dead centre can cool down the charge to an 
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extent, that already vaporized fuel is tending to condensate again on the combustion 
chamber surfaces which can lead to increased hydrocarbon, CO- and soot-emissions. An 
early opening of the intake valve will increase valve overlap again, leading to an amplified 
push back of residual gas into the intake manifold. Depending on the extent of exhaust 
gas recirculation, the effect can be beneficial to pre-evaporate fuel in the intake manifold 
for an MPFI system but can also lead to excessive dilution rates, which are harmful for 
the combustion process. 
Exemplary results of a variation of intake- and exhaust camshaft timing at a fixed load, 
speed are shown in Fig 3.7. Increasing camshaft angles are indicating a phasing into a 

































































































































































































































































































      
 Figure 3.7: Exemplary engine parameter characteristics, depending on camshaft  
    timing  
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Hydrocarbon-emissions are exhibiting a peak with fully retarded exhaust camshaft 
positions, while the intake camshaft being held fully advanced. Valve overlap is at a 
maximum here, likely leading to blow-over of fresh charge into the exhaust manifold 
during valve overlap. Elevated residual gas fractions that are built up towards the end of 
the exhaust valve opening duration are assumed to harm the combustion process. 
Remaining fully retarded with the exhaust camshaft, retarding the intake valve opening 
lowers hydrocarbon-emissions, since overlap and internal exhaust gas fraction are 
reduced. Compared to this scenario, retarding the intake camshaft only while holding the 
exhaust camshaft phaser in a fully advanced position is slightly increasing hydrocarbon-
emission concentration as well, while exhibiting at a lower magnitude of change. The 
increase is caused by a deterioration of fuel evaporation since a lower amount of exhaust 
gases are pushed back into the intake manifold, not warming up the charge anymore. 
While being dominant with small phasing angles, the effect of slightly higher in-cylinder 
charge motion due to a later valve opening cannot compensate for the deficiencies in fuel 
vaporization. Assuming a fully retarded position of the intake camshaft, hydrocarbon-
emissions will decrease as soon as the exhaust camshaft is retarded as well due to a more 
complete combustion and post oxidization process. Dilution with internal residual gases 
is assumed to cause issues towards a fully retarded exhaust camshaft position, since the 
exhaust valves will be open during the majority of piston travel towards bottom dead 
centre while the intake valves are closed. 
Except for signal noise, CO- and O -concentrations remain on a rather constant level. A 
slight decrease of CO-emissions can be observed towards retarded exhaust camshaft 
positions, which is likely caused by a more complete combustion and an extended post 
oxidation process with late exhaust valve opening angles.  
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Engine torque remains constant, except for control errors of engine load. As the study was 
performed while a constant crankshaft torque request by the engine control system, 
crankshaft torque in Fig. 3.7 is mainly illustrating the accuracy of the engine torque model 
in use while operating on different camshaft phasing positions. Deviations toward 
excessive camshaft phasing are not necessarily related to a physical effect but is likely 
related to model accuracy in an area of rather infrequent operation that was compromised 
in favour of a more representative camshaft positions. 
NO-emissions are mainly influenced by the level of internal exhaust gas recirculation 
and the extent of fuel vaporization as both mechanisms are impacting flame speed and 
combustion temperature. As a result, NO-emission is qualified by low concentration 
levels at retarded exhaust camshaft positions, since the internal residual gas fraction is 
assumed to be high. Due to the fact that the exhaust valves are opening first and with the 
exhaust valve having been open for a relatively long duration of piston travel towards 
bottom dead centre, the intake camshaft can only control engine load but able to 
significantly impact the rate of dilution any more, explaining a nearly constant emissions 
concentration when retarding the intake camshaft in addition to the already retarded 
exhaust camshaft phasing actuator. Internal residual gas fraction is assumed to be at a 
minimum with moderate exhaust camshaft phasing positions. While the combustion 
chamber volume that is inaccessible to the piston (dead volume) is a guaranteed portion 
of residual gas in case the exhaust valve closes early, retarding the exhaust camshaft 
introduces a risk to purge the volume with fresh load which is reducing exhaust gas 
recirculation rates. With the intake camshaft moving into a more retarded position, the 
purging effect becomes less dominant, leading to a decrease in NO-concentration. 
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Exhaust gas temperature is exhibiting a moderate dependency from camshaft phasing 
angles, mostly corresponding well to NO-concentration. With exhaust gas recirculation 
assumed to have a dominant impact over other mechanisms, combustion temperature is 
increasing in areas in which internal residual gas fraction is reduced. As a result, exhaust 
gas temperature and -enthalpy are low, as the elevated combustion pressure is leading to 
an increased conversion of energy from the chemical into mechanical domain, while heat 
transfer through the cylinder walls is increasing as well. The effect of an extended 
utilization of combustion pressure leading to a decrease in exhaust temperatures can be 
observed to a limited extent towards high exhaust camshaft phasing angles and with little 
intake camshaft phasing. However, the strong dependency of internal residual gas fraction 
from intake camshaft positions in case the exhaust camshaft is fully retarded is dominant 
so that the effect is only visible with small or moderate intake camshaft phasing.  
 
3.2.5 Swirl control  
In an effort to increase combustion stability at high internal or external exhaust gas 
recirculation rates that are intended to further reduce pumping losses (Grebe et al. 2003), 
the engine that is used in this work is equipped with swirl control flaps. The corresponding 
effects are referred to as swirl states in the following. For each cylinder, one of the two 
intake ports is optimized for volumetric efficiency, causing limited charge motion while 
for the second port, a tangential design is considered which enhances the formation of 
swirl in the cylinder (Fiorenza et al., 2003). In case swirl control is activated, the neutral 
port is throttled by the corresponding swirl control flap so that the majority of fresh charge 
is brought into the cylinder through the tangential port, which leads to an increase in 
charge motion and an elevated flame speed. Swirl control is limited to an operation at low 
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engine power to avoid that the throttling effect becomes dominant over the intended 
pumping loss reduction, caused by an elevated internal exhaust gas recirculation rate. Fig 





















































































Figure 3.8: Swirl state and required spark delta for swirl actuation to maintain 
                 a constant -angle, depending on engine-speed and –load 
 
To compensate for a decrease in flame speed, spark timing needs to be advanced in case 
swirl state is inactive in order to maintain a constant CA-angle unless airflow or engine 
speed are elevated to a point in which natural charge motion is becoming dominant over 
enforced swirl. Camshaft phasing positions were optimized for both swirl states 
separately. According to chapter 3.1.1, hydrocarbon-emissions are increasing towards low 
engine-speeds and -loads. Fig 3.9 is confirming that hydrocarbon-emissions are elevated 
in case swirl control is active at particularly low loads due to an excessive charge motion 
extinguishing the already weak flame. CO-emissions exhibit a slight improvement with 
active swirl control due to an improved mixture homogeneity. O -concentration levels 
remain constant except for manoeuvres in which the flame is extinguished, which 
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correlates well to observed CO-concentration. NO-emissions remain on a nearly constant 
level, since the effects of a faster combustion, which leads to increased combustion 
temperatures, is compensated by an adapted ignition timing and a higher internal EGR 



















































































































































































































































































Figure 3.9: Engine out parameter delta, comparing active and inactive swirl state,  
            depending on engine-load and –speed 
 
As CA-angles are controlled to an identical target, engine torque and exhaust gas 
temperature are on comparable levels as well. Compared to the results presented in Grebe 
et al. (2003) and Fiorenza et al. (2003) that investigated swirl control on engines with 
fixed camshaft timing, the impact of swirl state is rather small. It is assumed that the 
tangential port of the engine used in this work is leading to an overall reduced swirl effect 
so that positive effect of camshaft phasing is not impaired.  
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3.2.6 Operating temperature 
Although operating temperature can only be controlled to a limited extent, a major impact 
on the engine out parameters as discussed in the previous chapters can be assumed. 
Combustion chamber-, intake valve- and intake-manifold temperature are assumed to 
have a substantial impact on emission concentrations. Engine crankshaft torque is mainly 
changing due to differences in friction torque, which is mostly depending on oil 
temperature and engine speed with those being the main impactors regarding bearing and 
piston ring related friction.  Assuming an identical start-up temperature and a common 
cooling loop for cylinder-block and cylinder-head which is controlled by a conventional 
thermostat, combustion chamber surface temperature is assumed to correspond to 
accumulated engine load. Fig 3.10 is offering exemplary experimental results for different 


























∫ Air per cylinder [kg]
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  n = 1150/min   load = 200mg/stroke   Spark = -7°CA    Swirl active 
  n = 2150/min   load = 200mg/stroke   Spark =  5°CA    Swirl inactive 
  n = 2650/min   load = 200mg/stroke   Spark =  5°CA    Swirl inactive 
  n = 2150/min   load = 150mg/stroke   Spark =  5°CA    Swirl active 
  n = 2150/min   load = 250mg/stroke   Spark =  5°CA    Swirl inactive 
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Figure 3.10: Engine out parameter trends after a cold start, normalized to warm steady  
           state results, over accumulated combustion energy since start-up 
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Engine parameters are asymptotically converging to emission concentrations, crankshaft 
torques and exhaust gas temperatures that can be observed with a fully warmed up engine. 
As such, warmup performance is expressed relative to warm steady state results which 
are depending on engine load and –speed (Fig. 3.1). Hydrocarbon-emissions are showing 
an exponentially decaying shape, which can be related to the effects of an impaired 
vaporization at cold temperatures and an increased absorption/desorption into engine oil 
and combustion chamber debris that was described in chapter 3.1.1. Fuel vaporization is 
further impaired at higher loads, caused by a reduced intake manifold vacuum. The effect 
is gained with low fuel- and intake manifold temperatures Engine speed not exhibiting a 
significant impact on hydrocarbon-emissions. CO-emissions are mainly a function of 
air/fuel ratio. Spikes directly are related to unintended occasional rich excursions of 
air/fuel ratio. However, a dependency of CO-concentration from temperature can clearly 
be observed which is assumed to be attributed to the dissociation of CO -molecules into 
CO-molecules that was described in chapter 3.1.2, which is requiring elevated gas 
temperatures to significantly occur. Since heat transfer through the cylinder walls is a 
function of delta temperature relative to the combustion gases, an increased amount of 
energy is lost at low engine temperatures. With exhaust gas temperatures increasing 
slowly after a cold start, combustion temperatures are assumed to remain too low to start 
the Zeldovich chain reaction (chapter 3.1.3) on a larger scale. As a result, NO-emission 
concentration is almost negligible right after engine start while increasing quickly as the 
combustion chamber is warming up significantly faster than the remainder of engine 
components before saturating at levels that are representative for fully warmed up 
operation. O -concentration corresponds well to NO-formation with one oxygen-
molecule being required to form each NO  molecule. The remaining offset in O -
concentration is explained with the amount of fuel that is not participating in the 
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combustion process by being lost into the engine oil or being emitted as hydrocarbon-
emissions, therefore not utilizing available oxygen. Engine torque ratios are assumed to 
mainly reflect the decay of temperature related friction torque with results being expressed 
as ratios of crankshaft torque. However, it can clearly be observed that engine torque is 
additionally exhibiting a substantially quicker increase directly after engine start which is 
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4 Experimental equipment 
4.1 Dynamometer, test cell and control system 
All experimental data presented in this work was collected on a high dynamic engine 
dynamometer located in the laboratory for combustion engines at HOCHSCHULE 
DARMSTADT, Fig 4.1. The test stand is suitable to collect steady-state measurements as 
well as to perform dynamic tests, i.e. simulating operation on an emission cycles. 
Reference data, that was required to calibrate dynamometer settings for dynamic 
operation, was collected on a chassis dynamometer. 
 
Figure 4.1: Engine and test cell at the engine laboratories of HOCHSCHULE DARMSTADT 
 
An air conditioning system that is capable to provide ambient temperatures between 15°C 
and 30°C and relative humidity levels between 20% and 80% was in use. A conventional 
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coolant-radiator-fan module was not installed as the engine was directly connected to a 
test cell coolant- and oil-conditioning system, offering opportunities of a forced engine 
cooling to ambient conditions while the engine is not running, which is enabling the user 
to increase the amount of emission runs, since the engine does not need to cool down 
naturally. In addition, the catalyst could be cooled down by a flooding with pressurized 
air that is inserted upstream of the converter.  
To simulate driving resistance and other drive cycle relevant aspects, the test cell was 
equipped with the HORIBA STARS® control system. Based on vehicle parameters, like 
aerodynamic drag, vehicle-mass, gear ratios and tire sizes, the system calculates the 
required engine-torque and -speed to achieve a particular vehicle-speed, which is 
referencing a predefined schedule (i.e. the NEDC profile). Additionally, the system is 
simulating the mechanical clutch, natural frequencies of powertrain and vehicle and a 
human driver, which can follow a particular vehicle-speed trace more or less dynamically.  
The test stand is equipped with a HORIBA DYNAS³ LI 250 asynchronous electric 
dynamometer. Motor parameters are illustrated in table 4.1. The values are deemed to be 
sufficient for the engine in use (see chapter 4.4).  
 
Table 4.1: Test cell dynamometer parameters (HORIBA TEST SYSTEMS, n.d.) 
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Engine torque was measured using a torque meter (measurement shaft). The device is 
specified to a signal error of 0.1%. 
To measure fuel flow accurately, the test stand was equipped with a high-accuracy fuel 
flow meter PIERBURG KMa 4000 / PLU4000. A signal error of <0.1% can be assumed. 
The dynamometer itself was controlled with the HORIBA X-Act® system, which is, among 
others, responsible for the transient and steady state PID control of speed or torque, along 
with the mechanical protection of the electric motor and the connecting shaft.  
All temperature signals have been collected using Ni-Cr/Ni thermocouples of different 
diameters. Signal accuracy is specified to be within a maximum deviation of 1.5K, being 
equivalent to an error of 2.5% at 20°C. 
 
4.2 Exhaust gas analysers 
To measure raw engine out emissions a HORIBA MEXA 1600DEGR was installed upstream 
of the converter while post converter emissions were measured with a HORIBA MEXA 
1600D. The analysers and the exhaust system are connected by Teflon pipes at a length of 
7m each that are heated to 190°C to prevent condensation. Transportation delays must be 
considered when synchronizing engine parameters and exhaust measurements. Emission 
concentration measurement technology is discussed in the following for each exhaust gas 
species. Independent of the exhaust gas analyser in use, each device is calibrated to 
dedicated testing gases at two different concentrations while linearity is assumed in 
between of both results. The purity of the testing gases can be assumed to be 99.9%. 
Accuracy of the particular devices is specified in the following.  
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4.2.1 Hydrocarbon-concentration 
To determine the total hydrocarbon-concentration of engine exhaust gases, a flame 
ionization detector (FID) was used that ionizes hydrocarbon molecules in a 
hydrogen/helium environment. A 200V electrode is connected to the inlet nozzle of the 
analyser and reaches into the top of the flame. Given to the lack of ions, the 
hydrogen/helium environment is not able to conduct an electrical current. However, due 
to the dissociation of hydrocarbon molecules, hydrocarbon ions are released which leads 
to an electrical current that can be measured in between of the electrodes. The current is 
proportional to the hydrocarbon concentration of the gas probe (Profos and Pfeiffer, 
1994). The FID system used in this work is calibrated to propane gas (C"H&). However, 
the term total hydrocarbon-emissions (THC) is a summarizing statement for the whole 
spectrum of CH. molecules in the engine exhaust gases (see chapter 3.1.1). Hence, a 
fixed ratio of C"H& to the spectrum of CH. is assumed. A complete overview is given in 
(Pischinger, Klell and Sams 2009). According to yearly maintenance protocols at 
HOCHSCHULE DARMSTADT, signal error can be assumed to be within a range of -0.1% to 
0.3%. 
 
4.2.2 CO- and CO2-concentrations 
CO- and CO -concentrations were measured by using non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) 
detectors which make use of the effect that every gas absorbs infrared light at a particular 
characteristic frequency. Projecting infrared beams of the characteristic frequencies for 
CO- and CO -molecules into a sample room is leading to an absorption by the 
corresponding exhaust gas species, offering a signal that is proportional to the respective 
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concentration. This absorption is measured by infrared light detectors that are placed 
opposite to the light source in the sample room (Profos and Pfeiffer, 1994). According to 
yearly maintenance protocols, a signal error for CO concentration of -0.2% to 0.5% needs 
to be considered, while CO  signal error is in between of -0.4% to 0.1%. 
 
4.2.3 NOx-concentration 
Concentration of NO- and NO -molecules was measured with a chemo-luminescence 
detector (CLD). NO -molecules first need to be converted into NO molecules, which is 
done in a dedicated conversion unit, that also heats up the exhaust gas sample to a 
temperature of 650°C. The converted sample is brought into a reaction chamber in which 
the NO-molecules are oxidized with Ozone gas (O") while approximately 10% of the NO 
molecules enter an excited intermediate state. Oxidizing those into NO -molecules is 
leading to the emission of photons which can be collected and counted by a photo 
multiplier tube, whose output voltage is proportional to NO-concentration of the 
corresponding sample (Profos and Pfeiffer, 1994). As an alternative, NO-concentration 
can also be measured with an NDIR device (chapter 4.2.2, Profos and Pfeiffer, 1994) 
while CLD is considered to be industry standard for NO-concentration determination. A 
signal error of -0.1% to 0.3% can be assumed. 
  
4.2.4 O2-concentration 
To determine O -concentration, a MAGNOS analyzer was used which takes advantage 
of the paramagnetic attributes of oxygen (Profos and Pfeiffer, 1994). The effect becomes 
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less pronounced with increasing gas temperatures. A gas sample is sent through both sides 
of a ring shape chamber, while both sides are connected to an accurately horizontally 
arranged connecting tube. A permanent magnet is placed on one end whilst a thin 
platinum heater thread is wound around the pipe, reaching half into the permanent magnet 
and representing two resistors of a Weatstone bridge. Since the paramagnetic effect of 
oxygen is decreasing with increasing temperatures, oxygen molecules are more attracted 
by the cold magnet than by the heated end of the pipe. As a result, temperature of the 
heated side increases, which leads to a change of resistance in the platinum thread that is 
proportional to oxygen-concentration of the probe (Profos and Pfeiffer, 1994). A signal 
error of -0.1% to 0.2% can be assumed according to yearly maintenance protocols. 
 
4.3 Air/fuel ratio 
In addition to measuring O -concentration with exhaust gas analysers, the exhaust 
manifold was equipped with two ETAS LA4 Lambda scanners that were using BOSCH LSU 
4.1 O -sensors, consisting of a Nernst cell and an electrochemical pump cell. Nernst cells 
are known from binary O -sensors and are able to indicate if the air/fuel ratio is lean or 
rich, by exhibiting a very distinct elevation in their voltage signal as soon as the air/fuel 
ratio changes its state, relative to stoichiometric conditions. Using wide-range O -sensors, 
an electrochemical pump cell is regulating the oxygen content of a dedicated monitoring 
chamber that the Nernst cell is connected to. While the Nernst cell will indicate 200mV 
when sensing a lean air/fuel ratio and 800mV when sensing a rich mixture, oxygen content 
in the monitoring chamber is controlled in a way that the Nernst cell is permanently 
indicating 450mV. The pumping current that is required to maintain a constant voltage of 
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450mV is equivalent to the air/fuel ratio of the exhaust gas probe (Reif, 2011). According 
to technical specification, a signal error of <1.5% can be assumed. 
  
4.4 Instrumentation 
To measure engine controller internal signals as well as to modify engine control 
parameters simultaneously, a development engine control module with an instrumentation 
port was used. With most ECM internal measurements following a desired value which 
are controlled by dedicated controllers while extensive adaptation algorithms are in place 
to account for sensor tolerances, the signal error of ECM internal measurements can be 
assumed to be minimal. The ECM instrumentation port was connected to an ETAS ETK-
S3 interface, which is able to control both memory pages of a development controller. An 
ETAS ES-591 was used to serve as hub for the ETK-S3, both LA4 Lambda scanners (see 
chapter 4.3) and two CAN buses that were transmitting dynamometer values, like 
measured engine torque, temperatures and exhaust gas concentrations in order to forward 
those signals to a control notebook. The workstation was equipped with the integrated 
measurement and control system ETAS INCA and with the data analysis system ETAS MDA.  
 
4.5 Cylinder pressure measures and combustion attributes 
To analyse the combustion process itself, cylinder pressure measurement with 
corresponding data post-processing has been available. Since the cylinder-head in use did 
not feature provisions to install conventional cylinder pressure transducers, cylinder 
pressure measurement was realized by using instrumented spark plugs that were equipped 
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with piezo elements (KISTLER, type 6118BDF35Q09). A cooling system for the piezo 
elements was not required. According to sensor specification, signal error due to non-
linearity can be assumed to be <0.5% with temperature drift having an impact of <1%.  
With the piezo elements delivering a charge that is proportional to pressure, an amplifier 
is required to gain and to convert the signal into a voltage output (KISTLER, type 2852A11). 
Signal error induced by the charge amplification device can be assumed to be <0.1%. 
Crank angle was measured using a KUEBLER SENDIX KIS50 optical position resolver that 
was mounted on external framework while being connected to the crankshaft wheel. 
According to the applying specification, a signal error of <1.5% can be assumed. 
To measure combustion indicated mean effective pressure, CA-angle and other 
attributes of interest, cylinder pressure- and crank angle information are used within a 
post processing unit (SMETEC COMBI 0253). The software solution SMETEC COMBI 9.03.0 
was used for post processing and signal generation while the results were transmitted to 
the dynamometer control system so that the ETAS ES-591 hub described in chapter 4.4 was 
able to bundle the results in a single output file, utilizing the control system ETAS INCA. 
In addition to assessing the combustion process itself, engine friction under fired and 
unfired conditions is calculated as well, by utilizing an external torque signal from the 
dynamometer and the indicated mean effective pressure described above. 
 
4.6 Engine 
All measurements in this work have been collected on a production intent maturity 1.4l 
four cylinder naturally aspirated engine. Technical data can be found in Fig/Table 4.2.  
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Figure 4.2 / Table 4.2: Test engine attributes and illustration 
 
With the variable camshaft hardware being described in chapter 3.2.4, the oil pump was 
designed to passively control the flow of oil volume automatically to the required demand 
so that a constant oil pressure of 400kPa is achieved which is done to reduce friction 
losses, especially when operating at cold temperatures. Details on the swirl control system 
in use were outlined in chapter 3.2.5. An electrically controlled thermostat was in use to 
control engine temperature to a limited extent. Operation is optimized for the reduction 
of mechanical friction at low or medium load while trying to reduce engine knock at 
elevated loads and operating temperatures. 
The catalytic converter was packaged in a close coupled configuration to minimize 
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5 Model for engine- and drive cycle-simulation 
To investigate the relationship of vehicle parameters and emission control parameters 
during engine warmup, a model approach is required, since testing in vehicle and on a 
high dynamic engine bench was deemed to be too time consuming and expensive. Natural 
test to test variation and signal noise were expected to be inevitable and unacceptable for 
particular investigations with signal noise being assumed to exceed the magnitude of 
change when modifying vehicle parameters that the system is only minorly sensitive to. 
It is furthermore assumed that a phenomenological analysis, based on a series of 
measurements, will only offer limited root causing and investigation opportunities 
regarding the impact of vehicle attributes and control parameters on emission 
performance and fuel consumption from a bandwidth perspective. On this basis, a model 
was developed for offline emission cycles simulation by utilizing vehicle parameters and 
steady state engine data as the inputs while incorporating supplemental polynomial 
models that describe the impact of control parameter modifications and temperature 
effects, which will be described in the following. Details and accuracy of the catalytic 
converter model in use that was developed in an accompanying work are offered in 
Appendix E. 
 
5.1 Basic layout and drive cycle simulation for ideal conditions 
A drive cycle is a defined schedule of vehicle-speed over time and is, among others, used 
for the development and certification of emission performance and fuel economy. Manual 
gear, manual transmission clutch state and automatic transmission state are pre-defined, 
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assuming operation on the NEDC profile which is going to be used in the following. 
DELPHI AUTOMOTIVE (2017) is giving an overview over different emission cycles 
including the corresponding emission regulations that apply in the corresponding market 
and calendar year.  
Since all cycles are targeting specific scenarios, they are fundamentally different from 
each other. While the NEDC (Euro 5, China 5) and the US Highway Fuel Economy cycle 
are exhibiting only a lightly transient schedule with significant portions of steady state 
operation and a moderate maximum vehicle-speed, the WLTC (Euro 6, China 6) and the 
US06 cycle (USA) include stronger transients or operate the vehicle at higher vehicle-
speeds. In addition, start-up temperature, the initial idle duration after start, auto-stop 
opportunities and engine soak times (FTP75, EPA3/4) are often unique to each cycle. 
Other cycles, like the SC03 for US legislation are deemed to be a representative test 
schedule for hot ambient temperatures with considering the air conditioning system being 
active. The NEDC profile that is, among others profiles, being used in this work is 
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Figure 5.1: Vehicle-speed and manual gear selection on the NEDC drive cycle 
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5.1.1 Base engine-torque and -speed calculation 
As outlined in chapter 2.2, approaches to simulate engine performance on an emission 
cycle can be distinguished into two main methodologies. Forward facing approaches are 
using controller based algorithms that act comparable to a human driver by modulating a 
virtual torque request until the desired vehicle speed and -acceleration is achieved. A 
complete understanding of system constraints and a vehicle model are required. Dynamic 
effects like turbocharger lag or transportation delays are often considered. While the 
methodology is mainly used to estimate wide open throttle- and acceleration-
performance, it is deemed more beneficial to use a backwards facing approach for 
emission cycle simulations in which it is assumed that the desired vehicle speed is 
achievable with a given vehicle and powertrain combination at any time. Dynamics, like 
intake manifold filling and -evacuation are often not taken into account. Compared to 
forward facing approaches, backwards facing models are understood to require less 
computational power while offering a transparent simulation approach with increased 
consistency as no human driver model or load controller is potentially obliterating small 
physical effects. While the presented work is aiming to investigate the emission capability 
of a pre-defined product portfolio, each variant is assumed to represent a realistic 
combination of vehicle parameters that is satisfying all market specific requirements. This 
implies that vehicle-speed is achievable at any point in time. As such, with a forward 
facing approach being assumed to offer less transparency and with the performance of a 
human driver both not being in scope of this work while being assumed to potentially 
obliterate effects that result from changes in vehicle parameters with rather small 
sensitivity, a backwards facing approach is selected and is discussed in the following. 
Required propulsion force to follow a given vehicle-speed schedule is calculated with 
equation 5.1. 
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With regulated emission- and fuel economy testing not assuming any grades, the slope 
term (FF) can be set to zero. 
       FDE,-> =   C- A v= 
@




+ p m= g
@¡
                (5.1) 
with: 
F8++:  Acceleration resistance force FDE,->: Required vehicle propulsion force on wheel 
F8:  Aerodynamic resistance force FD: Rolling resistance force FF: Slope climbing force 
fD:  Rolling resistance coefficient p:  Slope   ρ8,:  Air density 
C-:  Aerodynamic drag coefficient g:  Gravity constant  v=:  Vehicle Speed 
A:  Vehicle face cross sectional area f8: Acceleration coefficient m=:  Vehicle mass 
 
To become independent of fuel fill, vehicle convenience features and driver weight, 
vehicle weight is clustered into test weight classes (mW-5). Expressing driving resistance 
with a commonly accepted polynomial approach (equations 5.2 – 5.3), incorporating 
mW-5 (equation 5.4) and inserting the assumptions into equation 5.1 is yielding equation 
5.5.   
fD m= g =  f + fv=                        (5.2) 

  C- A v=  =   f v=                    (5.3) 
f8 m= =  v% =mW-5             (5.4) 
FDE,-> =  f + fv= + f v= + v% =mW-5         (5.5) 
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Coefficients f, f and f  are determined during vehicle coast-down measurements, with 
f representing a constant offset of force that is required to overcome friction, which is 
caused by tires and bearings. 
Considering dynamic tire radius (rR.) and wheel-speed (n->), required axle-torque 
(MDE,->) and wheel speed (n->) can be calculated, equations 5.6, 5.7.  
MDE,-> =  FDE,-> ∗  rR.            (5.6) 
n-> =  ?£n∗  ∗ ¤∗¥∗¦§¨                        (5.7) 
Assuming no wheel-slip and no spin losses on a manual transmission clutch, engine-speed 
(n<) can be calculated by utilizing equation 5.7, taking desired gear per Fig 5.1, the 
applying gear ratio (iC3,3+) and the final-drive-ratio (i@I) into account, equation 5.8. 
n< =  n-> ∗ iC3,3+ ∗ i@I                            (5.8) 
Further assuming no clutch slip, the required engine torque (MDE,<) can be calculated 
from the required axle torque according to equation 5.6 by considering dynamic tire 
radius, final-drive-ratio, current gear-ratio, final drive efficiency (η@I) and efficiency of 
the current gear (ηC3,3+), equation 5.9. 
MDE,< =  ^©,ªn«,jk,k ¬ ∗ ,­® ∗ ¯jk,k ¬ ∗ ¯­®           (5.9) 
Utilizing equations 5.1 – 5.9, load and speed profiles for each vehicle and transmission 
combinations of interest can be calculated. Overall transmission efficiency can be 
assumed to be greater than 98% and is neglected. Fig. 5.2 is giving an overview over 
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required engine- load and speed in the extra urban portion of the NEDC profile for the 
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Figure 5.2: Required engine-torque and -speed of the portfolio of investigation in 
 the extra urban part of the MVEG - B cycle, assuming a warm engine 
 
Although the differences in required power to operate the vehicles at a given speed and 
acceleration are rather small, required engine torque and -speed vary significantly from 
each other, caused by different tire-sizes and gear-ratios. The comparison of vehicle 3 and 
vehicle 4 is giving a good example with both vehicles requiring identical power while 
exhibiting substantial differences in required engine-torque and -speed. Parameters are 
representative for a production use case. Since no slip was assumed on the manual 
transmission clutch at any time, no engine speed flares for launching the vehicle 
conveniently or during any gearshifts are assumed as well as no ramping into desired idle 
speed is considered as soon the manual transmission clutch is opened during 
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decelerations. Simplifications are assumed to maintain best reproducibility and to reduce 
the usage of supplemental models to a minimum in order to eliminate potential sources of 
inconsistency. The portfolio is assumed to not utilize auto stop-start technology to 
eliminate another source of variation that is not adding value for the proposed 
investigation. As such, all simulations are considering the respective virtual vehicle to 
remain in conventional idle in between of the vehicle-speed phases. 
 
5.1.2 Fuel cut-off 
In order to reflect realistic operation, fuel cut-off logic needs to be considered, which can 
be distinguished as follows. 
During deceleration with the driver being off the accelerator-pedal, injectors are disabled 
to reduce fuel-consumption and to provide additional deceleration as engine torque is 
reduced to an absolute minimum. The mechanism is called Deceleration Fuel Cut-Off 
(DFCO). Furthermore, fuel is cut-off during manual gear shifts, which is done to save 
additional fuel but is also reducing engine torque to prevent the engine from flaring. The 
mechanism is called Clutch Fuel Cut-Off (CFCO). Deceleration fuel cut-off is considered 
in equation 5.10 by defining DFCO to be active as soon as the engine is supposed to not 
generate any combustion torque, which is assumed as soon as an engine torque of less 
than -10Nm is required. Furthermore, DFCO is only considered in case time after start is 
greater than 32s, so that no fuel cut-off is commanded during converter light-off operation 
(i.e. deceleration from the first 15km/h phase on the NEDC cycle). 
DFCO =  °MDE,< < −10Nm± ∩ (t8Y F3 > 32s)  (5.10) 
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Clutch fuel cut-off logic is implemented with equation 5.11, assuming that CFCO is 
triggered during every gear change, except for coming out of idle (neutral), except for 
entering idle conditions (v=> 3km/h) and assuming that a gear-change will take 300ms. 
CFCO = °iC3,3+ ≠ µC3,(?,4*± ∩ °iC3,(?,4* ≠ neutral± ∩ v= > "6  ∩ °t5@5h,3+,? < 300ms± (5.11) 
Equations 5.10 and 5.11 are combined into an xFCO status that will become true if fuel 
is cut-off by either triggering a DFCO or CFCO event, equation 5.12. 
xFCO = DFCO ∪ CFCO     (5.12) 
 
5.1.3 Raw signal generation for warm ideal conditions 
Assumption that all engine parameters can change indefinitely fast, it can furthermore be 
assumed that transient engine performance is equal to steady state engine behaviour in 
case the interval of observation is kept sufficiently short. Given no spark-retard from 
optimum spark, required engine torque to achieve a desired vehicle speed and –
acceleration can be interpreted as desired torque that is entirely based on air mass and fuel 
energy, which is equalling engine crankshaft torque that is achieved on optimum spark, 
given a particular air/fuel ratio and air mass per cylinder. Furthermore assuming 
stoichiometric conditions, the term is defined to be an “air torque”. Since the control 
system in use is utilizing the signal as one of the main ECM internal control parameters, 
the engine- (crankshaft-) torque and -speed schedule that was derived from equations 5.1 
– 5.12 can be used to lookup a set of desired signals from engine mappings that were 
recorded under warm, steady state conditions, operating the engine at optimized 
production intent control parameters. An interpolating table lookup is done at a 10Hz 
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execution rate that road-load parameters, engine-torque and -speed are calculated with as 
well and is collecting internal ECM control variables, temperatures, combustion attributes 
and emission results. While it is possible to process any parameter that was recorded 
during the steady state measurement, a list of selected lookups is presented in table 5.1 
of which most are used in the following. The lookup is performed separately from two 
sets of mappings for swirl being in an active and inactive state.  
 
Table 5.1: Parameters lookup from engine steady state mappings by using engine- 
                       crankshaft-torque and -speed as the inputs 
 
Selected traces of emissions and control parameters are shown in Fig 5.3 that represent 
an engine performance during the extra urban portion of the MVEG cycle, assuming 
operation on production intent control parameters and a fully warmed up engine. Fuel cut-
off is considered. Due to differences in engine crankshaft-torque and speed of the different 
¹̧º» [ppm] ¼¹½¾¿ÀÀÁÂ [% of maximum opening angle] ¼ÃÂÄÅÆÇÈÁÉÈÄ,ÊËÀ,ÌÈÁÌ [%] 
»̧Í [%] Î»ÈÏ,ÐÑ½ [°CmA relative to park position] ÒÌÈÁÌ,Ó¾ÂÀÀÄÌ½ËÂÅÆÂ¾ [-] 
Ô̧ÍÑ  [ppm] Î»ÈÏ,ÊËÀ [°CmA relative to park position] ÕÐËÉ,ÂÖÖ [kW] 
Í̧×  [%] ÎØÙÈ¾Ú [°CrA bITDC] ÛÊËÆ [J/cm³] 
»̧Í×  [%] »ÜÝÞ [°CrA bITDC] ß%àÇÂÁ [l/h] 
º̧×Í [%] ÏÜÅ¾,»áÁ,ÏÂÈÄ [mg/stroke] âÂ [g/kWh] 
¹ãÈÄ,ÐÑ½ [°C] ÏÜÅ¾,»áÁ,ÂÄÀ [mg/stroke] ÊäÐÕ [kPA] 
ASE [mol/s] ÙäÜÕ [kPa] åÐËÉ [%] 
ÒÏÂÈÄ [-] Ï% ÜÅ¾ [g/s] ÜäÅË [-] 
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virtual vehicles, NO-emissions, camshaft phasing-angles and engine efficiency are 
showing significant differences, both during steady state operation as well as during 
accelerations. Fuel cut-off operation can be observed as well, setting engine efficiencies 
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Figure 5.3: æçè-emissions, camshaft-phasing positions and engine efficiency during  
the extra urban portion of the NEDC profile, based on a lookup from steady 
state engine mappings, assuming a warm engine and optimized control 
parameters 
 
NO-emissions and engine efficiency are dropping during the accelerating from 100km/h 
to 120km/h due to enrichment for exhaust component protection becoming required 
during steady state operation (chapter 3 / Fig 3.1). 
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5.1.4 Emission-, heat-capacity and enthalpy-calculation 
To calculate all exhaust gas properties of interest, the molar mass of each exhaust gas 
species is required. Utilizing the exhaust gas concentrations (ΨC3*,*(+,*) that were 
derived from the table lookups as described in the previous chapter, the molar mass of the 
exhaust gas (M^>,) can be calculated with equation 5.13 (Langenheinecke, Jay and 
Sapper, 2001). 
M^>, =  ∑ Ψ ∗ Mè                   (5.13) 
with x = N , C"H&, NO, CO, CO , O , H O 
 
The mass fraction (ξC3* *(+,*) of each exhaust gas species is calculated with equation 
5.14 (Langenheinecke, Jay and Sapper, 2001) 
ξC3*,*(+,* = êlë l ∗ ^ì«,jkl,lë l^ì«,¬¬                  (5.14) 
with: 
M^>,*(+,* :  Molar mass of exhaust gas species 
Ψ*(+,* :  Concentration of exhaust gas species in units of % 
Specific heat capacity for each species (c(,*(+,*) depending on gas temperature can be 
calculated by 5.15 (Langenheinecke, Jay and Sapper, 2001). 






^ì«,lë     (5.15) 
with: 
A, B, C, D: Specific constants, see Appendix B 
TC3*,: Exhaust gas temperature from steady state map lookup 
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With all specific heat capacities being known, the overall heat capacity of the engine 
exhaust gases (c(,) can be calculated with equation 5.16 (Langenheinecke, Jay and 
Sapper, 2001). 
c(, = ∑ ξ*(+,* c(,*(+,*        (5.16) 
for: N , CH., NO, CO, CO , O , H O 
Since no turbocharger is in use, exhaust gas enthalpy (H) equals exhaust gas heat flux 
(Q% ) and is calculated with equation 5.17 (Langenheinecke, Jay and Sapper, 2001). 
H = Q%  = m% C(,(TC3*, + 273.15)         (5.17) 
To convert exhaust gas concentrations into mass flows, the approach of exhaust sum 
emissions based on nitrogen balance is used, equation 5.18, 5.19. Appendix C is outlining 
the mathematical derivation. 
m% *(+,* =  êûüë ∗ ^ì«,lë l ∗ ∑ jkl,min,¦§           (5.18) 
with: 
Ψ*(+,* :  Concentration of exhaust gas species in [%], set to 0 for xFCO being true 
∑ nC3*,,R. =  .ý¥& ∗  o ∗  8ü¨ ∗  þ% ­«^ì«,`∗Z.∗êû`íê`íêûZô.ó∗ûòô           (5.19) 
with: 
λ: Lambda, using λ+3>+,F(>,R according to the Splindt approach equation 5.20 (Splindt, 1965)  












8ü¨        (5.20) 
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with: 
c: Precentral carbon fraction in fuel. Derived from chemical fuel analysis 
h:  Precentral hydrogen fraction in fuel. Derived from chemical fuel analysis 
A6,: Stoichiometric air/fuel ratio for a given fuel per equation 5.21 (Kraemer and Jungbluth, 1983) 
 
A6, = 2.664c + 7.937h + 0.998s − . "           (5.21) 
with: 
s: Precentral Sulphur fraction in fuel. Derived from chemical fuel analysis 
o:  Precentral oxygen fraction in fuel. Derived from chemical fuel analysis 
 
5.1.5 Assessment factors 
To determine best and worst-case engine-, transmission- and vehicle-combinations, 
energy-to-emission qualifiers (K,*(+,*,?3,3) are calculated, using equation 5.22.  
K,*(+,* = X 6% lë l() R
¬ïl¬¬ô
X % lë l() R¬ïl¬¬ô                (5.22) 
Utilizing results derived from equations 5.17 and 5.18, the underlying assumption is, that 
a good system is qualified by a low ratio of engine out emissions and exhaust gas enthalpy, 
so that the converter can be warmed up fast after initial engine start while the 
breakthrough of engine-out emissions through the cold converter is kept as low as possible 
to minimize post-converter emissions. Coefficients for THC-, CO- and NO-emissions 
are calculated for each specific use-case. 
Summarizing chapter 5.1, the basis for a backwards facing drive cycle simulation is 
developed, featuring a 10Hz lookup from warm steady state engine measurements, the 
incorporation of fuel cut off routines and calculation of mas flows and heat capacities. 
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5.2 Modifications to simulate realistic testing conditions 
The approach developed in the previous chapter assumes entirely ideal conditions. 
However, testing on a chassis dynamometer, on a high dynamic engine dynamometer or 
on-road operation will lead to significant deviations from an ideal scenario. Modifications 
to the model are required to generate realistic results for emission performance and fuel 
economy. Furthermore, with warm steady state data that is serving as the baseline always 
being collected with optimized control parameters, the impact of control modifications 
for warmup operation needs to be investigated as well. 
 
5.2.1 Engine temperature  
5.2.1.1 Temperature dependent friction  
Emission testing is mostly done at 20°C or -7°C ambient temperature and after the vehicle 
has rested for a minimum of 6h (DELPHI AUTOMOTIVE, 2017) so that the entire vehicle 
and fuel  can be assumed to have cooled down to ambient conditions. This thesis focusses 
on a start temperature of 20°C. However, the ideal approach, that was presented in chapter 
5.1 utilizes steady state engine mappings that were collected at T<,h,>=100°C. Due to a 
lower operating temperature when starting the engine at 20°C, additional engine friction 
torque, depending on engine oil and engine coolant temperature needs to be considered 
(Heusler et al., 2004). While both fluids are warming up at different rates, temperatures 
are mainly a function of engine speed and accumulated engine power since engine start. 
Assuming operation on the NEDC drive cycle, engine power profiles for different engine-
, transmission- and vehicle-combinations (Fig 5.2) are assumed to exhibit a difference 
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that is small enough to assume a common temperature profile for engine coolant and 
engine oil. Engine oil temperature is assumed to dominate temperature dependent changes 
in engine friction and will be used in the following. Fig 5.4 (left) is giving an overview 















































































Figure 5.4: Left: Absolute engine friction torque as a function of engine - speed and -oil  
        temperature. Right: Friction torque offset, relative to , = 100°C. 
        Red: Friction torque during steady state engine mappings (baseline) 
 
While an asymptotic decay of friction torque can be observed towards increasing oil 
temperatures, friction torque increases linearly over engine-speed in first approximation. 
Temperature and engine-speed conditions that the steady state engine mappings for 
parameter lookup were collected with (chapter 5.1.3) are illustrated in red. As the data is 
originating from a friction analysis during unfired operation, friction between piston ring 
and cylinder wall is not representative for a realistic combustion process. However, 
according to Noorman et al (2000), friction of pistons and crank-train can be assumed to 
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increase by 30% during fired operation. According to Dohmen et al. (2007), piston- and 
crank-train friction can be assumed to represent approximately 60% of overall friction for 
the specific engine in use in this thesis. Given a maximum cold friction torque of 
approximately 6.5Nm during operation on the NEDC profile after a cold start from 20°C 
(Fig. 5.4, Fig. 5.5),perceptualrelative  a maximum error of 1.2Nm can be assumed, which 
is neglected in the following. 
The required crankshaft torque to follow a desired vehicle speed profile is independent 
from engine temperature, equation 5.23. 
M53A*3Y,5.+>,5>R =  M53A*3Y,5.+>,-36     (5.23) 
 
Besides a significant temperature impact on the combustion process and emission 
formation (chapter 5.2.1.2), engine out parameters like emission concentrations and 
temperatures are mainly a function of indicated engine torque, rather than crankshaft 
torque. Applying equation 3.1 to both sides of 5.23, yields equation 5.24 while rephrasing 
leads to equation 5.25. 
MR,+3R,5>R − M@,+,,5>R =  MR,+3R,-36 − M@,+,,-36             (5.24) 
MR,+3R,5>R − MR,+3R,-36 =  M@,+,,5>R − M@,+,,-36 = M@,+,,hYY*   (5.25) 
 
M@,+,,hYY* is being defined as the delta in engine friction relative to an operating 
temperature of T<,h,>=100°C, Fig 5.4 (right) in the following, given a particular engine 
speed. Following the table lookup approach presented in chapter 5.1.3 while considering 
the shift in indicated engine torque due to cold engine oil temperature conditions as well, 
an artificial engine crankshaft torque is created, equation 5.26. 
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M53A*3Y,5.+>,5>R,W3B>Z[A4( =  M53A*3Y,5.+>,-36,,R3> + M@,+,,hYY*  (5.26) 
An overview over engine friction torque offset, ideal engine crankshaft torque, and 
crankshaft torque for table lookup that was modified to comprehend friction torque offsets 























































































































































Figure 5.5: Engine crankshaft torque, friction torque offset, modified engine torque 
                  and engine oil- and coolant-temperatures on the NEDC profile 
 
Applying the torque derived from equation 5.26 to the lookup approach and calculations 
presented in chapter 5.1.3 – 5.1.5 is delivering results for an ideal emission cycle at 
realistic temperatures conditions. The simulated performance is representing the ideal 
case for fuel economy investigations, since the engine is operated at its maximum 
efficiency while providing sufficient torque to follow the speed trace of the drive cycle of 
interest with realistic temperatures and cold friction offsets being considered. 
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5.2.1.2 Temperature impact on emission and exhaust gas temperature 
As described in chapters 3.1.4 and 3.2.6, temperature has a major impact on both engine-
out- and post-converter emissions. While the catalytic converter model in use being 
briefly described in Appendix E, the impact of engine temperature on engine out 
emissions formation will be discussed and quantified in the following. 
Starting from 20°C engine and ambient temperature, quasi steady state measurements 
have been collected by recording engine out parameters from initial engine rotation and 
during subsequent warmup operation. To separate the results from effects caused by the 
engine start process itself, the engine has been spun by the test cell dynamometer in an 
unfired manner, while engine-speed and -airflow have been allowed to settle to desired 
levels before fuel and spark were enabled. Air per cylinder and stroke was kept constant 
for the duration of the measurement to maintain a constant indicated combustion torque 
as good as possible. An aggressive closed loop fuel controller was developed for the 
particular use case to maintain the air/fuel ratio to be as close to stoichiometric conditions 
as possible. In order to not being obligated to wait until the dew point delay of the pre-
converter O -sensor had expired, the sensor was heated by an external power supply to 
operating voltage so that the closed loop controller could become active instantly with the 
first combustion. Start enrichment parameters were optimized to satisfy the wall-wetting 
demand of the engine in use with the first few injections as good as possible, to 
additionally unload the fuel controller and to ensure stoichiometric operation as soon as 
possible. 
Due to reasons of a limited oil pressure availability, camshaft phasers were unable to 
move right after the start and during the first few combustions. Hence, both camshaft 
phasers were kept in their corresponding park position for the duration of all 
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measurements to generate accurate results during the first few combustion events. 
Accurate emission concentration results during the first few combustions events are 
assumed to be imperative for a precise simulation process, since catalytic conversion can 
be assumed to be low as the converter is rather cold. As such, the impact of engine 
emission formation right after a cold start on the overall post converter emission result is 
significant. Camshaft phasing is investigated and quantified separately in chapter 5.3.3. 
Only offering two discrete states, the position of the swirl control actuator was considered 
to be a degree of freedom for warmup measurements in areas, in which production 
parameters indicated, that no deterioration of fuel consumption due to pumping losses is 
expected when the flaps are in a closed/active state. For all other scenarios, swirl control 
was disabled, since losses in fuel consumption were considered excessive, leading to non-
representative results. 
Focusing on converter light-off, spark has been retarded to an ignition timing of 7°CrA 
aITDC, according to optimized production settings. However, as an ignition timing of 
7°CrA aITDC is violating exhaust component temperature constraints at higher engine 
loads, spark advance was controlled to an ignition angle of 5°CrA bITDC in case a retard 
of 7°CrA aITDC was either not feasible with respect to temperature constraints or in case 
beginning engine misfire was observed.  
Engine-load and -speed have been selected to cover the entire spectrum of engine 
operation that is expected when operating the portfolio of interest during the first 70s of 
the NEDC profile with warmup control being active. An overview over selected engine 
loads, engine speeds and control parameters is offered in table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: Selected parameters for warmup measurements 
Load [mg] \ 
Speed [rpm] 100mg 150mg 180mg 200mg 230mg 250mg 300mg 
1150/min   
Swirl active 
















































































Fig 3.10 is offering an overview over results after a cold start and during the subsequent 
warm-up phase until all parameters have converged to steady performance. An augmented 
overview over hydrocarbon-emissions, NO-concentration and exhaust gas temperature, 
normalized to warm steady state conditions is presented in Fig 5.6. 
While the impact on engine torque was discussed in the previous chapter, emission 
concentrations and exhaust gas temperature are exhibiting growing or decaying shapes of 
different extents over the integral of engine load, which is used as an approximation of 
accumulated combustion energy since engine start. 
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Figure 5.6: Ratios of Hydrocarbon-emissions, æçè-emissions and exhaust gas 
               temperature to warm steady state values over an approximated   
                 accumulation of combustion energy since start 
 
Cylinder walls are warmed up rapidly during the first few combustion events while 
temperature eventually converges to steady state levels, leading to exhaust gas 
temperature and NO-emissions ratios being low at first. Heat losses through the cylinder 
walls are significant, lowering combustion temperatures to a level in which very little 
NO-emissions are formed. Further heat losses can be expected as the rather cool exhaust 
gases are entering the exhaust manifold, warming up the manifold walls. Hydrocarbon-
emissions are elevated right after start due to a deteriorated vaporization at cold operating 
temperature and due to an increase flame extinguishing at the cylinder walls, caused by 
an excessive heat loss into the surrounding engine components. Engine oil and 
combustion chamber debris absorption / desorption effects are assumed to occur as well, 
especially while the engine is still cold. Decaying O -concentrations towards warm 
conditions are assumed to be a natural result of a shifted oxygen balance caused by 
elevated hydrocarbon- and reduced NO-emissions with less use being made of the 
available oxygen radicals in post oxidation mechanisms. CO-emissions are only minorly 
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impacted (Fig. 3.10), since dissociation effects per equation 3.6 can only take place to a 
limited extent at colder combustion temperatures while air/fuel ratio was identified to be 
the dominant impactor. However, increasing CO  dissociation towards elevated 
temperatures is clearly observed. 
With all parameters of interest exhibiting naturally growing or decaying shapes, 
exponential equations to the base of the Euler number are assumed to be well suited to 
mathematically express the physical and chemical mechanisms described above, 
equations 5.27 and 5.28 (Franz and Giencke, 2009). While both equations are converging 
to a factor of 1.0 to represent warm, steady state conditions, quantification is realized with 
an identical mathematical core.  
rWw5,h`,ª = 1 + îA ∗ e
X ü% ­« + Cõ            (5.27) 
rWjkl,min,5h,_hi,-x = 1 − îA ∗ e
X ü% ­« + Cõ         (5.28) 
Assuming an identical start-up temperature and a common cooling loop for cylinder-block 
and cylinder-head which is controlled by a conventional thermostat, combustion chamber 
surface temperature is mainly a function of accumulated engine load, which is 
approximated to be proportional to overall combustion energy since start. Furthermore 
given stoichiometric conditions, the integral of fuel is used as an approximation of 
accumulated engine load in the following. Factor A is specifying the amplitude gain, 
representing absolute magnitude of engine out concentration while factor B is controlling 
the bending of the curve, representing the magnitude of decay to warm steady state 
emissions based on the integral of fuel being used since cold start. An offset is considered 
to allow the function to converge to 1.0. Fig 5.7 gives an overview over the dependencies. 
          





























∫ Air per cylinder [kg]  
Figure 5.7: Impacts of factors A, B and C in equation 5.27 (inverted impact on 5.28) 
 
Correlating equations 5.27 and 5.28 to the measurements described in table 5.2 delivers 
results for factor A and B, Fig 5.8. Exhaust gas transportation delay to the corresponding 
analysers is considered for all emission concentrations. Optimized coefficients for the 
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Figure 5.8: Optimized factors and trend lines for factors A and B, illustrating 
                results for THC- and æçè-concentration 
 
The absolute magnitude of hydrocarbon-emissions (coefficient A) is trending to increase 
exponentially with elevated loads. While an increased amount of fuel needs to be 
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evaporated, the evaporation process itself is impaired at higher loads due to a reduction 
in intake manifold- and cylinder-vacuum. The differential temperature between 
combustion chamber and cylinder wall is increasing, leading to an amplification of heat 
transfer into the engine components and a faster warmup of the combustion chamber. As 
a result and due to integral of fuel flow, representing potential combustion energy, 
growing faster, emission concentration is decaying with a larger negative gradient 
(coefficient B). 
NO-emissions do not show a significant dependency of concentration magnitude from 
engine load since combustion temperature is too low after start to form a significant 
amount of NO-molecules. However, an increased load is warming up the combustion 
chamber faster, elevating combustion temperatures quicker to a level above which a 
significant concentration of NO-molecules is observed. Exhaust temperature is following 
comparable mechanisms. 
With factors A and B exhibiting exponential trajectories, both can be described by the 
same mathematical approach, equation 5.29 (Franz and Giencke, 2009), using different 
parameters.  
A, BWw5,Wjkl,min,_hi,h` = f °m8,,5.>± = D + E ∗ e@(6,û§«íC)        (5.29) 
Numerical values for coefficients D, E, F and G for all calculated species are outlined in 
Appendix B. 
Spark-retard and swirl state were not found to have a relative interactional impact with 
the integral of air per cylinder and stroke on engine out parameters during the collected 
warmup measurements. With that and in an attempt to avoid over-fitting of the model to 
the input data by misinterpreting signal noise as a physical effect, a dependency of 
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integrated fuel mass and load is considered to be sufficiently accurate for the simulation 
of hydrocarbon-, CO-, O - and NO-concentrations as well as exhaust gas temperature. 
Fig 5.9 is offering scatterplots for modelled and measured normalized ratios, according 
to equation 5.27 – 5.30. According to Fig 3.10 and Fig 5.9, signal noise of the different 
parameters is significantly different. While exhaust temperature measurements exhibit a 
comparably smooth shape due to natural sensor lag, emission concentrations signals are 
noisy by nature, which is also reflected in average model error (σ*(+,*/W6(), and 
standard deviation for the separate measures (s*(+,*/W6(). Given substantial signal noise 
on hydrocarbon emissions directly after a cold start and with all sub-models offering 
standard deviations from 1.4% to 8.0% accuracy is rated acceptable. 
relative absolute
σTHC = 7.1% -43ppm
sTHC = 8.0% 66ppm
σO2 = 3.9% -0.017%
sO2
 = 5.0% 0.025%
σNOx = 0.1% 27ppm
sNOx
 = 4.4% 64ppm
σTGas,Exh = -0.7% 6K
sTGas,Exh
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Figure 5.9: Scatterplots and statistics for temperature emission models (5.27 – 5.29) 
CO-concentration is exhibiting a much stronger dependency from air/fuel ratio than from 
combustion chamber temperature, Fig 3.10, Fig 5.10, since charge homogeneity is 
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assumed to only be minorly affected by temperature effects. However, the dissociation of 
CO - into CO-molecules according to equation 3.6 can clearly be observed with an 
increase of accumulated combustion energy since start. As such, a single set of parameters 
is selected to be used in 5.28. While coefficient B can be described by a single number, a 
linear approach was developed to estimate coefficient A during warmup operation, 
equation 5.30. 
A5h = f°m8,,5.>± = C ∗ m8,,5.> + D           (5.30) 
Numerical values for coefficients A and B can be found in Appendix B. Given an 
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Figure 5.10: Temperature- and air/fuel ratio impact on CO-emissions during warmup 
 
Summarizing chapter 5.2, the natural growth and decay of gaseous emission formation 
after a cold start has been modelled with polynomial equations to the base of the Euler 
number that aim to mimic the applying physical and chemical dependencies. Quasi steady 
state warmup measurements that consider an inhomogeneous engine warmup are serving 
as the input. Model statistics are indicating that the approaches are accurately describing 
the dependencies, offering sufficient accuracy for the anticipated use case. The 
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relationship of engine friction and oil temperature is described by an independent 
approach which is using engine speed and oil temperature to look-up a friction offset 
relative to operating at thermal equilibrium. 
 
5.3 Modification of engine control parameters 
While an ideal approach was presented and natural temperature impacts were considered 
in previous chapters, a central element in engine- and vehicle development is the 
optimization of control settings of which are targeting to eventually control one or more 
of the available actuators. Related to the combustion process and to control load- and 
speed of the MPFI gasoline engine in use for this thesis, those are spark-advance, throttle 
position, fuel control relative to the available air mass (desired air/fuel ratio control), fuel 
injection timing, camshaft phasing positions and swirl state. Operating at a pre-defined 
engine-speed and -load on a given drive cycle, neither load nor speed can be considered 
a deviation from ideal conditions. Since throttle position is only having an impact on 
engine torque and speed by controlling mixture quantity but does not influence the quality 
of the mixture itself, the actuator is not considered to have a direct impact on emission 
performance and fuel consumption and is going to be disregarded in the following. With 
chapter 3.2.3 outlining that injecting fuel into an opened intake valve is not recommended 
for the engine in use and with production controls being set up to only inject fuel when 
the intake valve is closed, injection timing is not investigated further in this work and is 
considered to remain on production control settings. The impact of spark control, air/fuel 
ratio and camshaft phasing on engine out parameters when deviating from ideal conditions 
and model approaches to quantify the observations will be discussed in the following. 
Swirl state was considered if applicable. 
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5.3.1 Spark retard  
For best efficiency, spark advance is preferably controlled to ignition angles that lead to 
CA-angles between 3°C and 8°CrA after ignition TDC or, if limited by an uncontrolled 
combustion process, to the earliest advance possible (chapter 3.2.1, Pischinger, Klell and 
Sams, 2009). With engine efficiency being maximized for the given boundary conditions, 
exhaust temperature is exhibiting a minimum for the given load and speed. However, in 
order to warm up the catalytic converter as fast as possible after a cold start, it is desirable 
to control spark advance to a more retarded ignition-angle to increase exhaust gas 
enthalpy so that more energy can be absorbed by the converter material (chapter 1.1, 
Adrianov, 2011, Keynejad, 2011). As a result, engine efficiency is dropping and is leading 
to a higher demand of air and fuel per cylinder to achieve the same crankshaft torque. 
Furthermore, while it can take multiple engine cycles until engine torque is reacting to a 
change in throttle position as the intake manifold needs to be filled or evacuated, ignition 
timing can be changed from one cycle to the other, making spark a fast actuator and the 
throttle a slow actuator for torque.  
 
5.3.1.1 Impact on CA50-angle 
With engine torque and exhaust gas parameters being a function of CA-angles rather 
than of absolute spark advance (chapter 3.2.1) but CA-angles being a function of 
absolute spark timing, having a CA- model as a function of absolute spark advance in 
place is a prerequisite condition to model torque and other engine parameters. 
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Measurements have been collected at an engine coolant- and oil-temperature of 100°C, 
operating the engine on a production camshaft phasing schedule. Fuelling has been 
controlled to stoichiometric conditions with a closed loop fuel controller. Measurements 
were aborted in case temperatures exceeded the specified thermal limit of 930°C on any 
of the exhaust system components. Due to the rather small amount of time that was 
required to collect data, a full factorial plan was selected. Parameters are documented in 
table 5.3, covering the expected range of operation during converter warmup operation. 
 
Table 5.3: Selected parameters for spark advance related measurements 
Load [mg]   \     
Speed [rpm] 
100mg 150mg 200mg 250mg 300mg 
1150/min 
Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active 
Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive 
1550/min 
Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active 
Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive 
1950/min 
Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active 
Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive 
2350/min 
Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active 
Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive 
2750/min 
Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active 
Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive 
3500/min 
Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active Swirl active 
Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive Swirl inactive 
 
Only a limited amount of data was collected at elevated loads since thermal constraints 
were violated when operating the engine in use with spark retard. Results are presented 
in Fig. 5.11. CA-angles show a negative exponential dependency from ignition timing. 
With the relationship of crank angle to combustion duration following a sinusoidal 
characteristic due to the nature of piston kinematics, CA-angles are mimicking the 
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sinusoidal shape as well when retarding spark while maintaining constant load, speed and 
charge dilution. The exponential bending is pronounced to a stronger extent at low engine-
speeds and loads due to stronger flame hesitation, caused by a lower combustion chamber 
pressure at the point of ignition which is pushing the flame itself further out into a steeper 
area of the piston sinus. In addition to the sinusoidal characteristic of piston kinematics, 
engine load is impacting the negative shift of CA-angles due to the elevated amount of 
fuel requiring more time to release its energy, while angular speed remains identical at a 
given engine-speed, further pushing out the flame into the steep branch of the sinus. The 
same effect leads to a gained negative shift of CA-angles towards higher engine-speeds, 
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Figure 5.11: -angles over spark-advance with  , !! = 100°C, camshaft 
             phasing angles on production settings and stoichiometric A / F ratio  
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With optimum spark ideally leading to a CA-angle of approximately 5°CrA aITDC, all 
curves are sharing a similar point of origin, being characterized by operating on the flat 
section of the piston sinus at first. Equation 5.31 was developed to quantify the physical 
observations with a polynomial approach: 
ΔCA = A "¡ëk#5 $





E "¡ëk# 6,û§« 
W6 "
                  (5.31) 
Term 1 is set up to cover the sinusoidal shape of piston travel which is the dominating 
physical effect, being approximated by an exponential function. With exponentiality 
becoming more pronounced at elevated speeds and increasing loads since both effects 
lead to the flame reaching further into the piston sinus, the term needs to decay, which is 
realized with having both engine speed and load in the denominator of the exponent as 
both effects are linear in nature. The inflection point of the piston sinus was not identified 
within the available measurement and is not considered mathematically. For having 
enough flexibility to not over-gain the exponential term with excessive spark retard, spark 
retard itself is scaled with an own factor as well, while the output of the term is multiplied 
to a gain factor to control the general spread.  
Term 2 is realizing a less steep gradient with increasing engine speeds due to a constant 
flame speed and an increasing angular speed, which can be easily observed when 
comparing the diagrams in Fig 5.11.  
Term 3 addresses the observation, that measurements at low load always show a less 
steep gradient due to an increased combustion duration at a constant angular speed.  
An additional centre point constant was not found to be required.   
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While all parameters were duplicated initially to consider different swirl states, 
optimization has shown that parameters can be kept identical, except for parameter E (load 
term). Since the effect of swirl is increasing with increasing load, flame speed is assumed 
to also be impacted positively, leading to the necessity of distinguishing the coefficients 
for both swirl control states, accounting for a changed relationship of angular speed and 
flame speed. Numerical values for all coefficients can be found in Appendix B. Since all 
the measurements were collected during non-knock limited operation with ΔCA-angles 
being in between 3 and 8°CrA after ITDC, there is no need to compensate the formula for 
scenarios in which some points would have been retarded to the rapidly decreasing section 
of the sinus. As such, the same plateau and exponentially decreasing trend applies.  





































Figure 5.12: Scatterplot and statistics for / 	
 model, equation 5.31 
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5.3.1.2 Impact on engine torque 
With actual spark not equalling optimum control parameters anymore, engine torque 
needs to be defined as spark torque (MF(3A) and air torque (M8,), with reserve torque 
being the corresponding delta, equation 5.32. 
M8, =   MF(3A + MD*?                 (5.32) 
Utilizing 5.23, rephrasing 5.32 and furthermore defining spark torque to equal crankshaft 
torque yields 5.33. Spark torque is considered to include all control modifications (spark 
retard, camshaft phasing and non-stoichiometric air/fuel ratio) in the following. 
M53A*3Y,-36 =  M53A*3Y,5>R =  MF(3A =  M8, − MD*?          (5.33) 
As such, crankshaft torque, air torque and spark torque are equalling each other in  case 
no reserve torque is applied (i.e. in case the engine is operating on optimum spark), 5.34. 
M53A*3Y + MD*? =  MF(3A + MD*? =  M8,     (5.34) 
With 5.23, crankshaft torques under warm and cold conditions are defined to be identical, 
hence spark torque for warm and cold conditions is identical as well. As such and with 
the increase of crankshaft torque units being of the same magnitude than an increase in 
indicated torque units (equation 5.25), a reserve torque needs to be added to the artificial 
crankshaft torque in equation 5.26 by considering equation 5.32 to maintain the approach 
of a table lookup, presented in chapter 5.1.3. With the dependencies assumed in equation 
5.34 being identical for operation under warm and cold conditions, a hybrid torque that is 
consisting of a basic required engine torque, additions for cold friction torque offsets and 
a reserve torque portion is defined within equation 5.35. 
M53A*3Y,5>R,[A4(,\/D*? =  M8,,+>R = M53A,5>R,[A4( + MD*? = 
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 M53A*3Y,5.+>,-36,,R3> + M@,+,,hYY* + MD*?                    (5.35) 
To quantify the impact of spark retard through delta CA-angle on engine torque and to 
calculate MD*?, the same set of measurements that was used in chapter 5.3.1.1 has 
been processed, with having measured spark retard, measured CA-angles and measured 
torque in one dataset. Selected parameters are documented in table 5.3. Dependencies are 
visualized in Fig 5.13 by illustrating measured torque relative to the torque at ΔCA =
ΔF(3A = 0°CrA over measured ΔCA. Except for signal noise, an exponential 
dependency can be observed due to less superpositioning of geometrical compression and 
combustion pressure while retarding spark timing (chapter 3.2.1). Data availability is 









































































































































































































































































  load = 100mg    Swirl active            load = 150mg    Swirl active             load = 200mg    Swirl active             load = 250mg    Swirl active            load = 300mg    Swirl active
  load = 100mg    Swirl inactive          load = 150mg    Swirl inactive          load = 200mg    Swirl inactive          load = 250mg    Swirl inactive          load = 300mg    Swirl inactive 
n = 1150/min n = 1550/min n = 1950/min
n = 2350/min n = 2750/min n = 3500/min
 
Figure 5.13: Torque  ratios  over  -angles  with  , !! = 100°C, camshaft 
              phasing angles on production settings and stoichiometric air/fuel ratio  
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As all datasets are based on a CA-angle of 3 to 8°CrA aITDC with no spark retard, 
engine torque shows an identically small sensitivity to ΔCA changes around top dead 
centre. With the sinusoidal piston travel being flat around TDC, combustion pressure is 
not changing significantly with retarding spark timing while a strong exponentially 
decaying dependency is exhibited towards more spark retard as the piston is accelerating, 
leading to a faster decrease in combustion pressure that is applied to the piston surface. 
Additionally, depending on exhaust camshaft phasing, cylinder pressure is suddenly 
dropping as soon as the exhaust valve is opening. Furthermore, engine torque is 
decreasing over-proportionally at low loads and excessive spark retards, indicating 
beginning engine misfire. The effect is only partially accounted for mathematically due 
to its non-linear nature. However, the model is allowed to trend into the observed direction 
in order to be directionally correct.  Equation 5.36 was set up to mathematically express 
the ratio of actual spark torque to spark torque at no spark retard (equalling air torque, 
equation 5.34) and the underlying physical effects descried above with a polynomial 
approach. Modelled ΔCA-angle that was developed in chapter 5.3.1.1 will be used 
instead of measured numbers. 
rWE4,F(3A = A î "58óô6,û§«õ
"
+ B î "58óô6,û§«õ
 
+ C î "58óô6,û§«õ
W6 
+ D ∗ ΔCA ∗ m8,,5.>
W6  
 +1 (5.36) 
Term 1 is realizing an exponential dependency, caused by differences in superpositioning 
of heat release and compression pressure. A third order approach was found to be 
sufficient to mimic sinusoidal and linear effects and reduces the risk of over-fitting and 
reversing trends towards excessive spark numbers. The dependency from engine load is 
considered in the denominator to address a steeper slope at light loads, accounting for the 
absolute level of torque during mathematical division. 
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Term 2 is adding a linear core, describing the general effect of moving the combustion 
process and heat release itself, excluding superpositioning, which is dependent on load as 
well as combustion duration is impacted by fresh charge mass due to differences in 
combustion duration and flame hesitation. 
In order to eliminate offsetting effects of engine friction and with engine friction 
depending on engine load itself, the equation is optimized for ratios of indicated torque. 
A centre point constant of 1.0 is required to realize neutrality at no spark retard. 
Results with optimized parameters are presented in Fig. 5.14, showing good agreement 
of measured and modelled numbers. A list of coefficients can be found in Appendix B. 
Swirl state was found to have no impact as it was already considered in equation 5.31 
(∆CA model), covering differences in flame speed.  
CA50modeled
CA50measured
σTorquemodeled,abs = -0.2Nm -0.7Nm
sTorquemodeled,abs
 = 1.2Nm 0.8Nm
σTorquemodeled,rel = 6.9% 6.2%
sTorquemodeled,rel







































Torque / Torque∆spark=0, measured [-]
0.00.10.20.30.40.50.60.70.80.91.0
 
Figure 5.14: Scatterplot and statistics for torque / 	
 model, equation 5.36 
 
Model statistics are indicating that the approaches are accurately describing the physical 
dependencies. Given an absolute average model error of -0.2Nm and an absolute standard 
deviation of 1.2Nm, accuracy is rated acceptable for the anticipated use case. 
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5.3.1.3 Impact on NOx-emissions  
As outlined in chapters 3.1.3 and 3.2.1, oxides of nitrogen are mainly a function of 
combustion temperature, which itself is depending on spark timing. With geometrical 
compression and combustion being in overlap, pressure is increasing exponentially with 
advancing spark timings. Since piston travel is following a sinusoidal shape and with 
combustion heat release not being linear as well, a linear decrease of spark advance cannot 
be expected to exhibit a linear impact on NO-emissions. The measurements that were 
utilized in the previous two chapters were used to visualize the general dependencies. An 






















































































  load = 100mg    Swirl active             load = 150mg    Swirl active             load = 200mg    Swirl active            load = 250mg    Swirl active             load = 300mg    Swirl active























































































































































































































n = 1150/min n = 1550/min n = 1950/min
n = 2350/min n = 2750/min n = 3500/min
 
Figure 5.15: æçè-emissions over -angles, normalized to emission levels with no   
          spark retard. , !! = 100°C, camshaft phasing angles on production   
          settings and stoichiometric Air/Fuel  ratio  
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Normalizing NO-emissions to the emission level that is observed at operation with no 
spark retard from optimum spark shows a strong degressive behaviour with increasing 
ΔCA-angles. Signal noise is significant. It can clearly be observed that emissions are 
approaching a minimum level, which is assumed to be an area in which the least thermal 
NO is formed (chapter 3.2.1) and in which post oxidation mechanisms are maximized. 
With elevated combustion pressures leading to an increase in combustion temperatures, 
NO-emission formation is enhancing exponentially. Considering a spark advance that 
leads to a CA-angle of approximately 5°CrA aITDC to be the earliest reasonable ignition 
angle, a retard in spark timing will always reduce combustion pressure as heat release and 
geometrical compression are overlapping each other to a smaller extent. A clear impact 
of engine load can be determined as well, which is explained by a longer combustion 
duration and higher combustion temperatures, giving the Zeldovich chain reaction more 
time to form NO molecules. Engine speed is having an almost negligible impact. It is 
assumed that a shorter time to form NO molecules is compensated by an overall higher 
combustion temperature, being characterized by a reduced heat loss during the 
compression stroke and the combustion itself with both process occurring during a shorter 
timeframe. For post oxidation, a later spark timing is leading to less energy being 
converted into mechanical work and a reduction of heat loss into the cylinder walls which 
is resulting in an increased exhaust gas temperatures and -enthalpy. With an increase in 
temperature making the already unstable NO molecule being even more susceptible to a 
reaction with a free oxygen radical while oxygen dissociation is increasingly sustained at 
higher temperatures as well, post oxidation processes are enhanced with retarding spark 
timing. Engine-load is having a positive effect as well since exhaust temperatures are 
proportional to engine load in first approximation. The effects of a reduced NO-formation 
during the combustion process and an increased post oxidation during the expansion- and 
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exhaust-stroke can surprisingly well be combined in a third order approach, equation 
5.37. With engine load having an impact on combustion- and exhaust-temperature, air per 
cylinder and stroke is considered in the x-coordinate’s denominator. Although an impact 
on heat loss through the cylinder walls and into the exhaust system components is 
expected, engine speed was not found to have a substantial impact and is neglected. 
r_hi,F(3A =  A î "58óô6,û§«õ
"
+ B î "58óô6,û§«õ
 
+ C î "58óô6,û§«õ + 1    (5.37) 
A centre-point constant of 1.0 is required to converge the function to neutrality. Numerical 
values for all coefficients can be found in Appendix B. 
Different sets of coefficients were required for operation with active an inactive swirl 
control. With charge motion significantly impacting flame-speed depending on engine 
load, differences are considered reasonable.  
Given substantial signal noise, model statistics are acceptable as the general dependencies 
are assumed to be described accurately over the entire span of variation, according to the 






































σNOx,modeled,abs = 7ppm 2.1ppm
sNOx,modeled,abs
 = 41ppm 48ppm
σNOx,modeled,rel = -5.6% -5.6%
sNOx,modeled,rel
 = 12.0% 13.9%
 
Figure 5.16: Scatterplot and statistics for æçè-emissions / 	
 model, equation 5.37 
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5.3.1.4 Impact on exhaust gas temperature 
Since a more retarded spark timing is leading to lower combustion temperatures (see 
chapter 5.3.1.3), heat exchange through the cylinder walls and the effective pressure that 
is generating mechanical work on the piston are reduced. As such, more energy will 
remain in the combustion gases and will be lost through exhaust gas enthalpy. The 
physical background is identical to what was described in the previous chapter and is 
related to the mechanism of overlaying geometrical compression and combustion heat 
release. Measurements that were utilized in the previous chapters were re-used to 
investigate the quantitative impact. A list of selected parameters can be found in table 












































  load = 100mg    Swirl active             load = 150mg    Swirl active             load = 200mg    Swirl active            load = 250mg    Swirl active             load = 300mg    Swirl active


































































































































































































































n = 1150/min n = 1550/min n = 1950/min




Figure 5.17: Exhaust gas temperature levels over -angles, normalized to  
temperature levels with no spark retard. , !! = 100°C, camshaft                     
phasing angles on production settings and stoichiometric A / F ratio  
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Compared to measurements discussed in earlier chapters, only little signal noise is 
observed due to a rather slow response time of temperature sensors. Although absolute 
exhaust gas temperature changes significantly with engine load and speed, the normalized 
ratios are looking surprisingly similar.  
An impact of engine-speed cannot be observed while relative temperature shows an 
almost proportional dependency from ΔCA-angles. However, comparing high and low 
loads while operating on optimum spark, more heat is lost through the cylinder walls at 
high loads due to an increased temperature delta and due to a longer combustion duration. 
Since spark retard is reducing heat losses through the combustion chamber walls while 
chemical energy of the charge is remaining constant, exhaust temperatures are increasing 
with a slightly steeper slope at high loads. Equation 5.38 is quantifying the physical 
mechanisms with a polynomial approach. 
rWjkl,min,F(3A =  A î "58óô° ∗þ'(),*+,í-±õ
 
+ B î "58óô° ∗þ'(),*+,í-±õ + 1    (5.38) 
A simple second order approach was selected and found to be sufficient. To address the 
dependency from engine load, the x coordinate needs to be scaled with a linear function 
depending over engine load with offset and slope.  
A constant of 1.0 is added to centre the model at neutrality. 
Results are presented in Fig 5.18 with measurement and model agreeing well, using 
optimized coefficients. 
A list of coefficients can be found in Appendix B, with no separation for swirl state being 
required. 
          




σTHCmodeled,abs = 27ppm 25ppm
sTHCmodeled,abs
 = 65ppm 65ppm
σTHCmodeled,rel = -2.3% -0.2%
sTHCmodeled,rel








































1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6
CA50modeled
CA50measured
σTGas,Exh,modeled,rel = 0K 0K
sTGas,Exh,modeled,rel
 = 9K 8K
σTGas,Exh,modeled,rel = -0.0% -0.1%
sTGas,Exh,modeled,rel
 = 1.1% 1.0%
 
Figure 5.18: Scatterplot and statistics for exhaust gas temperature / 	
 model,  
          equation 5.38 
 
5.3.1.5 Impact on hydrocarbon-emissions 
As explained in chapter 3.1, mechanisms behind hydrocarbon-emission formation are 
complex and often related to geometric attributes of the intake system and the combustion 
chamber. However, assuming a warm engine and stoichiometric operation, those effects 
are mainly a function of engine load and speed. As such, hydrocarbon-emission numbers 
can be derived from steady state engine mappings discussed in chapter 5.1.3. Except for 
dependencies of the combustion process itself from ΔCA-angle that can only be 
measured with a fast flame ionization detector (FFID), overall engine out hydrocarbon-
emissions will be majorly impacted by exhaust gas temperature and -enthalpy with those 
parameters being the main driver for a post oxidation of hydrocarbon-molecules in the 
exhaust manifold. The effect is investigated with the same set of measurements that was 
used in chapters 5.3.1.1 - 5.3.1.4. Parameters are illustrated in table 5.3. 
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Except for significant signal noise, results exhibit an almost linear dependency of 
hydrocarbon-emissions from ΔCA-angle, Fig 5.19, which is well in conjunction with 











































































































































































  load = 100mg    Swirl active             load = 150mg    Swirl active             load = 200mg    Swirl active            load = 250mg    Swirl active             load = 300mg    Swirl active



































































































































n = 1150/min n = 1550/min n = 1950/min
n = 2750/minn = 2350/min n = 3500/min
 
Figure 5.19: Hydrocarbon engine out emissions over -angles, normalized to   
 emission levels with no spark retard. , !! = 100°C, camshaft  
 phasing angles on production settings and stoichiometric A / F ratio  
 
While chapter 5.3.1.4 is describing a relative dependency of exhaust gas temperature and 
ΔCA-angle, post oxidation is depending on absolute exhaust gas temperatures, which 
are increasing with both load and speed. The effect can be observed with high loads 
showing a stronger reduction of hydrocarbon-emissions, likely due to an increase in post 
oxidation. Furthermore, flame hydrocarbon-emissions are assumed to trend towards lower 
levels with later spark advance as the combustion chamber is offering less crevices 
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between piston and combustion chamber ceiling due to the sinusoidal nature of piston 
travel, explaining a more negative gradient towards higher ΔCA-angles. Surprisingly, 
beginning misfire with excessive spark retards at low loads was not observed, as the 
measurements were likely aborted first due to violating the applying temperature 
constraints which is automatically leading to less data points being available at elevated 
engine loads and speeds. 
Equation 5.39 was set up to describe the dependency of normalized hydrocarbon-
emissions with a linear term that uses ΔCA-angle and engine speed as the inputs. Term 
1 is accounting for an increased heat loss to the exhaust manifold at lower speeds, caused 
by an increased time for heat exchange with the engine components. ΔCA-angle and 
load are considered within Term 2, accounting for absolute exhaust gas temperature while 
a quadratic term as a function of ΔCA is in place as well to account for differences in 
flame hydrocarbon formation explained above (Term 3).  
A constant of 1.0 is required to neutralize the term with no spark retard. 
rWw5,F(3A = A ∗ ΔCA ∗ n 
W6 
+ B ∗ ΔCA ∗ m8,,5.>
W6  
+ C ∗ (ΔCA) 
W6 "
+ 1        (5.39) 
Optimization of the parameters revealed, that separate coefficients are required for 
different swirl states. Since hydrocarbon-emissions are majorly impacted by in-cylinder 
charge motion, the observation is assumed to be reasonable, especially with model error 
becoming significant in case swirl state is ignored. Numerical coefficients are outlined in 
Appendix B. Results with optimized parameters are presented in Fig 5.20. The model is 
rated acceptable as average model error is small while exhibiting an elevated standard 
deviation at the same time, indicating an increased level of signal noise.  
          








































σTHCmodeled,abs = 65ppm 26ppm
sTHCmodeled,abs
 = 84ppm 61ppm
σTHCmodeled,rel = 1.5% -1%
sTHCmodeled,rel
 = 12.5% 10.5%
 
Figure 5.20: Scatterplot and statistics for hydrocarbon / 	
 model, equation 5.39 
 
5.3.1.6 Impact on O2-concentration 
Fig 3.1 illustrates that exhaust gas O -concentration can be expected to be rather constant 
and in an area of 0.4% when operating the engine on optimum spark, unless any 
enrichment or enleanment is applied, which is a number that corresponds well to literature 
(Reif, 2015). Camshaft phasing and swirl state are assumed to only minorly impacting 
O -concentration as well, Fig 3.7 / 3.9. Measurements were collected using the engine 
described in chapter 4.1. Fig 3.5 which was generated by utilizing those measurements 
and is confirming that the engine that is used as an experimental object in this work is 
behaving representatively. 
The same measurements that were already discussed in chapters 5.3.1.1 – 5.3.1.5 were 
used with the parameters illustrated in table 5.3, with less data becoming available at high 
loads and speeds due to exhaust component temperature limitations. However, 
experimental results for O -concentration, normalized to results with no spark retard are 
exhibiting a very inconsistent behaviour, Fig 5.21.  
          







































































































































  load = 100mg    Swirl active             load = 150mg    Swirl active             load = 200mg    Swirl active            load = 250mg    Swirl active             load = 300mg    Swirl active


























































































































































































n = 1150/min n = 1550/min n = 1950/min
n = 3500/minn = 2750/minn = 2350/min
 
Figure 5.21:  Oxygen engine out concentration over -angles, normalized to  
            concentration levels with no spark retard. , !! = 100°C, camshaft  
           phasing angles on production settings and stoichiometric air/fuel ratio  
 
The effects are explained by a fundamental bias in measured O -concentration that 
apparently took effect randomly during data collection. While the observed trends were 
entirely reasonable, overall concentration levels were suffering from a considerable shift. 
Fig. 3.6 (bottom left) is illustrating the effects at the example of a different data series. 
Attempts to normalize the data to an expected level of exhaust O -concentration of 0.5% 
were not successful. Unfortunately, the engine has not been available any longer on the 
test cell, so no opportunity to repeat the measurements became available. While exhaust 
O -concentration with no spark retard was spreading to values up to 3.5%, three 
measurements were found in which O -concentration on MBT spark were measured in 
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the area of 0.55%, which is considered to be realistic. While O -concentration is being 
expected to decrease linearly due to effects of post oxidation that were described in 
































∆ CA50  [°CrA]
-60-50-40-30-20-100
          n = 1950/min    Load = 100mg    Swirl active  
          n = 1150/min    Load = 250mg    Swirl active  
          n = 1150/min    Load = 300mg    Swirl inactive
   O2 ratio model
 
Figure 5.22: Selected Oxygen-concentration ratios over -angles, normalized to  
          concentration levels with no spark retard. , !! = 100°C, camshaft   
          phasing angles on production settings and stoichiometric air/fuel ratio 
 
Fortunately, those three files represent almost the entire area of operation with spreading 
from 100mg to 300mg in load, swirl state being active and inactive while operation on 
engine speeds of 1150/min and 1950/min. A linear behaviour can easily be observed 
which is explained by using up available oxygen for post oxidation processes. Oxidation 
effects are by nature enhanced with increasing temperature. 
Equation 5.40 was set up to quantify the effect explained above. 
rh`,F(3A = A ∗ ΔCA + 1     (5.40) 
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A set of optimized parameters can be found in Appendix B. No significant improvement 
was found when optimizing the parameters for swirl state being in an active and inactive 
state. 
Model statistics are not calculated due to the small amount of data being available and 
due to the concerns with signal accuracy outlined above. However, Fig. 5.22 is indicating 
an acceptable accuracy with the general trends being described correctly. 
 
5.3.1.7 Impact on CO-emissions  
As shown in Fig 3.5, the dominant influencing factor on CO-emissions is air/fuel ratio 
with emissions expected to more than double in magnitude with an enrichment of 10%. 
However, CO-emissions are expected to be post oxidized to CO -molecules in the exhaust 
manifold to some extent. The same mechanism that were outlined in chapter 5.3.1.6 are 
applying. 
The measurements that were used to develop quantitative models for the dependency of 
ΔCA-angles on engine out parameters in chapters 5.3.1.1 – 5.3.1.6 were utilized again 
to visualize the impact on CO-emissions. An overview of the parameters is given in table 
5.3 with data availability becoming less with increasing load and speed due to reasons of 
thermal protection of the exhaust manifold. An overview over the dependencies is given 
in Fig. 5.23. 
While CO-emissions show a linear decay with small spark retard, the ratios become 
unreasonable towards greater ΔCA-angles. The effect is assumed to be related to the 
closed loop fuel controller. Since the distance between the exhaust port and the O -sensor, 
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which is the input to the control system, is limited, exhaust flow does not become laminar 
before it hits the sensor and the exhaust gases cannot be assumed to be entirely 
homogeneous. With the combustion process itself showing much more variation with 
high spark retards and with less time in the cylinder to homogenize the exhaust gases, it 
is assumed that the signal quality of the ECM O -sensor is biasing the closed loop fuel 
controller to slightly shift the air/fuel ratio into a random direction. With the mechanism 
not directly corresponding to a physical effect related to spark retard, deviations are 
considered to be signal noise. Furthermore, with the air/fuel sensor measuring a global 
air/fuel ratio while mixture in the cylinders can never be entirely homogeneous, 
differences in flame air/fuel ratio are assumed to be randomly distributed over load and 


























































































































  load = 100mg    Swirl active             load = 150mg    Swirl active             load = 200mg    Swirl active            load = 250mg    Swirl active             load = 300mg    Swirl active


























































































































































































n = 1150/min n = 1550/min n = 1950/min
n = 3500/minn = 2750/minn = 2350/min
 
Figure 5.23: CO-emissions over -angles, normalized to emission levels with no   
spark retard. , !!=100°C, camshaft phasing angles on production  
settings and stoichiometric A/F ratio  
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A linear approach was selected that ignores signal noise and which is only addressing post 
oxidation effects with a linear term, similar to the approach selected for modelling of 
oxygen-concentration, equation 5.41. 
r5h,F(3A = A ∗ ΔCA + 1         (5.41) 
A complete set of parameters can be found in Appendix B. A need to optimize coefficients 
separately for swirl state was not found to be required. Results are illustrated in Fig 5.24. 
Except for significant signal noise as mentioned above, measurement and model were 
found to agree well. 
CA50modeled
CA50measured
σTHCmodeled,abs = 27ppm 25ppm
sTHCmodeled,abs
 = 65ppm 65ppm
σTHCmodeled,rel = -2.3% -0.2%
sTHCmodeled,rel






































Figure 5.24: Scatterplot and statistics for CO / 	
 emission model, equation 5.41 
 
Summarizing chapter 5.3.1, warm steady state measurements have been utilized to 
investigate the effect of spark retard on emission formation, exhaust gas temperature and 
engine torque. The observed physical and chemical effects were quantified with 
polynomial equations.  Spark retard was replaced with a ΔCA model that was developed 
for the particular purpose. Model accuracy is rated acceptable for the anticipated use case. 
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5.3.2 Air/fuel ratio  
To enable the catalytic three-way converter to function properly, operating the engine at 
stoichiometric air/fuel ratio is required (chapter 3.1.4). However, as outlined in chapter 
3.2.2, air/fuel ratio is not a control parameter like an electrical actuator but is a desired 
value and a measurable result of the interaction of multiple actuators with a calculated 
signal that predicts air mass per cylinder during the next upcoming cylinder event. In 
addition to aspects of controllability, some scenarios still require or lead to temporary off-
stoichiometric operation. For thermal protection of the exhaust system, the engine may 
temporarily be required to be operated at a particular enrichment to cool down exhaust 
gas temperatures. Furthermore, fuel needs to be controlled in an open loop manner during 
and directly after a cold start since the engine O -sensors are not yet heated up properly 
and are not able to deliver a usable signal, leading to being vulnerable to part to part 
variation and fuel quality. As such, a particular enrichment is desired for a short period of 
time, so that engine misfire due to a too lean mixture can be safely avoided. However, 
once enrichment is not required any longer, it is desirable and state of the art to run the 
engine with a slight enleanment until the closed loop fuel controller can become enabled 
to optimize emission performance. With NO-concentration being low right after a cold 
start as combustion temperatures are rather cold (chapter 3.2.6), a negative side impact on 
emissions is not expected. In addition, fuel economy is assumed to be slightly improved 
when running lean until the closed loop fuel controller is becoming available. 
The impact of air/fuel-ratio modifications is investigated with measurements that have 
been collected under warm steady-state conditions. Camshaft phasing and swirl state have 
not been fixed to a particular position but were operated on parameters that were 
optimized for production. Engine speed and load have been chosen to cover the entire 
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speed and load area that is expected during converter warmup operation for the portfolio 
of interest, utilizing the approach presented in chapter 5.1.1. Since it is expected that post 
oxidation will be impacted by the concentration of oxygen and emission species and since 
those are expected to change significantly with air/fuel ratio, spark timing has been 
modified as well, spreading from no spark retard to a retard that was optimized for 
converter warmup control. However, to avoid accounting for spark retard in multiple 
equations, measurements needed to be reverse corrected for ΔCA-angle impact with the 
equations derived in chapter 5.3.1 to isolate the interdependency of ΔCA-angle and 
air/fuel ratio, which is handled in units of Lambda to become independent from chemical 
fuel composition, defining a stoichiometric air/fuel ratio at a lambda value of 1.0. 
Variations were carried out spanning from 0.8 to 1.4 unless measurements had to be 
aborted as engine combustion ceased due to misfire. To avoid hysteresis effects in the 
emission analysers due to excessive emission concentrations, lambda was first decreased 
from 1.0 to 0.8 and increased afterwards from 1.0 to 1.4 or until no combustion could be 
observed anymore. An overview over the parameters is given in table 5.4. 
 
Table 5.4: Selected parameters for air/fuel ratio related measurements 
Load Speed \ 
[mg] 
[rpm] 
100mg 150mg 200mg 250mg 
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The dependencies of air/fuel ratio and the engine out parameters of interest are discussed 
and investigated in the following, with models being created to quantify the impact. 
 
5.3.2.1 Impact on hydrocarbon-emissions 
Hydrocarbon-emissions show a well pronounced S-shape when normalizing emission 
results to concentrations that were measured at λ = 1.0, Fig. 5.25. The physical 
background is described in chapter 3.2.2. A decreasing combustion stability and 
























































0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
 load = 100mg   ∆spk = -20°CA    Swirl active
 load = 150mg   ∆spk = -13°CA    Swirl active
 load = 200mg   ∆spk = -20°CA    Swirl active























0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
 load = 100mg   ∆spk = 0°CA       Swirl active
 load = 100mg   ∆spk = -20°CA    Swirl active
 load = 150mg   ∆spk = 0°CA       Swirl inactive
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Figure 5.25: Hydrocarbon-emissions over .,  normalized to emission levels at 
.=1.0 with different spark retards.  , !!=100°C, camshaft      
phasing angles  and  Swirl  state on  optimized production settings. 
  
Operating the engine with increasing enrichment is leading to an elevation of 
hydrocarbon-emissions as the oxygen content in the combustion chamber is reduced. 
However, with flame speed continuously increasing down to lambda numbers of 
approximately 0.88, oxygen is assumed to be utilized more efficiently. As such, the more 
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powerful combustion is leading to a less steep increase in hydrocarbon-emissions. With 
the majority of oxygen being used up below lambda numbers of 0.88 and due to a further 
increased heat capacity, multiple effects are contributing in overlap to increase 
hydrocarbon-emissions further, firstly due to the unavailability of oxygen as well as 
increased extinguishing of the flame near cylinder walls. Furthermore, hydrocarbon-
emissions are exhibiting a dependency from engine speed. While emission concentration 
will approximately remain constant due to a comparable indicated load, heat losses are 
reduced as an increase in engine speed is leading to less time being available for heat 
transfer. Hence, more exhaust gas enthalpy can be made use of during the post oxidation 
phase. Operating the engine with spark retard is significantly gaining the observed S-
shape. However, relative emission-concentrations are increasing which is assumed to be 
due to an overall lower combustion pressure, causing lower temperature levels and 
leading to an extinguishing the flame close to the cylinder walls, which is an effect that is 
further gained by the increase in heat capacity. Operating the engine with increasingly 
lean air/fuel ratios is leading to an amplified post oxidation process due to the increased 
availability of oxygen. A general gradient change around the point of origin at λ = 1.0 is 
caused by the absolute difference of emission concentration, impacting the corresponding 
gradient when being related to each other with a mathematical ratio. Equation 5.42 was 
developed to address the observations, using Δλ from λ = 1.0 as the input. 
rWw5,[36BR3 = 
A ∗ Δλ + B ∗ Δλ# + C ∗ Δλ" + D ∗ Δλ + E ∗ Δλ
W6 
+ G ∗ Δλ ∗ ΔCA
W6  
+ H ∗ Δλ ∗ n
W6 "
+ F   (5.42) 
Term 1 is establishing base functionality to realize the observed S-shape with a fifth order 
approach over Δλ, accounting for effects of oxygen availability, heat capacity, flame 
speed and inert gas effects. 
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Term 2 is adding scaling for the interdependency of Δλ and ΔCA-angle to account for 
differences in absolute combustion pressure and exhaust gas temperature. Result per 
equation 5.31 have been used in 5.42 to estimate ΔCA from Δspark. 
Term 3 is set up to address the effects of engine speed on Δλ, describing differences in 
heat losses due to less time being available for heat transfer at higher speeds. 
Optimizing has been set up to consider rWw5,[36BR3 (λ = 1.0) = 1.0 +/-0.1% as a hard 
constraint to guarantee mathematical neutrality when conditions are stoichiometric, 
requiring a centre-point constant. A complete set of parameters can be found in Appendix 
B while differentiation for swirl state has not been required. Since it is not desirable to 
numerically model the effects of misfire, that can be observed when running excessively 
lean or rich, Fig 5.25 and with lambda values greater than 1.15 and less than 0.85 not 
reasonable for a production use case, the model is only assessed and optimized within 
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Figure 5.26: Scatterplot and statistics for THC / Lambda-emission model, equation 5.42  
          for 0.85 < . < 1.15 
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5.3.2.2 Impact on engine torque 
When increasing the amount of fuel for a given air per cylinder and stroke to operate the 
engine at a particular enrichment, crankshaft torque is exhibiting a maximum at 
approximately λ = 0.88, Fig 5.27.  
 
Figure 5.27: Crankshaft torque over ., normalized to torque levels at .=1.0 with  
 different spark retards. , !!=100°C, camshaft phasing angles and  
   swirl state on optimized production settings. 
 
Although the amount of fuel, which is equivalent to potential chemical energy, is 
increased linearly, engine torque does not increase proportionally, since oxygen 
concentration is slightly reduced. As such, oxygen availability is not sufficient to combust 
the entire amount of available hydrocarbon molecules. However, engine torque increases 
to a point at which fresh charge oxygen is used up almost completely, which is assumed 
to increases flame speed to a maximum. When enriching the mixture further, torque is 
decreasing again, likely due to the effect of cooling the combustion chamber with fuel 
vaporization and since no additional oxygen is available to overcompensate the increase 
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Operating the engine at lean conditions (λ > 1.0) is leading to a reduction of engine torque 
since less fuel is available for a given air mass, while the effect is in overlap with air 
acting as an inert gas, slowing down flame speed, which is having an additional negative 
impact on combustion pressure.  
Engine speed and spark retard seem to have a significant impact on first sight but results 
are misleading and caused by the definition of crankshaft torques (equation 3.1). As 
enrichment and enleanment are only impacting combustion torque (indicated torque) 
while friction torque remains constant except for minor impacts on piston ring and bearing 
friction which is neglected, the torque reference is changing, relative to a constant friction 
number, causing significant relative shifts. The same effect applies when modifying 
engine speed, while friction is impacted here as well (Fig 5.4). The effect is mitigated by 
utilizing ratios of indicated torque, normalized to indicated torque at  λ = 1.0 during 
coefficient optimization. 
However, in order to maintain a crankshaft torque approach, the effects of a shifted 
reference crankshaft torque at λ = 1.0 need to be compensated with an additional term. 
Equation 5.43 was developed to quantify the observations. 
rWE4,[36BR3 = A ∗ Δλ + B ∗ Δλ
W6 
+ C ∗ Δλ ∗ ΔCA + D ∗ Δλ ∗ n
W6  
+ 1   (5.43) 
A quadratic approach is sufficient to describe the basic dependency of Δλ and engine 
crankshaft torque, Term 1, accounting for inert gas effects on the lean side and complex 
effects on the rich side explained above. The relative impact is independent from engine 
load.  
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Term 2 is introducing scaling for effects that are caused by a biased reference torque at 
Δλ = 0. ΔCA and is calculated according to equation 5.31. A constant of 1.0 is required 
for neutrality at λ = 1.0. 
An optimization of parameters did not exhibit a dependency from swirl state, leading to a 
single set of coefficients. A complete set of parameters can be found in Appendix B. 
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Figure 5.28: Scatterplot and statistics for Torque / Lambda-emission model, equation  
                      5.43 for 0.85 < . < 1.15 
 
5.3.2.3 Impact on O2-concentration 
As explained in chapters 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2, oxygen-concentration is expected to 
decrease during engine operation at rich air/fuel ratio due to oxygen being almost used up 
by additionally injected fuel while an increase is projected with enleanment, since there 
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is not enough fuel available to utilize all available air that was trapped in the cylinders. 
As such, only a minor difference over load and speed is expected. However, 
measurements outlined in chapter 5.3 revealed that ratios of O -concentrations that were 
normalized to concentration levels at λ = 1.0, show large differences when compared to 
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Figure 5.29:   Top: ç -concentrations over ., normalized to ç  levels at . = 1.0.  
Bottom: Absolute ç -concentrations over  .. , !!=100°C, camshaft 
angles and swirl state on production settings with different spark retards 
 
Although O -concentrations is assumed to be rather independent from engine load, engine 
speed and control modifications unless air/fuel ratio is not stoichiometric (Fig. 3.1, 3.6, 
3.7 and 3.9), measurements according to table 5.4 are exhibiting a shift of up to 88% at 
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λ = 1.0, Fig 5.29 (bottom row). With those numbers being used as the denominator for 
the calculation of normalized ratios, dependencies are fundamentally shifted, although the 
deviations are considered to be signal noise.  
Review of several reference measurements and of three different sets of steady state 
mappings revealed, that O -concentrations at λ = 1.0 are randomly distributed, likely 
being caused by minor and acceptable deviations in closed loop fuel control as post 
converter fuel control has not been active during data collection. As such, accurate 
modelling of a ratio is not possible.  
Attempts to model absolute delta O -concentrations, compared to the levels at λ = 1.0 
and to normalize all measurements to a fixed concentration or the mean λ-value at λ = 1.0 
were unsuccessful as well. As such, the relative differences are accepted and a fourth 
order equation with an offset of 1.0 was set up and optimized utilizing the available 
datasets to quantify the dependency of O -concentrations from Δλ, equation 5.44.  Lower 
order approaches were investigated as well but revealed less ability to provide a close to 
linear behaviour in the rich area while realizing an appropriate slope in the lean area.  
 
rh`,[36BR3 = A ∗ Δλ# + B ∗ Δλ" + C ∗ Δλ + D ∗ Δλ + 1             (5.44) 
Coefficients exhibit no need to be optimized separately for swirl state.  
A complete set of parameters can be found in Appendix B. 
Results are presented in Fig 5.30, showing acceptable accuracy for 0.85 < λ < 1.1 for the 
proposed use case.  
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Figure 5.30:  Scatterplot and statistics for ç  / Lambda-emission model, equation 5.44 
for 0.85 < . < 1.15 
 
5.3.2.4 Impact on exhaust gas temperature 
Since spark advance and camshaft phasing parameters have not been modified during 
measurements as outlined in table 5.4, an almost constant CA-angle was observed, 
except for operating excessively lean in which beginning misfire was observed. As such, 
exhaust temperature is a result of combustion gas temperature and is exhibiting a peak at 
λ = 1.0, Fig 5.31, decaying both into the rich direction, due to an increased heat capacity 
of the charge, as well as into lean direction due to having less potential chemical (fuel) 
energy available in the combustion chamber. Due to combustion stability deteriorating 
towards excessively lean operation, more unburnt hydrocarbon- molecules are post 
oxidized during the expansion- and exhaust-stroke, increasing exhaust temperatures 
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before eventually leading to misfire events in which the majority of the charge is 
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Figure 5.31:  Exhaust gas temperature over ., normalized to temperatures at 
.=1.0 with different spark retards. , !! = 100°C, camshaft   
phasing angles and Swirl state on optimized production settings. 
 
As the physical and chemical mechanisms during under- and over-stoichiometric 
operation are not identical, their impact on exhaust gas temperature is different as well. 
In addition, the gradient at  λ = 1.0 is changing abruptly and discontinuously since 
different physical effects are applying. Several higher order approaches were tested to 
model the observed behaviour. While many setups were found to describe the gradient 
change around λ = 1.0 with an acceptable accurately, the models exhibited unacceptable 
grows or decays at the borders of observation (λ = 0.85, λ = 1.15). Lower order approaches 
exhibited a better stability but suffered from a too shallow gradient around λ = 1.0 to 
express the dependencies accurately.  
To address the observations reasonably well, a split approach was created, that is 
describing the lean and rich side separately. A third order approach is sufficient to realize 
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a decaying trend for rich operation, equation 5.45 which is attributed to the increase in 
heat capacity and flame speed. 
rW,C3*,,[36BR3,,+ = A ∗ Δλ" + B ∗ Δλ + C ∗ Δλ + 1                 (5.45) 
A complete set of parameters can be found in Appendix B with no separation being 
required for swirl state. 
For lean operation, a third order approach was selected too to avoid additional 
modifications of the x-coordinate, equation 5.46 Term 1, allowing the model to both 
consider a reduced oxygen content as well as to consider a beginning trend to exhibit 
misfire. In addition, the impact of load is covered by a linear term, with the absolute 
amount of combustible hydrocarbon molecules increasing proportionally with engine 
load, Term 2.  
Spark retard is considered to address a reduced heat transfer into the cylinder walls, 
caused by a reduced temperature difference, by utilizing ΔCA that is calculated from 
Δ*(3A with equation 5.31. According to Fig. 5.17, a linear dependency of ΔTC3*, and 
ΔCA-angle can be assumed, so the interdependency of exhaust temperature over Δλ and 
ΔCA-angle can be assumed to be linear as well, Term 3. 
rW,C3*,,[36BR3,>3 = 
A ∗ Δλ" + B ∗ Δλ + C ∗ Δλ
W6 
+ D ∗ Δλ ∗ m8,,5.>
W6  
+ E ∗ Δλ ∗ ΔCA
W6 "
+ 1      (5.46) 
A complete set of parameters can be found in Appendix B. No separate parameters for 
swirl control were found to be required.  
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Results are presented in Fig 5.32 for 0.85 < λ < 1.15. Due to the rather slow response of 
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Figure 5.32:  Scatterplot and statistics for Exhaust gas temperature / Lambda model,  
  equation 5.45 / 5.46 for 0.85 < . < 1.15 
  
5.3.2.5 Impact on NOx-emissions  
With the physical and chemical background being explained in chapters 3.1.3 and 3.2.2, 
NO-emissions exhibit a decreasing trend, both into the lean as well as into the rich 
direction. Results are asymptotically converging to a minimum level, Fig 5.33, which is 
related to a reduced availability of free oxygen radicals. While oxygen concentration and 
combustion temperature are decreasing during enrichment of the charge, lean operation 
will lead to a reduction of combustion temperatures to a point in which dissociation 
processes according to equations 3.6 – 3.8 are coming to an end so that Zeldovich and 
extended Zeldovich mechanisms per equation 3.3 – 3.5 are not initiated. However, Fig. 
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5.33 is clearly illustrating, that the characteristic bell shapes of NO-concentrations over 
λ are shifted rich and lean, depending on spark retard. With thermal NO being the 
dominating species in regards of NO-emissions formation and with the mechanisms to 
form NO molecules being dependent on both available oxygen molecules as well as high 
combustion temperature to crack O -molecules into oxygen radicals (equation 3.8) it is 
assumed, that the effect of the over-availability of oxygen with slightly lean air/fuel ratios 
is more dominant than the decrease in combustion temperature. As such, NO-
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Figure 5.33:   æçè-emissions over  ., normalized to emissions at . = 1.0 with different  
spark  retards.  , !! = 100°C,  camshaft  phasing  angles  and  Swirl  
state on optimized production settings. 
 
With combustion temperature exhibiting a major dependency from CA-angle (Fig. 
5.17), dissociation processes according to equations 3.6 – 3.8 are reduced with more spark 
retard, shifting the emissions maxima over air/fuel ratio into the rich direction. As a result 
and due to normalizing NO-emissions to concentration results at Δλ = 0, relative emission 
concentrations are exhibiting results greater than 1.0 with the maximum not being located 
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at λ = 1.0. Equation 5.47 has been developed to express the observations mathematically. 
A non-symmetrical third order approach was found to be sufficient to express both sides 
of the bell shape accurately (Term 1), accounting for a decreasing oxygen content and 
decreasing combustion temperature due to an increased heat capacity on the rich side, 
while considering a lower combustion temperature due to the effect of fresh air acting as 
an inert gas on the lean side, again cooling down combustion temperatures. 
 
     r_hi,[36BR3 =  A ∗ 0Δλ ∗ 1D ∗ CA + E233343335W6 8 67
"





+  Δλ ∗  (F ∗ mAir,Cyl + G ∗ CA50)
Term 2
 +  1           (5.47) 
With the need to compensate for spark retard, the x-coordinate is shifted rich and lean 
with a linear approach over CA-angle, also accounting for the fact that the average of 
maximum emissions can be found in the slightly lean area, Term A. CA-angles are 
calculated with equation 5.31.  
With the absolute magnitude of NO-emissions being mainly a function of combustion 
temperature and combustion temperature itself being dependent from engine load and 
CA-angle (chapter 3.1.3), the normalized ratios are scaled with Term 2 to account for 
differences in numerical decay. 
A constant of 1.0 is required to provide neutrality when operating the engine on 
stoichiometric air/fuel ratio. A differentiation of parameters for swirl state was not found 
to be required.  
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A complete set of parameters can be found in Appendix B. 
Model statistics are presented in Fig 5.34, showing an acceptable agreement of 
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Figure 5.34: Scatterplot and statistics for æçè-emissions / Lambda model, equation  
 5.47 for 0.85 < . < 1.15 
 
5.3.2.6 Impact on CO-emissions  
Since CO exhaust gas analysers had been corrupted during the measurements described 
in table 5.4, a new set of data was collected to quantify the impact of air/fuel ratio on CO-
emissions. With pre-investigations having shown, that no complex interaction is 
expectable, the amount of measurements has been reduced. Conditions are specified in 
table 5.5.  
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Table 5.5: Selected parameters to quantify the impact of air/fuel ratio on CO-emissions  
Speed [rpm]   
\    
Load [mg] 
1000/min 2150/min 3000/min 











With the theoretical background being explained in chapters 3.1.2 and 3.2.2, CO-
emissions are exhibiting a nearly linear increase with enrichment and a decay close to 
zero when operating the engine at over-stoichiometric air/fuel ratios. However, as a result 
of variances in flame air/fuel ratio and due to a not completely laminar flow at the engine 
O  sensor, CO-emissions at a λ = 1.0 are showing a random distribution, similar to what 
was discussed in chapters 5.3.1.6 and 5.3.1.7, offering no stable reference for a ratio 
calculation.  
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Figure 5.35:   CO-emissions over ., normalized to emissions at . = 1.0 with different  
spark retards.  , !! = 100°C, camshaft phasing angles and swirl  
state on optimized production settings. 
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The overall impact of air/fuel ratio on CO-emissions was found to be over 100 times 
stronger than the deviation of CO-concentrations at λ = 1.0 from the corresponding mean 
value. It was decided to use the average emission concentration at λ = 1.0 for a ratio 
calculation instead of trying to express the random distribution with a mathematical 
formula since noise is assumed to be dominant over signal magnitude. Furthermore, with 
O -concentrations representing the dominant impact on CO-emissions, no dependency 
from engine-speed, load, spark-retard or swirl state can be observed after the datasets had 
been corrected for spark retard, using equation 5.41, to avoid accounting for the effect of 
spark retard twice. However, no mathematical function is available to describe a linear 
grow at under-stoichiometric combustion, while decaying to and remaining close to zero 
for λ > 1.0 unless an approach of very high order is selected. To remain robust against 
numerical issues with higher order terms, a split approach was selected, by dividing the 
mathematical description into three sections, equations 5.48 (λ ≤ 0.95), 5.49 (0.95 < λ <
1.05) and 5.50 (λ ≥ 1.05). 
r5h,o;. = A ∗ λ + B      (5.48) 
r5h,. p o p . = C ∗ (λ + 1)" + D ∗ (λ + 1) + < ∗ (λ + 1) + F            (5.49) 
r5h,o=. = G ∗ λ + H      (5.50) 
While liner terms over λ were found to be sufficient for λ < 0.95 and 1.05 λ > 1.05, a third 
order approach is required to model the exponential dependency in between. Parameters 
were optimized to provide neutrality at λ = 1.0. An overview is presented in Appendix B. 
Separate coefficients for different swirl states are not required.  
With CO-concentrations being close to zero during over-stoichiometric combustion, the 
exhaust gas analyser is operating at its lower accuracy limit, hence CO-concentrations 
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above λ ≥ 1.05 must be considered to be mainly signal noise. As such, and with 
approaching a division by 0, relative error and relative standard deviation are exhibiting 
high numbers although the absolute error is small. Given CO-concentrations of up to 12% 
during the measurement and neutrality at λ > 1.00, absolute error and absolute standard 
deviation are considered to be acceptable. Statistics are presented in Fig. 5.36 for 0.85 < 
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Figure 5.36: Scatterplot and statistics for CO-emissions / Lambda model, equation  
  5.48, 5.49 and 5.50 for 0.85 < . < 1.15 
 
Summarizing chapter 5.3.2, warm steady state measurements have been utilized to 
investigate the relationships of air/fuel-ratio with emission formation, exhaust gas 
temperature and engine torque. The observation can well be explained with physical and 
chemical effects and were quantified with polynomial equations.  Model accuracies are 
rated acceptable for the anticipated use case. 
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5.3.3 Camshaft Phasing  
As outlined in chapter 3.2.4, the dependencies of variable camshaft phasing and engine 
combustion, exhaust emissions, engine torque and temperatures are complex due to the 
versatile nature of impacting factors. Main effects to be mentioned are the generation of 
asymmetric compression and expansion strokes due to late intake valve closing 
(Miller/Atkinson cycles), variable in-cylinder charge motion, an impact on manifold 
absolute pressure at a constant load and speed, a variable residual gas fraction, pre-heating 
of fresh load charge and control of volumetric efficiency by utilizing resonance effects. 
As such, effects on engine exhaust emissions, torque and temperatures are expected to be 
versatile in nature as well. Although the expected magnitude of impact on emissions-
concentration, exhaust-temperature and engine torque is small, relative to the impact of 
air/fuel ratio, spark-advance or engine temperature, base camshaft timing (i.e. mechanical 
end stops) and camshaft phasing are playing vital role in engine exhaust emission 
formation. Since the catalytic converter is still cold right after engine start, conversion 
efficiency is low. As such, engine out emissions are almost entirely passing the catalytic 
converter during the first few firing events, hence significantly contributing to the overall 
post converter emission results. In order to minimize those, close attention is being paid 
to optimize camshaft park positions during engine design. As camshaft phasing actuators 
are mainly operated hydraulically, it takes some time after start to build up a sufficient 
level of oil pressure so that the shafts can be moved into the desired position. While the 
rate of position change is limited as well, it is even more desirable to have a park position 
that is beneficial with regards to engine out emission formation. However, with maximum 
compression pressure on starter speed, maximum torque at full load and residual gas 
fraction during part load being vital requirements as well, camshaft phasing cannot be 
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optimized for emission performance only, possibly requiring camshaft phasing out of the 
park position during catalyst heating as well. 
Steady-state measurements have been collected at an engine coolant-temperature of 
100°C. Engine load and speed have been selected to cover the entire reasonable range of 
operating points that the portfolio of interest might exhibit during converter warmup 
operation. Camshaft phasing has been modulated with a step size of 5°CmA (equalling 
10°CrA) on both intake as well as the exhaust camshaft, starting on park position and 
ending on maximum camshaft travel (30 °CmA). Both camshafts are by design parked in 
their most advanced position and are exhibiting maximum travel on their most retarded 
position. With swirl state and spark advance being additional degrees of freedom during 
converter warmup, variations of those parameters were considered as well. An overview 
over the parameters is given in table 5.6. Spark advance has been selected with respect to 
the applying thermal constraints of the exhaust system. 
 
Table 5.6: Selected parameters for camshaft phasing ratio related measurements 
Load [mg] \  




 ΔF(3A= 0°CrA ΔF(3A= 0°CrA  
 ΔF(3A= 30°CrA ΔF(3A= 20°CrA  
 ΔF(3A= 40°CrA ΔF(3A= 30°CrA  
Swirl 
inactive 
 ΔF(3A= 0°CrA ΔF(3A= 0°CrA  
 ΔF(3A= 30°CrA ΔF(3A= 20°CrA  




ΔF(3A= 0°CrA   ΔF(3A= 0°CrA 
ΔF(3A= 15°CrA   ΔF(3A= 10°CrA 
ΔF(3A= 24°CrA   ΔF(3A= 18°CrA 
Swirl 
inactive 
ΔF(3A= 0°CrA   ΔF(3A= 0°CrA 
ΔF(3A= 15°CrA   ΔF(3A= 10°CrA 
ΔF(3A= 24°CrA   ΔF(3A= 18°CrA 
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Input data for the steady state mappings that are utilized to characterize the engine of 
interest was collected at an engine temperature of 100C, operating on optimum spark and 
targeting during operation on stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, hence offering a stable 
reference without control modifications for the polynomial equations outlined in the 
chapters above. However, camshaft phasing does not offer such a stable reference since 
both intake and exhaust camshaft positions are scattered across their whole range of 
operation as a result of an optimization for the versatile requirements outlined above. As 
such, a system of equations was developed, that does not describe a ratio relative to a 
fixed reference but the shape and dependency of an entire set of data points as a whole, 
utilizing a virtual reference. The methodology is discussed at the example of NO-
emissions in chapter 5.3.3.2 while an ideal residual gas model is presented in the 
following for a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of gas exchange. 
 
5.3.3.1 Model for internal exhaust gas recirculation 
With the controllability of internal exhaust gas recirculation being both one of the main 
features of variable camshaft phasing as well as having a major impact on the combustion 
process, fuel consumption, exhaust gas temperature and emission concentration, a 
simplified model is developed to estimate the internal residual gas fraction, based on 
intake- and exhaust camshaft phasing relative to the corresponding park position. The 
model is assuming an entirely laminar flow through intake- as well as exhaust-valves that 
is directly proportional to piston speed, hence assuming an indefinitely fast gas 
acceleration. Furthermore, an isobaric process and an identical pressure in cylinder, 
intake- and exhaust-manifold is considered, together with an entirely homogeneous gas 
composition in cylinder. Pulsation within intake- and exhaust-manifold are neglected. In 
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case both valves are open at the same time, flow is assumed to be distributed between 
intake and exhaust according to the ratio of effective flow areas. Differences in Intake- 
and exhaust-port diameter as well as absolute differences in valve lifts are taken into 
account. Exhaust gas residuals in the compression volume are not considered and each 
calculation is treated as a standalone, ignoring effects of the previous cycle. Differences 
in density are neglected while internal exhaust gas fraction is assumed to be a ratio of 
integrated gas flows. The following mechanisms need to be considered: 
Direct exhaust gas flow from exhaust manifold into the combustion chamber through the 
open exhaust valves while the piston is moving down, equation 5.51. 
Direct flow of fresh charge from intake manifold into the combustion chamber through 
the open intake valves while the piston is moving down, equation 5.52. 
Pushback of exhaust gases into the intake manifold through the intake valves while the 
piston is moving up and bringing back this fraction of exhaust gas into the combustion 
chamber through the intake valves, while the piston is moving down during the 
subsequent intake stroke, equation 5.53. 
Direct flow of exhaust gases from the exhaust- into the intake-manifold due to a positive 
pressure ration while both valves are open at the same time is neglected due to assumption 
of having identical pressures in intake-manifold, exhaust manifold and in the cylinders. 
Approximations are as follows: 
During intake stroke (0°CrA < piston travel < 180°CrA with TDC being defined at 
0/720°CrA): 
        Flow34* =3>? ≅ v,* ∗  [,Ymin.£k«? ∗ 83min.@¬[,Ymin.£k«? ∗ 83min.@¬í[,YA¨¬.£k«? ∗ 83A¨¬.@¬          (5.51) 
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       Flow@* 53< ≅ v,* ∗  [,YA¨¬.£k«? ∗ 83A¨¬.@¬[,Ymin.£k«? ∗ 83min.@¬í[,YA¨¬.£k«? ∗ 83A¨¬.@¬          (5.52) 
During exhaust stroke (540°CrA < piston travel < 720°CrA with TDC being defined at 
0/720°CrA): 
 X Flow4*B3+A .C3* 
, 3A =3>?
 ≅ v,* ∗  [,YA¨¬.£k«? ∗ 83A¨¬.@¬[,Ymin.£k«? ∗ 83min.@¬í[,YA¨¬.£k«? ∗ 83A¨¬.@¬     (5.53) 
The overall amount of exhaust gas in the combustion chamber is defined to being the sum 
of exhaust gas flow through the exhaust valve (equation 5.51) and exhaust gas that was 
pushed back into the intake port, being brought back with fresh charge (equation 5.52), 
leading to equation 5.54. 
X Flow34* <3* =  X Flow34* =3>? + X Flow4*B3+A .C3* , 3A =3>?    (5.54) 
Consequently, flow through the intake valve is calculated to equal fresh charge minus the 
amount of exhaust gas that was previously pushed back into the intake manifold, equation 
5.55. 
X Flow3A =3>? =  Flow@* 53< -  X Flow4*B3+A .C3* , 3A =3>?     (5.55) 
The overall internal exhaust gas fraction is calculated by setting the sum of all residual 
gas contributions in relationship to overall combustion chamber gas composition, 
equation 5.56. 
 XCD,,3> =  X @>\minkl¬ %klX @>\A¨¬k# £k«?íX @>\minkl¬ %kl        (5.56) 
Fig 5.37 is giving an overview over the engine camshaft timing.  
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∆IV  = 30°CmA
Figure 5.37: Camshaft phasing, relative to normalized piston travel 
      
The top left illustration is showing both camshafts in their park position, which is the 
most advanced phasing angle. The exhaust valve is starting to open approximately 
70°CrA before the exhaust stroke comes to an end and is closing at ignition top dead 
centre. No residual gas is brought into the cylinder. The intake valve is starting to open 
25°CrA before top dead centre, being in overlap with the exhaust valve that is just about 
to close. Exhaust gases are pushed back into the intake manifold. As the piston is changing 
direction, the exhaust valve is still open to a very small extent while the intake valve is 
opening quickly. A negligible amount of exhaust gas is flowing through the exhaust valve 
into the cylinder while intake valve flow is bringing back the exhaust gases that were 
pushed into the intake manifold earlier. The remainder of the intake stroke is delivering 
only fresh charge through the intake valve into the cylinder. After passing bottom dead 
centre fresh charge is continuing to flow into the cylinder in reality due to pulsations and 
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gas dynamics which is not considered in the model. The effect is reversing at some point 
so that fresh charge and exhaust gas are pushed back into the intake manifold during the 
compression stroke as long as the intake valve is still open. This effect is also not 
considered in the model as exhaust gas concentration is ideally remaining constant. 
Internal exhaust gas fraction is calculated to be 2.1% for this configuration. 
Fig 5.37 top right is showing the exhaust camshaft being fully retarded and in its late 
mechanical stop while the intake camshaft is remaining in its park position. Pushback of 
exhaust gases into the intake manifold during the end of the compression stroke is 
significantly reduced compared to the scenario discussed above, since the exhaust valves 
are offering significantly more flow area, reducing the pushback flow to almost zero. 
After the piston has passed top dead centre, both exhaust- and intake-valves are widely 
open but piston speed is close zero due to operating on the flat section of the piston sinus. 
The model is calculating relatively little exhaust gas flow into the cylinder. However, a 
significant exhaust gas flow is assumed to take place in reality due to a large area of valve 
overlap which will lead to exhaust gas flow directly from the exhaust- into the intake-
manifold through the opened valves and the compression volume, caused by a positive 
pressure ratio between exhaust and intake manifold. With the exhaust manifold 
permanently being above atmospheric pressure and the intake manifold being 
permanently operating under some vacuum for a naturally aspirated engine, the pressure 
ratio can never become negative. However, with the model being universal and not 
depending on load and speed, the particular effect is not considered. After the exhaust 
valve was closed, the remainder of the intake stroke is delivering fresh charge into the 
cylinder. Calculation again ends at bottom dead centre since concentration is assumed to 
remain constant and entirely homogeneous, so that pushback into the intake manifold will 
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not change overall in-cylinder exhaust gas concentration. Overall residual gas fraction is 
calculated to be 3.9%. 
Fig 5.37 bottom left is illustrating a scenario in which the exhaust camshaft is remaining 
in its most advanced position (park position) while the intake camshaft is retarded into its 
mechanical stop. No pushback into the intake manifold can occur and exhaust gas flow 
from the exhaust port into the cylinder is rather small since the exhaust valve is nearly 
closed when the piston passes top dead centre and starts to move down. Hence, the 
cylinder is almost entirely filled with fresh charge that is brought into the cylinder as soon 
as the intake valve opens during the intake stroke. Pushback into the intake port after the 
piston has passed bottom dead centre does not play a role regarding exhaust gas 
concentration since the charge is assumed to be entirely homogeneous. As such, the 
calculated residual gas fraction is low, delivering a number of 0.3%. 
The last scenario discussed is illustrated in Fig 5.37 bottom right. Both intake- and 
exhaust-camshaft are phased out into their mechanical end stops, operating in their most 
retarded positions. A pushback of exhaust gases into the intake manifold is not occurring 
since the intake valve is not opening before the piston has passed top dead centre. 
However since the intake valves are starting to open relatively late and with the exhaust 
valves offering a large flow area at the same time, a large amount of exhaust gas is brought 
into the cylinder at the beginning of the intake stroke. During the last two thirds of the 
intake stroke, fresh charge is brought into the cylinder but with flow through the intake 
valves seizing, large portions of the potential to bring fresh charge into the cylinder 
through the open intake valves is wasted. As such, internal exhaust gas fraction is high, 
being calculated to a value of 17.6%. Concentration is not assumed to change after the 
piston has passed bottom dead centre.  
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Taking all assumptions above into consideration, the model can only serve as a trend 
indicator, not as an accurate tool to predict absolute residual gas fraction. Especially the 
absence of a missing dependency of delta pressures and the handling of the compression 
volume is assumed to be a problem. Hence, the model output will not be used in any 
calculation but is only serving to demonstrate the general mechanisms, associated with 
variable camshaft phasing. 
 
5.3.3.2 Impact on NOx-emissions 
With NO-emissions being mainly a function of combustion temperature, concentration 
is expected to increase with increasing effective compression ratios and to decrease with 
increasing levels of internal exhaust gas recirculation. Both parameters are significantly 
impacted by both intake- as well as exhaust camshaft position. Fig. 3.7 is illustrating the 
performance of the experimental engine at an exemplary load and speed during a variation 
of both camshafts in interaction. The effects are influencing engine combustion in overlap 
of each other. Fig. 5.38 is illustrating NO-emissions (grey) over exhaust camshaft 
phasing relative to park position. The camshaft is phasing into retarding direction.  Engine 
load and –speed, swirl state and air/fuel ratio are representative for converter warmup 
operation, spark is on optimum spark timing. A parabolic shape can easily be observed 
with significant scatter on each exhaust camshaft position, which is due intake camshaft 
phasing and spark retard. In a first step and utilizing the measurements outlined in table 
5.6, an average NO-concentration for each exhaust camshaft position is calculated (red), 
together with the corresponding result being related to the maximum of all averages 
(black), which is representing the basic dependency of NO-emission and exhaust 
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camshaft phasing. The maximum of all averages will be used as a global reference for all 
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Figure 5.38: Exemplary æçè-concentrations and averaging methodologies over  
     exhaust camshaft phasing position 
 
Averaging over exhaust camshaft timing is repeated for all eight datasets that were taken 
on optimum spark (table 5.6). The datasets will be referred to as “spark zero” (S0) in the 
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Figure 5.39: æçè-S0-emissions measured and modelled, Optimum spark, stoichiometric 
          air/fuel ratio, various loads, speeds and swirl control states 
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All datasets are following a parabolic shape, exhibiting a maximum close to an exhaust 
camshaft phasing angle of 10°CmA. The observation can easily be explained by the 
residual gas model, outlined in chapter 5.3.3.1. The effect of pushing back residual gases 
back into the intake manifold during the end of the exhaust stroke is minimized due to an 
increased opening of the exhaust valve, compared to holding the exhaust camshaft in its 
parking position, since exhaust gases are pushed into exhaust- and intake-port at the same 
time. Simultaneously, the exhaust valve’s opening duration at high piston speeds is 
minimized, since opening mainly occurs during the flat section of the sinusoidal piston 
travel. Advancing the exhaust camshaft into its parking position will increase the internal 
residual gas fraction due to more exhaust gas being pushed into the intake manifold while 
being brought back into the combustion chamber during the subsequent intake stroke. 
Increasing exhaust camshaft phasing into a more retarded position is largely increasing 
internal residual gas fraction due to the increasing effect of soaking back exhaust gases 
during the intake stroke through the open exhaust valve, while the piston is accelerating 
during the steep section of the sinusoidal travel. The effect of charge warming and an 
improved fuel evaporation, which is assumed to directionally benefit flame speed, can be 
neglected as the inert gas effect of residual gases is having an impact on a much larger 
scale. The dependency from camshaft phasing is reduced with elevated engine loads since 
combustion temperature and -duration and thus duration of charge at elevated 
temperatures is leading to a stronger increase of NO-generation than the effect of a slower 
and cooler combustion could suppress the formation of NO-molecules. Engine speed is 
showing a minor impact that is explained by different pulsations in intake- and exhaust 
manifold, leading to slightly different residual gas and fresh charge fractions. A model is 
set up to describe the dependency with a polynomic equation, 5.57.  
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   r_hi,3*,<,F =  A î∆BCDEFöG *EHí(∗)6,û§«∗IíJ õ
"
+ K î∆BCDEFöG *EHí(∗)6,û§«∗IíJ õ +  î∆BCDEFöG *EHí(∗)6,û§«∗IíJ õ + L (5.57) 
A third order approach was found to be sufficient with Δ34* 536 being used as the x-
input, that is scaled with engine-load and speed to account for differences in heat transfer 
and for the absolute level of emissions. A constant was added to centre the model at 1.0. 
Swirl state needs to be considered as well as mixture preparation will be improved with 
the swirl control flaps being activated, which both has a positive effect on flame speed, 
leading to an increase in NO-emissions but can also be expected to lead to a more 
homogeneous distribution of dilution gases, leading to a reduction of flame speed.  As 
such, coefficients are set up separately for different swirl states to account for the effects 
described above. Measurement and model are agreeing well, Fig 5.39, exhibiting standard 
deviation is at 2.4% with an average error of -0.3%. A full set of coefficients can be found 
in Appendix B. 
In a second step, exhaust camshaft averages are calculated for all datasets that were 
collected with spark retard, which is going to be referred to as “SR” in the following. 
Measurements with retarded spark timing, according to table 5.6 are utilized. The result 
is subtracted from the corresponding dataset with similar load and speed that was taken 
on optimum spark in order to visualize the additional interactional impact of spark retard 
on the basic exhaust camshaft sensitivity. An overview is given in Fig. 5.40. 
Since all datasets with spark retard are exhibiting a maximum of averages at a delta 
exhaust camshaft position of either 5°CmA or °10°CmA, ratios of those camshaft 
positions are defined to represent a ratio of 1.0 while subtraction of both is leading to a 
ratio of zero. Spark retard is having a gaining effect on NO-concentration reduction, 
which can be easily explained by an increased inert effect of the residual gas itself as less 
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oxygen will be available with more spark retards due to enforced post oxidation. The same 
effects of engine-speed, engine-load and swirl states that were described in sub-model S0 
are applying while engine speed does have an additional impact on exhaust gas 
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Figure 5.40: Selected æçè- SR-emissions measured and modeled, stoichiometric     
         air/fuel ratio, various loads, speeds and swirl control states 
 







ZM∆ûóô∗∗          (5.58) 
A third order term was set up to quantify the observations, using separate coefficients for 
an active and inactive swirl state. Exhaust camshaft position is used as the main input, 
being scaled over a quadratic term with engine load. The entire function is modified with 
a division by negative square root of delta AI50 and engine speed to address the 
observations above. Model statistics are outlining a standard deviation of 3.4% and an 
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average error of -0.4%, indicating good agreement of measurement and model. Results 
are illustrated in Fig. 5.40 with a full set of coefficients being offered in Appendix B. 
With the dependencies of exhaust camshaft phasing being quantified, the impact of intake 
camshaft phasing is investigated. Raw emissions, as shown in Fig 5.38 (grey) are related 
to the basic exhaust camshaft dependencies in units of average emission concentrations, 
developed within approaches for sub model S0 and SR, to isolate the dependencies of 
intake camshaft phasing on NO-emissions from the already described system. 
Comparable to the approach selected for sub model S0, the results are averaged to 
normalize the basic intake camshaft impact to a factor between 0 and 1. Datasets don’t 
need to be distinguished for spark retard since spark retard was already considered for the 
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Figure 5.41: Selected æçè- IC-average-emissions measured and modeled, stoichiometric  
                      air/fuel ratio, various loads, speeds and swirl control states 
 
NO-emissions are showing an increasing trend with camshaft phasing being moved into 
a more retarded position. The effect can only be explained by different levels of 
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turbulence and charge motion in cylinder. Given an intake camshaft phasing of 0°CmA, 
the intake valve is starting to open as the piston is just starting its travel downwards from 
upper top dead centre, giving the charge an opportunity to develop a rather laminar flow 
through the intake valve. Opening the intake valve later will both first build up a vacuum 
in the combustion chamber before the intake valve is opened but will also move the intake 
valve’s opening duration into an area with increased piston speed as well, likely leading 
to an increase in charge motion. The observed impact of engine load is considered to be 
attributed to local turbulence effects in the intake port. In addition, as pulsation in the 
intake manifold are a function of flow, those can be assumed to significantly change as 
well with an increase in engine load, continuously shifting the fraction of fresh air charge 
in cylinder, hence impacting overall residual gas fraction. Swirl state is having a natural 
impact with charge motion being impacted as well due to different levels of flow 
restrictions in the intake manifold, influencing the dependency of pulsation and 
volumetric efficiency. 
A numeric approach is presented in equation 5.59, called Intake camshaft average (IC,a). 
A third order approach is selected, utilizing separate coefficients for active and inactive 
swirl state. Engine load is used to both scale the delta Intake camshaft position, being the 
x-coordinate, as well as reducing the overall magnitude with increasing load. Being at a 
standard deviation of 3.7% with an average error of -0.3%, accuracy is assumed to be 
acceptable for the anticipated use case. Fig. 5.41 is illustrating measurement and model 
in comparison. A full set of coefficients can be found in Appendix B. 
r_hi3*,<,5,3 =  
8$∆A¨¬k# ûküðjü,û§«∗ðA &íQ$∆A¨¬k# ûküðjü,û§«∗ðA &`í5$∆A¨¬k# ûküðjü,û§«∗ðA &
6,û§«`∗í@ + D       (5.59) 
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In a final step, the interaction of intake and exhaust camshaft is investigated and 
quantified, utilizing measurements outlined in table 5.6. NO raw-emissions are divided 
by simulated concentrations that were derived by a combination of sub-models S0, SR 
and IC,a. Averaging cannot be applied anymore. Although all signal noise is condensed 
into this calculation, the data is surprisingly consistent. Fig 5.42 is offering an overview 
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Figure 5.42: æçè-emissions measured and modeled related to the interaction of 
     camshaft phasing, stoich. air/fuel ratio, load = 150mg, n= 1150rpm,  
     swirl inactive, no spark retard 
 
It can be observed, that the interaction of intake and exhaust camshaft phasing is strongly 
depending on absolute exhaust camshaft position which is assumed to be due to pulsations 
in the exhaust manifold that can be utilized to a variable extent, depending on exhaust 
valve opening angle. Looking at the load and speed that is illustrated in Fig. 5.42, the 
effect is apparently overcompensated by pulsations in the intake manifold, obviously 
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becoming more powerful with a later intake valve opening, which makes sense, since the 
progressing piston travel is offering an increasing in-cylinder space.  
Equation 5.60 was developed to describe the findings outlined above, called IC-EC-
Interaction (IE,i). In order to account for the effects of overlaying pulsations a forth order 
approach is necessary to realize a shape with an increasing branch, a decreasing branch 
and a plateau. Intake and exhaust camshaft position are blended with an approach of 
scaling and offsetting the coordinates. Statistics are showing a standard deviation of 5.6% 
and an average error of -0.1% with measurement and model being illustrated in Fig. 5.42 
for comparison.  
r_hi,3*,<,, =  A +
QiðAN í5iðAN íIiðAN `íiðAN í@
kë j 
                           (5.60) 
            with: x =  90 − (2 ∗ ∆3A 536 + 10) + ∆34* 536  
A full set of coefficients can be found in Appendix B, coefficients are independent from 
swirl state. 
Combining all sub-models developed above, each data-point of a given dataset can be 
described to be a ratio in relative position to the global reference that is illustrated in Fig. 
5.38, equation 5.61. 
r_hi,3*,<,*,<> =       (5.61) 
°r_hi,3*,<,F − r_hi,3*,<,FD± ∗ r_hi,3*,<,53 ∗ r_hi,3*,<,, ∗ S,3?3<,63 
As such, the impact of using different camshaft positions can be described by setting the 
calculated ratios into relationship to each other, which is eliminating the global reference 
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from the equation, taking away the need to develop a model for the reference itself, 
equation 5.62. 
r_hi,3*,< =                (5.62) 
°i,¡ô,@lò Z i,¡,@lò± ∗ i,Aûk,@lò ∗ i,Am,@lò ∗ Fô,k?k%,üki
°i,¡ô,@l` Z i,¡,@l`± ∗ i,Aûk,@l` ∗ i,Am,@l` ∗ Fô,k?k%,üki = 
i,@nkl¨%,@lò
i,@nkl¨%,O!P  
Fig 5.43 is offering an overview about the combination and application of sub-models 
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Figure 5.43: Example of a calculation of 	Qè, 	Qè,O!P, 	Qè,O!P  and combination of 
             sub-models 
 
With having a variable reference, the model cannot be validated relative to a fixed data 
point but needs to be validated for overall consistency. The approach of having a virtual 
global reference needs to be validated as well, especially since the reference is eliminated 
from the equation. For this purpose, every possible combination of measurement data is 
calculated and compared to the corresponding model result. For a given dataset, NO-
r_hi ,*  
r_hi ,53 ,,O!P ∗  
r_hi ,,,*  
 
r_hi ,*  
r_hi ,F,*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concentration for every measured intake- and exhaust-camshaft phasing angle is 
considered to be a valid input. Given the spacing of 5°CmA and an overall phasing range 
of 30°CmA, every dataset is delivering 49² possible combinations. The methodology is 
applied to all 24 datasets (see table 5.6). Fig 5.44 is illustrating the resulting amount of 
58k data points, both for measurement and model. Statistical numbers are comparably 
high. However, it needs to be considered, that NO-emissions are dropping to very low 
numbers with excessive fractions of internal residual gases, partially caused by beginning 
misfire, both leading to areas that are mathematically approaching a division close to 0 as 
well as operating the exhaust gas analysers at lower accuracy, since sensitivity is 
calibrated to more reasonable areas of concentrations. 
σNOx, modeled,abs = -90 ppm
sNOx, modeled,abs
 = 306 ppm
σNOx, modeled,rel = -3.3 %
sNOx, modeled,rel
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Figure 5.44: Scatterplot and statistics for æçè-emissions / Camshaft phasing model, 
 equation 5.57 - 5.62 
 
Filtering model statistics to only consider emission concentrations above 400ppm, which 
is assumed to be a realistic number, yields a model accuracy of -1.1% average error and 
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8.1% standard deviation, while still considering 91% of all data points, leading to the 
assumption model accuracy is acceptable. It was decided to however use all available data 
points for modelling and statistics in order to trim the model into the correct direction, 
even for extreme areas of operation. 
 
5.3.3.3 Impact on hydrocarbon-emissions 
Compared to the dependency of NO-emissions and camshaft phasing, which is mainly 
related to differences in combustion temperatures, caused by internal exhaust gas 
recirculation, hydrocarbon-emissions are an indicator of an incomplete combustion. 
Effects are known to occur in case of over-dilution with recirculated exhaust gases while 
substantially depending from in-cylinder charge motion for a given combustion chamber 
geometry. Post-oxidation of hydrocarbon molecules during the expansion- and exhaust-
stroke, which is positively impacted by an elevated exhaust gas temperature is playing an 
important role as well. With the majority of post oxidation processes assumed to occur 
during the expansion stroke, an early exhaust valve opening is likely leading to a negative 
impact, as cylinder pressure and temperature are suddenly dropping. Similar to the 
approach selected in chapter 5.3.3.2 and utilizing the measurements outlined in table 5.6, 
hydrocarbon-emissions are in a first step averaged for each exhaust camshaft position, 
only utilizing those datasets that were recorded with operating on optimum spark 
(approach spark zero, “S0”,). An overview is given in Fig. 5.45. 
Consistent with sub-model NO-S0 (Fig 5.39), hydrocarbon S0-emissions are exhibiting 
a maximum at an exhaust camshaft phasing angle of approximately 10°CmA, which is an 
indicator for a complete and thus hot combustion, that is, regarding hydrocarbon-emission 
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formation, being attributed to a beneficial in-cylinder charge motion, a homogeneous 
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Figure 5.45: Hydrocarbon-S0-emissions measured and modelled, optimum spark, stoich.  
          air/fuel ratio, various loads, speeds and swirl control states 
 
The effects lead to exhaust gas temperature being rather low since more combustion 
energy is converted into mechanical work while more heat is transferred through the 
cylinder walls, caused by a higher temperature delta between combustion gases and 
engine components. As such, post oxidation processes are occurring to a smaller extent. 
However, the data is exhibiting indications of a beginning incomplete combustion process 
towards high exhaust camshaft phasing angles. Hydrocarbon-emissions are suddenly 
increasing which is a clear indication for beginning misfire, likely being caused by an 
over-dilution with exhaust gases. Due to the rather random nature of this phenomenon, it 
was decided to incorporate the observation only to some extent into mathematical 
modelling.  
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Following the modelling of comparable effects that were described in chapter 5.3.3.2, 
equation 5.63 is quantifying the observations above, using the same approach that was 
selected for sub-model NO-S0 (equation 5.57). The model is allowed to trend to a less 
steep gradient towards high angles of exhaust camshaft phasing to reflect engine misfire 
to a limited extent, Fig. 5.45, which is done to indicate during model application that no 
further benefit in hydrocarbon-emission can be expected when excessively retarding the 
exhaust camshaft. However, exact modelling is not realized.  
   rWw5,3*,<,F =          (5.63) 
A î∆minkl¬ ûküí(∗)6,û§«∗@íC õ
"
+ B î∆minkl¬ ûküí(∗)6,û§«∗@íC õ
 
+ C î∆minkl¬ ûküí(∗)6,û§«∗@íC õ + D    
A third order approach was found to be sufficient with exhaust camshaft phasing being 
used as the x-coordinate, that is scaled with engine-load and -speed to account for 
differences in heat transfer and for the absolute level of emissions. Beginning misfire 
towards elevated x-coordinates is realized with a decaying gradient without describing an 
increase in concentration by itself. A constant was added to centre the model at 1.0. 
Compared to sub-model NO-S0, results are not exhibiting a need to set up separate 
coefficients for an operation with active and inactive swirl control. The observation is 
assumed to be reasonable, since hydrocarbon-emissions are (in this regard) rather 
influenced by exhaust gas temperature than by the combustion process itself. Model 
standard deviation is at 2.0% with an average error of 0.1%. Fig. 5.45 is illustrating 
measurement and model in comparison. Appendix B is outlining a full set of coefficients.  
To investigate the interdependency of spark retard and camshaft phasing on hydrocarbon-
emissions, approach SR (spark retard) that was described in chapter 5.3.3.2 is applied to 
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the available dataset with focus on hydrocarbon-emissions, utilizing measurements 
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Figure 5.46: Selected hydrocarbon SR-emissions measured and modeled, stoichiometric   
          air/fuel ratio, various loads, speeds and swirl control states 
 
No significant interaction of spark retard and exhaust camshaft phasing can be observed 
at high loads and with no or moderate exhaust camshaft phasing which means that the 
interactional impact on the combustion process, combustion stability and post-oxidation 
is rather small. The isolated impact of spark retard on post oxidation processes and 
combustion stability is comprehended in equation 5.39, shifting the entire dataset while 
not changing the relative dependencies over exhaust camshaft phasing. 
By definition, a negative numbers within sub-mode “SR” are representing an increase in 
emission concentration, compared to an operation on optimum spark. As advancing the 
exhaust camshaft out of its parking position will increase the amount of internal exhaust 
gas recirculation, the data is indicating that hydrocarbon-emissions are strongly increasing 
at low loads. Effects are gained with elevated spark retards.  
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Combustion stability at low loads is deteriorating by nature due to a small mass of fresh 
charge in cylinder only leading to a less powerful flame. Hence, it is not surprising, that 
combustion stability is deteriorating with spark being retarded or after increasing the 
amount of internal exhaust gas recirculation. As such, the negative trend towards high 
angles of exhaust camshaft phasing and low loads is interpreted to indicate that 
combustion stability is deteriorating and that the engine starts to exhibit first signs of 
misfire. With the combustion process being more robust at higher loads, less sensitivity 
to spark retard and exhaust gas recirculation is observed.  
Equation 5.64 is set up to quantify the observations above. However, the model is only 
allowed to consider the strongly negative trend discussed above to some extent as it is 
undesirable to incorporate misfire into a polynomial model, which also corresponds to the 
underlying assumptions of equation 5.63. A third order approach was selected to describe 
a parabolic shape.  
rWw5,3*,<,FD =      (5.64) 
A$∆34* 536 ∗ (∆58 ∗ E + F)m8,,5.> ∗ G + H + I&
"
+ B$∆34* 536 ∗ (∆58 ∗ E + F)m8,,5.> ∗ G + H + I&
 
+ C$∆34* 536 ∗ (∆58 ∗ E + F)m8,,5.> ∗ G + H + I& + D 
Air per cylinder is scaled linearly in the denominator to decay the model to a centre point 
constant with increasing loads. The observed dependency from spark retard is considered 
by a multiplication of exhaust camshaft phasing with a scaled term of ΔCA-angle to 
shift the function into an area in which the gradient is becoming more negative. Fig. 5.46 
is illustrating that modelling results are describing the physical trends very well. However, 
since absolute numbers are close to zero it is not possible to calculate reasonable numbers 
for relative standard deviation and average error, due to suffering from approaching 
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divisions by zero. A full set of coefficients can be found in Appendix B, being identical 
for both swirl states. 
With no distinct impact of Intake camshaft phasing being observed, Fig 5.47, averaging 
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Figure 5.47: Hydrocarbon-emissions measured and modelled related to the interaction of  
          camshaft phasing  
 
Hydrocarbon-emission sensitivity to the interaction of intake- and exhaust-camshaft 
phasing is varying from exhibiting very little to a strongly pronounced impact. Similar to 
the behaviour in sub-model THC-SR, sensitivity is increasing with increasing spark retard 
and decreasing loads, indicating that the differences are mainly related to beginning 
misfire due to a changing tolerance of exhaust gas recirculation. Similar to the findings in 
sub model NO-IE,i, differences are assumed to be attributed to significant changes in 
internal residual gas fraction, caused by pulsations in intake- and exhaust manifold and to 
changing pressure rations between the manifolds, leading to significant gas exchange 
directly through the valves. With combustion becoming more robust at high loads and in 
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absence of spark retard, datasets collected at those conditions are showing almost no 
impact during intake camshaft phasing. However, an example of a point of operation that 
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Figure 5.48:  Hydrocarbon-emissions measured and modelled related to the        
         interaction of Camshaft phasing 
 
Apart from signal noise, a linear trend can easily be identified. With beginning misfire 
already being accounted for in sub-models S0 and SR, the impact of intake camshaft 
phasing is isolated. Hydrocarbon-emissions are showing a continuously increasing shape 
with increasing intake camshaft phasing angles and advanced exhaust camshaft positions, 
while the trend is reversing towards retarded exhaust camshaft angles, showing no 
significant gradient with medium exhaust camshaft phasing. It is assumed, that the 
observed effect is related to a pre-warming of fresh charge, hence assisting the 
evaporation process and leading to a more complete combustion. Assuming a scenario in 
which both camshafts are parked in their most advanced position (Δ34* 536*3Y =
Δ3A 536*3Y = 0°CmA Fig. 5.37 top left), the exhaust valve is closing directly after the 
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piston has passed top dead centre, leading to a negligible amount of exhaust gas being 
brought into the cylinder during the intake stroke. However, hot exhaust gases are pushed 
back into the intake manifold, warming up charge and manifold walls which is assisting 
the evaporation process. Remaining in the most advanced position with the exhaust 
camshaft but starting to move the intake camshaft into a more retarded position, the effect 
of pushing back exhaust gases into the intake manifold through the open intake valves 
right before top dead centre is disappearing. Since there is no further opportunity to bring 
exhaust gases into the cylinder while furthermore utilizing pulsation effects in the intake 
manifold to increase volumetric efficiency by retarding intake valve opening and closing, 
the ratio of fresh charge and exhaust gases is further increasing, minimizing the effect of 
charge warming. The effect is gained at low loads and with elevated spark retard as 
combustion chamber temperature will be low. Controlling the exhaust camshaft to a more 
retarded position, exhaust gases are started to be brought into contact with fresh charge, 
both by pushing back exhaust gases into the intake manifold as well as bringing hot 
exhaust gases into the cylinder directly by opening exhaust valves during the intake 
stroke. Looking at medium exhaust camshaft phasing angles, exhaust gas concentration 
is almost independent of intake camshaft phasing, since the ratio of exhaust and intake 
valve lift is so large that exhaust gases are almost entirely exiting into the exhaust 
manifold, rather than being pushed back into the intake manifold, while the exhaust valves 
are open in an area in which the sinusoidal piston travel is comparably flat. Hence almost 
no exhaust gases are brought into the cylinder. With more retarded exhaust camshaft 
positions, the effect of bringing exhaust gases into the cylinder by utilizing the vacuum 
that is caused by the intake stroke is becoming more dominant. While the ratio of valve 
lifts is similar with a highly retarded exhaust camshaft and an advanced intake camshaft 
(Fig. 5.37, top right), leading to the vacuum having an impact on both intake and exhaust 
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port, retarding the intake camshaft is resulting in exposing intake stroke’s vacuum only to 
the exhaust port during the beginning of the intake stroke. A large amount of residual gas 
is brought into the cylinder, which is heating up the charge. Internal residual gas fraction 
is maximized in this scenario. Since cylinder wall temperature is increasing with engine 
load, the warming effect of exhaust gases on fresh charge is disappearing, explaining the 
flat line characteristics in Fig 5.47.  
Equation 5.65 quantifies the effects described above for both swirl valve states: 
rWw5,3*,<,5,, =    (5.65) 
AR
[,3 F>(




C3R, *,< 3R \,<,<
∗ (∆3A 536 + 
[3R,< S HR S hYY*) + IR[,3 YY*     
A linear approach with offset and slope is selected with a complex gradient calculation 
and an additional offset that is applied to the x-coordinate. Gradient weighting and change 
in gradient sign is made a function of exhaust camshaft position, which corresponds well 
to the observations, made in Fig. 5.48. In order to decay the gradient to a value near zero 
with increasing loads, an exponential term depending on engine load is established in the 
denominator while spark retard is increasing the steepness of the gradient with an 
exponential term based on ∆CA-angle in the nominator. To account for the fact that the 
sign of the gradient is changing with medium exhaust camshaft phasing, the x-coordinate 
needs to be shifted by an offset. In order to reduce complexity, the offset is not made a 
function of engine-load and -speed. Model accuracy is rated acceptable for the proposed 
use case with an average error of -0.1% and a standard deviation of 5.5%, Fig. 5.48.  
A full set of coefficients can be found in Appendix B with coefficients not being 
distinguished for swirl state.  
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Similar to the approaches discussed in chapter 5.3.3.2 and equation 5.61 and 5.62, 
hydrocarbon sub-models are combined in single equations, 5.66 and 5.67: 
 
rWw5,3*,<,*,<> =          (5.66) 
°rWw5,3*,<,F − rWw5,3*,<,FD± ∗ rWw5,3*,<,55 ∗ S,3?3<,63 
 
rWw5,3*,< =     (5.67) 
°ïû,@nkl¨%,¡ô,@lò Z ïû,@nkl¨%,¡,@lò± ∗ ïû,@nkl¨%,Aûmû,@lò ∗ Fô,k?k%,üki
°ïû,@nkl¨%,¡ô,@l` Z ïû,@nkl¨%,¡,@l`± ∗ ïû,@nkl¨%,Aûmû,@l` ∗ Fô,k?k%,üki = 
ïû,,@nkl¨%,@lò
ïû,@nkl¨%,*  
Using the same validation approach that was introduced in chapter 5.3.3.2, results for 
hydrocarbon-emission simulation depending on camshaft phasing are presented in Fig. 
5.49, showing an acceptable agreement of measurement and model, given the overall 
amount of 56k data points and substantial signal noise.  
σTHCmodeled,abs = 158 ppm
sTHCmodeled,abs
 = 303 ppm
σTHCmodeled,rel = -1.0 %
sTHCmodeled,rel
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Figure 5.49: Scatterplot and statistics for Hydrocarbon-emissions / Camshaft phasing  
model, equation 5.63 - 5.67 
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5.3.3.4 Impact on CO-emissions 
As outlined in chapter 3.1.2, CO-emission formation during the combustion process is 
mainly a function of air/fuel ratio. In a second step, CO molecules are to some extent 
oxidized into CO -molecules during the expansion- and exhaust stroke. As such and given 
a constant stoichiometric air/fuel ratio during data collection, only small variations of CO-
concentration were observed.  
Averaging of CO-emissions over exhaust camshaft position, utilizing measurements 
outlined in table 5.6, did not expose a dedicated impact of spark retard. An overview over 
selected datasets on optimum- as well as retarded spark is offered in Fig 5.50. CO-
emissions are showing a slightly decaying trend towards high exhaust camshaft phasing 
angles. With fresh charge being substituted with recirculated exhaust gas, the overall 
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Figure 5.50: Selected ratios CO-emissions measured versus modelled during a  
  variation of exhaust camshaft phasing angle stoichiometric air/fuel-  
      ratio, various loads, speeds and swirl control states 
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According to equation 5.49, a change in air/fuel ratio of +/-0.26% is required to increase 
or decrease CO-concentration by 10%, which represents the magnitude of change that can 
be observed in Fig 5.50. Hence, it is assumed that the observed decay of CO-emissions 
with increasing exhaust camshaft phasing angles can be attributed to a reduced oxygen-
concentration due to exhaust gas recirculation. The fact that emission concentration is 
showing significant noise is attributed to a high sensitivity to air/fuel ratio since air/fuel 
ratio deviations of less than 0.25% are considered to be within the attainable accuracy of 
the main closed loop fuel controller, only assuming the pre-converter control loop to be 
active. Post-converter closed loop fuel control has not been in use during data collection 
with fuel being controlled with a binary O -sensor only, that was located upstream of the 
catalytic converter, enforcing a square wave. However, exhaust gas O -and THC-
concentrations are decreasing at the same time (see chapters 5.3.3.3 and 5.3.3.5) while 
CO -concentration is slightly but consistently increasing (not illustrated), which means 
that CO-molecules and oxygen radicals are converted into CO -molecules. With the 
mechanism representing a reciprocal effect to the dissociation that is described in equation 
3.6 while equation 3.6 is occurring at high gas temperatures, the observed effects are 
assumed to be due to the fact that a part of the exhaust gases is again participating in the 
combustion process (i.e. is again being exposed to high temperatures during the 
combustion process) after being recirculated into the combustion chamber while 
combustion temperature itself is rather low. 
Equation 5.68 was set up to express the dependency of CO-emission and exhaust 
camshaft phasing, using a single set of coefficients for both swirl states: 
r5h,3*,<,5 = A ∗  (∆34* 536 + D) + B ∗  (∆34* 536 + D) + C            (5.68) 
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A second order approach was selected to model a simple parabolic shape with exhaust 
camshaft phasing serving as the x-coordinate. An offset of 5°CmA is subtracted from to 
the x-coordinate to allow the function to slightly decay at 0°CmA to account for exhaust 
gas pushback into the intake manifold. Measurement and model are in agreement, offering 
an average error of -0.6% and a standard deviation of 2.9%, Fig. 5.50.  
A full set of coefficients can be found in Appendix B. 
The impact of intake camshaft phasing is investigated with a similar approach that was 
utilized in chapter 5.3.3.2. Separate models for intake camshaft phasing on optimum- and 
retarded spark are not required, Fig. 5.51.  
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  Figure 5.51:  Selected ratios CO-emissions measured versus modelled during a  
variation of intake camshaft phasing angle, stoichiometric air/fuel  
ratio, various loads, engine-speeds and swirl control states 
 
While the impact of intake camshaft phasing on CO-emissions is minimal in some areas 
of operation, it can be observed that effects are reversed, comparing high and low engine 
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speeds. It is assumed, that effects are taking place due to a change in cylinder charge 
motion as the intake valve is allowing potential pulsation to enter the cylinder to a variable 
extent, impacting charge homogeneity. This is also explaining the reversion at higher 
speeds as pulsation frequency is, among others, depending on engine speed. The 
dependency of engine load is considered to be another indication that the observed 
changes in CO-emissions are caused by pulsation effects. Furthermore, the effect is 
disappearing with increasing engine load, which is likely resulting from natural charge 
motion, caused by the intake port and at the intake valves, is becoming dominant over 
charge motion enforcement effects due to pulsation mechanisms. 
The observations are summarized in equation 5.69, not distinguishing for swirl state. 
r5h,3*,<,5 =  (8∗íQ)∗ ∆A¨¬k# ûkü
ü,û§«û 
®  + E                                      (5.69) 
A linear term was set up, using intake camshaft phasing as the x-coordinate with the 
gradient being a function of engine speed, also realizing the change in sign. The term is 
decaying to mimic a flat line with increasing engine loads. A centre point constant is 
added to trim the model to operate around a basic magnitude of 1.0. Separate coefficients 
for swirl control states were not found to be required. Model accuracy is outlining an 
average error of 0.3% and a standard deviation of 6.5%. Fig. 5.51 is offering an overview. 
A full set of coefficients can be found in Appendix B. 
Combining equation 5.68 and 5.69 is yielding the complete approach for CO-
concentration estimation, based on camshaft phasing, equations 5.70 and 5.71. In absence 
of an S0 model, the maximum of averages over exhaust camshaft phasing is serving as a 
reference which is again eliminated in equation 5.71. 
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r5h,3*,<,*,<> = r5h,3*,<,5 ∗  r5h,3*,<,5 ∗ EC3?3<,63            (5.70) 
r5h,3*,< = û,@nkl¨%,mû,@lò ∗  û,@nkl¨%,Aû,@lò ∗ Fô,k?k%,ükiû,@nkl¨%,mû,@l` ∗  û,@nkl¨%,Aû,@lò ∗ Fô,k?k%,üki = 
û,,@nkl¨%,@lò
û,@nkl¨%,*         (5.71) 
Model statistics are presented in Fig. 5.52, accuracy targets are met. 
σCOmodeled,abs = -0.04 %
sCOmodeled,abs
 = 0.07 %
σCOmodeled,rel = -0.4 %
sCOmodeled,rel
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Figure 5.52: Scatterplot and statistics for CO-emissions / Camshaft phasing model, 
              equation 5.68 - 5.71 
 
5.3.3.5 Impact on O2-emissions 
With the dependencies of CO- and O -concentrations being outlined in chapter 3.1.2, the 
learnings acquired in the previous chapters can easily be transferred to describe the 
dependency of O -concentration from camshaft phasing. In a first step and consistent with 
the approaches applied in earlier chapters, the effect of exhaust camshaft phasing is 
averaged for each exhaust camshaft position. Utilizing the measurements specified in 
table 5.6, Fig. 5.53 is giving an overview over selected results.  
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Figure 5.53: Selected ratios ç -concentration measured versus modelled during a  
     variation of exhaust camshaft phasing angle 
 
The fact, that both O - as well as THC- and CO-concentrations are decreasing towards 
high exhaust camshaft phasing angles is either indicating a more complete combustion- 
or post-oxidation-process. Effects can as well be interpreted to be an indication of a 
repeated exposure of exhaust gases to elevated temperatures, leading to a certain cleaning 
effect since CO-molecules are again heated up and being brought in contact with oxygen 
radicals, increasing the chance for a chemical conversion of carbon monoxide into carbon 
dioxide. The data is rather noisy, due to a high sensitivity of O -concentration to air/fuel 
ratio. Considering the same physical background and characteristic of data compared to 
the dependency of CO-concentration from exhaust camshaft phasing, the consequent 
conclusion is to use an identical mathematical approach, equation 5.72. 
rh`,3*,<,5 = A ∗  (∆34* 536 + D) + B ∗  (∆34* 536 + D) + C              (5.72) 
The same second order approach that was presented and discussed in chapter 5.3.3.4 is 
used, exhibiting good correlation of measurement and model with an average error of -
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1.8% and a standard deviation of 4.2%. Results are illustrated in Fig. 5.51. Identical 
coefficients can be used for both swirl states, Appendix B. 
Consequently following the same approach outlined in chapter 5.3.3.4, the dependency 
of O -concentration from intake camshaft phasing is investigated. With the physical 
background and the data exhibiting identical characteristics, compared to what was 
outlined in the previous chapter for CO-concentration, the results are not further 
discussed. Fig. 5.54 is offering an overview. 
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Figure 5.54:   Selected ratios ç -concetration measured versus modeled during a  
          variation of intake camshaft phasing angle  
 
However, with the absolute magnitude of raw emissions-concentration only being 
minorly shifted with engine load, relative differences are not accounted for with an 
additional weighting, equation 5.73. Measurement and model are exemplary presented 
in Fig. 5.54, exposing an overall average error of 0.0% and a standard deviation of 2.1%. 
rh`,3*,<,5 = (A ∗ ∆3A 536 + B) ∗  (C ∗ n + D) + E               (5.73) 
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A full set of coefficients can be found in Appendix B, not distinguishing for swirl state. 
Combining equation 5.72 and 5.73 is yielding the complete approach for O -concentration 
estimation, based on camshaft phasing, equations 5.74 and 5.75. 
rh`,3*,<,*,<> = rh`,3*,<,5 ∗  rh`,3*,<,5 ∗ S,3?3<,63                   (5.74) 
rh`,3*,< =
`,@nkl¨%,mû,@lò ∗  `,@nkl¨%,Aû,@lò ∗ Fô,k?k%,üki
`,@nkl¨%,mû,@l` ∗  `,@nkl¨%,Aû,@lò ∗ Fô,k?k%,üki = 
`,,@nkl¨%,@lò
`,@nkl¨%,*           (5.75) 
An overview over model statistics is given in Fig. 5.55, meeting accuracy targets. 
σO2,modeled,abs = -0.02 %
sO2,modeled,abs
 = 0.09 %
σO2,modeled,rel = -0.3 %
sO2,modeled,rel
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Figure 5.55: Scatterplot and statistics for ç -concentration / camshaft phasing model,  
          equation 5.72 – 5.75 
 
5.3.3.6 Impact on exhaust gas temperature  
According to the mechanisms described in chapter 3.2.4, exhaust temperature can be 
expected to show a dependency from exhaust camshaft phasing, mainly since the 
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conversion of combustion pressure into mechanical work by applying pressure onto the 
piston surface is aborted by opening the exhaust valve. Combustion energy is dissipating 
into the exhaust system, leading to an increase in exhaust gas enthalpy. As a result, 
exhaust temperature is increasing. The effect can clearly be identified at medium phasing 
angles in Fig. 5.56 that is illustrating the ratio of exhaust temperatures, averaged over 
exhaust camshaft phasing positions, comparing ratios of the exhaust camshaft being in its 
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Figure 5.56:  Selected ratios exhaust temperature measured versus modelled during a 
variation of exhaust camshaft phasing angle 
 
However, exhaust temperatures are decreasing when further retarding the exhaust 
camshaft since exhaust gas temperatures in-cylinder are decreasing as well, which is due 
to an increased exhaust gas recirculation that is cooling down the combustion process 
itself. A clear impact of engine load can be observed which is caused by the absolute 
difference in exhaust gas temperature from engine-load and speed with low load naturally 
leading to low exhaust gas temperatures. Equation 5.76 is quantifying the observations. 
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rWmin,3*,<,5 =  8∗∆minkl¬ ûkü
` í Q∗∆minkl¬ ûkü í 5
ü,û§«® 
m   + 1                                 (5.76) 
A second order approach was selected with exhaust camshaft phasing representing the x-
coordinate. The term is weighted by a denominator in which engine load is considered 
exponentially. The function is centred to 1.0 with an external constant. Separate 
coefficients for swirl control states were not found to be required, showing good results 
with an average error of -0.1% and a standard deviation of 0.7%, Fig. 5.56. A full set of 
coefficients can be found in Appendix B. A variation of intake camshaft angle was not 
found to have a measurable impact except for minor signal noise. As such, the overall 
impact can now be estimated with equation 5.77. Results are offered in Fig 5.57. 
	TBCD,OUVP = WXBCD,YDEö(Z[,B*,Y\öò ∗ ]ô,E^ø)E[ø,HECWXBCD,YDEö(Z[,B*,Y\ö` ∗ ]ô,E^ø)E[ø,HEC = 
WXBCD,,YDEö(Z[,Y\öòWXBCD,YDEö(Z[,O!P                 (5.77)  
σTExh,modeled,abs = -9 K
sTExh,modeled,abs
 = 30 K
σTExh,modeled,rel = -0.02 %
sTExh,modeled,rel
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Figure 5.57: Scatterplot and statistics for exhaust temperature / camshaft phasing  
   model, equations 5.72 - 5.75 
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5.3.3.7 Impact on engine torque 
Compared to investigating the observed effects from a perspective of relative dilution 
with exhaust gases which was applied in the previous chapters, torque is depending on 
actual fresh charge mass which can be expressed in units of air per cylinder and stroke, 
assuming a stoichiometric air/fuel ratio. Fresh charge dilution by recirculated exhaust 
gases due to camshaft phasing is impacting fresh charge mass itself while an increased 
inert gas content is slowing down the combustion process, having an additional negative 
effect on torque generation. Measurement data was found to be rather noisy, relative to 
the magnitude of change that was caused by the effects of camshaft phasing. However, 
the impact of camshaft phasing on engine torque can clearly be identified. In a first step, 
engine torque of all datasets that were collected on optimum spark (table 5.6) was 
averaged over exhaust camshaft positions, similar to the approaches that were applied in 
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Figure 5.58: Engine-torque-S0-results measured and modelled, optimum spark, stoich. 
                      air/fuel -ratio, various loads, speeds and swirl control states 
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It can easily be observed that fresh air mass is maximized at exhaust camshaft phasing 
close to 10°CmA where internal exhaust gas recirculation is assumed to reach a minimum. 
With smaller exhaust camshaft phasing angles, more exhaust gas is pushed back into the 
intake port during the end of the exhaust stroke since the exhaust valve is opened to a 
smaller lift, leading to a more balanced ratio of intake- and exhaust-valve flow area. With 
higher exhaust camshaft phasing angles, more exhaust gas is brought into the cylinder 
during the beginning of the intake stroke with the exhaust valve offering more effective 
flow area due to an increase in valve lift. Equation 5.78 was developed to quantify the 
observed behaviour. 
   rWE4,3*,<,F =  A ∗ ∆34* 536 + B ∗ ∆34* 536 + C              (5.78) 
A second order approach is sufficient to quantify the dependencies. Separate coefficients 
for swirl state were not found to be required. Model accuracy is at an average error of          
-0.1% and a standard deviation of 0.7%. Fig. 5.58 is illustrating measurement and model 
in comparison. A full set of coefficients can be found in Appendix B. 
In a second step, the interaction of spark retard and camshaft phasing is investigated, using 
approach “SR” (spark retarded) that was introduced in earlier chapters in which torque is 
averaged over exhaust camshaft position by only using datasets that were collected with 
spark retard. The result is subtracted from the corresponding datasets with identical 
engine-load, speed and swirl state that was recorded on optimum spark. Illustrations are 
presented in Fig. 5.59, outlining a linear interdependency of spark retard and exhaust 
camshaft phasing that is disappearing with increasing engine-loads and -speeds. A 
dependency from swirl state can be observed as well, amplifying the observed effects to 
a small extent. The fact that the behaviour is almost linear is surprising. However, it is 
assumed that pulsation effects in the exhaust manifold are having an impact on the charge 
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that was trapped in the combustion chamber, depending on exhaust camshaft position, by 
replacing fresh charge with recirculated exhaust gas. With more fresh charge entering the 
cylinder at higher loads, the effect is becoming less pronounced. Spark retard is 
contributing by reducing the amount of available oxygen for the combustion process that 
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Figure 5.59: Engine-torque-SR-emissions measured and modelled, Optimum spark, 
          stoichiometric air/fuel -ratio, various loads, speeds and swirl control states 
 
With engine speed being elevated, pulsation effects seem to phase out into an area in 
which exhaust camshaft phasing does not have a significant impact anymore.  
Equation 5.79 was developed to quantify the effects described above with coefficients 
being identical for both swirl states. 
   rWE4,3*,<,FD =  A ∗  î Q6, §«õ
5
∗  I
 ∗  ∆58óô@ 
C ∗  ∆34* 536     (5.79) 
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A linear approach was selected with complex weighting of the gradient, considering 
engine load, engine speed and ∆CA-angle, using the ∆CA modelling approach that 
was introduced in with equation 5.31. Model accuracy is acceptable with an average error 
of 0.1% and a standard deviation of 1.5%. A full set of coefficients can be found in 
Appendix B. 
In a final step, the interdependency of intake- and exhaust-camshaft phasing is 
investigated, using the same approach that was discussed in earlier chapters by dividing 
raw engine torque measurements by results models that were obtained from a 
multiplication of equations 5.78 and 5.79 that is applied to the virtual reference. An 
overview is offered in Fig. 5.60. 
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Figure 5.60: Selected ratios of engine torque, measured versus modeled during a variation  
         of intake camshaft phasing angle, stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, various loads,    
         engine-speeds and swirl control states 
 
It can be observed, that the impact of intake camshaft phasing strongly depends from 
engine-torque and -speed. Effects are pronounced strongly at an engine speed of 2350/min 
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and a load of 250mg air per cylinder and stroke in which the effect of an early intake valve 
opening is leading to a significant drop of engine torque towards high intake camshaft 
phasing angles. Although the dilution ratio is remaining constant, the absolute mass of 
fresh charge and residual gas is reduced since the mixture is pushed back into the intake 
manifold (see Fig. 5.37, bottom left and bottom right). However, operating an identical 
intake camshaft phasing angle at a different load and speed, the effect is observed to a 
smaller extent before disappearing completely, since pulsations in the intake manifold are 
strong enough to counteract the trend to push the charge out of the cylinder although the 
piston is already moving up. The overall impact of intake-camshaft phasing is considered 
to be rather small, except for pulsation effects. Equation 5.80 is describing the 
observations. 
rWE4,3*,<,5 =       (5.80) 
A ∗ î1 + ∆ûóôI õ ∗  (∆3A 536 + E) + B ∗ î1 + 
6,û§«
@ õ ∗  (∆3A 536 + E) + C 
A second order term is selected with intake camshaft phasing angle that is modified by an 
offset serving as the input. The quadratic term is scaled with ∆CA-angle while the linear 
term is modified by engine load. Measurement and model are agreeing well, exposing an 
average error of 0.2% and a standard deviation of 2.5%, independent of swirl state. A full 
set of coefficients can be found in Appendix B. 
Combining equation 5.78, 5.79 and 5.80 is yielding the complete approach for engine 
torque estimation, based on camshaft phasing, equation 5.81. 
rWE4,3*,<,*,<> =           (5.81) 
°rE4,3*,<,F − rE4,3*,<,FD± ∗ rE4,3*,<,5 ∗ S,3?3<,63 
Relating two camshaft schedules to each other is describing the relative impact, 5.82. 
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rWE4,3*,< =             (5.82) 
¬©,@nkl¨%,mû,@lò ∗  ¬©,@nkl¨%,Aû,@lò ∗ Fô,k?k%,üki
¬©,@nkl¨%,mû,@l` ∗  ¬©,@nkl¨%,Aû,@lò ∗ Fô,k?k%,üki = 
¬©,,@nkl¨%,@lò
¬©,@nkl¨%,*  
To eliminate offsetting effects caused by engine friction, indicated torque signals were 
used to optimize model coefficients. Overall statistics are presented in Fig. 5.61, 
exhibiting a slightly rugged shape given significant signal noise. However, statistics are 
exhibiting acceptable agreement of measurement and model for the proposed use case. 
σTorque,modeled,abs = -1.4 Nm
sTorque,modeled,abs = 2.9 Nm
σTorque,modeled,rel = -0.2 %
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Figure 5.61: Scatterplot and statistics for engine torque / Camshaft phasing model, 
              equations 5.78 - 5.82 
 
Summarizing chapter 5.3.3, steady state measurements were collected with a warmed 
up engine to describe the impact of camshaft phasing on engine parameters. The 
interaction with other control modifications is considered. As no fixed reference within 
warm steady state mappings is available, a virtual reference is defined that two phasing 
angles of interest can be related against which is eliminated mathematically later in the 
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process. Different sub-models are developed to determine the impact of intake- and 
exhaust- camshaft phasing separately, the interaction with spark retard, and the interaction 
of intake- and exhaust camshaft phasing relative to each other. The model approach was 
found to describe the impact on all engine parameters well for the anticipated use case. 
 
5.4 Model setup 
With the approaches outlined in chapters 5.1 - 5.3, a complete model can be set up for the 
simulation of an entire drive cycle of interest that is flexible enough to model all variants 
of a bandwidth of vehicles under realistic temperature conditions while being able to 
comprehend changes to engine control parameters and their interactions with each other 
at the same time. 
The model is clustered into functional parts that are discussed in the following. Fig 5.62 
is offering a high level overview while a detailed MATLAB Simulink model illustration 
is presented in Appendix D, Figure D.01: 
 
Figure 5.62: High level overview, drive cycle simulation model in MATLAB Simulink 
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In a first step (“Engine load and speed calculation”, Fig. 5.62), a particular combination 
of vehicle attributed is are used to calculate the resulting engine-speed, axle-torque and 
engine crankshaft-torque, utilizing a backward facing approach and incorporating 
equations 5.5 – 5.9 (Appendix D, Subsystem A). 
Input parameters are as follows: 
• Desired vehicle speed over time for a given drive cycle of interest (NEDC, WLTC) 
• Desired gear over time including clutch actuation 
• Road load coefficients, representing aerodynamic drag and rolling resistance 
• Vehicle weight 
• Gear ratios and axle ratio 
• Dynamic tire radius 
Based on equation 5.1 – 5.9 an engine torque is calculated that is required to operate the 
vehicle of interest under warm, ideal conditions. Fig. 5.63 is offering a schematic 
overview. 
 
Figure 5.63: Calculation of base engine torque and engine speed 
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Required propulsion forces are calculated from vehicle acceleration, vehicle mass, tire 
friction and aerodynamic drag as a function of vehicle speed. The result is multiplied by 
dynamic tire radius to obtain required axle torque while further division with the applying 
current gear ratio and final drive ratio is yielding the corresponding required engine 
torque. The term is set to zero when no gear is engaged. However, as it is assumed within 
the model that the engine is the only source of propulsion torque, which leads to large 
negative numbers during deceleration, engine torque is limited to use engine friction 
torque as the lower limit. The numeric torque value is derived from a table lookup with 
intake manifold pressure and engine speed, while intake manifold pressure itself is 
derived from a second table lookup with engine speed and load. During idle operation, 
which is determined by no gear being engaged, the corresponding required engine torque 
is set to 0Nm. Temperature effects, control modifications, transient- or filter-effects and 
fuel cut-off are not yet considered.  
A fuel cut-off logic is executed subsequently (“Fuel cut-off determination”, Fig. 5.62) to 
identify when a fuel shutoff is supposed to be executed, incorporating equations 5.10 – 
5.12 (Appendix D, Subsystem B). Distinguishing the manoeuvres “fuel-cut off due to 
deceleration” and “fuel cut off, caused by a manual gear shift”, deceleration fuel cut-off 
is assumed as soon as required engine torque is lower than -10Nm and time after start is 
greater than 32s as no fuel cut-off is intended during warmup operation. Fuel cut during 
gearshifts is in turn assumed during any gear change, except for entering or exiting idle 
operation. Every clutch fuel cut-off event is defined to last 300ms. Performance of the 
sub-model was validated against measurement data that was collected on a high dynamic 
engine dynamometer, exhibiting good agreement. However, as the virtual driver that is 
simulated by the high dynamic dynamometer control system can never be ideal, minor 
deviations are observed. 
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Engine speed is directly derived from a division of vehicle speed by the applying dynamic 
tire radius, followed by a multiplication with current gear ratio and final drive ratio. The 
result is used as the desired idle speed in case the vehicle is not in motion, being indicated 
by the assumed current gear equalling zero (no gear engaged). The calculation of engine 
speed and engine load was validated against measurement data which was taken on a high 
dynamic engine dynamometer with a fully warmed up engine while the sub-model was 
found to deliver accurate results. As all modelling equations are steady, there are no 
natural limits to the model as long as realistic numbers are assumed which include a 
positive vehicle mass, positive aerodynamic drag, operation in gear while delivering 
propulsion torque to the wheels, a positive idle speed and gear ratios that are not zero. 
Utilizing engine torque and engine speed, signals for an emission cycle under ideal 
conditions can be calculated, assuming an entirely warmed up engine for the duration of 
the simulation (Fig. 5.62, “Simulation of warm ideal cycles”). A schematic overview is 
presented in Fig. 5.64 while MATLAB Simulink model details are illustrated in Appendix 
D, Subsystem C.  
 
Figure 5.64: Warm ideal and cold ideal emission cycle simulation 
 
First, the applying swirl state is determined by comparing required engine torque against 
the lookup of a torque threshold from a production control schedule with engine torque 
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and –speed. With the logic requiring an indicated torque as an input, a corresponding 
signal is calculated from required crankshaft torque and a lookup of engine base friction 
torque for warm conditions which is depending on engine speed and intake manifold 
pressure while manifold pressure was derived from the lookup from steady state data. 
Pumping losses are considered. A lookup from steady state engine mappings is performed 
in the next step, using engine crankshaft torque, engine speed and swirl state, delivering 
results according to table 5.1 while separate lookup tables are utilized and combined for 
different swirl states, Appendix D, Subsystem F1. All table lookups are strictly using 
linear interpolation which is used to prevent inaccuracies caused by smoothing of surfaces 
or extrapolation. Fuel consumption and emission concentrations, except for oxygen-
concentration are set to zero during fuel cut-off operation, Appendix D, Subsystem F4. 
Validation of the model performance against measurement data that was collected on a 
high dynamic engine dynamometer, using a warmed up engine, was delivering good 
results and is proofing the model to function correctly. Exhaust temperature and air/fuel 
ratio are filtered to dedicated targets during fuel cut-off enter and fuel cut-off exit to ease 
correlation to measurements since the corresponding sensor signals exhibit a considerable 
lag. While exhaust gas target temperature is defined to equal engine oil temperature that 
is offset by 200K to approximate cylinder wall temperature to deliver accurate results 
compared to the validation data mentioned above, air/fuel ratio is expressed in the unit-
less number of lambda and is ramped towards a generic number of 32, which is mimicking 
signal saturation of the lambda scanners in use (Appendix D, Subsystem F4). Fuel 
consumption is accumulated to a term that is representing overall fuel mass that was used 
since engine start which is required at a later point to serve as an input to warmup related 
sub-models. Unless operating in fuel cut-off, lambda is calculated synthetically from 
exhaust gas composition, using the Splindt approach outlined in equation 5.20 which is 
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confirmed to be accurate, using the same validation data. With the table lookup described 
above delivering concentrations for all emissions species of interest, the corresponding 
mass flow signals can be calculated, utilizing standard formula material (equations 5.19 - 
5.21). An overview is offered in Appendix D, Subsystem F5. The approach was confirmed 
to deliver accurate results after being compared against the validation data obtained on 
the high dynamic engine dynamometer. 
In preparation of calculating assessment factors per equation 5.22, specific heat capacities 
and mass fractions need to be determined separately for all exhaust gas species and 
depending on exhaust gas temperature (equations 5.13 - 5.16, Appendix D, Subsystem 
F3). Utilizing the results, overall exhaust gas enthalpy can be calculated with equation 
5.17 which can now be used to generate assessment factor results according to equation 
5.22 (Appendix D, Subsystem F6). As specific heat capacities and overall exhaust gas 
enthalpy cannot be measured directly and easily, no validation data is available to 
compare against. However, commonly known physical and chemical standard formula 
material was used. As such and given the formula simplicities, the results are trusted. 
With the implications described in chapter 5.2.1.1, crankshaft torque is modified to a 
virtual hybrid torque to consider friction offsets that originate from a starting temperature 
of 20°C, while still maintaining the general approach of consistently remaining in units 
of crankshaft torque for the lookup of engine parameters from steady state measurements. 
For this purpose, equation 5.23 – 5.26 are utilized to calculate an engine torque that is 
offset for cold friction. Cold friction itself is looked up from a table based on engine speed 
and engine oil temperature. With the oil temperature signal only being used for this 
purpose, a common warmup curve for all applications is assumed. The resulting error in 
friction torque is estimated to be less than 1.0Nm and is neglected. The result is used to 
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repeat the table lookup that was described above (Fig. 5.65) to generate warm ideal 
results, now delivering signals of interest of an ideal emission cycle under realistic 
temperature conditions (“Simulation of cold ideal cycles”, Fig. 5.62). Appendix D, 
Subsystem D is offering an overview. Emission mass flows, fuel consumption and 


























































































































































 Torque impact due to camshaft pahsing, equation 5.72 - 5.75
 Torque impact due to Air Fuel ratio changes, equation 5.31
 Torque impact due to spark retard, equation 5.21
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Figure 5.65: Warm ideal, cold ideal and cold realistic crankshaft torque demand, 
   distinguishing air torque and spark torque 
 
Focusing on the main aspect of this work, the modification of engine control parameters 
is considered in the next step, first estimating the impact on engine torque. Steady state 
engine maps are usually collected with operating the engine on optimum spark, 
stoichiometric air/fuel ratio, at warmed up conditions and optimized camshaft phasing, 
mostly not assuming park positions on any of the two camshafts. In addition to the lookup 
of spark timing, camshaft phasing angles, swirl control state and air/fuel ratio from steady 
state engine mappings, representing optimized parameters, desired absolute numbers for 
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those control parameters are introduced into the model which are representing control 
modifications. Since the interaction of control modifications and crankshaft torque is 
mostly non-linear in nature and with control parameters interacting with each other, a 
regression model is required to determine an air-torque and spark torque (“Torque 
regression”, Fig. 5.62, Appendix D, Subsystems E), equation 5.34. Air torque (engine 
torque at a given air load and –speed, assuming optimized control parameters, Fig 5.65) 
is iterated with a dynamic step size until spark torque (engine torque at a given air load 
and –speed, assuming modified control parameters, Fig 5.64) is equalling cold ideal 
engine torque, which is including all friction offsets due to cold temperatures (equation 
5.26). Fig. 5.65 is illustrating the dependencies of the separate torque terms from the 
polynomial models.  “Overall combined impact on engine torque” represents the product 
of the polynomial equations that consider the control modifications, which are illustrated 
as “Torque impact due to spark retard, due to air/fuel ratio and due to camshaft phasing”. 
Multiplication of the impact of all control modifications and Air torque in the indicated 
torque domain is yielding spark torque. Fig 5.66 is offering a schematic overview over 
the regression model. 
 
Figure 5.66: Torque regression to incorporate control modifications and control system 
          dynamics 
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For this purpose, the results of equations 5.36 (impact of spark retard), 5.43 (impact of 
air/fuel ratio) and 5.79 – 5.82 (impact of camshaft phasing) are multiplied to the air-torque 
value that was just calculated in a given iteration step, now serving as a base to apply all 
modifications for all control modifications to deliver a spark torque number. The iteration 
is repeated until spark torque is equalling crankshaft torque with a predefined accuracy. 
A detailed view is offered in chapter 5.5.1 and Appendix D, Subsystems E1. For 
completion, the simulation of a fixed idle scenario is incorporated, considering a 
standardized ramp-in / ramp-out sequence and a realistic reserve torque. Validation of the 
sub-model is described in detail in chapter 5.5.1. 
With having accurate air- and spark-torque numbers available that are considering all 
temperature effects as well as the modification of control parameters, the interaction of 
control parameters with each other and the interaction of control parameters and 
temperature effects, final emission concentrations and sensor/actuator values, according 
to table 5.1 can be looked up from steady state mappings, which is done in section 
“Simulation of cold realistic cycles”, Fig. 5.62 (Appendix D, Subsystem F). However, the 
impact of control modifications needs to be considered separately for each emission 
species and exhaust temperature to match the conditions that were used during torque 
calculation. As such, dedicated sub-system are set up, to consider the quantitative impacts 
on emission concentrations and exhaust gas temperature. Fig 5.67 is illustrating a 
schematic overview while Appendix D, Subsystem F7 and Appendix D, Subsystems F7.1 
– F7.5 and Subsystem 7.1.1 are outlining the model setup in detail.  
Similar to the approaches described above for the simulation of warm ideal and cold ideal 
cycles, warm steady state engine characteristics are looked up with the applying engine 
speed, swirl state and engine torque. To comprehend shifts in indicated torque, final air 
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torque from the torque regression described above and the corresponding swirl state are 
used. The impact of control modifications is calculated in the following, incorporating 
equations 5.27 - 5.31, 5.37 – 5.42, 5.44 – 5.50 and 5.57 – 5.77. 
 
Figure 5.67: Simulation of cold realistic emission cycles 
 
As a prerequisite, a combustion chamber temperature equivalent is approximated by the 
integral of airflow since the engine was cold-started and is used as an input. Current spark 
advance is limited to operate within the applying optimum and minimum spark advance. 
The percentage of recirculated internal residual gas is estimated with equations 5.51 – 
5.56, using final camshaft phasing angles that either originate from steady state lookup or 
control modifications, depending on the particular use case. Final emission concentrations 
and exhaust gas temperature are calculated by multiplying lookup data from warm engine 
characteristics with the corresponding multiplier that describes the impact of the applying 
control modifications. The correct implementation of the polynomial equations into the 
corresponding sub models is validated separately for each emission species, exhaust gas 
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temperature and control modification by directly comparing the final emission simulation 
results with manual application of the polynomial input equations, as the correctness of 
the polynomial approaches was already validated in chapters 5.3.1 – 5.3.3. Additional 
means to consider the interaction of control modifications and warmup effects are 
included, using a signal feedback of final exhaust gas temperature, which are described 
in chapters 5.5.2 – 5.5.6, along with an extensive validation to measurement data that was 
collected on a high dynamic engine dynamometer in which the engine was operated under 
realistic conditions, started at 20°C.  
With all calculated emission concentrations, temperatures and sensor/actuator values 
assuming a system that can change indefinitely fast, filters need to be applied to selected 
signals and fuel cut-off needs to be considered  (Appendix D, Subsystem F4) before model 
results can be correlated to measurements since physical sensor lags and dynamic effects 
cannot be entirely neglected. First order lag filters were found to deliver good results 
during fuel cut-off for simulated air/fuel ratio, exhaust gas temperature and hydrocarbon 
emission concentration as individual steady state signal magnitudes are approached 
asymptotically in all cases mentioned. Furthermore, initial values for emission 
concentrations and exhaust gas temperatures are introduced, together with a particular 
load pattern towards the beginning of emission cycle simulation, to incorporate a low 
level simulation of the engine crank process and to account for effects that are occurring 
directly after a cold start.  Camshaft phasing is rate-limited within the model to reflect 
realistic angular phasing speeds of the hydraulic actuators in use and to avoid unrealistic 
camshaft schedules during transient manoeuvres. Detailed model development and 
validation to data that was collected on a high dynamic engine dynamometer under 
realistic conditions in which the engine was started at 20°C is extensively described and 
discussed in chapters 5.5.2 - 5.5.6. 
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Similar to the simulation of warm ideal and cold ideal cycles, a conversion from emission 
concentration into emission mass flow is performed, together with a calculation of 
specific heat capacities, exhaust gas enthalpy and mass fractions. While validation results 
for mass-flow conversion are discussed in chapter 5.6.1 – 5.6.3 in detail, heat capacities 
cannot be compared to measurement data. Emission mass flows are accumulated to 
deliver final overall emission results. Exhaust volume flow is calculated to serve as an 
input to the converter model (Appendix E) together with final emission mass flows which 
is executed subsequently after the cycle simulation for engine parameters has finished. 
Final results for post converter emissions are generated, considering the warmup of the 
catalytic converter from ambient temperature including the corresponding impacts on 
conversion efficiencies while development and validation of the converter model itself is 
not part of the presented research. Emission qualifiers according to equation 5.22 for each 
exhaust gas species are calculated in a final step before all applying results are made 
available to the user in dedicated output files. 
Model results for engine load, emission concentrations and exhaust temperature are 
correlated and validated to measurement data in the following with differences being 
discussed in detail. 
 
5.5 Model correlation 
In order to validate model-accuracy as well as the model approach itself, results are 
compared to measurements that were collected on the high dynamic engine dynamometer 
described in chapter 4.1, simulating different combinations of engine, transmissions, 
virtual vehicles and tire-size and by using multiple vehicles on a chassis dynamometer. 
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High-dynamic engine dynamometer operation was correlated to in-vehicle measurements 
as a prerequisite task of this thesis. Results were found to be comparable in general and 
during converter warmup operation in particular.  
 
5.5.1 Engine load 
As outlined in chapter 5.4, equations 5.31/5.36 (impact of spark retard), 5.43 (impact of 
air/fuel ratio) and 5.79 – 5.82 (impact of camshaft phasing) are used to calculate the 
quantitative impact of control modifications on engine torque, being set up in a regression 
model that is re-calculating the impact of all control modifications for each iteration step 
(Appendix D, Subsystem E1). Swirl state is considered implicitly in the equations above 
and directly comprehended by a separate lookup from warm steady state data. However, 
with increasing spark retard leading to an increase in reserve torque (equation 5.32), air 
torque and air per cylinder are increasing as well since spark torque is supposed to remain 
constant, equalling desired crankshaft torque (equations 5.34 and 5.35). With optimum 
spark, base camshaft phasing angles, air/fuel ratio and swirl state depending on air torque 
themselves, the table lookup of optimum parameters needs to be repeated for each 
iteration step (Appendix D, Subsystem E1.1). However, having a moving reference and 
assuming control modification to be entered in units of absolute spark advance, absolute 
phasing angles and absolute air/fuel ratio, the impact of control modifications is modified 
as well. Furthermore, with air per cylinder and stroke changing proportionally with air 
torque, results of equations 5.36 (impact of spark retard), 5.43 (impact of air/fuel ratio) 
and 5.79 – 5.82 (impact of camshaft phasing) are impacted as well in case the equation 
uses air per cylinder an input. As changes in air per cylinder and stroke are automatically 
leading to differences in intake manifold vacuum, pumping losses are changing 
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simultaneously, generating a shift between indicated- and crankshaft torque. The effect is 
considered by re-calculating friction torque for every iteration step. Incorporating all 
effects described above, which are accurately reflecting both physics as well as control 
system dynamics of state of the art engine control algorithms, a regression is set up to 
iterate air torque until spark torque (being defined to be the product of air torque and the 
relative impact of all control modifications) is equalling required cold ideal crankshaft 
torque with a maximum deviation of +/-0.35Nm. During the iteration process, engine 
torque is calculated in both the indicated- as well as the crankshaft torque domain to 
account for the input requirements for equations 5.31, 5.36, 5.43 and 5.79-5.82 while 
maintaining the approach to converge spark torque to a desired hybrid torque in units of 
crankshaft torque at the same time.  
Considering the fact, that the entire model is consisting of higher order mathematical 
equations that are in interaction with each other while reference parameters (optimum 
settings) are potentially changing with every iteration step, the model easily tends to 
windup. A smart approach with dynamic iteration steps has been implemented to vary the 
iteration step size, based on regression error as well as regression progression (Appendix 
D, Subsystem E1.6). Model runtime has been rigorously optimized for performance, 
making the model usable on a regular office computer. With its final implementation, the 
model needs an average amount of less than three iterations for each loop of 100ms model 
step size, while many iterations are finding an optimal solution during the first attempt. A 
maximum of 50-60 iterations is required for single operating points on NEDC and WLTC 
profile, affecting simulated engine operation on minimum load and maximized spark 
retard, representing the boundary of physical constraints as well as model capabilities. 
Inputs to equation 5.31, 5.36, 5.43 and 5.79-5.82 are limited to reasonable numbers and 
to reflect the mathematical range that the models were optimized for as well as to avoid 
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extrapolation errors, as measurements for model identification were already set up to 
reflect realistic conditions that are representative for converter warmup. All sub models 
for torque modification were separately checked for reasonable performance, for not 
hitting pole points or for operating in an unexpected area of higher order. Furthermore, as 
equation 5.31 is eventually generating a calculated spark number, the output needs to be 
limited to the minimum spark that the engine is capable of operating on without exhibiting 
misfire. Production numbers for the given engine are used which depend on engine speed 
and air per cylinder. This, in turn, is also limiting engine torque to reasonable negative 
numbers since the reducing impact of spark retard on engine torque is limited by nature 
as indicated engine torque cannot become negative, leading to crankshaft torque equalling 
friction torque (unfired operation). For reasons of consistency spark advance is limited to 
optimum spark under all conditions, assuming an octane number of 95RON. Equations 
5.31 and 5.36 were optimized to exhibit best accuracy in areas with large retards and 
operating on steep negative gradients towards high ∆CA-angles, Fig. 5.11 / Fig 5.13. 
Furthermore, as decelerations on a drive cycle dictate acceleration magnitudes that cannot 
be achieved by negative engine torque only, requiring friction brake actuation, engine 
torque needs to be limited to engine friction torque for the applying oil temperature so 
that the model does not attempt to retard spark further until the desired deceleration is 
achieved. While base friction torque is automatically incorporated when using a 
crankshaft torque approach to reflect pumping losses, front-end accessory drive friction 
and engine speed related portions, temperature dependent friction (chapter 5.2.1) is 
considered separately and is the limiting constraint for this purpose.  
In addition and to comprehend swirl state in equations 5.31, 5.36, 5.43 and 5.79 - 5.82, 
the steady state lookup of spark advance and camshaft phasing needs to be processed for 
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swirl state as the desired position with control modification can either be identical in an 
open state, identical in a closed state or overriding the position into one or the other 
direction, potentially leading to delta corrections for spark angle, camshaft phasing angle, 
emission species and other parameters. Corrections are applied directly in the lookup 
routines. 
With equations 5.31, 5.36, 5.43 and 5.79-5.82 being continuous in nature, the model is 
sensitive to unsteady surfaces that spark and other parameters are looked up from. Instead, 
the model is requiring monotonously increasing/decreasing numbers to not get stuck 
during the torque regression process (i.e. the model is assuming that a reduction of spark 
advance is continuously leading to a reduction of engine torque). In addition, as a set of 
control parameters can never be perfect for production and with geometrical effects 
occasionally leading to non-linear effects, spark is not delivering a perfectly even surface 
during steady state “as-is” measurements, especially due to effects of knock control. To 
account for the observations, optimum spark with no compensation for knock control was 
used as the reference for delta spark processing (equation 5.36) while minor smoothing 
was applied as an exception to the general approach. The setup was both found to reduce 
model error to a minimum while deemed to be imperative at the same time as knock 
control interventions are shifting CA-angles away from an optimum location of preferably 
5°CrA aITDC while all models that depend on spark retard are assuming a stable CA-
reference. Significant differences in engine efficiency as well as emission concentrations are 
not assumed since the reference is only moving along the flat portion of the piston sinus, while 
shifting the model by the same angle would lead to significant differences with excessive 
spark retard, as the piston is on the steep path of its sinusoidal travel. 
With the model being set up to iterate engine torque numbers due to the nature of a 
backwards facing drive cycle model, correlation of modelled to measured torque is not 
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possible for multiple reasons. Since a hybrid torque approach is used that incorporates 
physically required portions as well as virtual terms to incorporate effects on indicated 
torque, no directly corresponding measured signal is available that could be correlated to 
while the engine is not fully warmed up, both for air-torque as well as spark-torque. 
Furthermore, no measured torque signal is available during in-vehicle measurements, 
hence having only a modelled torque in place which does not qualify for correlation due 
to the nature of modelling errors. As such, engine load is correlated by utilizing measured 
and modelled air mass per cylinder and stroke, being an in-vehicle measured signal that 
is directly proportional to indicated engine torque in first approximation, even when 
applying control modifications. Model estimated air per cylinder is directly generated 
from a look-up of air mass from steady state measurements with engine speed and final 
calculated air-torque after regression.  
With emission concentrations depending on physical air load which is approximated to 
be proportional to indicated torque given stoichiometric operation, the approach is 
deemed useful and reasonable also for correlating the remaining subsystems. However, 
comparing simulated and measures engine load is not considering any auxiliary loads as 
steady state engine mapping data is collected with an unloaded alternator, which cannot 
be assumed during vehicle measurements as the 12V battery needs to be charged to some 
extent for a gasoline engine. As the alternator in use was not equipped with any control 
terminals, generator load could neither be estimated nor could the alternator be actively 
commanded to a particular load, making its impact being an unknown. A change in power 
consumption of the mechanical oil pump due to temperature dependent fluid viscosity is 
covered by the consideration of temperature dependent friction (chapter 5.2.1). 
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To document consistency and comparability, control parameters that were recorded 
during the measurement on the high-dynamic engine dynamometer that is used for model 


















































































































































































Figure 5.68: Correlation of measurement and model, control input parameters 
 
The same control parameters are used as an input to the drive cycle simulation model with 
the delta of those control parameters to the parameter lookup from warm steady state data 
with engine speed and final air-torque is considered to be the control modification in use. 
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Vehicle speeds is illustrated on the very bottom of the chart. The difference between ideal 
cycle and measurement can easily be observed by deviations that are caused by the 
dynamometer’s vehicle speed controller that is trying to follow a desired speed curve. The 
measured signal spike towards the end of the first 15km/h phase is attributed to a CAN-
bus signal processing issue and can be ignored. Furthermore, gearshifts are not 
indefinitely fast in reality, leading to areas in which the vehicle is shortly not accelerating, 
causing the vehicle speed controller to apply more torque to overcome the control error. 
The model is however not adopting this error as ideal emission cycles with respect to all 
applying regulations are desired. Break-free torque during vehicle launch is neglected. 
For a better comparison and to eliminate another source of error, auto-start/-stop 
functionality is disabled, offering opportunities to compare measurement and model 
during idle operation.  
The top lines are representing measured air/fuel ratio and commanded air/fuel ratio fuel 
ratio for model control in units of Lambda. As the goal is to correlate engine load, control 
parameters measured and modelled need to be identical during converter light-off to 
account for all physical effects. However, as soon as the fuel closed loop controller is 
activated (50s), permanent stoichiometric operation is assumed, as fuel cut-off effects 
need to be considered in a separate logic, decoupling emission formation and torque 
control within the model.  
With spark being one of the major control modifications during converter warm-up, spark 
retard is considered as well by setting model input spark to spark advance that was applied 
during the corresponding measurement that the model is correlated to. Limiting to 
optimum- and minimum-spark can easily be observed. Measured and modelled spark are 
on top of each other except for timestamps 30s-40s in which unintended excessive spark 
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oscillations can be observed in the measurement. With the performance being non-
representative for production while likely causing misfire as well, spark is corrected in 
the model input data to avoid to over-fitting to nonlinearities and to unrealistic 
manoeuvres.  
Measured and commanded model camshaft phasing angles are identical as well. However, 
Fig. 5.68 is illustrating the ideal phasing parameters that were commanded during steady 
state measurements and that require model compensation for the differences caused by 
the corresponding position delta as the differences are considered to be control 
modifications away from ideal numbers. 
A comparison of measured and modelled swirl state is exhibiting a more dynamic 
behaviour on the high dynamic engine dynamometer, which is due to the dynamometer 
controller overshooting torque significantly to increase engine speed during initial vehicle 
launch. Since this torque is not necessarily required to follow the vehicle speed profile as 
the virtual vehicle could be launched with significantly less accelerator pedal input, 
differences can be attributed to a non-ideal behaviour with the difference being accepted. 
Furthermore, as the model is targeting to investigate the impact of different control- and 
vehicle parameters by comparing model outputs to each other, focus is spent on model 
consistency rather than trying to mimic the dynamometer controller with a cycle 
simulation approach. Calculated and measured results for air-torque, spark-torque and a 
comparison of air mass per cylinder and stroke are illustrated in Fig 5.69.  
As the NEDC profile is offering multiple distinct phases to assess idle with converter 
warmup means being active (1), acceleration (2), steady state driving (3) and idle without 
any warmup measures (4), the profile is assumed to be ideal to correlate the model to real 
world measurements. 
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 Torque impact due to camshaft pahsing, equation 5.78 - 5.82
 Torque impact due to Air Fuel ratio changes, equation 5.43
 Torque impact due to spark retard, equation 5.31 / 5.36
 Overall combined impact on engine torque
  
Figure 5.69: Correlation of measurement and model, torque regression and air-mass per  
                      cylinder and stroke, cold-start on high dynamic engine dynamometer 
 
To visualize the calculation steps, all sub-models are displayed separately. Signals on the 
top of the chart are illustrating corrections for spark retard (green), camshaft phasing 
(orange) and changes in air/fuel ratio (blue) in action. Results are illustrated with non-
dimensional factors of indicated torque with the output being correspondent to equations 
5.31/5.36, 5.43 and 5.78 - 5.82. The product of all sub-models is displayed below in 
purple, representing the combined perceptual impact of all control modifications, which 
is equalling the desired ratio of air torque and spark torque. Baseline air per cylinder data, 
originating from a warm steady state lookup, is illustrated in orange (dotted line, chapter 
5.4 method “warm ideal”). Fuel cut-off logic is applied. As indicated torque is increasing 
due to friction offsets, chapter 5.2.1.1, the lookup is repeated with a corrected hybrid 
torque signal (blue line, chapter 5.4 method “cold ideal”). To account for modifications 
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of control parameters, the result of the torque regression is illustrated in black (chapter 
5.4 method “cold real”) while measurement data is offered in red for comparison. Results 
for all sub models look reasonable in shape, not operating on any sensitive section of the 
mathematical equations. Torque regression results are illustrated in the middle of the 
chart. Models were refined for best accuracy during converter warmup operation. 
Measurement and model are agreeing well with results being discussed in detail in the 
following. 
 
Idle with converter warmup (1) 
Operation during and right after cold start is deemed to be one of the most critical areas 
regarding overall emission performance as the converter needs to be heated up before the 
vehicle is launched at higher loads to accelerate to 15km/h. Spark is quickly ramped into 
a desired ignition timing, coming from a spark timing close to or before top dead centre 
to a spark retard of approximately 10°CrA angle after top dead centre. As spark 
modifications are directly impacting engine efficiency, torque and required air per 
cylinder, the sub model for spark retard and torque can be checked for accuracy during 
linear ramping. The impact of spark retard, camshaft phasing and a non-stoichiometric 
air/fuel ratio is clearly visible when comparing the blue/orange dotted and red signals. 
Cold friction offsets are more pronounced at elevated engine speeds. Measured and 
modelled air per cylinder signals are correlating well, both regarding the lower minimum 
at approximately 4s, confirming the hybrid torque approach that considers friction torque 
as an additional portion for desired crankshaft torque to be a valid assumption, during 
ramping to steady state conditions (4s – 6s) as well as at stabilized idle with constant spark 
retard (6s – 13s). In addition, corrections for non-stoichiometric fuel ratio and camshaft 
phasing appear to be accurate as well as measured and modelled air mass per cylinder and 
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stroke are almost identical. With all three sub-models showing very different magnitudes 
due to the specific control inputs while the overall model error is constantly low, it is 
assumed that all models are comparable in accuracy. Although measured and modelled 
phasing angles were fixed to particular positions for the entire duration of converter 
heating, ideal phasing angles, derived from a lookup of the steady state engine mappings, 
are changing with changing engine-speed and –load. With the difference of actual and 
ideal numbers being considered to be a control modification the camshaft phasing model 
is changing the corresponding multiplier. As camshaft phasing cannot be considered to 
be ideal any longer regarding fuel economy, which is the usual target for optimization 
during warm steady state measurements, multiplier results are reasonable. An example 
can be observed at 5s and 12s in which the phasing compensation multiplier is increasing 
although actual phasing angles are not changing but do only exhibit a virtual movement 
in warm steady state data. Fig. 5.68 is illustrating the corresponding signals. Model 
correction is however correct with no significant deviation in load being observable 
although a change of >10% in magnitude of the multiplier is being calculated.  
With fresh charge being pushed back into the intake manifold depending on intake 
camshaft position, intake manifold pressure is changing as well as the intake stroke is 
becoming artificially short relative to the expansion stroke. As warm friction torque is a 
function of manifold pressure and speed due to pumping losses, friction torque lookup is 
exhibiting an error of up to 2Nm when not considering changes in manifold pressure due 
a changing camshaft angle. However, since intake camshaft phasing cannot be excessive 
during converter warmup as it would take too long to move any of the camshaft into a 
final position after start and with additional investigations showing no significant impact 
on model accuracy, the error is neglected and no separate model for manifold pressure is 
developed. 
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Acceleration (2) 
Phase two is showing significant differences between measurement and model, since the 
simulation is purposely assuming an ideal performance on cycle by only calculating the 
minimum torque that is required to virtually launch the vehicle and to follow the 
corresponding speed trace. Engine speed overshoots for convenience during vehicle 
launch are not considered. Excessive clutch slip is not considered as well. In addition, the 
dynamometer speed controller is apparently trying to launch the vehicle too aggressively, 
while the virtual clutch is allowed to slip until the vehicle reaches its target speed of 
15km/h. However, looking at both accelerations to 15km/h and 32km/h it can be observed, 
that air per cylinder and stroke signals are being in better alignment after initial deviations 
that originate from clutch slip or from a shift manoeuvre are decaying. As such, the model 
is considered to deliver reasonable numbers for an ideal approach, which is confirmed in 
later chapters as well when comparing accelerations with less or no clutch actuation. The 
impact of control modifications is reduced, mainly due to less spark amount being applied. 
 
Driving at constant speed (3) 
Phase three is showing a constant offset in measured and modelled crankshaft torque of 
approximately 3Nm, leading to an error in air per cylinder and stroke of approximately 
15mg. While this error is still assumed to be acceptable, the combined correction of the 
sub-models is rather small as the vehicle is operated with very little spark retard, hence 
model error is not assumed to be the root cause. Looking closely at the vehicle speed 
signals, it appears that the dynamometer is seizing acceleration too early, ending up with 
a speed deviation during steady state driving which is attempted to be corrected with a 
rather slow integral control term that is applying an acceleration portion in the torque 
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domain although desired vehicle acceleration according to the NEDC profile is zero. The 
difference of measured and modelled load is disappearing as the dynamometer is 
approaching the target vehicle speed of 15 km/h. The model is correctly assuming steady 
state driving for the entire duration of the 15km/h phase.  
The next subsequent steady state phase is exhibiting the same effect at a smaller 
magnitude. The model is performing reasonably, according to the ideal approach. Control 
modifications are having a rather small impact with only little spark retard being applied 
and air/fuel ratio almost representing stoichiometric conditions while the ideal camshaft 
schedule is apparently operating close to the parameters that were selected for warmup 
operation, reducing the relative impact. 
 
Deceleration and second idle (4) 
With deceleration both limiting spark advance to minimum spark to prevent engine 
misfire as well as limiting desired model torque to engine friction torque since the engine 
cannot generate any lower torque for deceleration purposes, the engine is operated on its 
lowest load possible. Fuel cut-off is prohibited during deceleration while being in 
converter warmup mode to prevent passing of the evaporating wall film of hydrocarbons 
through the cylinder into the not yet fully warmed up converter. Measured and modelled 
air per cylinder are agreeing well with the ramping process back into second idle showing 
almost no differences except for a step change which is related to the transition from 
torque control (following a vehicle speed profile) into speed control (simulated idle 
operation). Modelled air per cylinder is significantly elevated over warm-ideal and cold-
ideal numbers with substantial control modification being applied.  
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With catalyst warmup measures coming to an end towards the end of the second idle 
phase and control modifications being phased out (41s – 55s), both the consistency of sub 
models for spark retard and camshaft phasing can be evaluated as spark is ramped towards 
optimum spark as well as camshaft phasing, that was set to constant phasing angles during 
the entire duration of converter warmup is transitioned into production camshaft 
positions. Model and measurement are exhibiting almost no deviation, sub-models for 
spark and camshaft phasing correction can be considered accurate with the underlying sub 
model for ∆CA-angle necessarily being accurate as well. 
Examining operation outside converter warmup is showing rather small deviations during 
the first part of the next subsequent acceleration before a gearshift is initiated. However, 
with the engine dynamometer controller closing the virtual clutch much too aggressively, 
engine speed is dropping far below its desired number, causing an excessive control 
intervention, which is significantly elevating engine torque and air mass per cylinder over 
expected levels. Dynamometer vehicle speed is overshooting (red line, bottom signals). 
Subsequent accelerations and steady state phases are showing good agreement of 
measurement and model, except for deviations right after gearshifts and during engine 
speed flares for launch convenience in which the dynamometer controller is over-gaining 
its control outputs. 
Although not being directly related to converter warmup, the model is also correlated in 
the extra urban portion of the NEDC profile to investigate effects that would only take 
place at higher loads or engine-speeds. Fig 5.70 is offering an overview over calculated 
and measured results.  
Since only little control modifications are taking place relative to warm steady state 
measurements, sub-model outputs are close to neutrality for all three control parameters. 
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 Torque impact due to camshaft pahsing, equation 5.78 - 5.82
 Torque impact due to Air Fuel ratio changes, equation 5.43
 Torque impact due to spark retard, equation 5.31 / 5.36



























Figure 5.70: Correlation of measurement and model, torque regression and air-mass  
 per cylinder and stroke, extra-urban cycle on high dynamic engine dyno 
 
All steady state phases are showing good agreement except for operating on 70km/h in 
5th gear (980s- 1030s, phase 2) in which measured spark was excessively oscillating (not 
illustrated, similar to Fig 5.68, spark, 28s-38s). Except for controller deviations after 
gearshifts described above, accelerations are looking good in general (phase 1), especially 
when accelerating from 70km/h to 100km/h (1030 – 1070s, phase 3) with no gearshift 
happening before or after the acceleration itself. Acceleration from 50km/h to 70km/h 
(970s – 985s, phase 2) is showing an oscillation of measured load, indicating that the 
dynamometer controller was unable to control load to a stable level.  
Differences observed during the last acceleration phase (4) are explained by the fact, that 
steady-state engine data is already showing significant enrichment in this area due to 
component protection. As the dynamometer data has no time to settle, acceleration on a 
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drive cycle is too short to enter thermal equilibrium so that component temperature and 
the ECU’s internal model did not increase to a point in which enrichment was necessary. 
However, spark is slightly retarded to account for a modified flame speed during 
enrichment which is misinterpreted by the model to be a control modification. Since the 
engine is assumed to operate in a knock limited area with engine load being elevated, even 
small spark control modifications are leading to a significant change in engine torque. 
Furthermore, the dynamometer is apparently controlling the engine to torque levels that 
are lower than what would be required according to the simulation of driving resistance. 
Extensive investigation has revealed, that although calculated wheel torque is identical 
during measurement and model, the dynamometer is assumed to incorrectly account for 
internal losses as measured load is significantly below the modelled equivalent. With the 
effect only being observable at elevated engine- and vehicle-speed, while model 
calculation mechanisms are remaining identical, the model is trusted over the 
measurements. The effect is confirmed in later chapters and is as well observed when 
comparing vehicle and dynamometer measurements. With operating at rather low loads, 
no comparable effect was observed during converter warmup operation.  
To ensure comparability to in-vehicle performance, the model is correlated to a vehicle 
measurement, while the vehicle was operated by a professional driver, Fig 5.71. Recorded 
in-vehicle control parameters were synchronized with model inputs to guarantee 
comparability of the results and to assume identical control modifications within the 
simulation process.  
Phase 1 signals are correlating well comparing simulated and measured load by showing 
little deviation, both during ramp-in as well as during steady state operation. Compared 
to measurements taken on the high dynamic engine dynamometer, the human driver is 
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launching the vehicle much more carefully, creating almost no engine-speed overshoot 
before the clutch is closed, phase 2. As such, simulated load is agreeing much better with 
measured data as the human driver is closer to an ideal behaviour. With the vehicle being 
slightly too slow, relative to desired vehicle speed according to the NEDC profile, the 
driver is to recover the speed deviation, explaining the deviation in estimated engine load 













































































































































 Torque impact due to camshaft pahsing, equation 5.78 - 5.82
 Torque impact due to Air Fuel ratio changes, equation 5.43
 Torque impact due to spark retard, equation 5.31 / 5.36
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  Model data, cold, with all controls modifications
  Model data, cold, no controls modifications
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Figure 5.71: Correlation of measurement and model, torque regression and air-mass per 
                      cylinder and stroke, cold start during in-vehicle measurements 
 
Driving at steady state speed (phase 3) is showing a comparable offset that was observed 
on the engine dynamometer, also being related to the driver trying to adjust vehicle speed 
error in a phase in which desired speed is constant, adding an acceleration portion to 
requested engine torque that is not required in the ideal approach the model is using. Phase 
4 is showing good agreement as well, proving the consistency of the sub-models. Control 
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parameters were different to a variable extent from what was used on the high dynamic 
engine dynamometer, especially regarding air/fuel ratio, which is proving that the models 
are predicting realistic performance well, even with different points of operation. Model 
validation with another vehicle and another dynamometer setup, using a different engine 
of the same kind has shown comparable results. Overall engine load estimation model 
performance is rated sufficiently accurate for the anticipated use case. 
 
5.5.2 Exhaust gas temperature 
The dependencies of exhaust gas temperature from changing control input parameters is 
described and quantified in equation 5.38 for spark retard, 5.45 / 5.46 for air/fuel ratio and 
5.76 / 5.77 for camshaft phasing. However, in addition to the validation described in 
chapter 5.5.1 in which temperature effects for engine load were covered by considering 
cold friction offsets, exhaust temperature needs to be numerically corrected for steady 
state warmup effects with equation 5.28 and 5.29 as heat losses into the exhaust manifold 
and engine components are significant. Additional effects of initial warmup after cold-
start need to be considered in addition and are introduced in the following. For correlation 
purposes, the same measurement that was collected on a high dynamic engine 
dynamometer and which was extensively discussed in chapter 5.5.1 is used. An overview 
over control input parameters is given in Fig. 5.68. Inputs to equations 5.28/5.29, 5.38, 
5.45/5.46 and 5.76/5.77 were limited to reasonable numbers to avoid excessive 
extrapolation as the coefficients of the mathematical terms had been identified with 
measurements that were collected at engine loads and –speeds which were representative 
for engine operation during converter warmup. All sub-models were checked for 
consistency in action and not to operate on any exponentially sensitive section of the 
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polynomial models. A regression is not required since air load per cylinder, as described 
in chapter 5.5.1, is serving as the reference while all modifications can directly be 
multiplied to the steady state table lookup that is derived with engine speed and air torque. 
Swirl state is comprehended both during steady state lookups as well as implicitly within 
the polynomial models. Compared to a measured air per cylinder signal that is not 
exhibiting significant sensor lag, the model output for exhaust gas temperature needs to 
be filtered before measurement and model can be compared, since response times of the 
temperatures sensors are slow by nature, given an appropriate thermocouple diameter that 
can withstand exhaust gas temperatures. For this purpose, the extra urban part of the 
NEDC profile is investigated first with its long fuel cut periods offering ideal conditions 
to calibrate the model filter constant.  
Results are presented in Fig. 5.72, with corresponding fuel cut phases being marked as 
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 TExh modification due to camshaft phasing, equations 5.76 and 5.77
 TExh modification due to air fuel ratio, equations 5.45 and 5.46
 TExh modification due to Spark retard, equations 5.38
 TExh modification due to warm-up effects, equations 5.28 and 5.29
 
Figure 5.72: Correlation of measurement and model, exhaust temperature, 
                                 extra-urban cycle on a high dynamic engine dynamometer 
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Model data and measured signals are agreeing well. Baseline data originating from a 
warm steady state lookup is illustrated in orange (orange dotted line, chapter 5.4 method 
“warm ideal”). Signal filtering is not applied. As indicated torque is increasing due to 
friction offsets, chapter 5.2.1.1, the lookup is repeated with a corrected hybrid torque 
signal (blue line, chapter 5.4 method “cold ideal”).  
Signal filtering is not applied. Exhaust temperature is slightly increasing as expected due 
to elevations in engine load. To account for modifications of control parameters, equations 
5.27/5.29, 5.40, 5.45, 5.72/5.75 and are applied in a final step (black line chapter 5.4 
method “cold real”). Filtering is considered to simulate sensor lag. 
Although no combustion is occurring during fuel cut-off, intake air is still warmed up due 
to heat exchange with the cylinder walls, the exhaust manifold and effects taking place 
during the compression- and expansion stroke. As such, modelled temperature is ramped 
towards a virtual combustion chamber temperature. It was found that engine oil 
temperature with an additional offset of 200K is delivering optimal results. As an 
example, measured and modelled temperatures at position 7 are clearly trending towards 
an identical target. The temperature offset is assumed to be reasonable. A flow 
dependency for the filter constant was surprisingly not found to be required. Steady state 
temperature calculation is exhibiting minor offsets, likely due to differences in external 
exhaust system cooling with test cell fans, due to minor deviations in estimated engine 
load and caused by the dynamometer controlling the engine to a slightly too low load, 
given an accurate simulation of driving resistance. Steady state temperatures at position 
4 could not be trusted as spark was excessively oscillating during the measurement 
(details are offered in Fig. 5.68).  
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Results during accelerations are strongly depending from fuel cut-off. While temperatures 
are matching well at position 3, 5 and 6, only minorly being influenced by fuel cut-off 
effects, modelled temperature is elevated over measured temperatures at position 1. Since 
the dynamometer controller is unable to follow an ideal speed curve, fuel cut-off events 
cannot be perfectly synchronized between measurement and model. As such, model 
temperature estimations are briefly increasing to numbers that are observable during 
misfire events in case fuel cut is triggered during a measurement, leading to a lean spike 
in measured air/fuel ratio which is used as the lambda input signal into the model. In 
addition, camshafts are moving to positions in which pumping losses are maximized 
during unfired operation (fuel cut-off) which does not have any effect in the measurement 
as the engine is unfired but is considerably pushing modelled exhaust temperatures up as 
the model is considering those positions now during fired operation with fuel cut-off of 
measurement and model not being in sync. Camshaft rate limiting within the model is 
targeting to mitigating the deviations to some extent. The effect is not assumed to be of 
any harm during practical model usage as model performance was found to be consistent 
and with only modelled results being compared against each other during model 
application (see chapter 6). 
General concerns: It is unclear where the temperature sensors have exactly been located 
during steady state engine measurements, compared to measurements that were collected 
on the high dynamic engine dyno. Investigating different steady state measurements 
exhibited large differences in steady state temperature, since temperature sensors are 
sensitive to being installed too close to the exhaust manifold walls, to being positioned 
too far up- or downstream in the manifold and to gas dynamics in the exhaust manifold, 
given the sensor is hit by a strongly non-laminar flow. Furthermore, warm steady state 
measurements are allowed to settle to final steady state exhaust gas temperatures for a 
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given operating point which cannot be assumed to be the case during transient 
dynamometer or vehicle operation.  
To correlate exhaust temperature model and measurement during converter warm-up and 
with having the corresponding filter parameters identified, Fig. 5.73 is offering an 



















































































































































































































































































  Measurement data
  Model data, cold, with all controls modifications
  Model data, cold, no controls modifications
  Model data, warm steady state lookup
 TExh modification due to camshaft phasing, equations 5.76 and 5.77
 TExh modification due to air fuel ratio, equations 5.45 and 5.46
 TExh modification due to Spark retard, equations 5.38
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Figure 5.73: Correlation of measurement and model, exhaust temperature, 
                                 Cold start on a high dynamic engine dynamometer 
 
Modelled and measured temperatures signals are only exhibiting negligible deviations. 
Due to the slow nature of temperature sensor response, it is unreasonable to cluster the 
assessment into the five distinct phases named in chapter 5.5.1. Weighting factors are 
illustrated on top of the chart with spark retard showing the largest influence of all control 
parameters (green, equation 5.38). Air/fuel ratio (blue, equation 5.45/5.46) and camshaft 
phasing (red, equation 5.76/5.77) are playing a minor role. However, engine warmup 
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effects are having the most dominant impact (red, equation 5.28/5.29), reducing exhaust 
temperatures by up to 50%, compared to a fully warmed up engine.  
Engine warmup effects need to be distinguished as follows. 
 
Situation right after a cold start (effect “A”) 
Initial warmup from ambient temperature can be observed at position 1, mainly being 
dominated by combustion chamber temperature. Heat losses into engine components are 
excessive. 
 
Uneven temperature distribution in engine and combustion chamber (effect “B”) 
With engine temperature often being referred to as coolant- or oil-temperature, engine 
temperature is considerably lower than combustion chamber temperature. The effect of a 
general engine warmup can be observed in the slow increase of temperature during cold 
steady state driving at position 4 and is considerably slower than the initial warmup after 
cold start (position 1).   
 
Reduced post-oxidation (effect “C”) 
Assuming a low exhaust gas temperature during warmup in general, the effects described 
in equations 5.38 (spark retard), 5.45/5.46 (air/fuel ratio) and 5.76/5.77 (camshaft 
phasing) are impaired as well as those assume an exhaust gas temperature level of a 
warmed up engine, since parameters were identified with measurements that were taken 
with a fully warmed up aggregate. As such, all effects need to be modified for warmup 
effects as well. 
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Baseline temperature for all scenarios is the result that is looked up from warm steady 
state mappings, utilizing engine speed and air torque as described in chapter 5.5.1. The 
result is multiplied with weighting factors for all interactions, quantified in equation 5.38 
(spark retard), 5.45/5.46 (air/fuel ratio) and 5.76/5.77 (camshaft phasing) and warmup 
(equation 5.28/5.29, covering effect “B”). However, due to the interactions described 
above related to a reduction of post oxidation (effect “C), further compensation is 
necessary. Effects caused by spark retard can be summarized to be due to post oxidation 
which requires a minimum temperature level to take place. Effects associated with 
exhaust camshaft phasing are directly impacting exhaust gas temperature as hot 
combustion gases can exit the cylinder early depending on exhaust valve opening angle. 
However, with combustion gases being comparably cool right after a cold start, the 
temperature difference is low. Same applies to exhaust gas recirculation, since 
combustion temperature is relatively low, reducing the cooling effect of an inert gas. It 
was found to be sufficient to weight equations 5.38, 5.46 and 5.77 with the following 
general approach, equation 5.83, with “baseline result” representing the results of 
equations 5.38, 5.46 and 5.77. Appendix D, Subsystem F7.3 is offering details. 
rW,-364(Z,3+, = (equation 5.28)"  ∗  (baseline result − 1) + 1     (5.83) 
With baseline result representing results per equations 5.38, 5.46 and 5.77 
Essentially, the relative impact of spark retard, exhaust gas recirculation and camshaft 
timing as well as air/fuel ratio is reduced with the cubic impact of the general warmup 
effect which is establishing a direct relation of long term coolant/oil-temperature effects 
and shorter term combustion chamber temperature effects including the corresponding 
impact on the effect of control modifications. As such, exhaust temperature is calculated 
as follows, equation 5.84. 
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TC3*, = T,\36 *3R. *3 ∗  rW,-364(Z,3+," ∗             (5.84) 
r*(3A,W ∗  r[36BR3,W ∗ r(3*,<,W ∗ r -364(,W 
The approach is delivering good results which can be observed during steady state driving 
and idle, position 3, 4 and 5. 
Initial warmup from ambient temperature (effect “A”) is accounted for by initializing the 
model to 20°C while applying a separate filter constant until modelled exhaust gas 
temperature has exceeded its initial warmup to 300°C. Model and measurement are 
agreeing well, position 1, with the result of equation 5.84 serving as the target 
temperature for filtering. 
Temperature results during acceleration exhibit only minor differences, caused by effects 
of fuel cut (position 6) described earlier or are related to differences in measured and 
estimated load (position 2) in which engine torque was controlled much more aggressively 
on the engine dynamometer, compared to the ideal approach that is pursued with the 
model. 
Overall exhaust gas temperature model performance is rated sufficiently accurate for the 
anticipated use case. With the model artificially adding a filter to its exhaust gas 
temperature estimation that is obliterating physical effects, it is considerable to use an 
unfiltered output as the input the converter model as this is representative for actual 
thermal conditions in the exhaust manifold, except for heat transfer in between of exhaust 
gas molecules with the gas stream is in motion. However, the investigation is not part of 
this thesis and recommended for a later point in time. 
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5.5.3 O2-concentration 
In order to guarantee comparability of measurement and model, measured exhaust gas 
concentrations need to be compensated for transportation delays from the combustion 
chamber through the exhaust manifold and furthermore from the test chamber to the 
exhaust gas analysers. The exhaust gas analysers are connected to the exhaust manifold 
with heated tubes so that condensation effects are prevented. However, with the tubes 
being of several meters in length, transportation to the analysers can take 5-10s, while the 
signal is further delayed depending on which technology is used for the analyser itself. 
Furthermore, although the diameter of the tubes is rather small, blending effects cannot 
be safely avoided so that abrupt changes in concentrations are often obliterated. Hence, 
in addition to considering a transportation delay for measured concentrations, modelled 
emission-concentrations need to be filtered before measurement and model can be 
compared. A first order lag filter is used in the following. 
The impact of modifying control parameters and thermal conditions is quantified in 
equations 5.40 (spark retard), 5.44 (air/fuel ratio), 5.72-5.75 (camshaft phasing) and 
5.27/5.29 (engine warmup), considering swirl state implicitly. The measurements that 
were discussed in the previous two chapters and that were collected on a high dynamic 
engine dynamometer are used as well for correlating oxygen-concentration. An overview 
over control parameter modifications is offered in Fig. 5.68. Inputs to equations 5.27/5.29, 
5.40, 5.44 and 5.72-5.75 were limited to reasonable numbers to avoid excessive 
extrapolation as the coefficients of the mathematical terms had been identified with 
measurements that were collected at engine loads and -speeds which were representative 
for engine operation during converter warmup. All sub-models were checked for 
consistency in action and not to operate on any exponentially sensitive section of the 
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polynomial models. A regression is not required since air load, as described in chapter 
5.5.1, is serving as the reference while all modifications can directly be multiplied to the 
steady state table lookup that is derived with engine speed and air torque. Swirl state is 
comprehended both during steady state lookups as well as in polynomial models.  
Results are presented in Fig. 5.74. The filter constant for oxygen-concentration is 
identified by making use of extensive fuel cut durations during the extra-urban part of the 
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 O2 modification due to camshaft phasing, equations 5.72 -5.75
 O2 modification due to Air/Fuel ratio, equations 5.44
 O2 modification due to spark retard, equations 5.40
 O2 modification due to engine temperature, equations 5.27 and 5.29
 
 Figure 5.74: Correlation of measurement and model, ç -concentration, 
                                         extra-urban cycle on high dynamic engine dynamometer 
 
Baseline data originates from a warm steady state lookup (orange dotted line, chapter 5.4 
method “warm ideal”). As indicated torque is increasing due to friction offset and a torque 
regression, considering all control modifications, the lookup is repeated with a corrected 
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torque signal, chapter 5.4 method “warm ideal”. No significant difference is observed. To 
account for modifications of control parameters, equations 5.27/5.29, 5.40, 5.44, 
5.72/5.75 are applied, together with filter-/fuel cut-off logic described in earlier chapters 
(red line, chapter 5.4 method “cold real”). Being mainly a function of air/fuel ratio and 
with even small deviations from stoichiometric conditions showing a strong impact 
already, filtered O -concentration already tends to be rather noisy. However, it is 
remarkable that measured and modelled noise during steady state operation are almost 
identical. According to equation 5.27 and 5.29 a lambda deviation of +/-2% is already 
leading to change in oxygen-concentration of approximately 20% - 40%, which is 
considered to be a realistic to rather conservative amplitude that a closed loop fuel 
controller would enforce. O -concentration is filtered towards a natural concentration of 
21% in atmospheric air during fuel cut-off (position 3, position 8). A filter constant is 
calibrated to correlate transient effects to each other. Measured and modelled steady state 
concentrations are agreeing well, positions 2, 4 and 6. However, concentration at position 
5 is showing a significant error as spark advance was excessively oscillating during the 
measurement, likely causing engine misfire, which is not considered to be a realistic 
manoeuvre and which the model is not able to take into account. Fuel cut-off during 
gearshifts can only be handled to some extent with filtering oxygen-concentration to 
ambient air concentrations. However, accuracy is deemed acceptable. Modelled oxygen-
concentration at position 7 is indicating steady state enrichment becoming enabled for 
reasons of thermal protection during warm steady state measurement that the model 
approach is looking up from. However, since the operating point is not allowed to settle 
during vehicle measurements, component temperatures are not yet violating any thermal 
constraint, hence no thermal protection is applied. 
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Appling the filter constant discussed above, model O -concentration estimation after cold 
start and during converter warmup can be investigated. An overview is given in Fig. 5.75. 
Effects that are due to control modifications and warmup effects are by far dominating 


































 O2 modification due to camshaft phasing, equations 5.72 -5.75
 O2 modification due to Air/Fuel ratio, equations 5.44
 O2 modification due to spark retard, equations 5.40
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  Model data, cold, with all controls modifications
  Model data, cold, no controls modifications



































































Figure 5.75:  Correlation of measurement and model, ç -concentration, 
                                    cold start on high dynamic engine dynamometer 
 
Similar to the mechanisms that were described in chapter 5.5.2, which are hindering post-
oxidation processes to occur to their full extent, a post oxidation impact on O -
concentration needs to be considered as well as oxygen is not used up any more by any 
additional chemical reaction. In addition to effects that originate from overall engine 
temperature itself, equation 5.27, the same equation is used to scale the effect that spark 
retard and air/fuel ratio. Equation 5.85 and 5.86 are defining the mechanism that is 
applied, using a third order approach to weight the influence of spark retard and air/fuel 
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ratio. The impact of camshaft phasing is not scaled as the relative magnitude is close to 
0. Appendix D, Subsystem F 7.5 is offering an overview. 
rh`,-364(Z,3+, = (equation 5.29)"  ∗  (baseline result − 1) + 1        (5.85) 
            With baseline representing equation 5.40 and 5.44 
O  concentration = O ,\36 *3R. *3 ∗  r*(3A,h`,-364(Z,3+," ∗           
r*(3A,h` ∗ r[36BR3,h` ∗     r(3*,<,h` ∗ r -364(,h`                          (5.86) 
The model is initialized to ambient oxygen-concentration during cold start. With no 
separate filter constant being applied, the model accurately decays into its steady state 
oxygen-concentration during converter light off idle, position 1, which is calculated with 
equation 5.86. Concentrations start to deviate from each other during acceleration which 
is due to differences in launching the virtual vehicle on the high dynamic engine 
dynamometer with excessive load. Model and measurement are converging again during 
steady state driving, position 2. Interestingly, measured oxygen-concentration is 
increasing during decelerating back into the second idle phase. Detailed investigation has 
revealed that all warm steady state measurements had issues operating on minimum spark 
and minimum load with combustion stability being impaired. With O -concentration 
being elevated due to beginning misfire, the effect is assumed to be due to using a set of 
control parameters that was not yet fully refined for production.  
Position 3 is indicating an area in which significant spark oscillations can be observed in 
measurement data, Fig 5.68. Since this causing at least some cylinders to seize firing, 
oxygen-concentration is increasing as fresh charge oxygen is passing the combustion 
chamber, exiting into the exhaust manifold directly. It can be observed that no distinct 
concentration spikes can be determined in measured signals due to blending effects within 
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the exhaust gas tubes, transporting the gas probe to the analysers. Fuel cut-off during fast 
consecutive gear-shifts can be modelled to some extent, position 4. Accuracy is deemed 
acceptable. Steady state portions are showing a good agreement of measurement and 
model, position 5 and position 7.  
Overall O -concentration model performance is rated sufficiently accurate for the 
anticipated use case. 
 
5.5.4 CO-concentration 
Following the approach outlined in the previous chapters, CO-concentration model results 
are correlated to measurements that were collected on a high dynamic engine 
dynamometer. An overview over the control parameters in use is offered in Fig. 5.68. The 
impact of modifying control parameters and thermal conditions on CO-concentration is 
quantified in equations 5.41 (spark retard), 5.48-5.50 (air/fuel ratio), 5.68-5.71 (camshaft 
phasing) and 5.28/5.30 (engine warmup). Swirl state is considered by separate model 
coefficients and lookup from warm steady state data whenever applicable. Inputs to all 
equations named above were limited to reasonable numbers to avoid excessive 
extrapolation as the coefficients of the mathematical terms had been identified with 
measurements that were collected at engine loads and –speeds which were representative 
for engine operation during converter warmup. All sub-models were checked for 
consistency in action and to not operate on any exponentially sensitive section of the 
polynomial models. A regression is not required since air load per cylinder, as described 
in chapter 5.5.1, is serving as the reference while all modifications can directly be 
multiplied to the steady state table lookup that is derived with engine speed and air torque. 
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The same effects of transportation delay and obliteration of exhaust gas concentrations 
inside the transportation tubes that were described in chapter 5.5.3 are applying. As such, 
the filter constant for CO-concentration needs to be identified in a first step by making 
use of extensive fuel cut durations during the extra-urban part of the NEDC profile. 
Similar to what was described in the previous chapters, baseline data originates from a 
warm steady state lookup (orange dotted line, chapter 5.4 method “warm ideal”). As 
indicate torque is increasing due to friction offset and a torque regression, considering all 
control modifications, the lookup is repeated with a corrected torque signal (blue line, 
chapter 5.4 method “cold ideal”). To account for modifications of control parameters, 
equations 5.28/5.30, 5.41, 5.48 – 5.50, 5.68 - 5.71 and filter-/fuel cut-off logic are applied 
(chapter 5.4, method “cold real”). Results are presented in Fig. 5.76. The impact of air/fuel 
ratio on CO-concentration is the dominant over all other effects as it is gaining base CO-
concentration approximately by a factor of 15 when running rich and reducing CO-
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  CO modification due to camshaft phasing, equations 5.68 -5.71
  CO modification due to Air/Fuel ratio, equations 5.48 - 5.50
  CO modification due to spark retard, equations 5.41












































Figure 5.76: Correlation of measurement and model, CO-concentration, 
                                   extra-urban cycle on high dynamic engine dynamometer 
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Good examples can be observed on positions 1, 3 and 8. Lambda numbers of measurement 
and model were kept identical within a range of 0.96 < λ <  1.04 for reasons of best 
comparability, except for apparent misfire (position 5) and areas in which fuel cut-off has 
been commanded during the measurements, as fuel cut-off is comprehended in a separate 
model logic. The signals are illustrated on the very top of the chart. A filter constant is 
calibrated by correlating gradients and general shapes of measurement and model during 
fuel cut-off enter and –exit, position 1, 3 and 8. Results are showing good agreement. 
Steady state concentrations are reasonably accurate, showing negligible deviations, 
relative to dynamic peak to peak CO-concentrations levels, positions 2, 4 and 6. Same as 
what was observed for O -concentration, measured and modeled signal noise are 
correlating well after the filter constant was applied as the dependency to small deviations 
from stoichiometric conditions is already significant. Concentration on position 5 is not 
representative due to misfire, caused by excessive spark oscillation. Consistent with 
oxygen-concentration dropping in Fig. 5.74, position 7 is exhibiting a sudden increase in 
CO-concentration which is caused by the fact that warm steady state emissions, which are 
collected after significant settlement time, were operating with enrichment for component 
protection. 
Using the filter constant that was developed above, emission concentrations after cold 
start and during converter warmup can be assessed. However, all early investigations 
where exhibiting excessive differences between measured and modelled concentrations, 
with modelled concentrations being much lower than measured numbers. Extensive 
research has revealed that although a clear effect of post oxidation can be measured during 
warmed up conditions, no significant post oxidation can be observed after a cold start at 
20°C. Reasons are as follows: Both oxidation in the flame as well as post oxidation 
processes during expansion- and exhaust-stroke are chemical reactions of an available 
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oxygen radical and a convertible molecule (for combustion engines mostly CH. and CO). 
While the initial oxygen radicals that start the combustion process are formed by the 
ignition process that is cracking up oxygen molecules at the spark plug, available oxygen 
radicals for post oxidation are mostly residuals that originate from the combustion process 
itself. However, even when bringing oxygen radicals in contact with any of the molecules 
above, a chemical reaction is not necessarily occurring, since the reaction partners are still 
stable molecules, unless a catalyser is added. With increasing temperatures, a catalyser is 
less required as stability of the reaction partners (CH., CO and to some extent N ) is 
decreasing, which means, that the likelihood of a post oxidation process to occur is both 
dependent on the amount of available oxygen radicals as well as to temperature in the 
reaction zone. Although it is common understanding that post oxidation is enhanced with 
spark retard, a closer look at Fig 3.4 is revealing, that CO is exhibiting an up to 20 times 
less likelihood to be post oxidized than hydrocarbon- and NO-molecules, which can be 
easily be explained by the fact that carbon monoxide is a triple bond molecule, while 
hydrocarbon molecules are featuring a single bond connection and NO molecules being 
chemically unstable, exhibiting a higher reactivity by nature. It was observed that 
measurement and model are agreeing well right after start in case only the lambda 
multiplier is applied to the CO-concentration steady state lookup, which is considered to 
proof, that no significant post oxidation is taking place. With the amount of available 
oxygen radicals being dependent on combustion temperature while reactivity of the CO-
molecule of interest being dependent from reaction chamber temperature (here: 
combustion chamber temperature during the expansion- and exhaust-stroke and to some 
extent exhaust manifold temperature), the models need to be weighted with a model over 
absolute exhaust gas temperature. Compared to approaches selected in chapter 5.5.2 and 
5.5.3, it is not reasonable to use the CO-warmup modifier with an exponential approach 
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as this modifier is describing the effect of chemical dissociation of CO -molecules, which 
is only taking place at elevated combustion temperatures, hence directly describing the 
presence of a particular effect at high temperatures, not absence of a different effect at 
cold temperatures, while the applying temperature ranges are likely decoupled as well. As 
such, the sub-model for CO-modification due to spark retard is weighted with an 
additional post oxidation scaler, directly dependent on (modelled) exhaust gas 
temperature (chapter 5.5.2). Furthermore, with less or no post-oxidation processes 
occurring, the effect of air/fuel ratio when running lean needs to be scaled by the same 
ratio to incorporate a corrected oxygen balance. With the cooling effect of internal exhaust 
gas recirculation being reduced as well during warmup (chapter 5.5.2), the numerical 
impact of the effect has to be reduced as well. However, the approach needs to be set up 
in a way to decay to neutrality soon, as only initial warmup should be considered in order 
to not constantly bias the output of steady state mappings, which implicitly contain a 
particular post-oxidation by nature in the overall concentration number. Equations 5.87 
and 5.88 are set up to scale warmup effects of spark retard and camshaft phasing on CO 
while Appendix D, subsystem F7.2 is offering an overview.  
r5h,-364(Z,3+, = Wminí ý".# í  ý".
.¥  ∗  (baseline result − 1) + 1        (5.87) 
With baseline result representing eq.5.41, 5.50 and 5.71 and the result of exponential term being limited to a maximum of 1.0 to 
represent scaling between 0% to 100% 
CO concentration = CO conc. \36 *3R. *3∗  r*(3A,5h,-364(Z,3+, ∗    
              r*(3A,5h ∗ r3*,<,5h ∗ r[36BR3,5h ∗ r -364(,5h                       (5.88) 
The effect of air/fuel ratio can remain unchanged for rich operation as neither the flame 
nor the oxygen-concentration is directly affected by exhaust gas temperature. As chemical 
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reactivity being proportional to temperatures in units of Kelvin, input parameters are 
converted from Celsius as well. A target temperature of 450°C (723.15K) was found to 
deliver optimal results and is deemed reasonable with 450°C being close to the lowest 
exhaust temperature that was observed during identifying coefficients for equation 5.41 
(CO-concentration dependency from spark retard) and equations 5.68 – 5.71 (CO-
concentration dependency from camshaft phasing). As chemical reactivity can be 
assumed to exhibit a rather exponential than a linear characteristic, an exponential 
approach is well justified. The exponent itself was determined empirically and set to 1.96 
with delivering optimal results. Incorporating all of the findings above, Fig. 5.77 is 
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  CO modification due to Air/Fuel ratio, equations 5.48 - 5.50
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Figure 5.77: Correlation of measurement and model, CO-concentration, 
                                   cold start on high dynamic engine dynamometer 
 
No significant difference can be observed between the table lookup for warm ideal and 
cold ideal steady state emissions. Final results of modelled CO-concentration that was 
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corrected for temperature effects and control modifications is in remarkable agreement 
with measured data, especially right after start (position 1), converging to a steady state 
level during converter warmup idle. The fact that according to Jakobs (2009), CO-post-
oxidation is observed above a gas temperature of 1700K, which is considered to be 
relatively cool for a gasoline engine combustion process, is adding further proof that the 
assumptions for post oxidation of CO molecules are correct. Concentrations during first 
acceleration and steady state driving are only exhibiting small deviations as well with 
mainly depending from air/fuel ratio. During deceleration without fuel cut-off (position 
2) emission levels are spiking, again caused by a rich air/fuel ratio. Warm steady state 
lookup data needed to be slightly corrected since dynamometer measurements were 
collected with the engine occasionally exhibiting misfire, which was not representative 
for in-vehicle operation. Correlation on position 2 is good as well as during subsequent 
idle- and steady state phases (position 4 and 6). Accuracy during fuel cut-off manoeuvres 
is good as well, position 3, and 7 which is explained by the fact that CO-emissions are 
dominantly a function of air/fuel ratio while measured air/fuel ratio numbers are a direct 
result of the combustion process. The impact of control parameters and warmup effects is 
significantly dominating the influence of engine torque and –speed on CO-concentration.  
Overall CO-concentration model performance is rated sufficiently accurate for the 
anticipated use case. 
 
5.5.5 NOx-concentration 
Similar to the assumptions considered in chapters 5.5.1 - 5.5.4, the NO-concentration 
model is correlated to measurements that were recorded on a high dynamic engine dyno, 
using the same control parameters that was used in the previous chapters. An overview is 
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offered in Fig. 5.68, while the effects of control modifications on NO-concentration is 
quantitatively described in equations 5.28/5.29 (warmup), 5.37 (spark retard), 5.47 
(air/fuel ratio) and 5.57 – 5.62 (camshaft phasing). Swirl state is considered implicitly by 
assuming separate coefficients if required. Inputs to all applying equations were limited 
to reasonable numbers to avoid excessive extrapolation as the coefficients of the 
mathematical terms had been identified with measurements that were collected at engine 
loads and –speeds which were representative for engine operation during converter 
warmup. All sub-models were checked for consistency in action and to not operate on any 
exponentially sensitive section of the polynomial models. A regression is not required 
since air load per cylinder, as described in chapter 5.5.1, is serving as the reference while 
all modifications can directly be multiplied to the steady state table lookup that is derived 
with engine speed and air torque. The same effects of transportation delay and obliteration 
of exhaust gas concentrations inside the transportation tubes that were described in 
chapter 5.5.3 are applying.  
Consistent with what was described in the previous chapters, baseline data originates from 
a warm steady state lookup (orange dotted line, chapter 5.4 method “warm ideal”). As 
indicate torque is increasing due to friction offset and a torque regression, considering all 
control modifications, the lookup is repeated with a corrected torque signal (blue line, 
chapter 5.4 method “cold ideal”). To account for modifications of control parameters, 
equations 5.28/5.29, 5.37, 5.47, 5.57 - 5.62 and filter-/fuel cut-off logic are applied (red 
dotted line, chapter 5.4 method “cold real”). Results are presented in Fig. 5.78. A filter 
constant is calibrated by correlating modelled and measured concentrations to the fuel 
cut-off manoeuvre illustrated at position 3. Measured data is appearing to be very slow 
and smooth, indicating strong obliteration effects. 
          






































































































  NOx modification due to camshaft phasing, equations 5.57 - 5.62
  NOx modification due to Air/Fuel ratio, equations 5.47
  NOx modification due to spark retard, equations 5.37
























































  Measurement data
  Model data, cold, with all controls modifications
  Model data, cold, no controls modifications
  Model data, warm steady state lookup
 
Figure 5.78: Correlation of measurement and model, æçè-concentration, 
                                  extra-urban cycle on high dynamic engine dynamometer 
 
Compared to the results presented in the previous chapters, the lookups from warm steady 
state data with warm ideal torque, cold ideal torque, and final torque show significant 
differences with NO-concentrations are sensitive to engine load, being explained by the 
dependency from combustion temperature (chapter 3.1.3). A dominant role of control 
modifications or temperature effects relative to changes in load and speed cannot be 
observed as the magnitude of effects is comparable. Furthermore, the impact of camshaft 
phasing was found to be significant as the transient high dynamic engine dynamometer 
measurement and warm steady state measurements were apparently operating on different 
camshaft schedules while the model that estimates the impact on NO-concentrations 
based on delta camshaft phasing angles is assumed to deliver accurate results. Examples 
are presented on position 4 where NO-concentration is reduced by approximately 70% 
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during steady state operation, agreeing well with the measured signal, and on position 7 
where measured and modelled concentration is almost remaining constant although the 
lookup from warm steady state tables is indicating a steady increase, which is due to the 
corresponding phasing multiplier that is decreasing at a comparable rate to how warm 
emissions are increasing. Emission concentrations during steady state driving are 
accurate, both with significant control corrections (position 4) as well as with minor or 
little modifications (position 2 and 8). Emissions on position 6 cannot be compared as the 
engine was exhibiting considerable misfire during the measurement due to unintended 
high frequency oscillations in spark timing. Simulation error during acceleration with and 
without gear shifts is small as well, position 1 and 5. 
Having all prerequisites available, model performance after cold start can be assessed. An 

































































































  NOx modification due to camshaft phasing, equations 5.57 - 5.62
  NOx modification due to Air/Fuel ratio, equations 5.47
  NOx modification due to spark retard, equations 5.37












































































































  Measurement data
  Model data, cold, with all controls modifications
  Model data, cold, no controls modifications
  Model data, warm steady state lookup
 
Figure 5.79: Correlation of measurement and model, æçè-concentration, 
                                  cold start on high dynamic engine dynamometer 
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Post oxidation with regards to NO-concentration plays a different role, compared to what 
can be observed regarding CO-and hydrocarbon-emissions as the oxidation process is 
mainly converting NO- to NO -molecules. Since both species are summarized into the 
term NO-molecules and -concentration, no difference in concentration will be observed. 
However, a cool combustion chamber will have an interaction with control modifications. 
Since NO-emissions are mainly a function of combustion temperature but combustion 
temperature having a rather exponential than linear effect on NO-formation (Jakobs, 
2009), shifting spark timing will lower combustion temperature coming from a lower 
level. Hence, the impact of spark retard is assumed to be reduced during cold conditions.  
With air/fuel ratio having a major impact on combustion temperature too due to its effects 
of both influencing charge heat capacity as well as acting as an inert component during 
excessively rich conditions, a comparable effect is expected. As camshaft phasing is 
changing residual gas content simultaneously, again impacting combustion temperature, 
the general dependency is comparable. With all three control modifications changing their 
impacts due to the same physical effect it is reasonable to scale all of them by the same 
weighting factor. Since the effects above should be directly linked to engine temperature, 
the relative effect of all three sub models is multiplied with the temperature modifier for 
NO-emissions (equation 5.29), yielding good results. Equation 5.89 is defining the 
relationships with Appendix D, subsystem F7.1 offering an overview. 
r_hi,-364(Z,3+, = equation 5.29 ∗  (baseline result − 1) + 1         (5.89) 
               With baseline result representing equation 5.37, 5.47 and 5.62 
Comparing lookup results from warm steady state tables with warm ideal and cold ideal 
torque numbers, NO-concentration is increasing towards cold temperatures due to an 
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elevation in engine load, caused by an additional portion of engine friction. However, 
measured emission concentration right after cold start is almost negligible. While the 
correction model for engine temperature (equation 5.29) is applied similar to the 
approaches outlined in previous chapters, the term is only offering multipliers down to a 
level of approximately 0.25 (red single factor signal). With combustion chamber 
temperature being expected to have a substantial impact on top of overall engine 
temperature, an additional model for conditions right after the cold start needs to be 
developed, covering the impact of NO-formation during the combustion process itself. 
Similar to the approach that was successfully applied for CO-emission calculation, a 
scaler is set up to directly use exhaust gas temperature in units of Kelvin, equation 5.90, 
with the result being limited to 1.0 and considered to be a multiplier between 0 to 1. An 
exponent of 9.52 was derived empirically. 
r_hi,,,3> *3 = î
T + 273.15
350 +  273.15õ
. 
 
With the result being limited to a maximum of 1.0, to represent scaling between 0% to 100%             (5.90) 
Overall NO-concentration is calculated with equation 5.91. 
      NO concentration = NO,\36 *3R. *3 ∗  r-364(,_hi# ∗ 
r *(3A,_hi ∗ r 3*,<,_hi ∗  r[36BR3,_hi ∗ r _hi,,,3> *3              (5.91) 
Compared to previous post oxidation functions only scaling the relative impact of one or 
more control modifications, equation 5.90 is weighting the absolute product of combined 
factors, since all factors together contribute to an overall impact on combustion 
temperature and NO-concentration. 
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Incorporating all of the findings above, model and measurement are agreeing well right 
after start, position 1. Caused by the differences in engine load during launching the 
virtual vehicle that were already discussed in earlier chapters, measured NO-
concentrations are slightly higher than modelled numbers during acceleration, while the 
error is disappearing during 15km/h steady state driving, position 2. Except for minor 
deviations, steady state concentrations at idle (positons 3 and 6) and during steady state 
driving on optimum spark (position 5) are correlating. Differences are caused by 
deviations in engine load estimation that were discussed in earlier chapters as well. 
Results during second acceleration are deviating from each other since engine loads is 
exhibiting differences as the speed controller on the high dynamic engine dynamometer 
was closing the clutch much too aggressively, increasing engine load to unnecessarily 
high numbers, position 4.  
Overall NO-concentration model performance is rated sufficiently accurate for the 
anticipated use case. 
 
5.5.6 Hydrocarbon-concentration 
Different to measuring the emission concentration of oxygen, carbon-monoxide or NO-
molecules, hydrocarbon-emissions is an umbrella term, summarizing the overall 
concentration of the combined portion of CH.-molecules in the exhaust gases. As 
outlined in chapter 4.2.1, hydrocarbon-emissions were measured with a flame ionization 
detector, whose signal is equivalent to the electrical current that can be measured when 
ionizing hydrocarbon molecules in a helium/hydrogen environment (Profos and Pfeiffer, 
1994). However, the device needs to be calibrated to a particular CH.-molecule, 
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delivering a concentration equivalent to this species as a resulting concentration. It turned 
out that the emission analyser used to collect the warm steady state mapping was 
calibrated to methane (CH#), while the analyzer on the high dynamic engine dynamometer 
being calibrated to measure the equivalent to propane-concentration (C"H&) with both 
dynamometers being located on different sites. As such, hydrocarbon-concentration needs 
to be corrected with the ratio of molar masses of methane and propane to make the 
numbers comparable. For the correlation process itself, the measurements that were used 
in the previous chapters and that were collected on a high dynamic engine dynamometer 
were utilized as well to focus on hydrocarbon-emissions. Control parameters of interest 
are illustrated in Fig. 5.68. The numeric impact of changing one of multiple of those on 
hydrocarbon-concentration is quantified on equation 5.27/5.29 regarding warmup effects, 
equation 5.39 for spark retard, equation 5.42 for air/fuel ratio and 5.63 – 5.67 for camshaft 
phasing. Swirl state has an implicit if applicable and is furthermore considered with a 
separate lookup from steady state mappings.  
Similar to what was described in the previous chapters, baseline data originates from a 
warm steady state lookup (orange dotted line, chapter 5.4 method “warm ideal”). As 
indicate torque is increasing due to friction offset and a torque regression, considering all 
control modifications, the lookup is repeated with a corrected torque signal (blue line, 
chapter 5.4 method “cold ideal”). To account for modifications of control parameters, 
equations named above and filter-/fuel cut-off logic are applied (red dotted line, chapter 
5.4 method “cold real”). Inputs to all applying equations were limited to reasonable 
numbers to avoid excessive extrapolation as the coefficients of the mathematical terms 
had been identified with measurements that were collected at engine loads and –speeds 
which were representative for engine operation during converter warmup. All sub-models 
were checked for consistency in action and to not operate on any exponentially sensitive 
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section of the polynomial models. A regression is not required since air load per cylinder, 
as described in chapter 5.5.1, is serving as the reference while all modifications can 
directly be multiplied to the steady state table lookup that is derived with engine speed 


































































































  THC modification due to camshaft phasing, equations 5.63 - 5.67
  THC modification due to Air/Fuel ratio, equations 5.42
  THC modification due to spark retard, equations 5.39






















































































































  Measurement data
  Model data, cold, with all controls modifications
  Model data, cold, no controls modifications
  Model data, warm steady state lookup
 
Figure 5.80: Correlation of measurement and model, hydrocarbon-concentration, 
                           extra-urban cycle on high dynamic engine dynamometer 
 
Transportation delays from the combustion chamber and obliteration effects need to be 
considered and the correction measures discussed in previous chapters need to be 
implemented both regarding measured and modelled data. The corresponding filter 
constant is calibrated to fuel cut-off observed at position 3. However, different to the 
concentrations of CO, NO and O  which are trending towards fixed concentrations of 
0% and 21% respectively, hydrocarbon-concentration during fuel cut-off cannot be 
assumed to be a constant number. After fuel is disabled, fuel that had condensed on intake 
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manifold- and intake port walls during the previous injection cycles is still evaporating as 
soon as no new injected fuel is maintaining the saturation and is brought into the cylinder 
(positions 1, 3 and 7). However, with no combustion occurring and with no available 
oxygen radicals that would originate from a just finished combustion process being 
available during a fuel cut-off event, the molecules are passing the cylinder into the 
exhaust manifold without participating in a combustion process. The effect is in general 
only having very little contribution to overall emission results as mass flow during fuel 
cut-off is minimized due to the preferably fully closed throttle. Desorption of hydrocarbon 
molecules from engine oil and combustion chamber debris is contributing as well while 
both effects are assumed to be gained at low material- and fluid-temperatures.  As such, 
hydrocarbon-concentration during fuel cut-off is filtered towards a non-continuous target 
with assuming 5000ppm during the first 2500ms of a fuel cut-off event. After that duration 
is exceeded or if the fuel cut-off event is coming to an end earlier, hydrocarbon-
concentration of fired operation is serving as the target for a first order lag filter. While 
the filter constant was optimized for the performance at position 3, the target 
concentration of 5000ppm for the first portion of a fuel cut-off event was found to be the 
best compromise for all fuel cut-off events of the dataset. A significant dependency from 
temperature was not observed. However, it turned out that measured hydrocarbon-
emissions are changing significantly in case the swirl control flap position is changing its 
position during a fuel cut-off event, as pressure and flows through the two intake ports is 
not identical anymore. The effect is neglected due to the overall contribution to the final 
emission result being small. Measured and modelled hydrocarbon-concentrations are in 
agreement, both during long and short fuel cut-off events (positions 1, 3 and 7). Results 
during steady-state driving and during accelerations without fuel cut-off are correlating 
well both with sub-model corrections for control input modifications (position 6) as well 
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as without significant modifications (positions 2 and 4). Emission levels at position 5 are 
not representative since considerable misfire was observed during the measurement. 
Before comparing emission concentrations after start, several effects need to be accounted 
for. Looking at steady state warm-up measurements that were used in chapter 5.2.1.2 to 
identify coefficients for warmup modifiers (equations 5.27 / 5.29) it can easily be 
observed that two different effects are occurring in overlap, Fig 5.81, which is related to 
the difference between global engine temperature and local temperature of engine parts 
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Figure 5.81: Relative hydrocarbon-emission decay during steady state warmup 
     measurements, starting from 20°C 
 
While long term temperature effects can be covered with an exponential approach to the 
base of the Euler number (equations 5.27 / 5.29), temperature effects with a local impact 
on the main combustion or post oxidation process need to be described in a separate 
equation, which has not been the case for any other emission species. In addition to a 
reduced post-oxidation, the flame is assumed to be extinguished as it approaches the cold 
combustion chamber walls as too much heat is lost into the surrounding parts. An 
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exponential approach that is decaying to a fixed number of 1.0 is developed, being 
dependent from modelled exhaust gas temperature in units of Kelvin as its main input. 
Only emission concentrations that were recorded after the initial rich peak after start had 
decayed and closed loop fuel control has been active have been used to identify 
parameters for equations 5.92 and 5.93 in order to separate the effect from the impact of 
air/fuel ratio on hydrocarbon-emissions and from local temperature effects in the 
combustion chamber as well as in the exhaust manifold. 
          rWw5,,,3> \364( =  DY+ 6(34 í  ý".b(4 W6(34 í  ý".b ïû,mië,A¨¬k« cküë 
    With the output of the equation being limited to a minimum of 1.0                                                                                                          (5.92) 
Regression results are exposing that reference temperature is trending to a constant virtual 
number of 614°C, being representatively equivalent to a gas temperature at the cylinder 
walls,  similar to what was covered with equation 5.90 for reduced NO-formation which 
is related to the same physical effect. The mathematical approach is comparable. 
However, with flame extinguishing not being assumed to be linearly dependent from 
temperature, the exponent is following an exponential shape itself with a dependency 
from engine load since a more powerful flame at elevated engine loads will less likely 
suffer from being extinguished close to the combustion chamber walls. 
rWw5,(,,,3> \364( = A ∗ e(6, §« ∗ Q)              (5.93) 
Results are showing acceptable agreement with a standard deviation of 12.8%, swirl state 
did not need to be considered. A full set of coefficients can be found in Appendix B. 
However, with equations 5.92 and 5.93 targeting to account for effects that take place in 
the flame front, equation 5.92 needs to be corrected to consider a reduction of post 
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oxidation effects with cold cylinder walls, which is an effect that is expected to be mostly 
decoupled from post oxidation at warmed up conditions. Cylinder wall temperature can 
be assumed to be equivalent to piston- and cylinder head surfaces-temperature (being 
referred to as combustion chamber temperature) while post oxidation is also dependent 
from cylinder wall temperatures themselves that are exposed while the piston is moving 
down and that is cooled by cold engine oil. With the temperature of all parts that are in 
contact with combustion gases being mainly dependent from accumulated combustion 
energy, the integral of air per cylinder since start is used to offset modelled exhaust gas 
temperature, equation 5.94. Differences in delta temperature are neglected for simplicity. 
 Input Temperature =  T,6R>>R +  X m% 8,,5.> * A       (5.94) 
Numerical numbers for coefficient A can be found in appendix B, the coefficient is not 
depending from swirl state. 
With equation 5.92 and 5.93 not being dependent from spark retard directly and available 
data being too noisy to set up a reasonable model, the effect is empirically corrected by 
correlating final simulated hydrocarbon-concentrations to the numbers that were observed 
in the measurements.  Similar to the approaches utilized in earlier chapters, the relative 
interaction with spark retard (equation 5.39) is modelled with the steady state warmup 
factor for hydrocarbon-emissions (equation 5.29), with warmup effects being scaled 
appropriately. However, the reduction effect is rather small in magnitude, equation 5.95. 
r*(3A,Ww5,-364(Z,3+, = (equation 5.29).ý  ∗  (equation 5.39 − 1) + 1 (5.95) 
The interaction of air/fuel ratio and camshaft phasing were found to have an identical 
impact in warm and cold conditions, thus not leading to a necessity to be corrected for 
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warmup operation. Final hydrocarbon-concentration is calculated by equation 5.96 with 
an overview of the model setup being presented in Appendix D, Subsystem F7.4. 
THC concentration = THC \36 *3R. *3 ∗  r3*,<,Ww5 ∗   r[36BR3,Ww5 ∗   (5.96)  
        r -364(,Ww5 ∗ r Ww5,,,3> \364( ∗ r*(3A,Ww5 ∗ r*(3A,Ww5,-364(Z,3+, 
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  THC modification due to camshaft phasing, equations 5.63 - 5.67
  THC modification due to Air/Fuel ratio, equations 5.42
  THC modification due to spark retard, equations 5.39



















































































































Figure 5.82: Correlation of measurement and model, hydrocarbon-concentration, 
                           cold start on high dynamic engine dynamometer 
 
Different to CO-emissions that are only depending on air/fuel ratio and no significant 
NO-emissions being formed during engine start, hydrocarbon-emissions during crank are 
significant and exhibiting a maximum in concentration. With MPFI engines, an excessive 
amount of fuel needs to be injected during the first few injections to wet the intake 
manifold- and intake port walls. Furthermore, the intake valve, which is mainly 
contributing to the evaporation process is cold, leading to an excessively high magnitude 
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of hydrocarbon-concentrations that cannot be modelled with any of the equations above. 
However, with the modification of control parameters during crank is not considered to 
be a degree of freedom, the manoeuvre is considered to be a decoupled process that is out 
of scope for this research, concentration modelling can be realized by assuming a fixed 
number of 10000ppm as the filter target right after start with giving the model enough 
time to ramp up to some extent and decay from there, position 0. Only minor differences 
in measured and modelled emission concentration during settling into idle steady state 
concentration numbers can be observed. Idle hydrocarbon-concentration itself is 
considered to be accurate, position 1. Concentrations deviate from each other during 
initial vehicle launch due to deviations in estimated load, which has been discussed in 
earlier chapters. The error is disappearing during steady state driving, position 2. 
Deceleration into the second idle phase shows significantly increased hydrocarbon-
emissions in the measurement, since the engine was slightly misfiring due to spark 
advance apparently not yet being refined for production, which is an effect that is not 
desirable to be incorporated into the model, position 3. As the measurement had revealed 
substantial spark oscillations right at the beginning of the second idle phase, Fig. 5.68, 
which are not a candidate for modelling as well, the steady state deviation is accepted. All 
subsequent idle and steady state operations are showing good agreement of measurement 
and model (positions 4, 6 and 8). Fuel cut-off is can only be modelled to some extent, 
position 5 and 7, due to the effects of fuel evaporation from the intake manifold walls is 
complex. However, deviations are accepted since the mass flow during those manoeuvres 
is minimal. Overall hydrocarbon-concentration model performance is rated sufficiently 
accurate for the anticipated use case. 
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5.6 Emission mass flow validation  
After correlating exhaust gas composition, emission mass flows can be assessed for model 
accuracy. The same set of high dynamic engine dynamometer measurements that was 
used previously is serving for comparison. As emission mass flow is a result of engine 
load in terms of mass- and fuel-flow and exhaust gas concentration, the accuracy of load- 
and concentration modelling as well as with the fuel cut-off logic is validated in 
interaction. The mathematical conversion from concentration to mass flow is explained 
in chapter 5.1.4 and Appendix D, utilizing equations 5.18 – 5.21. 
 
5.6.1 Hydrocarbon-emission 
Results for measured and modelled hydrocarbon mass flows after cold start are offered in 
Fig. 5.83. The signals at the very top are showing the integrals of hydrocarbon mass flow, 
being a good indicator of overall model error. Emission mass flows are illustrated right 
below. Since measured and modelled emission mass flow was deviating significantly 
during engine start, the model has been extended to consider a realistic mass flow during 
engine crank by mimicking both starter speed as well as the initial overshoot within 
desired engine speed, including transition into idle. Start of injection towards the end of 
the starter duration is realized by assuming fuel cut-off until the first combustion is 
occurring. As all engine starts are performed at full load with the intake manifold being 
at ambient pressure, fresh charge flow is high. Considering the effects discussed in chapter 
5.5, the effects cannot be neglected. After accounting for overall mass flow, measurement 
and model are correlating well, position 1. Only a small difference in hydrocarbon mass 
flow is remaining which is attributed to random signal noise. Interestingly, no provisions 
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are required to extrapolate emission concentrations into in area in which no data is 
available (maximum torque at 200/min starter speed). As such, the increase in mass flow 
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Figure 5.83: Comparison of measured and modelled hydrocarbon mass flow after 
                start 
 
Model results are accurate during catalyst warmup idle, position 2, with modelled and 
measured mass flow converging towards a steady state number as the engine warms up. 
Initial vehicle launch is exhibiting a slightly higher flow during the measurement, caused 
by a too aggressive launch performance on the high dynamic engine dyno, deviating from 
the ideal approach selected in this work, position 3. The overall deviation in mass flow is 
less than expected, considering the differences in estimated load (Fig. 5.69), leading to 
the assumption that only small differences can be observed when comparing emission 
mass flows of a professional driver with ideal model numbers.  
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While decelerating into the second idle phase, position 4, the measurement is showing the 
expected spike in hydrocarbon mass flow as the engine was exhibiting misfire, as 
explained in earlier chapters. Second and all subsequent idle and steady state phases are 
modelled accurately. Integrated emission masses towards the end converter warmup 
measures (timestamp 50s) are close, indicating an excellent model accuracy. However, 
subsequent acceleration manoeuvres are showing significant deviations, caused by the 
engine dynamometer closing the virtual clutch too aggressively, counteracting with 
increased torque commands, positions 5 and 7. It can furthermore be observed that the 
dynamometer controller is trying to take over from decelerations too aggressively, leading 
to an unexpected spike in engine load and emission mass flow, positions 6 and 8. Model 
performance is considered to be reasonable. Fig. 5.84 is offering results for overall model 
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Figure 5.84: Comparison of measured and modelled hydrocarbon mass flow, 
                               entire cycle 
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Positions 1 and 2 are marking up scenarios in which the engine was misfiring due to 
unintended spark oscillations during the measurements, elevating hydrocarbon mass flow 
and the deviation between measurement and model. Overall the model is rated to be 
accurate with only showing differences during gear shifts and towards the end of the extra 
urban cycle, in which estimated and measured load are partly not matching due to reasons 
described in chapter 5.5.1. 
Deviations during accelerations are caused by issues with synchronizing fuel cut-off 
during measurement and model, leading to the fact, that model enrichment is occasionally 
commanded when the model is assuming fuel cut-off state or when the model is already 
assuming a high load, which was explained in earlier sections. Model performance itself 
is consistent.  
 
5.6.2 CO-emission 
Similar effects that were discussed in the chapter 5.6.1 become visible when comparing 
measured and modelled CO mass flows, Fig. 5.85. Measured and modelled CO mass 
flows are exhibiting differences during the first few combustion events, position 1. 
Different to hydrocarbon concentration, it is assumed that emission concentration during 
the first few combustion events cannot be assumed to be comparable to what is observed 
during first idle, likely caused by crank enrichment. Settlement into converter warmup 
idle is showing very good agreement, position 2. Deviations in engine load during virtual 
vehicle launch are not leading to a significant difference in CO mass flows since CO-
emissions concentrations are dropping to low numbers due to air/fuel ratio being lean 
(Fig. 5.72), position 3.  
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Figure 5.85: Comparison of measured and modelled CO mass flow after start 
 
Emission mass flow during deceleration is relatively high since fuel cut-off is disabled 
and due to the engine operating with enrichment, as fuel control was not yet fully refined, 
position 4.Second idle, in which converter warmup control is active until an exit transition 
is initiated is showing small model deviations as well, position 5.The next subsequent 
acceleration is exhibiting significant differences as engine load is much higher during the 
measurement due to issues with clutch actuation discussed in earlier chapters, position 6, 
while the next subsequent acceleration agreeing well despite engine load exhibiting 
substantial differences since a lean air/fuel ratio is leading to a low CO concentration in 
general, position 8. All other accelerations, decelerations, steady state driving- and idle-
manoeuvres are showing very little deviations of measurement and model, except for the 
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speed controller trying to accelerate too aggressively when resuming steady state speed 
control after decelerations, positions 7 and 9, unreasonably increasing engine load. 
Looking at the overall performance on cycle, Fig. 5.86, deviations during acceleration 
and resuming vehicle speed after decelerations are accumulating model error over time, 
caused by the difference of ideal driving and the dynamometer controller behaving too 
aggressively. Steady state mass flows are very accurate. Position 1 is marking up an area 
in which measured emission concentration and –flow cannot be trusted since the engine 
was unintendedly misfiring. However, the model is assuming enrichment at position 2 
due to thermal protection of the exhaust components, which is explained by the fact that 
warm steady state measurements were exceeding thermal limits already, which was not 
the case in the vehicle since the engine was not operated long enough in the corresponding 
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Figure 5.86: Comparison of measured and modelled CO mass flow, entire cycle 
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Lastly, the model is not considering a particular diagnostic functionality that is intrusively 
commanding lean and rich air/fuel ratios during the last deceleration to assess the 
performance of the downstream O -sensor, position 3. As the diagnostic execution is 
unrelated to converter warmup operation, the effect is not incorporated into the model. 
 
5.6.3 NOx-emission 
Same as for hydrocarbon and CO-emissions, measured and modelled NO mass flows are 
agreeing well, Fig. 5.87. Due to the combustion chamber being rather cold after cold start, 
measured as well as modelled emission mass flows remain close to zero, position 1. A 
minor difference during virtual vehicle launch can be observed with measured engine load 
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Figure 5.87: Comparison of measured and modelled æçè mass flow after start 
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However, as NO-concentration is low, the error is negligible, position 2. Same applies to 
deceleration into second idle with both mass flow as well as concentrations being low, 
position 3. Significant differences can be observed during second vehicle acceleration 
with measured engine load being considerably higher than modelled load as the 
dynamometer’s speed controller was closing the virtual clutch too aggressively, both 
increasing mass flow as well as NO-concentration that is mainly depending on engine 
load as well, position 4. Looking at the next acceleration, measured and modelled NO 
mass-flows are agreeing well, position 7. As the model was assuming fuel cut-off due to 
fuel cut manoeuvres of measurement and model not being synchronized, peaks in load 
difference are not leading to differences in emission mass flows. The remainder of 
scenarios is only showing small differences of measurement and model, positions 5, 6, 8. 
In addition to what was discussed for cold engine operation directly after engine start, the 
urban portion of the NEDC profile (0s – 800s) is qualified by high model accuracy. Fig. 
5.88 is giving an overview over the performance on the entire cycle.  
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The largest deviation is resulting from the dynamometer load controller commanding a 
significantly lower torque than the model (position 1). 
The virtual driver is reacting to a preceding overshoot after an aggressive clutch 
manoeuvre in an area in which the model is assuming fuel cut-off. Same applies to 
position 2 while the model is slightly over-predicting engine load in this scenario. Load 
differences between measurement and model during the high speed portions are leading 
to both modelled mass flow as well as emission concentration being elevated over the 
measured numbers, position 3. However, as this area is not affecting converter warmup 
operation, the deviations are considered to be acceptable. 
Summarizing chapter 5.1 – 5.6, simulation approaches that were developed in chapters 
5.1 – 5.3, being qualified by an average absolute error of 0.3% and an average standard 
deviation of 6.7%, were combined in MATLAB Simulink to establish a backwards facing 
drive cycle model which is separately calculating the performance of a pre-defined vehicle 
under warm ideal, cold ideal and realistic conditions (chapter 5.4). Control modifications, 
temperature effects and complex control system dynamics are considered within 
dedicated lookup routines, a torque regression model, fuel cut-off logic and the modelling 
of all applying physical and chemical processes. Models for exhaust gas temperature, 
hydrocarbon-, CO-, NO-, and O -concentration as well as mass flow are extensively 
correlated to measurements in chapter 5.5. Observations were set into relationship with 
the applying physical and chemical backgrounds while observations were quantified with 
auxiliary sub-models. All emission species as well as engine torque, exhaust gas 
temperature and control parameters were able to be modelled with high accuracy. Overall, 
collecting all required measurement and validation data to identify the parameters of the 
drive cycle model is requiring 114 hours of dynamometer usage time, multiplying the 
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expected amount of measurements and duration. A comfortable stabilisation time of 60s 
for each steady state data point is considered. Furthermore, a 10% repetition rate for failed 
tests is assumed and multiplied to the number of required measurements. Depending on 
the availability of 1-3 operational shifts or automation capability, data collection will 
require 5 to 16 days, excluding activities required to parametrize the catalytic converter 
model which is not part of the presented research. Incorporating learnings gathered during 
model development as described in chapter 5.1 – 5.6, some degrees of freedom can be 
ignored, and were identified as a reduction potential. For example no interdependency 
between the impact of engine temperature and swirl state could be identified. 
Furthermore, a stabilization time of 30s is assumed to be sufficient for warm steady state 
data collection. As such, the overall test demand can be reduced to 68 hours, multiplying 
the expected amount of measurements and duration. An overview is offered in table 5.7. 
 
Table 5.7: Required measurements and degrees of freedom for model development, 
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Depending on the availability of 1-3 operational shifts or automation capability, data 
collection will require 3 to 10 days, excluding activities required to parametrize the 
catalytic converter model which is not part of the presented research. 
 
5.7 Individual sub-model contribution to overall accuracy 
As illustrated in chapters 5.1 – 5.6, each control parameter modification is qualified by a 
distinct impact on individual emission species, engine torque and exhaust gas temperature 
while the magnitude is different for every control parameter and performance attribute. 
Furthermore, the calculation of required engine torque and speed to achieve a desired 
vehicle speed and acceleration is contributing to simulation accuracy as well since being 
used as the baseline for the lookup of base engine characteristics from warm steady state 
data. The relative impacts are investigated in the following section. 
Utilizing an emission cycle simulation based on realistic vehicle parameters and 
considering control modification that are representing a production maturity use case, the 
percentual contribution of each sub-model on the overall magnitude of overall signal 
change is calculated separately for each emission species, engine torque and exhaust gas 
temperature. The impact of an accurate basic engine load and speed estimation by 
consideration of aerodynamic drag, tire friction and vehicle mass (referred to as 
Roadload) is approximated by calculating the relative standard deviation of all emission 
species, exhaust gas temperature and engine torque, relative to the corresponding mean 
value that can be observed on the NEDC cycle. The impact of each control modification 
is calculated by relating the absolute impact of the corresponding multipliers to the current 
absolute signal magnitudes. Results are illustrated in Fig. 5.89.  
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Figure 5.89: Percentual sub-model contribution to individual signal magnitudes 
 
While results for hydrocarbon-concentration, oxygen-concentration and exhaust gas 
temperature are dominated by the sub-models for warmup effects, engine torque and NOx-
concentration would suffer from an inaccurate estimation of required base engine load 
and speed. In contrast to the above, simulated CO-concentration is dominated by the 
numerical impact of air/fuel ratio modifications while all other sub-models play a minor 
role. 
Given that the sub-models are exhibiting substantially different percentual contributions 
to the calculation accuracy of the separate emission species, exhaust gas temperature and 
engine torque signal magnitudes, an overall combined impact is calculated and illustrated 
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Figure 5.90: Percentual sub-model contribution to overall signal magnitudes 
 
It can easily be observed that the modelling approaches to quantify the impact of engine 
warmup and base engine load and speed calculation are qualified by the largest 
contribution to overall accuracy, assuming all emission species, engine torque and exhaust 
gas temperature to be equally relevant. While the impact of temperature effects (engine 
warmup and after-start effects) is nearly identical to the combined impact of all control 
modifications, air/fuel ratio control is contributing the most to an accurate modelling of 
control changes, followed by the impact of spark retard. The overall impact of camshaft 
phasing is rather small, compared to the remainder of impacting factors. The dependency 
from swirl control is not outlined with a dedicated statistical number as the impact is 
considered implicitly in the sub-models mentioned in Fig. 5.89 and 5.90.  
 
5.8 Drive cycle model parameter and performance limits  
While there are no limits applying to the calculation methodology to determine required 
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(positive vehicle mass, idle speed and tire radius, gear ratios not equalling zero and 
assuming manual transmission state to be engaged during the transmission of propulsion 
power) the polynomial models described in chapters 5.3.1 – 5.3.3 are only valid within a 
particular range. An overview is offered I table 5.8.  
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The amount of manual gears is assumed to be five for the given use case while the model 
can be easily extended. Clutch slip and engine speed flares for vehicle launch convenience 
are not considered. Idle operation is defined to be a realistic but repeating sequence of air 
torque and spark torque for all idle phases outside converter warmup operation.  
To ensure valid assumptions, spark retard that is calculated during torque regression is 
limited to optimum spark and minimum spark that are used in production. According to 
Fig. 5.11, measurements that served as input data to spark retard related sub-models were 
collected in between 1150-3500/min and with a spark retard ranging from optimum spark 
to a retard of up to 35°CrA. Investigating optimum and minimum spark of the engine in 
use, the polynomial model is able to describe the impact of spark retard on all engine 
performance attributes of interest. The entire engine speed spectrum that is expected 
during converter warmup operation is covered, assuming nominal engine speed not to 
exceed 2800/min and an additional 40% margin for investigation purposes. All possible 
engine loads are falling into the valid range of the mathematical model. With spark retard 
only being considerable during gearshift, idle operation and deceleration while all of those 
scenarios are qualified by low load operation, the observed maximum delta in between of 
minimum and optimum spark is covered by the mathematical model. The model is unable 
to accurately describe steady state spark retard at elevated engine loads while operating 
at engine speeds above 3500/rpm which is however not considered to be a realistic 
operation scenario as thermal constraints of the exhaust system would be exceeded after 
a very short period of time. As such, model boundaries are not assumed to limit model 
capabilities for the anticipated use case. 
Input data for the variation of air/fuel ratio in units of lambda is describing an operation 
ranging from 0.8 up to 1.35, focusing on engine load and speed that can be expected 
during converter warmup operation. Given a desired robustness against realistic fuel 
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variation, considering summer and winter specific blends, no desired air/fuel ratio beyond 
lambda 1.15 is feasible. Furthermore, model fuel enrichment capability is mainly 
considered to model the impact of open loop fuel inaccuracies during open loop control 
operation directly after a cold start and to consider a rich undershoot during engine crank. 
As such and given limited spacing in between particular polynomial extremes, the model 
is limiting the air/fuel ratio input to lambda numbers ranging from 0.85 to 1.15 which is 
assumed to cover the entire realistic range of operation, including additional headroom 
for investigation purposes. Operation outside the outlined range is not considered 
mathematically. Manoeuvres with permanent enrichment outside converter warmup 
conditions which are specified in table 5.4 were not validated but are not considered to be 
applied in any scenario of interest for this research. 
Similar to data collection for spark retard and air/fuel ratio, input data to develop the 
polynomial models to describe the impact of camshaft phasing is limited to the expected 
range of engine load and speed during emission testing, considering an additional margin 
for investigation purposes. With camshaft phasing being expected to utilize the full range 
of variable positioning capabilities, featuring a hardware limitation of 30°CmA on both 
camshafts, the entire range is described by the polynomial approach, including interaction 
with spark retard. As the model was not validated outside operating conditions outlined 
in table 5.6, operation is limited to converter warmup. However, as no control 
modification relative to optimized parameters is considerable outside converter warmup 
operation for the proposed investigation, no limits are applying to the selected approach 
while being utilized for the dedicated use case. 
As data collection was limited to the dynamometer capabilities regarding temperature, 
model validity is limited to coolant and oil temperature range of 20°C to 110°C. A 
modification of ambient air temperature is not considered within the model approach. 
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With discrete swirl state being considered within the mentioned polynomial models 
implicitly and not being modelled with additional equations, the same limitations apply 
that were outlined above for the particular approaches. 
Transient modelling capabilities are limited to selecting an arbitrary small model 
execution interval which is not recommended to be shorter than the duration of an engine 
operation cycle at a given engine speed. However, transient effects that arise from load or 
speed transients, like a temporary deviation of internal exhaust gas recirculation are not 
considered as the model is assuming each cycle to be independent from the previous 
calculation and to operate on identical steady state engine characteristics for the given 
engine load and speed. Furthermore, the engine start process, i.e. operating on starter 
speed, and the initial engine flare that is qualified by extraordinarily high engine gradients 
is only extrapolated from standard modelling with acceptable accuracy while not being 
modelled separately with a dedicated approach. As such, a variation of control parameter 
changes during engine start is possible, given the presented model setup, while 
performance was not validated against a dedicated set of measurements with no statement 
regarding accuracy being possible. 
Finally, with the presented work focusing on converter warmup operation, no closed loop 
fuel control algorithm was implemented into the model. Raw emission concentrations 
outside converter warmup operation are according to a random distribution of air/fuel 
ratio numbers around stoichiometric conditions within a pre-defined range. As such, 
exhaust gas composition cannot be used for catalytic converter efficiency simulation 
during the remainder of the emission cycle. 
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5.9 Novelty of the presented simulation methodology 
In addition to a dedicated comparison and delimitation to other works being presented in 
chapters 2.1, 2.2 and Appendix A, novelty of the methodology developed in chapter 5 is 
outlined in the following. Compared to recent works that utilize or combine commercially 
available tools, the presented work is offering development of a stand-alone methodology 
that is purposely designed to simulate the performance of a gasoline engine on pre-defined 
drive- or emission-cycle. While commercially available tools are mainly making use of 
computational power by considering traditional physical and chemical laws, featuring 
zero to three dimensional simulation approaches, the presented work is set up mimic 
identified physical and chemical processes with dedicated polynomial equations. 
Compared to other works that utilize polynomial equations to realize accuracy targets 
with black box approaches, featuring artificial neuronal networks or observation based 
empirically derived equations, the presented methodology is explicitly trying to mimic 
physical and chemical dependencies while being optimized for run-time performance at 
the same time. In contrast to other approaches that aim to simulate emission performance 
or fuel economy of a combustion engine, the presented methodology is optimized to 
accurately incorporate the modification of control parameters, the interaction of multiple 
control parameters modifications with each other, temperature effects during warmup 
operation and the different impact of control modifications while the engine is not yet 
warmed up completely.  
For the mentioned purpose, measurements have been collected with significant control 
parameter modifications while backgrounds and impacts were discussed in detail, 
representing a major difference to most recent cycle simulation approaches that consider 
the engine or powertrain to operate on optimized parameters permanently. With detailed 
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quasi state measurements being offered for warmup operation while warm steady state 
data being illustrated as well that is focusing on control parameter modifications, a field 
of engine operation is investigated that is often not taken into account while contributing 
substantially to emission performance and fuel consumption. Furthermore, no other work 
is known that is explicitly considering the applying control system dynamics (i.e. shift of 
engine load due to torque reserves, dependency of optimum spark advance from engine-
load, engine-speed, swirl control and camshaft phasing).  
The drive cycle simulation approach itself is set up to consider all applying physical, 
chemical and controls related dynamics with dedicated sub-models while other 
approaches are either assuming an idealistic system due to the anticipated use case (i.e. 
feature investigations for fuel economy assessment) or are trying to describe the observed 
behaviour with a standardized approach (i.e. PEMS correlation to a pre-defined model 
approach). In comparison to works that focus on or incorporate human factors, driver 
performance is purposely ignored so that physical or chemical effects of small magnitude 
are not obliterated. Given the demonstrated accuracy and comparing the outlined results 
to other publications, extensive validation to dynamometer and vehicle data is possible, 
offering a level of detail, transparency and flexibility that was not yet presented or 
observed with methodologies that require comparable computational power. While 
comparable works were focusing on single aspects (warmup operation, control 
modification or torque accuracy) the approaches outlined and validated in this work are 
trying to establish a holistic simulation that is able to mimic engine operation, including 
all applying side effects, during operation on a chassis dynamometer.  
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6 Model application 
With all sub-models as well as the overall approach being validated, the model can be 
used to investigate general questions surrounding vehicle operation and regarding 
converter warmup in particular. The NEDC profile is selected for investigation, offering 
excellent means to investigate idle, acceleration, deceleration and steady state driving 
separately while not considering manual gear and clutch points to be a degree of freedom. 
Transferability to WLTC/WLTP is demonstrated in a final step. 
 
6.1 Comparison of ideal and measured performance 
In a first step, fuel consumption is investigated regarding differences and opportunities, 
comparing results according to the ideal simulation approach with measurements used in 
chapter 5. Per Fig. E.02 (Appendix E), the catalytic converter is exhibiting conversion 
rates starting at 55s after start. In order to incorporate the second acceleration, which is 
assumed to exhibit high emission mass flows, the first 70s of the NEDC profile are defined 
to be the converter warmup period and are going to be referred to as such in the following. 
To maximize fuel flow estimation accurately, that air/fuel ratio that is assumed in the 
model is completely synchronized with measured data, eliminating limitations that were 
put in place earlier. A small inconsistency during fuel cut-off operation remains but is 
considered inevitable. Fig. 6.1 is illustrating a comparison of fuel flow and overall 
accumulated fuel during converter warmup operation. It can easily be observed that 
simulated ideal and measured fuel flows are close during first idle in which warmup 
measures are active. Same applies to second idle and steady state driving, except for 
differences in vehicle speed adjustment that were outlined in chapter 5.5.1 (phase 3). 
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However, accelerations are exhibiting a considerable shift in measured and estimated 
engine load. Both a dynamometer load controller as well as a human driver may allow the 
engine to flare for convenience and controllability to some extent right before starting to 
close the clutch and launching the vehicle. However, the effect is purposely not 
considered in the simulation approach presented in this work as convenience portions do 
not directly correspond to a physical equivalent. 
time [s]
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of measured and ideal transient fuel flow 
 
Furthermore, the model is assuming an indefinitely fast clutch actuation and change in 
engine speed. Modelled fuel cut-off time is assumed to be exactly 300ms which appears 
to correspond well with measured numbers in first approximation. Due to the backwards 
facing nature of the model, the vehicle is still assumed to accelerate during fuel cut-off 
although the vehicle speed is remaining constant in first approximation. As such, a slightly 
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lower average acceleration is assumed within the model as more overall propulsion time 
is available to accelerate the vehicle to the same given speed, revealing in turn that 
minimizing shift duration will automatically improve fuel economy. Break-free torques 
are not considered. However, engine speed flares before launch, extended clutch slip and 
excessive torque corrections after a gearshift are considered to be the main contributors 
to cause deviations of measured and modelled fuel consumption. Fig. 5.71 is 
demonstrating that a human driver can get fairly close to an ideal performance. 
Dividing the drive cycle into dedicated portions, differences in ideal versus measured fuel 
consumption are calculated for converter light-off period, the urban- and extra-urban part 
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Figure 6.2: Cycle fuel consumption comparison, ideal driver vs. dynamometer 
    controller 
 
With overall fuel mass during the first 60s being rather a small number, compared to 
accumulated fuel flow of the entire cycle, the overshoots in engine-speed and -torque that 
are observed during first and second launch and acceleration are leading to an elevation 
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of measured fuel consumption of 19% over an ideal cycle, considering identical control 
modifications. With launch performance being less aggressive during the remainder of 
the urban cycle and with operation at higher loads becoming percentually more dominant 
due to incorporation of the 50/35 km/h period, the difference settles at 9.5%. However, 
with measured and modelled engine torques deviating at elevated vehicle speeds (chapter 
5.5.1), the results on the extra urban cycle is not considered to be fully representative, 
yielding a difference of measured fuel consumption being elevated 3% over modelled fuel 
numbers. Summarizing all three phases, measured fuel consumption is elevated at least 
6% over what would be required according to an ideal driver performance. 
Looking at accumulated engine emission mass flows during converter warmup period, 
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Figure 6.3: Emission integral comparison during converter warmup, ideal driver vs. 
             dynamometer controller  
 
The result is related to delta fuel consumption of 18%, being equivalent to an 18% 
increase in overall mass-flow that was caused by a too aggressive driver model while the 
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increase in engine load is having an additional impact on NO-concentration. As such, 
launch performance, shift duration, clutch actuation and average acceleration are offering 
significant potential to lower overall NO-emissions and fuel economy with an optimized 
driver performance. Hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions are both showing a deviation of 
31%. Compared to NO-emissions that follow a naturally large dependency from engine 
load, hydrocarbon and CO-emissions are mainly reflecting the increase in mass flow. 
Hydrocarbon concentration is additionally impacted by an interdependency of load and 
temperature, equation 5.29, elevating emission concentration to a significant extent. An 
additional increase in CO emissions over what can be expected due to increases in overall 
flow is attributed to issues with flow calculation during engine start. According to the 
results presented in Fig 6.2, the exponential interaction of engine load and engine warmup 
is much less pronounced than the dependency of NO-concentration from engine load. 
However, CO- and hydrocarbon-emissions can be significantly reduced as well by 
optimizing launch- and load control-performance. Post-converter emission results are not 
presented since measured data is only comparable to a limited extent to measured results, 
given the deficiencies of the converter model outlined in Appendix E. 
The integral of heat flux is dominated by the increase in fuel consumption and overall air- 
and fuel-flow, being at a delta of 13%. However, numbers are exhibiting that relative heat 
release into the exhaust manifold is reduced, which means that enthalpy is increasing to a 
smaller extent than emission mass flow is increasing. The effect is related to an elevated 
average thermal efficiency with increasing engine loads. As such, overall emission 
performance is expected to be further penalized by an aggressive launch performance.  
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Summarizing chapter 6.1, acceleration performance was found to be a significant driver 
for deviations of fuel consumption as well as engine-out and post converter emission 
performance. Although the engine is warmed up slightly faster when launching the 
vehicle at higher loads, negative impacts on emissions and fuel consumption cannot be 
compensated. Results are offering potentials to improve emission performance and fuel 
consumption by optimizing launch performance with either driver training or intelligent 
controls algorithms that are limiting engine load or engine speed flares but are outlining 
as well the dependency from human driver performance from a robustness perspective. 
 
6.2 Bandwidth investigations 
Focusing on one of the main aspects of this thesis, a bandwidth of applications is 
investigated regarding needs and dependencies for converter warmup, using an exemplary 
vehicle portfolio. The use case and the applying degrees of freedom are introduced in the 
following with the NEDC profile serving as the vehicle speed profile of investigation.  
 
6.2.1 Vehicle related degrees of freedom 
With the background of driving resistance being outlined in chapter 5.1.1, equations 5.1-
5.9 can be investigated for vehicle related degrees of freedom that impact operation during 
to converter warmup. The identified parameters are discussed in the following, while also 
being summarized in table 1.2. 
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Vehicle mass 
According to equation 5.5, vehicle mass is directly impacting required axle- and engine-
torque during acceleration. Assuming no other change in vehicle parameters, the 
interdependency with required engine torque is described in equations 5.6 and 5.9.  
 
Tire radius 
With tire radius being the lever that describes the relation of required propulsion force 
and required wheel torque, required engine torque is directly changing when modifying 
tire size. The dependency is described in equations 5.6 and 5.9. Engine speed is changing 
by the same perceptual magnitude and due to an identical underlying physical effect. 
Assuming no other modification of vehicle related parameters, the impact is described in 
equations 5.7 and 5.8. 
 
Final Drive ratio 
Identical to tire size, the gear ratio of the axle differential, including a potential chain ratio, 
is influencing required engine torque and –speed, equations 5.8 and 5.9. While tire radius 
is changing the dependency of propulsion force and wheel torque, final drive ratio is 
impacting the relationship of wheel torque and engine torque. The impact on engine 
torque is identical, given equivalent magnitudes of change.  
 
Gear ratio spread 
In addition to final drive ratio, the spread of the available transmission gears is having a 
substantial impact on engine-load and -speed. Although spacing is usually kept consistent 
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for all transmission gears, the numerical spread of gear 1 and 2 is relevant from a converter 
warmup perspective, assuming operation on the NEDC profile, as it directly impacts 
engine speed and load during acceleration to 32km/h. Equations 5.8 and 5.9 are applying. 
Given a particular final drive transmission ratio, a wider gear spread can either result from 
a higher first gear ratio or a smaller second gear ratio with both being realistic use-cases. 
This work is assuming first gear ratio to be constant, as modifications to the overall 
transmission ratio in first gear are already covered by variations in final drive ratio, and 
is focusing on modulating gear spread by assuming variable numbers for second gear. 
 
Driving resistance 
Combining rolling resistance and aerodynamic drag, driving resistance is describing 
required propulsion force to operate a vehicle at a particular speed and acceleration, 
equations 5.1 – 5.5. However, with aerodynamic drag being a function of the square of 
vehicle speed, equation 5.3, and with vehicle speed not exceeding 32km/h during 
converter warmup, tire resistance is dominating equation 5.5, being represented by factors 
f and f . At least 70% of driving resistance can be attributed to tire resistance, based on 
an exemplary calculation with nominal aerodynamic drag of vehicle 1 (table 6.2, chapter 
6.2.2). As such and although not being named explicitly in any of the equations, tire width 
is playing a vital role in addition to tire radius during converter warmup, as rolling 
resistance is assumed to increase directionally with increasing tire width. 
 
Idle speed 
Although appearing to be a control parameter on first sight, desired idle speed outside of 
converter warmup operation (also referred to as target idle speed or warm idle speed) is 
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rather understood to be a vehicle requirement with having a distinct impact on fuel 
economy, noise and vibration performance, launch performance and others performance 
attributes. With the programs in use exiting converter light-off measures during the 
second idle phase in the NEDC profile and assuming a fixed ramp rate from converter 
light-off idle speed into target idle-speed (Fig. 6.15, Fig. 6.31) while furthermore 
assuming both idle speed numbers to be different, warm idle speed contributes to 
converter light-off as well. Engine torque will increase to maintain a constant engine 
power since engine-speed is decreasing, excluding changes in friction power. 
 
6.2.2 Vehicle portfolio definition 
With the need to be as cost efficient as possible while still satisfying all customer needs, 
it is desirable to use a single engine to cover an entire spectrum of power demands so that 
as many vehicle projects as possible can be satisfied by being supplied with one and the 
same aggregate. Offering an identical engine with different power outputs, realized by the 
limitation of engine torque, is considerable. With a power- and torque-output of 74kW 
and 130Nm, the engine that is used in this work is qualifying to be used in the micro-, 
mini- and compact segment, serving as an entry variant in heavier applications as well as 
high power output in light weight vehicle applications.  
Table 6.1 is giving an overview over the portfolio for investigation which is reflecting a 
realistic use case. None of the vehicles is currently in production. Six vehicles are defined, 
based on the numerical relation of a vehicle attribute compared to the corresponding 
vehicle that represents the average of the corresponding parameter as close as possible. 
The portfolio is consisting of two platforms with platform A being positioned in the 
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compact segment, representing higher masses while platform B is used for small cars, 
consisting of rather light weight vehicles. 
 
Table 6.1: Vehicle portfolio for investigation, relative differences 
















A Baseline 109% 103% 98% 104% 85% 107% 
Vehicle 2 A 
3 door, 
Sport 




B1 Baseline 91% 95% 97% 95% 124% 93% 
Vehicle 4 B1 
Baseline 
Sport 
91% 95% 97% 104% 124% 93% 
Vehicle 5 B1 
Mini 
Van 
109% 100% 100% 104% 100% 100% 




100% 99% 108% 104% 100% 92% 
*Spread relative to first rear 
 
Platform B1 is representing an older platform that is going to be phased out of production 
while platform B2 is the corresponding successor, serving in the same segment and being 
used for comparison. Platform A is sharing a common warm idle speed. A base 5 door 
version with average vehicle parameters is offered as a high volume model (vehicle 1), 
being equipped with a comparably wide spread gearbox for fuel economy purposes. In 
addition, platform A is boasting a 3 door sport version with extraordinarily large tires for 
design purposes (vehicle 2). In order to not impair launch performance, the vehicle is 
equipped with a final drive that exhibits a rather high transmission ratio. To further ensure 
towing and grade climbing capability, the transmission ratio of first gear is further 
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increased. Driving resistance is platform specific and on a comparable level at 32km/h, 
relative to vehicle 1. Platform B1’s portfolio is consisting of smaller vehicles, being 
significantly lighter in weight compared to platform A, and being offered in a base version 
(vehicle 3) as well as in a performance variant, featuring a shorter spread gearbox (vehicle 
4). Driving resistance and tire radius are platform specific and identical. Driving 
resistance is comparably high and a rather small tire radius is addressed by a low final 
drive ratio. The same platform is offering a micro-van (vehicle 5), being significantly 
heavier. A larger tire size is counteracted by a higher final drive ratio. Gear spread is 
identical to the base variant while idle speed is increased for vehicle specific vibration 
performance. Driving resistance is slightly increased as well due to differences in 
aerodynamic drag and projected flow area.  
Vehicle 6 is introducing the successor of platform B1, being developed to operate on a 
lower idle speed. Given continuous development and improvement, driving resistance is 
improved, relative to platform B1. A high axle ratio is combined with a wide spread gear 
ratio, together with slightly larger tires, representing a change in general strategy. Vehicle 
mass was increased by almost 10% to account for global segment development. The 
vehicle is only offered in a base variant. 
 
6.2.3 Vehicle attribute study 
Using the approach outlined in chapter 5.1.5, vehicle parameters are investigated 
regarding their interaction with emission performance and fuel economy during converter 
warmup operation. Using equation 5.22, the underlying assumption is that emission mass 
flow needs to be minimized while heat flux into the converter is intended to be maximized 
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so that the least emission mass possible is passing the converter at a low conversion rates. 
A low ratio is preferable for all emission species.  
For the purpose of investigation, only vehicle specific attributes were modified while 
control modifications in units of absolute numbers were kept constant (Fig. 5.68). 
Changes that are related to differences in optimum spark advance and reference camshaft 
positions which are caused by shifts in engine-load, leading to differences in relative spark 
retard from optimum spark and delta camshaft positions are accepted, as the goal is to 
investigate how an identical set of control parameters is interacting with different vehicle 
attribute combinations. Maintaining identical relative spark retards from optimum spark 
and relative camshaft positions deltas (if even within the absolute range of mechanical 
actuation) would represent a comparison of systems that were already optimized for the 
given combination of vehicle attributes including and the corresponding shifts in engine 
operation, which does not reflect a representative use case in a development environment. 
Furthermore, it is not assumed, that relative positions can always be maintained, given 
the large magnitude of change in vehicle parameters that is attempted in the upcoming 
sections.  
Fig 6.4 is giving an example by illustrating hydrocarbon qualifiers according to 5.22, 
relative to the average of the entire portfolio. Results start to spread as soon as the virtual 
vehicle is starting to move with none of the vehicle related parameters being relevant 
during first idle. Initial signal differences are related to a deviation of nominators as 
different engine power levels due to varying combinations of vehicle attributes are leading 
to different emission mass flows. With increasing heat flux, which is used as the 
denominator, the relative difference is decaying towards the end of converter warmup 
operation while the general dependencies remain unchanged. Treating both emission as 
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well as heat flux to be linear components of the same equation, the approach assumes that 
conversion efficiency is increasing linearly with heat flux. Although physics are not 
accurately reflected since a constant heat flux will not lead to a linear increase in converter 
temperature and a linear temperature increase will not lead to a linear increase in emission 
conversion efficiency, the approach is directionally correct.  
time [s]
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Figure 6.4: Hydrocarbon qualifiers according to equation 5.22 for the portfolio of  
investigation 
 
The impact of vehicle parameters on emission qualifiers and simulated post converter 
emission results is investigated for linearity and opportunities to express the dependencies 
with mathematical formulas in the following. All vehicle parameters except for driving 
resistance are modified by +/-35% which is assumed to just exceed reasonable spread and 
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to cover all desirable variations. Driving resistance itself was changed by +/-45% to 
account for the overall small numbers during converter warmup operation. 
 
6.2.3.1 Driving resistance 
While final drive ratio, tire radius, gear spread and target idle speed are simultaneously 
changing engine-speed and -load, driving resistance and vehicle mass are investigated 
first as those parameters are only affecting engine load while engine speed is remaining 
identical. In addition to making an assessment based on emission qualifiers per equation 
5.22, simulated post converter emissions results are taken into account as well for 
comparison and to investigate the impact of simulated converter temperature. Fig. 6.5 is 
illustrating the relative impact of driving resistance on emission performance. Red data 
points are reflecting results for emission qualifiers per 5.22 while grey signals are offering 
simulated post converter emissions according to the converter model (Appendix E). The 
impact on fuel economy is displayed separately (green signal). All emission qualifiers and 
measured emission results show a linearly proportional dependency from driving 
resistance with NO-emissions being approximately ten times as sensitive as 
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Figure 6.5: Relative change in emission qualifiers, post converter emissions and fuel  
           consumption, depending on driving resistance 
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Details of the underlying mechanisms are discussed at the example of NO-emissions. Fig 
6.6 is illustrating the relative change in emission concentration, emission mass flow and 
heat flux, relative to baseline over time in which baseline is representing operation on 
nominal driving resistance without modification. The results are exhibiting continuous 
dependencies. However, magnitudes are not comparable. With NO-concentration being 
mainly a function of engine load, differences are maximized while the vehicle is in 
motion, operating at elevated engine loads. As the engine is warming up faster with 
increasing load the interaction of engine temperature and NO-concentration according to 
Fig 5.6 and equations 5.28/5.29 is decaying faster, leading to a faster increase in NO-
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Figure 6.6: Relative change in æçè-concentration, emission mass flow and heat flux, 
           depending on driving resistance 
 
Since a linear increase in driving resistance will automatically lead to a linear increase in 
engine power, air- and fuel-flow can be assumed to increase linearly as well. As such 
emission mass flow is expected to increase by the same perceptual magnitude. However, 
as absolute spark advance is kept constant while optimum spark will move to a less 
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advanced position with increasing load, the effect on NO-emissions will be slightly 
reduced since less reserve torque and thus proportionally less engine torque is 
commanded. Comparing the relative increase of emission concentration and emission 
mass flow is revealing that emission concentration is over-proportionally increasing with 
engine load. A minorly over-proportional increase in heat flux can be observed with 
increasing driving resistance although reserve torque is slightly reduced. The effect is 
caused by an improved combustion efficiency at higher loads, together with reduced heat 
losses as the entire system is warmed up faster which is in alignment with the 
dependencies outlined in Fig. 5.6 and quantified with equation 5.28/5.29. Relative 
differences in camshaft phasing were not found to have a significant impact. Integrating 
emission mass flow, heat flux and emission qualifiers according to equation 5.22 and 
setting those into relationship to the results of baseline calculation with no modification 
in driving resistance is visualizing the overall impact of driving resistance on NO-
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Figure 6.7: Relative change in emission mass flow, heat flux and emission-qualifier 
             integrals, depending on driving resistance 
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As expected, the integrals are mainly deviating while the vehicle is in motion. Numbers 
are starting to converge again during deceleration and second idle due to differences in 
combustion chamber warmup. With emission concentration increasing with elevated 
engine load while engine load is having a linear impact on air- and fuel flow as well, the 
second acceleration is having a higher contribution to increasing the emissions qualifier 
since heat flux is only increasing marginally. Furthermore, the impact of heat flux on 
converter temperature is following a natural delay.  Again using an identical scale, it can 
be observed that the impact of a faster engine warmup is significant, almost reducing the 
emission qualifier by 50% during the second idle phase, since differences in engine 
warmup are having a much stronger impact on NO-concentration than on exhaust 
temperature and heat flux. 
Looking at modelled post converter emissions according to Appendix E, the behaviour is 
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Figure 6.8: Relative and absolute changes in post converter emission mass flow, emission  
                  integrals and converter temperature, depending on driving resistance 
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Differences in post converter emission mass flows are only significant while the vehicle 
is in motion. The effect of a faster engine warmup during second idle can be observed as 
well since conversion rates are still low, leading to engine out emissions mostly passing 
the catalyst with little conversion. Although the converter model is slightly 
underestimating conversion efficiency (Appendix E), the general trend is assumed to be 
correct. Differences in converter warmup are extremely small as changes in driving 
resistance of +/-45% are leading to a difference in converter temperature of +/-5K which 
is equivalent to less than +/-0.9% difference in converter warmup when relating final 
temperatures to each other in units of Kelvin. As this magnitude of temperature delta is 
not having a substantial impact on conversion efficiency while NO-concentration is 
changing up to +/-40%, the results of the converter model and equation 5.22 are agreeing 
well. 
The overall changes in hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions qualifiers as well as simulated 
post converter emissions are almost negligible while exhibiting an opposing trend (Fig. 
6.5). While heat flux and overall flow are changing proportionally with driving resistance, 
THC- and CO-concentrations are not exhibiting linear dependencies. The background is 
outlined in Fig 6.9.  
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Figure 6.9:  Absolute change in THC- and CO-concentration, over driving resistance 
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Warmup effects and air/fuel ratio are playing a major role in hydrocarbon-emission 
formation, partly reversing concentration deltas when comparing the first and second 
acceleration. Compared to NO-concentration, an increase in engine load will slightly 
reduce hydrocarbon emissions while the interaction of engine load and hydrocarbon 
emissions is strongly pronounced, leading to an elevation of hydrocarbon concentration. 
However, the overall change in concentration is rather small with being at a magnitude of 
approximately +/-1.5%. CO-concentration is showing a comparable behaviour on a 
slightly larger scale while being dominated by absolute air/fuel ratio with load not playing 
a significant role. The integrals in equation 5.22 are almost neutralizing each other, being 
at an overall difference of less than 0.5% since the integral of heat flux is decaying the 
absolute differences to comparably small numbers, Fig 6.10.  
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Figure 6.10: Relative change in hydrocarbon- and CO-qualifiers, depending on road 
load 
 
However, heat flux cannot entirely serve as a substitute for converter temperature and 
conversion efficiency, leading to a deviation of results according to the converter model 
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versus estimations originating from equation 5.22. While NO-concentration is low during 
the first two thirds of converter warmup, the effect of a cold converter is not as pronounced 
as what was observed for hydrocarbon and CO-emissions that are in large portions formed 
during and right after engine start, both related to engine/combustion chamber 
temperature as well as sensitivity to air-/fuel-ratio deviating from stoichiometric 
conditions. As such, an increase in engine load and emission mass flow during an early 
stage of converter warmup is leading to an increase of post converter emissions that can 
only be recovered with a faster converter warmup to some extent. In turn, with heat flux 
increasing while emission concentration is decreasing over time, equation 5.22 is 
assuming a continuous recovery, leading to a reversion of the impact of driving resistance. 
The effect is exhibiting an estimated scenario in which driving resistance does not have 
an impact at all (Fig. 6.9, 50s for hydrocarbon-emissions, 55s for CO-emissions). Keeping 
in mind, that heat flux is not directly equivalent to emission conversion and assuming a 
continuously increasing converter temperature after start, results according to equation 
5.22 cannot be trusted in this case. As such, converter results are more accurately 
representing physics by taking converter attributes into account as well. Hence, it is 
decided to use the results that were generated by the converter model to quantify the 
dependency of driving resistance and emission performance in later sections.  
All three exhaust gas species of interest can be described with linear equations as both 
flux and emission concentration are changing linearly in first approximation, leading to 
an overall linear dependency from driving resistance. Same applies to fuel consumption, 
which is exhibiting a linearly proportional dependency from required engine power, 
minorly being biased by differences in combustion efficiency. The equations are not 
outlined explicitly but will be used in an exemplary application in chapter 6.2.6.  
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Summarizing chapter 6.2.3.1, driving resistance is having an almost negligible impact 
on hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions during converter warmup while NO-emissions are 
exhibiting a minor dependency. While changes in NO-emissions are mostly observed at 
elevated loads towards the end of warmup duration, hydrocarbon and CO-emissions are 
mainly sensitive to changes in overall mass flow during first acceleration. The effect of 
already small differences in engine load leading to a faster warmup of the combustion 
chamber was found to have a surprisingly large impact on emission formation and heat 
flux with the corresponding parameters approaching their warm steady state levels faster. 
Fuel economy is exhibiting an almost linear dependency from changes in engine power 
demand. Combustion efficiency is having an impact of much smaller magnitude. 
 
6.2.3.2 Vehicle mass 
Identical to changes in driving resistance, vehicle mass is only changing engine load while 
engine speed is remaining unchanged. However, as required torque for accelerating the 
vehicle is dominant over the torque demand to overcome driving resistance at low vehicle 
speeds, a change in vehicle mass is having a larger impact on engine load, compared to 
changing driving resistance by the same perceptual margin. Relative differences in spark 
retard from optimum spark, camshaft phasing and swirl state due to a shift in engine load 
are expected with optimized parameters mainly being a function of engine-load and -
speed. Absolute control parameters are kept unchanged (Fig. 5.68), leading to a difference 
in relative spark retard and relative delta camshaft phasing.  Fig. 6.11 is exhibiting that 
vehicle mass can be expected to have an impact which approximately doubled in 
magnitude, compared to that was observed when modifying driving resistance (Fig. 6.5). 
Hydrocarbon-emissions are exposing a proportional dependency from vehicle mass as 
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engine load will gain temperature related concentrations increases due to warmup effects 
(equation 5.27/5.29, Fig. 5.6). With optimum spark changing due to being a function of 
engine load and speed while maintaining the approach to use a constant set of control 
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Figure 6.11: Relative change in emission-qualifiers, depending on vehicle mass 
 
The effect is reducing estimated air torque, load/warmup interaction as well as post 
oxidation to some extent but is not considered to be significant as the increase in overall 
air- and fuel-flow is dominant. CO-concentration is showing no significant interaction 
with vehicle mass, except for a general impact of air- and fuel-flow due to changes in 
propulsion power demand. With the converter being comparably cold, hydrocarbon and 
CO mass flow is partly passing the converter with little conversion during first 
acceleration which is better taken into account by the converter model, compared to 
emission qualifiers according to equation 5.22. Fig. 6.12 is illustrating the delta in 
accumulated converted emission mass flow. Post converter emissions are increasing to a 
smaller extent than hydrocarbon- and CO-concentrations (not illustrated) as the impact of 
load on heat flux is leading to a faster converter warmup and elevated catalytic 
conversion. As CO-concentration is only minorly impacted by warmup effects, simulated 
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post converter results are in better agreement with emission qualifiers, compared to 
hydrocarbon emissions. Both emission species are exhibiting a consistent and continuous 
dependency from vehicle mass. The impact of warmup effects as discussed in the previous 
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Figure 6.12: Relative change in emission-integrals after converter, depending on  
    vehicle mass 
 
With NO-emissions naturally increasing much stronger with engine load, the impact on 
simulated post converter emissions as well as emission qualifiers is pronounced to a larger 
extent as well. Effects that are caused by differences in engine warmup are well visible 
during second idle while differences are converging. Identical to what was discussed in 
the previous chapter, NO-emissions are formed to a large extent towards the end of 
converter warmup duration when the catalyst is already operating with increased 
conversion efficiencies. As such, NO-sensitivities per equation 5.22 and according to the 
converter model are correlating well since very few NO-molecules are passing the 
converter during first acceleration.  
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Fuel consumption is showing a linear dependency from vehicle mass, indicating that 
engine efficiency is changing by the same magnitude than reserve torque is being 
modified due to maintaining a constant absolute spark advance relative to top dead centre 
while optimum spark is changing with engine load. Hence, changes in fuel consumption 
are in first approximation reflecting the difference in power demand. 
The dependency of all engine parameters from vehicle mass can be approximated with 
linear equations, as load and heat flux are changing linearly as well, identical to what was 
observed in chapter 6.2.3.1 already. However, the overall magnitude is different. 
Equations are not displayed explicitly but will be used for optimization in chapter 6.2.6. 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.3.2, the dependency of emissions and fuel economy from 
vehicle mass was found to be comparable to what was observed during a variation of 
driving resistance. Dependencies are comparable in shape but are pronounced to a 
stronger extent with a change of vehicle mass by +/-35% leading to a delta converter 
temperature of +/-9K, being equivalent to a change in converter warmup of +/-1.7%.  
 
6.2.3.3 Gear spread 
Compared to changing driving resistance or vehicle mass, required propulsion power is 
remaining identical when changing gear spread. For investigation purposes, the 
transmission ratio of second gear is modulated by +/-35% while keeping first gear ratio 
constant. As a result, engine speed and load will change proportionally when accelerating 
to 32km/h. The remainder of the converter warmup operation is not affected. An overview 
over emission qualifiers and post converter emissions is offered in Fig. 6.13.  
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Although hydrocarbon- and CO-emission qualifiers are showing a significant dependency 
from gear spread (i.e. gear two transmission ratio), simulated final emission integrals after 
converter are remaining almost constant, unless selecting excessively modified 
transmission ratios. Since the changes in load and speed are introduced late during 
warmup period in which the converter is already close to operating temperature, changes 
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Figure 6.13: Relative change in emission-qualifiers and post converter emissions, 
   depending on gear spread 
 
Heat flux itself is exhibiting a delta of 25%, comparing minimal and maximized gear 
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Figure 6.14: Heat Flux and Converter temperature, depending on gear spread 
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The effect is caused by the differences in engine speed, impacting heat loss to engine 
components, as the available time for heat exchange with the surrounding surfaces is 
changing as well. In addition, average engine load is changing as friction torque is 
increasing with elevated engine speed. Differences in relative spark retard due to changes 
in optimum spark are playing a role as well. As a result, converter temperature is 
spreading by 29K, being equivalent to a change in warmup performance of 4.3% / -1.3% 
relative to baseline, Fig 6.14 right. With both hydrocarbon- as well as CO-emissions 
being on almost negligible levels already during second acceleration, both species cannot 
make substantial use of the better conversion efficiency. NO mass-flow is not increasing 
further after gear spread was increased beyond +10% but is approaching a maximum, 
slightly decreasing towards even higher spreads. Although emission concentration is 
impacted by increases in engine load, engine warmup is considerably slower, leading to 
a scenario in which the increase in conversion efficiency due to converter warmup is 
dominant over an increase in emission concentration. An overall reduction of mass flow 
due to a reduction in engine speed and related friction torque is positively contributing as 
well. With decreasing gear spread, NO-emissions are significantly reduced since the 
converter is warmed up significantly faster due to effects described above while emission 
concentration is reduced at the same time, since engine load is decreasing. 
Fuel consumption is mimicking the dependencies of engine friction and engine speed, 
Fig. 5.4. Differences in engine efficiency, changes in relative spark retard and implicit 
deviations from the baseline camshaft phasing schedule are playing a minor role. 
While hydrocarbon-emissions are not showing a significant dependency from gear spread, 
CO- and NO-emissions as well as fuel consumption can be approximated with quadratic 
terms based on post-converter emission simulation results to account for the non-linear 
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increase of converter efficiency with increasing temperatures. Equations are not displayed 
explicitly but will be used for optimization in chapter 6.2.6. 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.3.3, gear spread is mainly contributing to emission 
characteristics by having a substantial impact on heat flux while the converter is close to 
its light off point in which substantial conversion can be assumed. Furthermore, while 
hydrocarbon and CO-concentration are not exhibiting a significant interaction with gear 
spread, NO-emissions are impacted by differences in engine warmup, shifts in engine 
load as well as substantially different converter temperatures. Fuel consumption 
differences are dominated by differences in engine friction, caused by differences in 
engine speed. Assuming a fixed shift schedule during the NEDC profile, a wide gear 
spread was found to be beneficial for both fuel consumption as well as emission 
performance. Emission qualifier results are only usable to a limited extent since isolated 
effects towards the end of converter warmup duration cannot be handled well, considering 
the implicit assumptions of equation 5.22.  
 
6.2.3.4 Target idle speed 
Although idle speed during converter warmup will be handled as a control modifier and 
as a degree of freedom for warmup control, target idle speed outside converter warmup is 
considered a vehicle parameter. However, since idle speed is ramped from converter 
warmup idle speed to target idle speed during converter warmup mode exit, the parameter 
is examined regarding its impact on simulated post converter emissions and emission 
qualifiers. An illustration of a ramping process from converter warmup idle speed to target 
idle speed is given in Fig. 6.15, using a ramp rate that already starts while the vehicle is 
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in motion and that is aiming to make the ramping as little disturbing to the customer as 
possible. As engine power to maintain idle is remaining constant, excluding friction 
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Figure 6.15: Converter warmup idle speed and target idle speed 
 
Although the physical effect is comparable to gear spread on first glance with the 
corresponding effects being outlined in chapter 6.2.3.3, engine power during idle is 
significantly lower than during acceleration and the difference in engine operation is 
occurring while the converter was not yet warmed up to being close to its light off 
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Figure 6.16: Relative change in emission-qualifiers and post converter emissions,  
   depending target idle speed 
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Overall, emission qualifiers and simulated post-converter emission results are showing 
good agreement with the converter being relatively cool during second idle. While 
hydrocarbon-emissions are only minorly impacted by target idle speed, CO- and NO-
numbers are showing an overall spread of approximately 5% and respectively 10% that 
is linearly proportional with increasing idle speeds in first approximation. Fuel 
consumption is exhibiting the same exponential dependency from changes in engine 
speed due to changes in friction power that were discussed in chapter 6.2.3.3. Converter 
temperature is reacting with a 2.8% / -0.4% change in warmup performance, being 
equivalent to a temperature delta of 16K / -3K, resulting from a respective difference in 
heat flux of 3% / -1.5%. With optimum spark almost remaining constant and no significant 
changes to camshaft scheduling being observed, the magnitude of change is impressively 
demonstrating the strong impact of engine friction on overall performance with indicated 
torque changing by up to approximately 40% / -20%, given the friction level of the engine 
in use and including the corresponding effects of a different combustion chamber 
warmup. As such, an observed increase of hydrocarbon mass flow of +/-2% is directly 
reflected in simulated post converter emission results since the changes in engine power 
demand are occurring while the converter is not yet at operating temperature. Emission 
qualifiers are incorrectly incorporating the corresponding increase in heat flux when 
increasing idle speed, assuming a direct reduction of post converter emissions by an 
elevation of conversion efficiency.  
Applying the same approach to the remaining two emission species is exposing that 
results are following the increase in overall mass flow in first approximation, which is 
directly corresponding to the increase in fuel consumption. Deviations are caused by a 
minor impact of a shift in engine operation on emission concentration. The trends are 
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directly reflected in emission qualifiers and simulated post-converter emissions as final 
conversion efficiency is comparably low in all scenarios. 
A variation of the ramp gradient is not investigated as the underlying physical effects are 
not changing. 
All emission species as well as fuel consumption can be approximated with linear 
equations to maintain simplicity as post converter emissions are solely depending on 
emission concentration which is increasing linearly as well in first approximation. 
Equations are not displayed explicitly but will be used for optimization in chapter 6.2.6. 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.3.4, shifts in engine friction are playing a dominant role when 
modulating target idle speed during converter warmup, including impacts on combustion 
chamber warmup as well as on overall mass flow. Changes in emission concentration are 
playing subsidiary role. The effect of a changing heat flux on converter temperature is 
surprisingly large but is not having a significant impact on overall results since the 
converter did not reach its light-off temperature during the entire study of target idle 
speed. Nonetheless, a potential to improve conversion efficiency can be observed, 
although being directly associated with a measurable impact on fuel consumption. As a 
soft fact it needs to be mentioned that increasing idle speed is likely increasing combustion 
stability, hence increasing overall robustness which is difficult to quantify.  
  
6.2.3.5 Tire radius 
Similar to modifying gear spread in which required propulsion power is remaining 
identical while differences in engine friction can be significant, engine-torque and –speed 
are changing proportionally with tire radius. As changes are having an effect during the 
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entire duration of vehicle motion, while the study is considering a span in tire radius of 
+/-35%, a substantial shift in engine operation is expected. Results in units of post-
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Figure 6.17: Relative change in emission-qualifiers and post converter emissions,  
   depending on tire radius 
  
While hydrocarbon-emissions appear to exhibit a linear dependency, CO- and NO-
numbers are clearly following exponential shapes. Furthermore, although a similar trend 
can be observed, simulated post converter emissions are tilted around the baseline result, 
compared to emission qualifiers, which will be investigated separately. Fuel consumption 
is showing a strong dependency from tire radius, mainly being dominated by changes in 
friction torque due to a shift in engine speed. With changes in engine load and engine 
speed causing a shift in optimum spark, differences in both effective spark retard as well 
as thermal efficiency have to be considered. 
Fig 6.18 is giving an overview about the underlying principles for hydrocarbon-
emissions. The integral of hydrocarbon mass flow is proportionally increasing with 
increasing tire radius.  Interestingly and with fuel consumption showing an opposing 
trend, the changes are not related to an increase in overall power demand and mass flow 
but need to be attributed in a substantial shift in emission concentration. 
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Figure 6.18: Simulated hydrocarbon mass flows, emission qualifier, heat flux and  
   converter temperature, depending on tire radius 
 
With optimum spark exhibiting large differences due to shifting points of operation, 
leading to large differences in effective spark retards, post oxidation is significantly 
impacted. As such, air torque is substantially different as well, both shifting basic 
emission concentration as well as impacting the interaction of engine load and combustion 
chamber temperature according to equations 5.28/5.29 which can clearly be observed in 
the top left chart as emission integrals during second idle are starting to converge. In 
addition to engine load gaining the effect of combustion chamber temperature on 
hydrocarbon-concentration (equation 5.29), the warmup function is decaying faster when 
operating the engine at elevated power, which is due to the integral of fuel used since start 
growing faster (equation 5.28). To give an example by comparing results during 15km/h 
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steady state driving, the combination of effects is leading to airflow results for the largest 
tire being reduced by a factor of 2.4 relative to the smallest tire while hydrocarbon mass 
flow is elevated by a factor of 1.4 - 2.3 at the same time. However, the integral of heat 
flux of the smallest tire is in turn increasing by up to 62% over the largest tire, both caused 
by a different effective spark retard as well as a reduced heat transfer into the engine and 
exhaust manifold components with elevated engine speeds, top centre chart. The effect is 
leading to an absolute difference in final converter temperature of 66K / -22K, being 
equivalent to a change in converter warmup of 13% / -4% when relating the results to 
baseline numbers in units of Kelvin, bottom right chart. Emission qualifiers are 
dramatically increasing with increasing tire size during 15km/h steady state driving since 
emission concentration is elevated due to reasons outlined above while heat flux is 
reduced at the same time, top right illustration. With raw emission qualifier results 
strongly changing magnitudes depending on the particular manoeuvre, qualifier integrals 
are inheriting the deviations but are rather exhibiting a linear distribution, bottom left. 
However, it is deemed to be possible that observed hydrocarbon-emission characteristic 
is specific to an engine that is equipped with variable swirl control as hydrocarbon-
emissions are increasing both with decreasing speeds as well as with increasing load, Fig 
3.1. However, changes in base hydrocarbon-concentrations are assumed to be dominated 
by the effects described above.  
Similar to what was discussed in earlier chapters, overall results are exhibiting a strong 
dependency from the point in time in which emission mass flows are elevated, caused by 
differences in converter temperature. With the system being sensitive to increasing 
emissions levels in early stages of the converter warmup period, hydrocarbon-
concentrations are observed to be elevated during and right after the cold start, both due 
to occasionally operating the engine at rich air/fuel ratios as well as suffering from the 
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interaction of elevated engine load with low combustion chamber temperatures at the 
same time. The effect is confirmed by looking at simulated post-converter emissions and 
estimated converter temperature (bottom middle and bottom right illustration). Since 
hydrocarbon mass flow is comparably high while the converter is still cold, the majority 
of post-converter emissions is emitted during the first acceleration while hydrocarbon 
surges during the second acceleration and the second steady state phase are mostly 
converted into non-hazardous species as the converter is sufficiently warmed up to enable 
significant emission conversion. With converter temperature increasing slower with 
increasing tire speed, hydrocarbon molecules can only be converted to some extent. 
Engine out emission concentration is benefitting from an amplification of post oxidation 
mechanisms, caused by a shift in relative spark retard. Lowering tire radius however is 
over-proportionally benefitting post-converter emissions due to a significantly faster 
converter warmup and a reduced interaction of combustion chamber temperature and 
engine load although the post oxidation effects are reduced. With estimated emission 
qualifiers comprehending converter temperature only to a limited extent, results are 
deviating from simulated post-converter emissions which are incorporating variable 
conversion rates over time. Converter model results are trusted, given the known 
deficiencies of equation 5.22. With temperature increase showing a light exponential 
trend while the impact of a shift in reference parameters on emission concentration and 
post oxidation effects cannot be assumed to be linear in nature, an exponential equation 
has to be used to approximate the impact of tire radius on hydrocarbon-emissions. 
Equations are not displayed explicitly but will be used for optimization in chapter 6.2.6. 
CO-emissions and -qualifiers are exhibiting a similar trend, compared to hydrocarbon-
emissions. However, the underlying effects are different, Fig. 6.19.  
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Figure 6.19: Simulated CO mass flows, emission qualifier, heat flux and converter  
  temperature, depending on tire radius 
 
With the interaction of combustion chamber temperature and engine load as well as post 
oxidation effects and warmup effects being pronounced to a much smaller extent, 
emission concentrations are only minorly impacted by engine load, hence differences in 
mass-flow are dominated by a change in power which is impacting air- and fuel flow. As 
the converter is warming up, post converter emissions are remaining on an almost constant 
level when increasing tire size over baseline level. With equation 5.22 not being able to 
account for converter temperature over time, results are tilted, relative to simulated post 
converter emissions.  
It appears, that the comparably small change in CO-concentration is not able to balance 
the large differences in heat flux and mass flow, while mass flow is showing an 
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exponential dependency from tire size. Effects are caused by a quadratic increase in 
engine friction (Fig. 5.4) as well as an exponential impact of a linearly shifting optimum 
spark due to dependencies within equations 5.31 and 5.36. As such, an exponential term 
is required to describe the dependencies of simulated post converter emissions from tire 
size. Equations are not displayed explicitly but will be used for optimization in chapter 
6.2.6. 
With NO-emissions mainly being impacted by engine load while engine load itself is 
significantly changing, NO-mass flow is largely impacted by tire size as well, Fig. 6.20.  
 Parameter  -35%   Parameter  -22.5%   Parameter -15%    Parameter -10%    Parameter -5%    Parameter Baseline






















































































































































































































Figure 6.20: Simulated æçè mass flows, emission qualifier, heat flux and converter 
 temperature, depending on tire radius 
 
As discussed above, changes in engine load are resulting from a shift in required torque 
to maintain constant propulsion power, engine speed dependent changes in engine friction 
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as well as the impact of engine load on optimum spark and camshaft phasing, leading to 
a modification in air torque, relative to crankshaft- and spark-torque. However, although 
NO-concentration is expected to increase with increasing tire size due to an elevation in 
engine torque, NO-mass flow is reduced. Using the largest tire will lead to a shift in base 
engine load, resulting in substantial differences in effective spark retard. Although an 
increased reserve torque will gain the relative increase of air torque, engine friction is 
reduced as engine speed is minimized. Assuming that the effects are neutralizing each 
other in first approximation, the combustion chamber is remaining comparably cold, 
leading to a low NO-emission formation in general that is only impacted to a limited 
extent by changes in engine warmup. With the combustion chamber being much warmer 
during second acceleration, effects of different engine loads are becoming much more 
visible while the system can well make use of a change in converter temperature. As such, 
final simulated post converter NO-emission results are mainly depending on system 
performance towards the end of the second acceleration, bottom centre illustration, 
showing a distribution being proportional tire size. Changes in engine emission mass flow 
(top left chart) are only partly compensated by a higher converter temperature (bottom 
right chart), which will lead to an improved conversion efficiency. As such, post converter 
emission results (bottom centre illustration) are exhibiting a substantial improvement for 
excessively small tires while the remainder of tire sizes is not exhibiting a substantial 
impact. 
Same as CO-emissions, the dependency of NO-emissions and fuel consumption from tire 
size is requiring an exponential mathematical approach to accurately describe the 
dependencies, although the dependencies are only partly comparable. Equations are not 
displayed explicitly but will be used for an exemplary optimization of the portfolio of 
interest in chapter 6.2.6. 
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Summarizing chapter 6.2.3.5, the effects of tire size on emission performance are 
complex and overlaying each other. While an increase in tire size is leading to an elevation 
of required crankshaft torque, a reduction will lead to a substantial increase of friction 
torque, caused by differences in engine speed. As optimum spark is a function of engine 
load and –speed and with both parameters substantially changing while a constant 
absolute spark advance is maintained for converter warmup, post oxidation mechanisms 
as well as the relative change of air torque are impacted. Different levels of engine load 
are furthermore leading to a faster increase or decay of general warmup behaviour 
according to Fig 5.6. Converter warmup is showing significant differences with exhaust 
gas enthalpy being impacted by different required power levels as well as differences in 
exhaust gas temperature. However, as changes in converter temperature are only 
impacting conversion efficiencies towards the end of warmup duration, differences in 
air/fuel- and emission mass flows that are causing a breakthrough of emissions during 
early stages of converter warmup can only partly be recovered. Hydrocarbon- and CO-
emission are particularly affected with emission concentrations being elevated during and 
right after the start by nature while NO-concentration can be assumed to mainly playing 
a role towards the end of converter warmup operation. The issue is leading to simulated 
post converter emission results and emission qualifiers being tilted relative to each other 
while the general dependencies are corresponding since equation 5.22 is reflecting 
conversion efficiencies correctly. Fuel consumption is showing a significant impact when 
changing tire size as well, both related to substantial differences in friction torque as well 
as due to differences in engine efficiency, mainly caused by differences in spark retard, 
representing the overall dependency of engine power demand and fuel flow from tire size. 
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6.2.3.6 Final drive ratio 
As the underlying physical effect of changing tire size and final drive ratio are identical, 
results are exhibiting comparable shapes. However, the cases are numerically opposing 
each other since an increase in final drive is equivalent to a decrease tire size by the same 
magnitude. As such, the results are inverted. In addition, and compared to the results for 
tire size that were presented in Fig. 6.17, the shapes in Fig 6.21 are slightly stretched over 
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Figure 6.21: Relative change in emission-qualifiers and post converter emissions, 
   depending on final drive ratio 
 
With the observation correlating well to the results presented in chapter 6.2.3.5, the effects 
are not further discussed. Comparable mathematical approaches that were developed to 
describe the impact of a variation of tire size can be used to quantify the dependencies of 
final drive ratio and fuel/emission performance. Equations are not displayed explicitly but 
will be used for an exemplary optimization of the portfolio of interest in chapter 6.2.6. 
 
6.2.4 Determination of best- and worst case variants 
With the dependencies of emission performance from vehicle parameters being 
quantified, the portfolio outlined in chapter 6.2.2 can be examined regarding emission 
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criticality. Results according to equation 5.22 and simulated post-converter emissions are 
utilized to generate separate assessments. Control parameters according to Fig. 5.68 were 
kept identical for the simulation of every virtual vehicle. Results are fully comparable as 
no issues with synchronization of fuel cut-off effects are applying any more. With all 
emission species being equally relevant, results for hydrocarbon-, CO- and NO-
emissions qualifiers can be averaged, creating a comparable number. Results are 
displayed in table 6.2 and table 6.3.  
 

































Overall, post converter simulation results are exhibiting a lower spread than emission 
qualifiers which is related to the catalytic converter incorporating emission conversion 
correctly. While CO numbers are only showing small differences as both load- as well as 
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temperature dependency being pronounced the least, hydrocarbon and NO-emissions are 
showing a wider spread with temperature and load dependency being more impacted by 
vehicle related attributes. While the order of criticality is identical or almost identical for 
hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions when comparing both sets of results, NO-emissions 
numbers are exhibiting large discrepancies. 
 
Table 6.3: Best- and worst-case variants for converter warm-up, based on simulated  





























96.2% 97.7% 95.5% 96.5% F 
 
Independent of the calculation method, vehicle 6 is found to be the best case for overall 
emission criticality as well as for hydrocarbon- and CO-numbers while being uncritical 
regarding NO-emissions at the same time. Vehicle 1 is exhibiting the highest criticality 
for hydrocarbon and CO-emissions, both according to emission qualifiers as well as 
regarding simulated post converter results, while vehicle 5 is showing an only minorly 
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less critical performance, exhibiting the highest NO-emissions at the same time.  As such, 
vehicles 1 and 5 are rated the overall worst cases, both for results according to equation 
5.22 as well as regarding simulated post converter. 
For a better understanding of the separate impacts, sensitivities for all vehicle parameters 
are calculated. Based on the overview given in table 6.1, each vehicle parameter that 
represents the average best by being at 100% of the normalized scale is changed by a 
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Figure 6.22: Calculated sensitivities of emissions and fuel economy from vehicle 
        parameters during converter warmup, according to equation 5.22 
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Final drive ratio and tire radius are the dominating impactors regarding hydrocarbon- and 
CO-emissions, leading to a change in overall emission results of approximately +/-5%. 
The background is discussed in chapter 6.2.3.5 and 6.2.3.6 with dependencies being 
complex in nature. The impact of target idle speed, vehicle mass and driving resistance is 
rather small with an impact of less than 1%. Results are in an expected range for target 
idle speed as the contribution to overall accumulated engine power during converter 
warmup is rather small. However, it is surprising, that neither vehicle mass nor driving 
resistance exhibit a significant impact on hydrocarbon- or CO-emissions, which is 
explained by an overall low vehicle speed and –acceleration during the NEDC profile. 
With the underlying effects of gear spread, tire size and final drive ratio being comparable 
while only affecting a shorter timely duration, the impact of gear spread is pronounced to 
a smaller extent while still underlining the important role of a shift in engine operation on 
emission criticality.  
The picture is different when looking at the impact of vehicle parameters on NO-
qualifiers. Final drive ratio and tire radius are not showing the same opposing trend which 
is explained both by inverting mathematical effects as well by a slightly shifted x-
coordinate. Furthermore, with NO-emissions rather being formed towards the end of 
converter warmup duration as the engine is warming up, the underlying effects are not 
identical since both CO- as well as hydrocarbon-emissions are mainly originating from 
cold engine operation during or right after a cold start. Magnitudes of changes are not 
comparable, coincidently exhibiting identical numbers to hydrocarbon- or CO-qualifiers.  
With NO-emissions being mainly a function of engine load, the dependency of emission 
qualifiers and driving resistance, vehicle mass and gear spread is much more pronounced 
as all of those are impacting engine load at a given speed or are leading to a shift in engine 
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operation. The impact on emission concentration is dominant over the impact of engine 
load on heat flux and converter warmup. Target idle speed is playing a minor role as 
engine load is too low in any case to lead to a significant NO-concentration. 
Trends in fuel consumption are showing different and partly inverted sensitivities than 
most emission qualifiers with fuel consumption during converter warmup mainly 
depending on differences in engine friction, being exponential in nature (Fig. 5.4), while 
combustion efficiency is having an impact of smaller magnitude. Results cannot be 
compared to emission qualifiers as fuel consumption is not related to the integral of heat 
flux but is used as an absolute number. With driving resistance being at a comparably low 
level during warmup operation, it is not surprising that changing vehicle mass by the same 
perceptual magnitude is exhibiting a much stronger effect on fuel consumption. However, 
it is remarkable, that modifying gear spread is approximately leading to double of the 
impact that was observed with vehicle mass, mainly driven by differences in engine 
friction. The role of engine friction regarding fuel consumption can also be observed when 
modifying target idle speed as the impact is comparable in magnitude than what was 
observed for driving resistance and vehicle mass. Overall and similar to most emission 
species, shifting engine operation is having the largest impact on fuel consumption. For 
comparison, sensitivities according to simulated post converter emissions are illustrated 
in Fig. 6.23. With CO-concentration only minorly interacting with differences in engine 
load or engine warmup, changes in simulated post converter emissions are mainly related 
to increases in power demand and overall mass flow that occur early during converter 
warmup. As such, heat flux is playing a less important role compared to results according 
to equation 5.22, explaining the differences in result characteristics. All vehicle 
parameters are showing a comparable impact, except for gear spread, as the second gear 
is only used towards the end of warmup operation on the NEDC profile. 
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Figure 6.23: Calculated sensitivities of emissions and fuel economy during converter 
                         warmup from vehicle parameters according to converter model results 
 
Identical effects are applying to hydrocarbon-emissions that are additionally overlapping 
with a stronger interaction of emission concentration with combustion chamber 
temperature and engine load, which are gaining effects during first vehicle launch. 
Compared to the assumptions taken within equation 5.22, an increase in heat flux and 
converter temperature cannot improve an emission result towards the end of converter 
warmup duration in case emissions have passed the converter already. As such, gear 
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spread is having no measurable impact while vehicle mass is elevating sensitivities to a 
considerable extent. 
Contrary to the above, NO-emissions are mainly formed towards the end of converter 
warmup duration, hence being impacted by different mechanisms. The emission species 
can make significant use of an elevated converter temperature during second acceleration, 
being reflected by a stronger dependency from target idle speed, driving resistance and 
gear spread. However, the impact of engine load on emission concentration is 
overcompensating increases in heat flux, explaining the elevated dependency from final 
drive ratio, tire size and gear spread. With increases in heat flux not continuously reducing 
emission results as assumed in equation 5.22 but only having an impact during a rather 
short period of time when the converter is at operating temperature, emission qualifiers 
and simulated post converter emission results are deviating from each other. 
Due to the accurate reflection of physical dependencies, simulated post converter 
emission results are trusted over the classification of severity based on emission qualifiers. 
Given the sensitivities illustrated in Fig. 6.23 and the parameters of the portfolio outlined 
in table 6.1, the impact of final drive, tire radius and vehicle mass becomes obvious as the 
order of overall criticality is almost exactly following the combined factor of all three 
attributes, limited weighting of parameters according to Fig 6.23 is considered with the 
impact of vehicle mass being reduced relative to tire size and final drive ratio. However, 
vehicles 3 and 4 are showing clearly that gear cannot be neglected due to its impact on 
NO-emission, as those two vehicle are identical except for the transmission ratio of gear 
2-5. Target idle speed, tire resistance and aerodynamic drag are playing a minor role. 
Although NO-emission results are slightly different in order, the general trend is 
confirmed, making final drive ratio, tire size and vehicle mass the dominant factors.  
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Further weighting regarding the determination of best- and worst- case variants can be 
applied in case regulated limits for a particular emission species are assumed to be 
generally more difficult to achieve than others or in case precious metal loading needs to 
be balanced in favour of a particular chemical element. 
Summarizing chapters 6.2.1 – 6.2.4, the simulation methodology presented in chapter 5 
has been used to systematically investigate the dependency of engine performance and 
vehicle specific attributes on the NEDC cycle. With vehicle specific degrees of freedom 
being identified in chapter 6.2.1, all parameters have been linearly modified while results 
according to a catalytic converter model and according to an alternative mathematical 
approach were illustrated for comparison. A sensitivity study regarding the relationship 
of vehicle attributes with emission formation and fuel consumption is presented in chapter 
6.2.3.6, outlining that dependencies are not comparable in between of emission species 
and fuel economy. Changes to different vehicle specific attributes exhibiting clearly 
distinguishable effects while parameters changes are exhibiting significantly different 
magnitudes of impacts on engine performance. The separate impacts were furthermore 
found to be continuous in nature while exhibiting linear and exponential dependencies. 
 
6.2.5 Control parameter study 
Under the given context, vehicle attributes discussed in chapter 6.2.3 are considered to 
impact required emission mass flow and exhaust gas enthalpy to meet a desired emission 
performance. However, meeting those requirements needs to be realized by both the 
emission system hardware as well as by an optimization of control parameters. While 
hardware modifications are out of scope for this work and with hardware not being desired 
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to be optimized separately for each vehicle application, the modification of control 
parameters for the purpose of assisting converter warmup and raw emission control is 
investigated in the following. Compared to the variation of vehicle attributes it is not 
useful to percentually modify control parameters, hence absolute numbers are referenced 
to cover the entire reasonable span as outlined in chapter 5.7. As such a percentual 
sensitivity study is not outlined as well but scope is limited to linear variations of the 
control parameters while robustness aspects are discussed as well. 
 
6.2.5.1 Spark retard 
The most prominent means to control emissions of a gasoline engine after a cold start is 
spark retard (Adrianov, 2011). The underlying theory is that engine efficiency is 
temporarily reduced by retarding spark from an optimal ignition angle, directly leading to 
an increase of exhaust gas temperature, since the loss of engine efficiency is pronounced 
through an increased heat loss into the exhaust gases. In addition, with engine efficiency 
being reduced, a higher mass of fresh charge is required to achieve the same crankshaft 
torque, which is both increasing air-and fuel flow as well as exhaust gas enthalpy. While 
some spark retard is considered to be best practice during warm engine idle, ignition 
timing is controlled to much later crankshaft angles during converter warmup mode, since 
the maximization of exhaust gas enthalpy is one of the main goals. 
For the purpose of this investigation, a constant negative number is added to optimum 
spark for the entire duration of converter warmup so that a constant absolute spark retard, 
relative to optimum spark, is maintained, independently from both indicated load as well 
as the current operating manoeuvre. As such, absolute spark advance will not remain on 
a constant ignition angle but will mimic optimum spark with a constant offset. Minimum 
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spark advance is considered to limit spark retard while advancing spark advance over 
optimum spark is not feasible for reasons of knock control and best engine efficiency. The 
remainder of control parameters was selected according to Fig. 5.68. Spark is ramped 
towards optimum spark within a fixed duration after a defined converter warmup period 
has expired. With that, the impact of idle, acceleration, steady state driving and 
deceleration can be easily compared. Fig. 6.24 is offering a schematic view. The duration 
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Figure 6.24: Variation of spark retard for converter warmup control 
 
Results are presented in Fig. 6.25. Emission qualifiers according to equation 5.22 are 
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Figure 6.25: Simulated emission results according to equation 5.22 and converter model  
                      during a variation of spark retard for converter warmup control 
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While hydrocarbon-emissions can be significantly reduced, the mitigation of CO-
emissions is only moderate while NO-emissions are showing an increasing trend. 
Furthermore, post-converter simulation results are not corresponding well to emission 
qualifiers for hydrocarbon- as well as CO-emissions. Looking at the results according to 
equation 5.22 first, it can be observed, that the overall integral of heat flux can be more 
than doubled, comparing optimum- and minimal spark advance, Fig 6.26.  
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Figure 6.26: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of spark advance for  
  converter warmup control, engine out parameters 
 
The effect is caused by an increase of up to 140% in instantaneous airflow and indicated 
torque due to the losses in engine efficiency as well as an increase in exhaust gas 
temperature by up to 140K. Although hydrocarbon-concentration can be reduced by up 
to 90% with maximized spark retard during the second idle phase, the interaction of an 
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increased load with cold operating temperature is dominant over post oxidation effects 
right after start as large portions of hydrocarbon-emission are passing the converter while 
conversion efficiencies are still low. However, with the increase in heat flux still being 
dominant over an overall increase in hydrocarbon mass flow, the emission qualifier for 
maximized spark retard is still indicating the best numbers in favour of emission 
performance, exhibiting an almost linear dependency. A comparison with post converter 
emission simulation results is showing comparable dependencies, Fig. 6.27.  
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Figure 6.27: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of spark advance for  
    converter warmup control, converter parameters 
 
With the converter still being cold right after engine start, the converter model is assuming 
a breakthrough of hydrocarbon mass flow as well since conversion efficiencies are still 
low. However, as the converter is warming up faster due to more spark retard being 
applied, a temperature differences up to almost 100K during the second acceleration can 
be observed which is corresponding to a 19% improvement in converter warmup 
performance. With leading to a substantially better emission conversion, post converter 
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emission mass flows and the corresponding integrals are decaying to comparably small 
numbers. Interestingly, more spark retard is not automatically leading to better overall 
post converter emission results but a constant relative spark retard of 35°CrA angle is 
offering the best compromise between a fast converter warmup and an increase in overall 
engine out hydrocarbon mass flow during an early stage of warmup measures being 
active. A third order approach is required to describe the dependencies. The equation is 
not explicitly presented but will be used in an exemplary optimization in chapter 6.2.6. 
Looking at CO-emissions, the same mechanisms can be observed in general, except for 
significantly less post oxidation effects, especially right after start. The effect is related to 
CO molecules forming a stable triple bond, compared to hydrocarbon molecules which 
are featuring a single bond connection (see chapter 5.5.4), Fig. 6.28.  
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Figure 6.28: CO-emission results during a variation of spark advance for converter  
    warmup control, engine out parameters 
 
While hydrocarbon raw emission can be reduced by up to 65% right before the first 
acceleration (Fig. 6.22), CO-emissions only show a decrease of 9% with maximized spark 
retard, while the increase in air- and fuel- mass flow is identical, exhibiting the known 
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weakness in equation 5.22 that is rating the effect of heat flux to be independent from the 
point in time during converter warmup operation. As such, CO mass flow is doubled after 
start with maximized spark retard. However, with heat flux and the relative increase in 
enthalpy still being dominant in magnitude over the increase in mass flow, emission 
qualifiers according to equation 5.22 indicate that maximized spark retard is leading to 
minimized CO-emissions. Looking at simulated post converter emissions results is 
however showing that the assumption cannot be confirmed, Fig. 6.29.  
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Figure 6.29: CO-emission results during a variation of spark advance for converter  
    warmup control, converter parameters 
 
With CO-molecules being more resistant to post oxidation mechanisms, emission 
concentration and mass flow are remaining on an elevated level for a longer period of 
time. Although the increase in emission conversion can be assumed to be identical to what 
was observed for hydrocarbon-emissions in first approximation, the effect of an increase 
in airflow due to spark retard is clearly dominant over improvements in emission 
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conversion. The effect is exponential in characteristics due to the exponential increase in 
load and mass flow when linearly retarding ignition timing. 
The mechanisms behind NO-emissions are correlating very well with what was outlined 
for CO-emissions, Fig 6.30. The effect of an increasing load is dominant over the 
combined effect of spark retard on post oxidation and load dependent NO-concentration, 
leading to a substantial increase in NO mass flow. With NO mass flow during optimum 
spark being close to zero due to a combination of a cool combustion chamber and 
comparably low load, perceptual differences are excessive. However, as the increase is 
dominant over the increase in heat flux, the integral of NO-emission qualifiers is 
maximized with maximized spark retard although the effect of an increased heat flux is 
still leading to results converging over time.  
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Figure 6.30 æçè-emission results during a variation of spark advance for converter  
  warmup control, engine out and converter parameters 
 
With significant emission conversion only being observable towards the end of warmup 
operation, increases in integrated heat flux are corresponding to a higher converter 
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temperature and a better NO-conversion, explaining the good correlation of simulated 
post converter emissions results and emission qualifiers. With concentration levels only 
being minorly affected by engine load and post oxidation effects, overall emissions are 
mainly following the increase in engine power and airflow which can be described by an 
exponential functionality. However, NO-emissions are on an overall very low level. 
Hence, although the magnitude of perceptual difference is large, the impact of spark retard 
on NO-emissions is rather small. Fuel consumption is mimicking the trends that were 
observed during the variation of spark advance on CA-angle and engine torque, showing 
an exponentially decreasing shape within the physical range that was investigated. The 
dependency can be approximated with a comparable exponential approach that was 
proposed for the emission species above. Equations are not displayed explicitly. 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.5.1, the effect of spark retard on overall post converter 
emissions is strongly dominated by changes in airflow right after start. While 
hydrocarbon-emissions can be substantially reduced by post oxidation at the same time, 
CO- and NO-emissions are showing a far less pronounced dependency. Although 
converter temperature and conversion rates can be significantly increased with spark 
retard, the combination of an increased overall mass flow and effects on emission 
concentration cannot entirely be compensated by the impact of an increased heat flux on 
converter temperature and conversion efficiency under all circumstances. 
 
6.2.5.2 Converter warmup idle speed 
As discussed in the previous chapter, increasing exhaust gas enthalpy is a major goal 
during converter warmup. As such, idle speed is a viable means to both increase exhaust 
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gas flow as well as to reduce heat losses into the engine and exhaust manifold. Although 
crankshaft torque is controlled to 0Nm to maintain constant idle speed, excluding idle 
control interventions, indicated torque is increasing with increasing idle speed to 
overcome the growth in engine friction torque, which can be significant, Fig 5.4 (left), 
leading to an overall increased air- und fuel flow. In addition, with this investigation 
commanding spark advance during converter warmup in units of absolute advance, not in 
units of relative retard from optimum ignition timing and with optimum spark being 
dependent on both engine-load and speed, effective spark retard is increasing with 
increasing engine-speeds, leading to a further increase in engine-load. Exhaust gas 
temperature is expected to increase with increasing engine speed since less time is 
available for heat transfer into the cylinder walls and into the exhaust manifold due to a 
higher piston speed, a smaller time that the charge is residing in the cylinders and due to 
an overall increasing exhaust gas velocity. The effect is in overlap with exhaust gas 
temperature increasing due to an increase in relative spark retard. 
In order to examine the impact of idle speed on emission performance that is not related 
to target idle speed, engine speed during converter warmup duration is modified, affecting 
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 Idle Speed 1550/min
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 Vehicle speed
Figure 6.31: Variation of converter warmup idle speed 
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Ramping towards target idle speed is assumed to start approximately when the vehicle is 
launched. As such, engine speed will be different during acceleration and as soon as the 
deceleration from 15km/h comes to an end. Control parameters are applied in a similar 
fashion that was discussed in chapter 5.5, except for converter warmup idle speed (Fig. 
5.68). The overall simulated impact of converter warmup idle speed on emission 
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Figure 6.32: Simulated emission results according to equation 5.22 and converter  
    model during a variation of converter warmup idle speed 
 
Hydrocarbon-emission qualifiers as well as simulated post converter emission results are 
exhibiting a decreasing trend when increasing converter warmup idle speed. However, 
strongly non-linear characteristics are observed. Emission concentration and mass flow 
are exhibiting, that hydrocarbon-concentration is impacted substantially when changing 
idle speed, which is mostly related to a change in concentration based on the operating 
point itself, not as a result of an interaction of warmup and load, Fig 6.33. Differences in 
post oxidation are playing a minor role as well. Concentrations are almost randomly 
distributed, caused by differences in warm camshaft schedules as well as speed dependent 
changes of in-cylinder charge motion to which the swirl flaps, which are actuated in all 
simulations, are assumed to contribute as well. With a mass flow increase of up to 165% 
when comparing minimum and maximized idle speed, the effect of a widespread emission 
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concentration becomes less visible. However, it can clearly be observed, that emission 
mass flow is decaying faster at elevated idle speed, mainly related to a faster warmup of 
the combustion chamber and the engine components. On the other side, the impact of idle 
speed on exhaust gas temperature and heat flux is very consistent, showing a maximum 
exhaust gas temperature difference of 70K right before launching the vehicle for the first 
time which is further increasing to 105K during the acceleration itself as the heat losses 
are reduced due to a higher component temperature. 
 nIdle = 1550/min    nIdle = 1450/min   nIdle = 1350/min    nIdle = 1250/min    nIdle = 1150/min




































































































































































































Figure 6.33: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of converter warmup 
  idle speed, engine out parameters 
 
With that, heat flux into the converter can be increased by up to 140%, leading to a delta 
in converter temperature of 47K at the end of converter warmup duration which is 
equivalent to a 9.4% faster converter warmup when comparing the highest and lowest 
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engine speed. Emission qualifiers are reacting accordingly, showing a very inconsistent 
picture due to the differences in emission concentration while mass flow and heat flux are 
almost linearly increasing. Comparing emission qualifiers to simulated post converter 
emission results is exposing a comparable trend for both methods, Fig. 6.34.  
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Figure 6.34: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of converter warmup 
 idle speed, converter parameters 
 
Although converter temperatures can eventually be increased by 52K, the difference in 
post converter emission mass flow right before launching the virtual vehicle is 
insignificant since the converter is still cold although engine out exhaust gas mass flow is 
at its peak. As such, simulated post converter emissions are mainly following simulated 
engine out emissions. However, the impact of the elevated converter temperature becomes 
visible during the second acceleration in which the differences between post converter 
emission integrals is significantly reduced, indicating a better converter efficiency. 
Looking at CO-emissions, engine out emission concentration is changing as well but in a 
more consistent way compared to hydrocarbon-concentration that was discussed above, 
Fig. 6.35. As a result, CO mass flow is showing a more uniform distribution which is 
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increasing steadily with idle speed. With heat flux being impacted by changes in idle 
speed continuously, the integral of emission qualifiers is eventually almost converging 
towards the end of warmup operation. 
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Figure 6.35: CO-emission results during a variation of converter warmup idle speed,  
            engine out parameters 
 
Considering the known deficiencies of equation 5.22, post converter emission simulation 
results can be easily explained, Fig. 6.36.  
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Figure 6.36: CO-emission results during a variation of converter warmup idle speed,  
   converter parameters 
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Similar to what was observed for hydrocarbon-emissions, post converter emissions are 
mainly following engine out emissions while the effect of an increased converter 
temperature and conversion efficiency becomes visible during second acceleration, which 
is an effect that equation 5.22 cannot take into account. 
NO-emissions are behaving comparably to what was observed for hydrocarbon- and CO-
emissions, except for exhibiting more consistent dependencies, Fig. 6.37, as NO-
concentration is majorly dominated by engine load.  
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Figure 6.37: æçè-emission results during a variation of converter warmup idle speed,  
selected engine and converter parameters 
 
The effect of an increased load is dominant over the effects of spark retard in this case. 
However, although the relative deviations appear to be huge, the absolute emission levels 
are rather small as emission levels after start are close to zero. Looking at the integrals, 
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the absolute difference is mostly resulting from engine operation right after the start, 
majorly being influenced by a generally increased NO-concentration due to a higher load 
as well as a faster warmup at higher loads, increasing NO-concentration even further. 
Regarding fuel consumption it is assumed, that the increase in friction torque is partly 
neutralized by a slight improvement in engine efficiency. Relative spark retard is reduced 
since optimum spark is retarding with increasing engine speeds while absolute spark 
advance is held constant. Hence, fuel consumption cannot increase exponentially as it 
would be expected due to an exponential friction increase but is exhibiting a rather linear 
shape. It can however not be neglected, that even if increasing warmup idle speed is 
increasing fuel consumption by nature, a faster converter warmup is leading to an 
opportunity to exit warmup measures sooner as the converter is reaching operating 
temperature at an earlier point in time. With auto stop-start being prohibited while 
warmup measures are still active, there is an interest to exit converter warmup operation 
during the first 15km/h phase. As such, increasing idle speed can be useful regarding the 
overall fuel consumption result, given emission regulations are still met. 
All emission species as well as fuel consumption can be modelled with exponential 
approaches. Equations are not displayed but will be used for optimization in chapter 6.2.6. 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.5.2, emission characteristics during converter warmup idle 
speed is significantly depending from emission concentration at the corresponding point 
of operation, which, in turn, is a result of the spark retard that is selected, assuming a fixed 
absolute spark advance, not a fixed relative retard from optimum spark. In conjunction 
with a linear gain in power demand, emission mass flow can increase significantly with 
increasing warmup idle speeds. Although post oxidation effects are positively impacting 
hydrocarbon-emissions, an increase in idle speed is only considered beneficial up to a 
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certain point. Heat flux and converter temperature can be substantially increased but 
cannot compensate for the differences in engine out emissions under all circumstances 
and for all emission species. The effect of a faster engine warmup needs to be taken into 
account as well. Overall, excessive idle speeds are not recommended for the engine in 
use, based on the findings outlined above.  
 
6.2.5.3 Exhaust Camshaft phasing 
With both variable camshafts being independent engine actuators during converter 
warmup, the impact on emission characteristics is investigated separately. Each camshaft 
is held at a constant position relative to piston top dead centre during the entire duration 
of warmup operation. The full physical range of actuation was utilized for investigation 
purposes. Interactional modification of camshaft phasing is not considered in this chapter, 
as the impact of camshaft phasing was investigated separately while one camshaft was 
always kept in its most advanced position in which the actuator is considered to be parked. 
Effects of simultaneously changing both camshaft phasing angles are investigated in 
chapter 6.2.5.7 to a limited extent. The remainder of control parameters was controlled 
according to the overview that is offered in Fig. 5.68. Camshafts are assumed to be in 
their desired position already during and right after engine start, without any ramping out 
of park position becoming necessary. Although this scenario is only realistic to a limited 
extent, the approach was purposely selected since linear differences in ramping duration 
would lead to an inconsistent obliteration of steady state and transient results. With start 
of the ramping and ramping speed mainly being dictated by engine oil pressure, assuming 
hydraulic actuators, a more retarded position will require a longer ramping duration as 
ramping angular speed is constant and not depending from desired or absolute position. 
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With both actuators being parked in their most advanced position, an increase of phasing 
angle relative to park position is equivalent to a physical retard. 
Results for a variation of exhaust camshaft position are presented in Fig. 6.38. 
Hydrocarbon-emissions are showing a significant increase with increasing exhaust 
camshaft phasing with emission qualifiers and post converter emission simulation results 
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Figure 6.38: Simulated emission results according to equation 5.22 and converter model  
                      during a variation of exhaust camshaft phasing for converter warmup 
 
Examining the details is exposing unexpected differences in hydrocarbon-concentration, 
Fig. 6.39. Although first idle is already exhibiting an increase of up to 85%, the largest 
difference is observed during deceleration, in which the engine is operated on minimum 
load and minimum spark, which is a clear indication for an unstable engine combustion 
or beginning engine misfire. As such and considering an overall increase of fresh charge 
mass flow of 10%, mainly caused by an unstable combustion which is leading to requiring 
elevated torque levels to sustain stable idle speed, hydrocarbon mass flow is increasing 
by up to 60% during first idle while the converter is still cold. The effect can be observed 
very well during second idle but is less pronounced during acceleration and steady state 
driving with engine not exposing misfire in this point of operation, which was confirmed 
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by the measurement data. The relative increase in engine load and mass flow is decreasing 
as well. Furthermore, the observed increase in exhaust gas temperature can only be 
explained with beginning misfire and an elevated combustion duration as well, leading to 
an increase in heat flux. Consistently, the integral of hydrocarbon-emission qualifiers are 
exponentially elevated over baseline numbers as emission mass flow is increasing by a 
five times larger magnitude than heat flux. 
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Figure 6.39: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of exhaust camshaft  
  position for converter warmup, engine out parameters 
 
Looking at simulated post converter parameters, the converter temperature model is not 
able to take the effect of misfire into account that would naturally lead to a significant 
increase in temperature as evaporated fuel that has passed the cylinder during misfire 
events without combustion would be combusted inside the catalyst, Fig 6.40. However, a 
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small increase in temperature can still be observed, driven by the increase in exhaust gas 
temperature. The temperature difference of 12K maximum is corresponding to an increase 
in warmup performance of 2.3%, not considering oxidation of unburnt additional 
hydrocarbon molecules inside the converter that result from combustion deficiencies. 
With that, the converter is not able to compensate the elevation in engine out emissions, 
leading to an increase of 42% when comparing the most advanced and most retarded 
exhaust camshaft position. 
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Figure 6.40: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of exhaust camshaft 
  position for converter warmup, converter parameters 
 
However, despite effects of misfire which were discussed above and which are observed, 
starting from a phasing angle of 15°CmA, the engine is showing almost no reaction to 
exhaust camshaft phasing, offering potential benefits for interaction with the intake 
camshaft at small phasing angles. 
With less CO molecules being produced during an incomplete combustion or beginning 
engine misfire, CO-concentration is continuously reduced, Fig. 6.41. In addition, 
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retarding the exhaust camshaft is furthermore leading to a positive effect on CO-
concentration with small phasing angles which is assumed to be due to a reduced internal 
exhaust gas recirculation (Fig. 5.50, chapter 5.3.3.1) leading to a more uniform 
distribution of oxygen inside the combustion chamber. Although the effect is 
overcompensated by the increase in mass flow caused by increased torque demand, 
emission qualifiers are changing in favour of exhaust camshaft phasing as the increase in 
heat flux is larger in magnitude than the increase of CO mass flow. 
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Figure 6.41: CO-emission results during a variation of exhaust camshaft position for  
converter warmup, engine parameters 
 
Unfortunately, the increase in heat flux is not having a substantial effect on post converter 
emission simulation results since CO is both relatively resistant to post oxidation as well 
as converter temperature not increasing enough to significantly increase conversion 
efficiency, Fig. 6.42. 
As such, the effect of an increased torque demand on overall mass flow is dominant, 
leading to an increase of CO-emissions with increasing exhaust camshaft phasing. 
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Figure 6.42: CO-emission results during a variation of exhaust camshaft position for  
             converter warmup, converter parameters 
 
Due to the effects explained in Chapter 5.3.3.1, NO-concentration is increasing with 
small exhaust phasing angles before substantially dropping, Fig. 6.38 and Fig. 6.43. The 
effects are strong enough to dominate emission mass flow and emission qualifiers, both 
following an identical trend. 
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Figure 6.43:  æçè-emission results during a variation of exhaust camshaft position for  
  converter warmup, engine parameters 
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As such it is not surprising, that post converter emission simulation results are following 
the same dependencies, since the difference in converter temperature cannot lead to a 
substantial difference in emission conversion, Fig. 6.44. Fuel consumption is increasing 
steadily with retarding exhaust camshaft angles, being attributed to a decrease in engine 
efficiency due to over-dilution. An additional increase related to an incomplete 
combustion or beginning misfire is assumed, leading to an overall elevated demand of air 
and fuel as the engine is less utilizing chemical fuel energy. All emission species as well 
as fuel consumption can be modelled with exponential equations. 
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Figure 6.44:  æçè-emission results during a variation of exhaust camshaft position for  
  converter warmup, converter parameters 
 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.5.3, controlling the exhaust camshaft to excessively retarded 
positions is not recommended since combustion efficiency is expected to significantly 
deteriorate. Furthermore, given a limited angular velocity with which the phasers will be 
able to move after a cold start, it is questionable if exhaust camshaft phasing will lead to 
more disturbance than benefit as the engine will be kept in a transient condition until the 
phasing angle has reached its final position. Even small angles of phasing are not 
recommended with the engine in use as the amount of internal residual gas will likely 
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decrease, leading to increased NO-emissions, together with a potentially negative impact 
on fuel evaporation. The statement both applies to idle as well as higher load conditions 
as no benefit was found that would improve all emission species at the same time. 
 
6.2.5.4 Intake Camshaft phasing 
Results for a variation of intake camshaft position are presented in Fig. 6.45. The exhaust 
camshaft was assumed to remain in its most advanced position for the duration of the 
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Figure 6.45: Simulated emission results per equation 522 and converter model during a  
          variation of intake camshaft phasing during converter warmup 
 
Compared to the variation of exhaust camshaft phasing position, the increase in 
hydrocarbon-emission is not related to an incomplete engine combustion or starting 
misfire, as both airflow and exhaust gas temperature are almost remaining constant, Fig. 
6.46. Instead, the continuous increase in emission concentration is likely caused by a 
steadily increasing intake manifold pressure, which is having a substantial impact on fuel 
evaporation, especially on a port fuel injection engine architecture. The increase in 
hydrocarbon mass flow is almost entirely equivalent to the increase in concentration. The 
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effect is becoming less pronounced at higher loads since intake manifold pressure is 
generally elevated. With exhaust gas temperature being in a range of approximately +/-
1K and flow not significantly changing, heat flux is remaining identical in first 
approximation as well. 
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Figure 6.46:  Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of intake camshaft 
position for converter warmup, engine out parameters 
 
As such, integrated emission qualifiers are almost accurately mimicking the integrals of 
hydrocarbon mass flow. Converter temperature is changing by 2.6K, corresponding to 
0.5% improvement in warmup performance, which is not significantly impacting 
emission conversion, Fig. 6.47. As a result, simulated post converter emission results are 
mimicking simulated engine out emissions almost accurately, except for minor catalytic 
conversion of hydrocarbon-molecules towards the end of warmup operation. 
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Figure 6.47:  Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of intake camshaft  
    position during converter warmup, post converter parameters 
 
Since the effects on exhaust gas temperature, heat flux, converter temperature and 
emission conversion are identical, CO- and NO–emission qualifiers as well as simulated 
post converter emissions are dominantly depending on changes in emission concentration, 
Fig 6.48. Although being lower in magnitude, the reduced fuel evaporation is having an 
impact on CO-concentration as well. The fact that the difference in emissions is dropping 
at higher load is an additional indication that the effect is dependent from manifold 
pressure. Engine- and converter-CO mass flows are almost identical with converter 
temperature remaining on an overall rather cold level. NO-concentration is only minorly 
changing, probably caused by small differences in internal exhaust gas recirculation, 
differences in engine load and in cylinder charge motion. With the distribution showing 
a wide and indifferent spread, the effects are not investigated further as they are rather 
low in overall impact on post converter emissions. Fuel consumption is surprisingly not 
showing any significant dependency from intake camshaft position during converter light 
off. However, with the exhaust camshaft being in its most advanced position for the 
duration of the study, the intake camshaft is only having a limited ability to modify the 
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fraction of internal gas recirculation, eliminating a potential impactor on fuel 
consumption. Pumping loss reduction due to intake phasing is assumed to be so small in 
effect, compared to the level of absolute torque, that the effect is hardly visible. All 
parameters are approximated with linear approaches, which are not explicitly outlined. 
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Figure 6.48:  CO- and æçè-emission results during a variation of intake camshaft  
position for converter warmup, engine out and converter parameters 
 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.5.4, intake camshaft position has no significant impact on 
exhaust gas temperature, heat flux, conversion efficiency and general mass flow. As such, 
the impact of intake camshaft phasing on raw emission concentration is essentially 
directly impacting post converter emissions. Retarding the intake camshaft positions 
having a negative impact on both hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions as intake manifold fuel 
evaporation is negatively influenced by an increase in manifold pressure. With neither 
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intake- nor exhaust camshaft phasing exhibiting any significant opportunity to improve 
any of the exhaust gas species, it is assumed that no combination of camshaft phasing will 
substantially improve engine out or post converter emissions, especially since the increase 
of exhaust gas temperature when retarding the exhaust camshaft is likely caused by engine 
misfire which needs to be avoided in any case.  
 
6.2.5.5 Swirl control 
As outlined in chapter 3.2.5 the engine in use is equipped with a mechanism to deactivate 
one of the two available intake ports of each cylinder while the port that is remaining 
active was optimized to enhance in-cylinder swirl. The goal is to enhance combustion 
stability so that fuel economy can be improved by increasing the amount of internal gas 
recirculation (Grebe et al., 2003). The impact on emission characteristics is investigated 
in the following. Control parameters correspond to Fig. 5.68. While an optimization of 
swirl state was not attempted, the variation is consisting of holding the actuator in an 
active position, remaining it permanently in an inactive state and a baseline schedule 
which is resulting from a lookup of desired position with engine speed and indicated load 
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Figure 6.49: Simulated emission results according to equation 5.22 and converter model  
                     during a variation of swirl state during converter warmup 
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As the baseline control strategy is mostly holding the actuator in an active state, the 
differences to a permanently increased swirl level are negligible. However, comparing 
hydrocarbon-emissions is exhibiting that controlling the actuator to an inactive position, 
in which both intake ports are active while swirl is reduced will lead to a reduction of 
hydrocarbon-concentration of up to 50% right before the virtual vehicle is launched, Fig. 
6.50. 



























































































































































































Figure 6.50: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of swirl control for  
      converter warmup, engine out parameters 
 
Although charge homogeneity is assumed to be improved, more usable mixture is 
expected to be pushed close to the cylinder walls and combustion chamber crevices. As 
the flame can tend extinguish when approaching those areas due to excessive heat losses 
into the cold engine parts, hydrocarbon-emissions will increase. The effect is expected to 
decay with a warmed up engine. The increase in air- and fuel flow of approximately 
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0.75% can be attributed to the loss in combined engine efficiency. With general flow not 
significantly changing, hydrocarbon mass flow is equivalent to emission concentration as 
well. Since swirl enhancements will improve engine efficiency, reducing swirl will 
automatically increase exhaust gas temperature. The effect is gained with increasing gas 
flows as less time is available for heat transfer into the engine parts. As such both exhaust 
gas temperature as well as heat flux are increasing. Both effects are having a positive 
impact on emission qualifiers which, as a result, are eventually improved by 
approximately 15%. With converter temperature increasing by 9K, warmup performance 
is improved by 1.8% when relating final temperatures to each other in units of Kelvin. 
Conversion efficiency can be assumed to be marginally improved, leading to the 
difference in simulated post converter emission results being slightly lower than the 
difference in integrated simulated engine out hydrocarbon mass flow, Fig. 6.51. 
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Figure 6.51: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of swirl control for  
   converter warmup, converter parameters 
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As such, changes in CO- and NO-concentrations will directly have an impact on post 
converter emissions as well. CO-concentration is naturally increasing with inactive swirl 
control as homogenization of the charge is negatively impacted, which is furthermore 
dependent from engine load- and speed. The increase in emission concentration and load 
is dominating improvements in conversion efficiency, Fig. 6.52.  



































































































































































































Figure 6.52: CO- and æçè-emission results during a variation of swirl control during  
converter warmup, engine out and converter parameters 
 
NO-emissions are surprisingly indicating an increase in concentration with the swirl flaps 
being in an inactive state. The effect is asssumed to be related to an overall colder 
combustion when operating the engine with active swirl control right after a cold start. 
Since the flame is tending to extinguish when approaching combustion chamber walls, 
which corresponds to an increase in hydrocarbon-emissions as well, less overall heat is 
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released, leading to an overall reduced average combustion temperature. With no 
significant conversion being observable yet, the differences in simulated engine- and post-
converter emission integrals are mimicking each other while remaining on an overall low 
level. 
Fuel consumption is exhibiting a surprisingly large difference between swirl states, that 
is assumed to be attributed to an increase in engine efficiency. Modelled exhaust gas 
temperature is confirming the assumption, indicating a reduced heat loss through exhaust 
gas enthalpy. Due to the discrete nature of results, no equations are set up to mathematilly 
describe the observations. 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.5.5, the impact of swirl control on exhaust gas temperature 
and heat flux was found to be strong enough to lead to observable differences in converter 
temperature, together with minor improvements in conversion efficiencies. Furthermore, 
emission concentrations are impacted by an assumed extinguishing of the flame and 
differences in charge homogeneity. It is recommended to remain the swirl control valve 
in an open position for converter lightoff operation and the engine in use.  
 
6.2.5.6 Air/fuel ratio 
Since the engine O -sensor needs to be heated up before delivering usable measurements 
while some delay after cold start needs to be considered before the heating process can 
start, fuel is controlled in an open loop manner during the begin of converter warmup 
duration. In addition, with the three way converter being cold right after start, not offering 
a considerable emission conversion, engine operation is not strictly limited to 
stoichiometric conditions, offering an additional degree of freedom. As such, air/fuel ratio 
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is considered to be a control parameter which is investigated regarding its impact on 
emissions and fuel economy during converter warmup.  
Except for modifications to the air/fuel ratio, the engine is operated with control 
parameters according to Fig. 5.68. Air/fuel ratio in units of lambda is held constant from 
the start until being ramped towards a fixed point within a constant duration. Air/fuel ratio 
that was measured on the high dynamic engine dynamometer was used in the following, 
including the observed deviations and not applying any limitations. Fig. 6.45 is 
illustrating the general approach. Air/fuel ratio is assumed to be constant and on its desired 
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Figure 6.53: Variation of air/fuel ratio during converter warmup 
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Figure 6.54: Simulated emission results according to equation 5.22 and converter  
  model during a variation of air/fuel ratio for converter warmup 
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As discussed in chapter 5.3.2, the sensitivity of single emission species to changes in 
air/fuel ratio is largely different, which can also be observed when systematically varying 
lambda numbers during a dynamic manoeuvre.  
Referring to chapter 5.3.2.1, hydrocarbon-emission concentration is showing a steady 
increase with air/fuel ratio in units of lambda being reduced, Fig. 6.55. The magnitude of 
peak to peak change is significant, exposing a delta of approximately +/-60% towards the 
end of first idle. 
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Figure 6.55: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of air/fuel ratio for  
   converter warmup, engine out parameters 
 
Engine load is reacting to changes in air/fuel ratio which is related to missing fuel energy 
that needs to be compensated with more fresh charge when running lean and with an 
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improved thermodynamic efficiency when operating rich. Combining the effects, 
hydrocarbon mass flow is increased by up to 20% when operating 4% rich and reduced 
by up to 35% when running 13% lean.  
Exhaust gas temperature is generally exhibiting excepted dependencies in lean direction 
with temperature levels continuously decreasing. A minor elevation can be observed 
during deceleration, likely being caused by beginning misfire which corresponds well to 
the discussion outlined in chapter 3.2.2 and the observations in Fig. 3.5. Running rich will 
eventually lead to a minor increase in exhaust gas temperature as the combustion chamber 
is assumed to be warmed up slightly faster due to an overall increase in flame temperature, 
which is overcompensating the effect of charge cooling by an increased heat capacity. 
Combining the effects, flow is increasing by a larger magnitude than exhaust gas 
temperature is reduced, leading to an up to 5% increased heat flux when running 13% 
lean while a decrease of 1.5% is observed when running 4% rich, surprisingly exposing 
an almost linear dependency of heat flux from air/fuel ratio. With an increasing emission 
mass flow and a decreasing heat flux, both biasing equation 5.22 into the same direction, 
emission qualifiers are maximized when running rich with emission mass flow being the 
dominant input. 
Regarding post-converter simulation results, the impact on converter temperature is 
showing an unexpected characteristic. Although heat flux is increasing when running 
lean, converter temperature is increasing when running rich which is due to an increase 
in exothermic reactions within the converter, Fig. 6.56. The converter model is able to 
comprehend the physical and chemical background. However, the difference in converter 
temperature and conversion efficiency is too small to compensate for the large increase 
in emission concentration and mass flow. Considering lambda numbers of 0.96 and 1.1, 
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to represent constraints for reasonable operation, temperature is changing by +/-3K which 
corresponds to a difference in warmup performance by +/-0.6%, which is insignificant for 
conversion efficiency. Hence accumulated post converter emissions are mimicking the 
integral of accumulated engine out mass flow. 
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Figure 6.56: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of air/fuel ratio for 
               converter warmup, converter parameters 
  
With heat flux and converter temperature changing independently of the exhaust gas 
species, emission concentration is the dominating effect regarding CO- and NO-
emissions as well, Fig. 6.57. With CO-emissions being strongly dependent from O -
concentration, an enrichment of 4% relative to stoichiometric operation is already 
increasing CO-concentration, engine out mass flow and simulated post converter mass 
flow by approximately 220% while a reduction of up to 60% can be observed when 
operating at an 11% enleanment. Although overall NOè-concentration levels are low, a 
dependency from air/fuel ratio is clearly visible in absolute concentration numbers as 
well, both during first as well as during second idle. The observation corresponds well to 
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the theoretical background described in chapter 3.1.3 and the quantifications outlined in 
chapter 5.3.2.5. 
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Figure 6.57: CO- and æçè-emission results during a variation of air-fuel ratio for  
   converter warmup, engine and converter parameters 
 
 
With absolute air torque being almost minimized during steady state driving with only 
very little control interventions being commanded, combustion temperatures are lowered 
to a point in which almost no NO-molecules are formed, which is reducing the impact 
on emission concentration. Fuel consumption is surprisingly showing a slight increase 
towards lean operation, which is due to engine torque decaying over-proportionally, 
compared to the reduction in injected fuel mass, Fig 5.27. With engine torque showing a 
slight increase when running rich due to an increase in flame speed, even a small 
improvement in fuel economy can be observed up to a certain level of enrichment.  
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Exponential approaches are necessary to express the dependencies of fuel consumption 
and emission characteristics from air/fuel ratio. Equations are not outlined explicitly but 
will be used in an exemplary optimization within chapter 6.2.6. 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.5.6, the impact of air/fuel ratio on converter temperature is 
rather small as the effects of an increased airflow when running lean and increased 
exothermic reactions when running rich are partly compensating each other. As such, 
air/fuel ratio is mainly impacting post converter emissions through its influence on 
emission concentration which is significant, especially for CO-emissions.  
 
6.2.5.7 Converter warmup duration 
Although not being an actuator by itself, the duration of converter warmup measures 
needs to be considered as an additional degree of freedom as well by being the easiest 
way to increase or to reduce the effect of enforced means to warm up the system. Using 
the control parameters discussed in chapter 5.5, modifications to spark advance and 
camshaft phasing are extended or reduced in time they are held on their corresponding 
warmup positions. Air/fuel ratio and swirl state remain unchanged as they are not directly 
depending on a defined warmup duration. With the ramping of warmup idle speed to 
target idle speed being complete before spark retard is ramped to production parameters 
with the system in use, the speed schedule is remaining unchanged as well. Fig. 6.50 is 
illustrating the general approach at the example of spark timing. Ignition timing is ramped 
towards a fixed angle as soon as warmup duration is coming to an end. Both ramping 
duration as well as ramping target are independent from warmup duration. Camshaft 
phasing angles are ramped accordingly, using the same duration for each particular step. 
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Figure 6.58: Variation of warmup duration with spark retard 
 
Results are presented relative to a warmup duration of 40s, which is representing 
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Figure 6.59: Simulated emission results according to equation 5.22 and converter   
 model during a variation of converter warmup duration 
 
With the general effects being described in chapters 6.2.5.1, 6.2.5.3 and 6.2.5.4, the 
impact of converter warmup duration is in first approximation having a linear impact on 
simulated heat flux while hydrocarbon-concentration and mass flow are showing a 
stronger dependency, Fig. 6.60. With the effects of an increased post oxidation due to 
spark retard being aborted earlier in which warmup effects have decayed to a smaller 
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extent, emission concentration is found to be significantly elevated with the shortest 
warmup duration. 
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Figure 6.60: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of converter warmup 
          duration, engine out parameters 
 
The effect is especially affecting excessive emission concentration levels during 
deceleration that are caused by deficiencies in combustion stability, which can be reduced 
to a much smaller extent by post oxidation effects. On the other side and with 
hydrocarbon-emissions showing a natural decay as the combustion chamber is warming 
up, the positive effect of post oxidation is decaying with increasing warmup durations. 
Although exiting warmup mode early is having a positive effect on overall mass flow as 
air torque is starting to converge with spark torque, the effect of a reduced post oxidation 
is dominant, resulting in a continuously decaying hydrocarbon mass flow with increasing 
warmup duration.  
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With the effects of isolated camshaft timing modulations being described in chapters 
6.2.5.3 and 6.2.5.4, while the most advanced position was found to represent an optimum 
regarding emission performance for both actuators during warmup operation, aborting 
warmup measures early will force both camshafts to operate on a production schedule that 
was optimized for warmed up operation. As a result, hydrocarbon-emissions are 
negatively impacted by 4% during the first half of second idle, showing a further 
deterioration of up to 26% right before the second acceleration in which the effect of 
camshaft phasing is isolated. The observation can be explained by a superposition of 
multiple effects. As intake manifold pressure is increasing with intake camshaft phasing 
angles being retarded, fuel evaporation is negatively impacted. An increased push-back 
of residual gases into the intake manifold which is assisting evaporation is assumed, 
although as the increase in overlap area is rather small while furthermore occurring in an 
area in which the piston is operating on the flat section of its sinusoidal travel while 
exhaust gases are still rather cold at the same time. The effect of an increasing manifold 
pressure is dominant. Changes in engine torque due to camshaft phasing are negligible 
relative to the effect of a much earlier spark advance. With the intake camshaft retarding 
further, the exhaust camshaft advancing as well and due to a significantly warmer exhaust 
gas having a much stronger effect while being pushed back into the intake manifold, 
effects are pronounced on a larger scale during the second half of second idle. A small 
positive impact due to operating on a camshaft schedule that was optimized for warmed 
up conditions is assumed during deceleration as less fuel is assumed to evaporate from 
the intake manifold walls, caused by a reduced intake manifold vacuum. As this additional 
fuel mass can lead to an unintended rich operation that is hard to compensate for with 
controls means while the system is operated in an open loop manner, air/fuel ratio is 
expected to be biased into a direction that is beneficial regarding hydrocarbon-emissions. 
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Exhaust temperature and heat flux are steadily following the duration of warmup 
measures as expected, exhibiting the smallest numbers in case measures are aborted early. 
Effects can almost entirely be attributed to changes in effective spark retard as the impact 
of a different camshaft schedule can be neglected. As such, and with the emission integral 
as well as heat flux changing in favour of emission integrals with an elevated warmup 
duration, qualifier numbers are maximized and unfavourable when aborting warmup 
measures early.  
Converter temperatures are changing according to the characteristics of heat flux, 
exposing a temperature delta of 5K/-15K which is equivalent to a difference in warmup 
performance of 0.9% / -2.8%, Fig 6.61. With conversion efficiency not being directly 
equivalent to the effect of heat flux in equation 5.22, simulated post converter emissions 
and qualifier results are slightly tilted relative to each other, assuming a duration of 40s 
to be the point of origin by reflecting a warmup duration that was optimized for 
production. 
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Figure 6.61: Hydrocarbon-emission results during a variation of air-fuel ratio during  
          converter warmup, converter parameters 
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Being less sensitive to post oxidation effects by nature, CO mass flow is exhibiting almost 
no dependency from warmup duration as the changes in emission concentration and 
air/fuel flow are almost neutralizing each other, Fig. 6.62.  
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Figure 6.62: CO- and æçè-emission results during a variation of air-fuel ratio for  
   converter warmup, engine and converter parameters 
 
Due to effects of an impaired evaporation which is related to camshaft timing, CO-
concentration is constantly elevated by approximately 10%. Caused by an outlier, 
emission concentration during deceleration is unreasonably high when aborting warmup 
measures early. In addition, the model is assuming optimum spark since no spark retard 
due to converter warmup is applied. Although industry standard engine controls will 
always commanded spark timing to minimum spark advance during deceleration, 
regardless if fuel cut-off is active or not, it was purposely decided to assume optimum 
spark within the model to avoid the incorporation of post oxidation during fuel cut-off 
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events, which would not correspond to a realistic physical behaviour. Given the first 
deceleration being the only deceleration on cycle in which no fuel cut-off is expected, 
considering a duration of 25s being unreasonably short and the point of operation not 
being utilized given a realistic spark retard, model and warm steady state data are not 
corrected and the issue is ignored. As heat flux is changing by an approximately 10 times 
larger magnitude than CO mass flow, effects are reversed for emission qualifiers. 
However, with converter temperature changing to a much smaller extent than heat flux, 
simulated post converter emissions are mainly following concentration characteristics as 
changes in emission mass flow starts to occur towards the end of the 15km/h steady state 
phase while the converter is still rather cold. 
With NO-emissions exhibiting very low concentration levels until the combustion 
chamber is warmed up, relative differences in emission concentration and mass flow are 
exhibiting excessive numbers although the overall mass flow is rather small. 
Concentration is dominated by changes in air torque while the effect of spark retard is 
pronounced to a small extent as overall combustion temperature is likely below the 
activation temperature of the extended Zeldovich mechanism (chapter 3.1.3). With that, 
the impact of a changing camshaft timing and differences in fuel evaporation as well as 
an estimated reduction in internal exhaust gas recirculation from 3.6% to 1.4%, relative 
to a camshaft schedule that was optimized for warmup operation, is leading to an overall 
increase in NO-emissions of 15%. Given the overall low level of concentration, the effect 
is negligible. As such, and with NO-emissions mainly being formed during second 
acceleration, hence being able to make substantial use of an improved converter warmup, 
the magnitude of change is reduced. A faster increase in NO-concentration due to a faster 
combustion chamber warmup with extended warmup measures needs to be considered as 
well. However, since the converter model is assumed to slightly under-estimate NO-
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conversion efficiency, results are only trusted to a limited extent as it is unclear whether 
the changes in overall mass flow and concentration are dominant over improvements in 
converter warmup. Overall, the impact of warmup duration on NO-emissions is 
considered to be rather small. 
Fuel consumption is increasing linearly as long as the variation of heating duration is 
affecting operation during second idle only which is a result of losses in engine efficiency 
with increasing spark retard. The impact during deceleration is quantified incorrectly due 
to the reasons outlined above and is ignored. Camshaft phasing differences are playing a 
minor role compared to the impact of a substantially changing spark timing.  
Emission species and fuel consumption are exhibiting partly inconsistent shapes that 
cannot be modelled accurately. Quadratic approaches are however deemed sufficient. 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.5.7, extending warmup duration is having a positive effect on 
post oxidation effects of which hydrocarbon-emission can benefit the most. With CO 
molecules being more resistant by nature and due to NO-concentration being rather low 
after start, effects are less pronounced. Changes in camshaft schedule were found to have 
a substantial impact on hydrocarbon-emissions when exiting towards angles that were 
optimized for warmed up operation too early, while CO- and NO-emissions as well as 
exhaust temperature and fuel consumption are only minorly impacted. Converter 
temperature can be influenced as expected with a longer duration of warmup measured 
elevating temperature levels significantly. However, only NO-conversion is significantly 
affected while simulated post converter hydrocarbon- and CO-emission result are rather 
sensitive to changes in emission mass flow while the converter is cold. 
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6.2.6 Portfolio bandwidth coverage using control parameters  
With the dependencies of vehicle- and control parameters being quantified in chapters 
6.2.3 and 6.2.5 while best- and worst case variants of the portfolio of interest were 
determined in chapter 6.2.4, an investigation can be started regarding how control 
parameters can be re-calculated, depending on vehicle attributes, including an assessment 
if having separate controls in place is worth the risk and effort.  
Independent of whether emission qualifiers or simulated post converter emissions are 
used for assessment (tables 6.2 and 6.3), vehicle 1 and 6 are showing the best and 
respectively worst numbers for hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions. However, NO-
emissions of both vehicles are not representing the best- or worst case but are rather close 
to the average result of the portfolio, especially according to the order of simulated post 
converter result which are preferred over emission qualifiers. As such, the coverage of the 
entire portfolio of interest can only be investigated by considering the entire spread of all 
three emission species, based on simulated post converter emission results, leading to an 
approach in which no dedicated vehicle is investigated but in which the observed range 
of each emission species is considered.  
Control parameters are optimized using a single number or offset for the entire duration 
of converter warmup. A dynamic optimization over time, which would for example use 
separate numbers for idle is not considered due to reasons of complexity. However, both 
investigations as well as a subsequent multi objective optimization of all emission species 
and fuel economy is recommended for a later point in time. 
Comparing the best and worst case variant for each species according to simulated post 
converter emission results per table 6.3, a range of 3.8% for hydrocarbons-, 2.3% for CO- 
and 6.9% for NO-emissions needs to be covered.  
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Results and sensitivities are outlined in table 6.4, both illustrating the required change in 
control parameters to overcome the difference in simulated post converter emissions as 
well as the impact of the corresponding control change on fuel consumption during 
converter warmup and the entire cycle.  
 
Table 6.4: Bandwidth optimization with control parameters 
 
Emission species THC CO NO 
Emission delta 3.8 % 2.3 % 6.9 % 
Spark 
advance 
Control change -8°CrA  2°CrA 3.2°CrA 
ΔFuel consumption, warmup 12.1 % -1.3 % 4.1 % 
ΔFuel consumption entire cycle 0.5 % -0.05 % 0.17 % 
Warmup 
idle speed 
Control change 215/min -40/min -125/min 
ΔFuel consumption, warmup 5.3 % -1 % -3.2 % 




Control change 15°CmA* 29°CmA* 24°CmA* 
ΔFuel consumption, warmup 2.6 %* 6.7 %* 5 %* 




Control change 3°CmA 4°CmA n/a 
ΔFuel consumption, warmup -0.24 % -0.31 % - 
ΔFuel consumption entire cycle -0.01% -0.01% - 
Swirl 
control 
Control change Open (-9.8%) n/a (19%) n/a (5%) 
ΔFuel consumption, warmup 4.4 % - - 
ΔFuel consumption entire cycle 0.18% - - 
Air/fuel 
ratio  
Control change -1.1 % -0.2 % -9.1 % 
ΔFuel consumption, warmup 0.3 % 0.05 % 2.2 % 
ΔFuel consumption entire cycle 0.01 % 0.002 % 0.09 % 
Warmup 
duration 
Control change 13.3 s n/a -22.4 s 
ΔFuel consumption, warmup 3.1 % - -5.3 % 
ΔFuel consumption entire cycle 0.13 %  -0.22 % 
*Engine misfire expected 
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Camshaft phasing is rated to be independent of each other. An interactional optimization 
is not attempted. Equations that were developed in chapters 6.2.3 and 6.2.5 to describe 
the dependencies of emission performance and fuel consumption from vehicle- and 
controls parameters without being outlined explicitly are used to quantify the 
dependencies and to estimate required control changes in units of absolute numbers. 
 
Spark advance 
Assuming a base spark retard of 43°CrA relative to optimum spark during converter 
warmup, which is in alignment with the investigations outlined in the previous chapters, 
a span of 3.9% in hydrocarbon-emissions is corresponding to a delta in spark advance of 
8°CrA. Assuming spark to be the only control modification to bring hydrocarbon-
emissions of both applications to the same level, the control parameter change is 
corresponding to an increase of fuel consumption of 12.1% during converter warmup and 
0.5% when looking at fuel consumption over the entire cycle, assuming the NEDC profile. 
However, as both CO- as well as NO-emissions are showing an opposing trend when 
applying additional spark retard, both species are increasing when applying an additional 
retard of 8°CrA for hydrocarbon emission mitigation. Hence, to bring best and worst case 
variant to the same level, less spark advance needs to be applied. With NO-emissions 
being the dominant species in this case, spark can be reduced by 3.2°CrA which covers 
the entire span of CO-emissions at the same time, leading to a saving of fuel consumption 
of 4.1% during warmup and 0.17% regarding the entire cycle. Looking at risk and 
applicability, spark advance is assumed to be well controllable to a desired angle, 
exposing very little part to part variation and accuracy losses resulting from transient 
effects. However, changing spark advance by 8°CrA will fundamentally change engine 
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load, leading to a significantly increased validation effort. An impact onto open loop fuel 
control is expected as well as engine manifold pressure will change due to changes in 
engine load which is an effect that especially port fuel injections are exposing an elevated 
sensitivity. Furthermore, changes in engine load might automatically impact vehicle noise 
and vibration performance, which is especially a concern during engine idle. Depending 
on the control strategy, vehicle launch-ability might be impaired as well, which is 
generating further risk regarding load control when accelerating the vehicle. With the 
vehicle launch feel potentially being exclusive to warmup operation, additional negative 
effects during the emission cycle are considerable since risk is to further deviate from an 
ideal driver performance. Taking all of the above into account, aligning all emission 
species of a vehicle portfolio only with changes in spark retard is only possible to a limited 
extent while not being desirable from a robustness standpoint. 
 
Converter warmup idle speed 
Assuming converter warmup idle speed to be the only change in control parameters and 
furthermore assuming a base warmup idle speed of 1150/min, which corresponds to the 
assumptions made in previous chapters, an increase of 215/min is required to cover the 
entire range of hydrocarbon-emissions, relative to what was observed for the best case 
variant. The modification of engine speed is leading to an increase in fuel consumption 
of 5.3% during the warmup period and an overall increase of 0.22% when looking at fuel 
consumption of the entire cycle. Identical to what was observed when modifying spark 
retard, CO- and NO-emissions are showing an opposing trend, requiring a lower warmup 
idle speed to achieve the same emission performance. Relative to the emission level of 
the best case variant, identical NO-emissions are achieved with the worst case variant 
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when lowering warmup idle speed by 125/min, which automatically leads to an 
improvement of fuel economy of 3.2% during warmup duration and 0.13% regarding the 
entire cycle. The span of CO-emissions is covered by the means taken to control NO-
emissions. However, although idle speed controllability to any desired level and part to 
part variation is not a concern, a change in idle speed will automatically lead to a change 
in engine load, similar to what was discussed for spark retard, impacting open loop fuel 
control and leading to an increased development and validation effort. Furthermore, the 
impact on overall noise and vibration attributes is considered to be even more critical 
compared to only changing spark retard as the engine mounts and other impacted parts 
need to be optimized for an even wider span, again leading to an increased validation 
effort while potential being a concern from a cost perspective as well. As such, utilizing 
different warmup idle speeds to control the span of all three emission species for the 
portfolio of interest is only possible to a limited extend while not being recommendable 
at the same time due to concerns regarding robustness and validation. 
 
Exhaust camshaft phasing 
Given a phasing angle of 0°CmA which corresponds to operating the camshaft in its park 
position and which is in alignment with the assumptions made in the previous chapters, 
all three emission species can be covered for the entire portfolio. However, instead of 
having a positive effect, excessive exhaust camshaft phasing is assumed to lead to 
beginning engine misfire, explaining the increase in fuel consumption of 6.7% during 
converter warmup and 0.28% regarding the entire cycle. With engine misfire leading to 
an unacceptable emission- as well as vibration- and durability-performance, it is not 
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desirable to utilize exhaust camshaft phasing for emission control for the engine in use. 
An interaction with intake camshaft phasing was not investigated. 
 
Intake camshaft phasing 
Same as what was assumed for exhaust camshaft phasing, the base intake camshaft 
phasing angle is defined to be 0°CmA which is in alignment with what was assumed 
during the previous chapters. As such and since the camshaft cannot be further advanced 
to negative phasing angles, controlling the camshaft to any phasing angle that is not 
identical with the park position will increase both hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions as fuel 
vaporization will become worse due to an increase in manifold pressure. In theory, 
hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions can be controlled to identical numbers, even offering a 
fuel consumption benefit of 0.31% during converter warmup and 0.01% over the entire 
cycle respectively. NO-emissions can be reduced by 0.9% at the same time. However, 
although part to part variation is not considered to be an issue, it is undesirable to 
artificially impair fuel vaporization since the sensitivity to different fuel qualities will 
become worse, potentially leading to the need to operate the engine at a richer air/fuel 
ratio which might require extensive development and validation efforts. Furthermore and 
assuming hydraulic actuators, camshafts are not able to move before oil pressure has 
reached a sufficient level. As such and in addition to a limited angular speed of camshaft 
phasing, the time to bring the respective camshaft into its desired position is 
approximately proportional to the angle of the final position, relative to park position. 
This is leading to a particular risk that the final position cannot be safely reached during 
first idle at all which would leave the engine in a transient and partly undetermined state 
that is highly sensitive to part to part variation as well as to wear of the entire oil circuit 
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and the phasing actuators. As such, intake camshaft phasing is not recommended for the 
engine in use. Although assumed to potentially be beneficial, a combined optimization of 
intake- and exhaust camshaft phasing is not attempted due to reasons of complexity. 
 
Swirl control  
With the approach to hold the control parameters in a constant state, the swirl flaps are 
only offering to remain active or inactive during the entire warmup duration. While 
previous chapters were assuming a reasonably and dynamically controlled valve that was 
however controlled to an active state during the majority of warmup duration, the 
difference to holding the actuator in an activated state during the entire warmup duration 
is negligible. Setting the actuator to an inactive state for converter warmup is offering an 
improvement of 9.8% regarding hydrocarbon-emissions which is sufficient to cover the 
span of the entire portfolio. However fuel economy is degraded by 4.4% during warmup 
and 0.18% for the entire cycle while both CO- and NO-emissions are showing the 
opposing change of what would be required to cover the entire portfolio. Although 
controllability is uncritical, the system will show a changing sensitivity to different fuel 
types leading to an increased validation effort. Fail safe operation in case the actuator is 
not available is a concern as well.  As such and with the desire to minimize validation 
effort while trying to keep fuel consumption as low as possible, swirl state is 
recommended to remain inactive for the engine in use during converter warmup. 
 
Air/fuel ratio 
Different to all other control parameters, air/fuel ratio is not controlled in a closed loop 
manner since the O -sensor is not ready for a considerable amount of time after start. Even 
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after the sensor was heated up to be readily available, it depends on the type of sensor if 
off-stoichiometric control is possible or if usage is limited to enforcing a square wave 
around stoichiometric conditions. In addition to operating in an open loop manner, air/fuel 
ratio is controlled by the fuel mass that was injected relative to an air measurement signal 
which is naturally exposing limited accuracy and that is furthermore highly sensitive to 
system leakage. Even in case an excellent signal is available, port fuel injection concepts 
are particularly sensitive to fuel quality in terms of volatility and are exposing strong 
dynamic effects during load changes as wall wetting needs to be controlled accurately. As 
such, physical air/fuel ratios can only be accurate to some extent, relative to their desired 
numbers. In opposition to the above, air/fuel ratio is assumed to be a constant number for 
the purpose of this investigation so that the physical dependencies can be made visible. 
An enleanment of 1.1% is sufficient to control hydrocarbon-emissions to the desired 
number, referencing the worst case variant. The change is resulting in an increase of fuel 
economy of 0.3% during converter warmup and 0.01% regarding the entire cycle which 
is representing only a fraction of all other control means available while bringing 
hydrocarbon-emissions to the desired numbers. CO-emissions are automatically covered. 
However, NO-emissions are requiring an enleanment of 9.1%, resulting in an increase of 
fuel consumption of 2.2% during warmup and 0.09% on cycle. Although air/fuel ratio is 
found to be a very powerful means to control all emission species with a comparably low 
impact on fuel consumption, controllability and the sensitivity to both part to part 
variation as well as fuel quality are considered to be a critical issue. While an overall shift 
of 1.1% into the lean direction could easily be realized without significantly increasing 
development or validation efforts, a shift of 9% relative to stoichiometric conditions is 
out of scope since it is assumed that the engine is no longer robust against variations in 
fuel quality, likely leading to engine misfire. 
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Warmup duration 
Assuming a default duration of 40s and referencing hydrocarbon-emissions of the best 
case variant, an extension of 13.3s is required to bring hydrocarbon-emission numbers of 
the worst case variant to the same level. The change is coming at a cost of an increase in 
fuel consumption of 3.1% during converter warmup which corresponds to an increase of 
0.13% concerning the entire cycle. CO-emissions cannot be addressed by warmup 
duration as the virtual lever is not sufficient to realize the desired emission level. NO-
emissions are showing an opposing dependency from warmup duration compared to 
hydrocarbon-emissions, leading to a need to shorten warmup duration by 22.4s which is 
resulting in an improvement fuel consumption by 5.3% during warmup and 0.22% on the 
entire cycle. Controllability and validation efforts are not expected to be an issue, making 
warmup duration a suitable means to control the emission species of interest. However, 
not all species can be controlled at the same time.  
Considering all opportunities above, no single control parameter is able to control the 
span of all emission species of an entire portfolio without exposing any major risk. 
Although multi objective optimization is not in scope of this work, some combinations of 
control parameters are apparently offering the opportunity to satisfy all requirements. 
Utilizing an enleanment of air/fuel ratio by 1.5% relative to stoichiometric conditions to 
cover the entire span of hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions, that is related to differences in 
vehicle parameters will both come at an increase in overall cycle fuel consumption of 
0.03% as well as a reduction of NO-emissions of 0.56%. Utilizing a reduction in warmup 
idle speed to reduce the remainder of NO-emissions to the desired numbers is leading to 
an improvement in fuel economy of 3% during warmup operation and 0.13% on the entire 
cycle, which corresponds to 0.17g CO /km. This in turn means, that optimizing converter 
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warmup control parameters separately for the best- and worst case applications is leading 
to an estimated maximum improvement of 0.17g CO /km while ensuring identical 
emission performance. With 0.17g CO /km being assumed to be within test to test 
variation and signal accuracy of the corresponding exhaust gas analyser, it is not 
considered to be worth the effort to have separate converter warmup control parameters, 
assuming the given portfolio, the given engine and operation on the NEDC profile as well 
as the fact, that the portfolio is exposing a reasonable spread in a vehicle parameters. 
Summarizing chapter 6.2.6, results of the previous chapters have been utilized to 
investigate bandwidth coverage of converter warmup requirements of the portfolio of 
interest with control parameters. No distinct best- or worst-case variants can be identified, 
leading to the need to cover the entire span of emission performance for each species 
separately. Utilizing single control parameters was assessed from a perspective of 
emission performance, fuel consumption, controllability and robustness. Although no 
single control parameter change was found that would satisfy all requirements, a basic 
multi parameter multi objective optimization has outlined that the entire portfolio can be 
operated with a single set of control parameters, offering sufficient robustness and 
controllability while leading to negligible differences in fuel consumption. 
 
6.3 Transferability to WLTC / WLTP 
All investigations outlined in previous chapter were based on the NEDC drive cycle. 
However, although the cycle is still playing an important role during fuel economy 
certification in many markets, for Cold-CO emission testing and for the generation of 
correlation factors in calendar year 2020, the cycle is soon going to be phased out and will 
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mostly be replaced by the Worldwide Light Duty Testing Cycle (WLTC). As such, the 
results obtained in previous sections are need to be discussed regarding transferability. 
Fig. 6.63 is offering a comparison over NEDC and WLTC speed profiles during the 



























Figure 6.63: Converter warmup duration on the NEDC and WLTC profile in comparison 
 
While initial idle duration, the magnitude of first acceleration and maximum accelerations 
are almost identical, the more dynamic WLTC profile is generally operating at higher 
vehicle speeds, which is leading to an elevated overall engine power demand while 
featuring an extended deceleration phase as well. Neither a second idle phase nor entirely 
steady state vehicle speed portions are considered during the first 70s. 
In addition to the drive cycle itself, new boundary conditions and procedures are specified 
that are surrounding the execution and preparation of emission and fuel economy testing, 
which is defined in the Worldwide Light Duty Testing Procedure (WLTP). While large 
portions of the test protocol do not have an impact on the content of this thesis, gear 
selection of vehicles that are equipped with a manual gearbox is majorly different, 
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compared to what has been applied in the previous chapters. With clutch points and 
desired gears being accurately defined for the NEDC cycle, shift schedules are variable 
when testing under WLTP conditions. However, as gear spread, and final drive ratio were 
found to have a substantial impact on both fuel economy as well as emission performance, 
Fig. 6.22 and 6.23, the impact of vehicle parameters is assumed to change. While linearly 
modulating gear spread and final drive ratio on the NEDC cycle will lead to continuous 
impacts for emission and fuel consumption, the same modification can be partly covered 
by a re-optimization of the shift schedule. Hence the results are expected to exhibit “saw 
tooth” shapes as shift schedules will likely be optimized to offer at least the same amount 
of axle torque after a gear shift while leading to optimized fuel consumption at the same 
time. However, as a continuous shift schedule optimization will dilute the physical 
dependencies, it was decided to optimize shift points for nominal parameters of vehicle 1 
and to use those for the duration of the investigation. Looking at the maximum variation 
of parameters that the portfolio of interest is exposing, it is furthermore assumed, that only 
moderate gear shift optimization would have been applicable as the vehicle attributes are 
only changing within relatively small ranges, compared to the spread of parameter 
variation that was offered during previous chapters. While a detailed comparison of both 
cycles is not in scope of this thesis, differences in NEDC based results according to 
chapters 6.2.3 and 6.2.5 relative to WLTC / WLTP numbers are briefly discussed in F1.1 
– F1.6 (Appendix F). Control parameters are set to match what was discussed in chapter 
5, commanding the same idle speed, absolute spark advance and camshaft angles. Air/fuel 
ratio is kept at stoichiometric while swirl control is following a productions schedule. 
In order to be able to make an overall assessment regarding transferability of NEDC 
results to the WLTC profile, the impact of control parameters is investigated as well with 
detailed outlined chapters F2.1 – F2.7. 
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Summarizing chapter 6.3 and the findings that are detailed in Appendix F, although 
NEDC and WLTC are exhibiting significant differences in resulting engine-load and -
speed and even though the WLTP is allowing for flexible shift points, the dependencies 
of vehicle parameters and emission performance as well as fuel consumption is 
surprisingly similar, assuming a single optimized shift schedule. Increased power 
demands and airflows during the early phase of the cycle are dominant over a faster 
converter warmup, leading to overall more critical emission and fuel economy results 
when operating on the WLTC, recognizing WLTP boundaries. A separate investigation 
regarding best- and worst case variants is not carried out for the portfolio of interest as 
sensitivities were found to be close to each other while modifying vehicle parameters 
within a reasonable range. However, although all vehicles are considered to be well usable 
while reflecting realistic use cases, the portfolio of investigation was optimized for NEDC 
usage. It is generally questionable if the same design decisions can be applied for 
WLTC/WLTC boundary conditions. As such, it is recommended to conduct a detailed the 
study with a portfolio that is currently in production. While some control modifications 
were found to be not feasible, a variation of control parameters is exposing similar 
dependencies on both cycles, except for spark retard which was found to be a more 
powerful means to control emissions on the WLTC, indirectly offering opportunities to 
shorten the warmup duration when operating with excessive retards. Since the portfolio 
of investigation was not optimized for WLTC/WLTP operation, an investigation 
regarding fuel economy impacts due to required control modifications that arise from 
differences in vehicle parameters is not attempted to avoid misleading results regarding 
the ability to cover a bandwidth of vehicles with identical converter warmup control.  
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6.4 Novelty of the presented bandwidth investigation 
In addition to a dedicated comparison and delimitation to other works being presented in 
chapter 2, novelty of the investigation outlined in chapter 6 is discussed in the following. 
While recent publications describing tools and methodologies to handle the diversity of a 
product portfolio, leading to the assumption that proliferation is accepted, no work is 
known that aims to investigate how a bandwidth of vehicle specific attributes is impacting 
engine performance and control parameter requirements. While selected works describe 
the impact of single technologies on fuel consumption only, assuming a given engine and 
fixed control parameters as boundary conditions, the presented thesis is explicitly 
investigating how vehicle specific attributes are impacting emission concentration, 
converter warmup, overall emission results and fuel economy. For the specific purpose, 
linear variations of vehicle parameters are simulated to investigate the corresponding 
impacts for steadiness and mathematical relationships. Furthermore, with the impact of 
control parameter changes being investigated in a similar manner, the mathematical 
relationship of vehicle attributes, emission performance, fuel economy and engine control 
parameters was made visible, representing a new and holistic approach to express the 
dependencies of the entire emission system under realistic boundary conditions. With 
comparative studies of the NEDC and WLTC cycle focusing on energy balances and fuel 
consumption, the presented work is completing knowledge with a comparative insight 
into emission performance, incorporating dependencies from vehicle specific attributes 
and control parameters at the same time. 
In contrast to other publications that offer methodology to re-calculate engine control 
parameters based on generic assumptions, clustering of sub-systems or observation based 
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data that was bundled in artificial neuronal networks, chapter 6.2.6 of the presented thesis 
is systematically demonstrating a re-calculation and unification of engine control 
parameters using a simplified semi-physics and chemistry based approach.  
In opposition to comparable studies, robustness and feasibility of the proposed control 
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7 Conclusions 
The presented work is offering detailed research regarding how a bandwidth of vehicle 
specific attributes is influencing engine control parameters requirements for converter 
warmup operation of a gasoline engine. Focusing on the research objectives outlined in 
chapter 1.2, a drive cycle simulation was developed in MATLAB Simulink that is able to 
consider control parameter modifications, temperature effects, the interaction of control 
parameter changes with each other and the interdependency of modified control 
parameters with engine temperature. The work can be clustered into three sections:  
• Quantification of the relationship of control parameter modifications and engine 
temperature with emission formation, exhaust gas temperature and engine torque 
(chapters 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5) 
• Creation and validation of a drive cycle simulation approach, including correlation 
to vehicle and dynamometer measurements (chapters 5.1, 5.4 and 5.5)  
• Model application for bandwidth investigations, including mathematical 
parameter optimization and transferability to a second drive cycle (chapter 6) 
 
Relationship of control parameters, engine temperature and engine performance 
Focusing on research objective 4, quasi steady state warmup measurements, using 
different control parameter modifications have been collected on an engine dynamometer 
to investigate emission formation, exhaust gas temperature and engine torque during cold 
engine operation. With physical and chemical dependencies being discussed in detail, 
exponential equations to the base of the Euler number have been established to mimic the 
identified relationships with a run-time efficient and transparent approach. In contrast to 
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comparable works, quasi steady state measurements were preferred over steady state 
measurements in which the engine was kept artificially cold so that the inhomogeneous 
warmup of engine components is reflected accurately. Accumulated fuel since engine start 
is serving as a mathematic equivalent for combustion chamber temperature.  
The distinct impact of control parameter modifications has been quantified with steady 
state measurements that were collected with a warmed up engine. While the general 
mechanisms and trends are generically known, only few publications are known that are 
offering details regarding operating the engine on non-optimized spark advance, air fuel 
ratio, camshaft phasing angles or end of injection timing. With physical and chemical 
dependencies being identified, followed by an emulation with simplified polynomial 
equations, the presented research is offering data in a field of engine operation that is 
contributing substantially to emission formation and engine efficiency. The dependency 
of emission formation, engine torque and exhaust gas temperature from post oxidation 
effects, piston kinematics, gas exchange, thermodynamic mechanisms and combustion 
stability is discussed in detail. Effects that are related to an interaction of multiple control 
modifications are identified and explained. In contrast to comparable works that utilize 
observation based black box approaches or run-time intensive 0-3D simulation 
methodology, fully transparent and flexible polynomial approaches are created, featuring 
an average model error of 0.3% and an average standard deviation of 6.7% that is 
mimicking the identified dependencies with run-time efficient polynomial approaches. 
 
Relationship of control parameters, engine temperature and engine performance 
The developed formula material was incorporated into a drive cycle simulation approach 
that was developed for the dedicated purpose. With multiple parameters of interest being 
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expected to only exhibit a small impact on engine parameters of interest, backwards facing 
simulation methodology is selected so that idle, acceleration and steady state driving can 
be clearly distinguished from each other while obliterating human factors, which were 
identified to be significant in a dedicated study, can be purposely eliminated from the 
modelling approach. Engine torque is described by a hybrid torque, consisting of multiple 
virtual torque portions, to account for effects of variable friction, efficiency reductions 
due to spark retard, pumping losses, modifications in camshaft phasing, air/fuel ratio and 
swirl state. A regression model is developed and optimized for run-time to accurately 
estimate a representative crankshaft torque, together with a torque that is proportional to 
indicated torque. Control system dynamics like shifts in optimum spark timing and 
camshaft phasing angles, based on air load are embedded into the regression routine and 
fully considered, same as differences in temperature dependent engine friction. Using the 
indicated torque equivalent, a 10Hz lookup from warm steady state engine data is serving 
as the baseline to generate results that are weighted with the quantified impact of control 
modifications and temperature effects, described in the previous section, delivering 
emission-concentrations, mass flows, temperatures and almost every control parameters, 
sensor reading and actuator position of interest. With results being directly comparable to 
cold start measurements and focusing on research objective 5, the model approach is 
extensively correlated to drive cycle data that was collected on a high dynamic engine 
dynamometer to quantify the interaction of control modifications and temperature effects 
during realistic warmup manoeuvres, using polynomial equations to describe the observed 
physical and chemical effects. Measurement and model were found to agree to an extent 
that differences in post oxidation of separate emission species with cold combustion 
chamber temperatures can be quantified while several effects that were previously 
considered to be signal noise can be explained. Compensation for transient manoeuvres 
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is not required when selecting a calculation rate of 10Hz, assuming a naturally aspirated 
engine. The simulation approach is combined with an entirely physics and chemistry 
based catalytic converter model that was developed in an accompanying work to generate 
final emission results. An alternative approach is offered for comparison that relates 
accumulated emission mass flow to the integral of exhaust gas enthalpy. In contrast to 
comparable works that concentrate on single simulation aspects or manoeuvres, a holistic 
approach is developed which is generating data that is directly comparable to vehicle 
measurements.  
Comparing the methodology of approaching the research objectives with a simulation 
model, relative to conducting an extensive series of emission test measurements in a 
vehicle or on a high dynamic engine dyno, is exhibiting significant advantages of the 
modelling approach. While data collection to identify model parameters can be done 
within a maximum of 114 hours (see chapter 5.6.3), even considering a 10% failure rate 
and a rather conservative stabilization time og 60s, emission cycle data collection would 
require at least 337 emission cycle measurements. Depending on whether the data is 
collected in vehicle or on a high dynamic engine dynamometer that is equipped with fast 
cool down equipment, data collection will either require up to 377 days for vehicle testing 
or 674 hours of dynamometer operation, again considering a 10% failure rate. With a 
series of 337 vehicle tests not being feasible both from a resource and efforts perspective 
while custom made transmissions, tires etc. would be required as well, test to test variation 
and human factors are considered to be natural problems. Comparing the scenario of 
collecting 337 emission cycles on a high dynamic engine dynamometer with the 
simulation approach presented in earlier chapters will lead to a reduction of minimum 
required testing efforts from 674 to 114 hours, which is representing a total saving of 
83%. However, in addition to a substantial reduction of testing efforts, employing 
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simulation methodology is both leading to a significant improvement in repeatability and 
transparency and is furthermore offering extensive insight into the fundamentals of 
emission testing as outlined in the previous chapters that cannot be gained with a 
phenomenological data analysis based on a series of emission tests.  
The gain in knowledge and simulation abilities is furthermore understood to make a 
contribution to a global reduction of toxic and greenhouse gas emissions, given the 
methodology will being consequently implemented into standard development processes. 
 
Bandwidth investigations and parameter optimization 
In contrast to recent publications indicating an increasing trend towards accepted product 
proliferation, the drive cycle simulation model is applied to investigate how control 
parameters can be used in a bandwidth approach to cover an exemplary fleet of vehicles 
using the same engine, assuming operation on the NEDC cycle. According to research 
objective 1, vehicle related degrees of freedom that impact engine torque and –speed on 
a drive cycle are identified, utilizing commonly known propulsion theory formula 
material. With vehicle mass, driving resistance, idle speed, gear spread, final drive ratio 
and tire size being identified to serve as vehicle specific attributes of interest, the impact 
on emission results and fuel consumption was investigated with linear modulations of 
each parameter. Focusing on research objective 2, results were compared in a sensitivity 
study. It was found that the point in time during converter warmup operation is playing a 
major role regarding the impact of vehicle attributes on the formation of single emission 
species. While hydrocarbon- and CO-emissions are mainly sensitive to tire radius and 
final drive ratio, impacting overall mass-flow during first acceleration while emission 
concentration is high, NO-emissions are mainly impacted by changes in vehicle mass 
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and gear spread that have the largest effect during second acceleration when the engine is 
warmed up to a point in which a substantial concentration of NO-molecules is formed. 
The effects are gained by substantially different catalytic conversion rates comparing both 
acceleration phases. While an increase in engine power demand early during converter 
warmup duration will likely increase hydrocarbon- and CO-mass flow break throughs 
through the converter, NO-emissions will benefit from an increased conversion 
efficiency during second acceleration, creating a mutual conflict of interest. Same applies 
to a faster warmup of the combustion chamber that will lead to a further progressed decay 
of hydrocarbon-concentration while NO-concentration is increasing faster at the same 
time. Fuel economy was found to mainly depend on changes in overall engine power with 
a shift in engine operation and engine efficiency due to vehicle attributes playing a minor 
role.  
While a modification of a vehicle parameter is understood to change requirements to meet 
an applying emissions standard, control parameters can be optimized to achieve the 
desired performance. As such and focusing on research objective 3, spark retard, camshaft 
timing of both camshafts, swirl control, air fuel ratio, warmup idle speed and converter 
warmup duration are linearly modulated as well to quantify the impacts on emission 
formation and fuel economy. Compared to changing vehicle parameters, which are only 
impacting engine load and -speed while the vehicle is in motion, modifications to control 
parameters are impacting the combustion process itself. Impacts were found to exhibit 
mutual conflict of interests as well with hydrocarbon- and CO- emissions being sensitive 
to increased overall mass flows early during converter warmup operation while NO-
concentrations are dominated combustion chamber temperature. Post oxidation effects are 
suitable to reduce hydrocarbon emissions substantially but must not be applied too early 
after a start in order to avoid an increase of mass-flow due to a torque reserve being 
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applied while hydrocarbon-concentration has not yet decayed. CO-molecules were found 
to be rather resistant to post oxidation processes due to featuring a triple bond molecular 
connection. Effects caused by other control parameters modifications are discussed in 
detail, leading to shifts in engine friction, overall mass-flow distribution over warmup 
duration, changes in combustion stability, converter temperature profiles and combustion 
chamber warmup. 
In contrast to other works that try utilize black box methodology, the relationships of 
vehicle specific attributes, engine control parameters, emission results and fuel economy 
are expressed with simple polynomial equations to attempt an optimization of control 
parameters. According to research objective 7, a realistic portfolio of vehicles is defined. 
However, it was found that no variant can be considered to be the best- or worst-case, 
caused by a fundamentally different distribution of hydrocarbon-, CO- and NO-emission 
criticalities. As such, parameter optimization according to research objective 6 needs to 
cover the entire spread of emission distribution. Incorporating aspects of robustness and 
feasibility, a common set of control parameters was identified that satisfies all applying 
requirements without compromising fuel economy. Air fuel ratio is serving as a powerful 
means to control emissions while only being usable to a limited extend due to a risk of 
introducing engine misfire.  
Finally, the impact of vehicle specific attributes and control modifications are investigated 
for transferability to a different drive cycle, exhibiting comparable trends on the WLTC. 
While the observed trends can vary in magnitude or linearity, the general dependencies 
are comparable, assuming a reasonable span of parameter variation. 
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8 Outlook and next steps  
Given the flexibility outlined in the previous chapters, the established modelling approach 
can either be used in an industrial or academic environment to practically apply the 
outlined contribution to knowledge as well as to initiate continuative studies.  
Based upon the satisfying accuracy of results presented in the previous sections, an 
extension of the outlined methodology to a multi objective optimization is proposed, that 
is optimizing all control parameters in interaction. In contrast to constant control 
parameter approaches pursued within this work, dynamic control parameters over time 
are recommended. Furthermore, a multi objective optimization is feasible, that is 
optimizing all emission species as well as fuel consumption in conjunction with each 
other.  
It is feasible to extent the engine model to incorporate direct injection engine technology, 
considering fuel pressure, start- and end of injection, the amount of pulses and the gaps 
in between of pulses while interaction with other control parameters and temperature 
needs to be investigated. Consideration of particulate emissions and ammonia 
concentration is recommended as well to account for current and future emission 
regulations. Converter protection using fuel enrichment needs to be accounted for and 
will require a temperature model that is not only considering the current loop of operation. 
Comparable methodologies are assumed to be applicable to incorporate turbo charging 
and external exhaust gas recirculation, as effects are also spanning over multiple engine 
events and cannot be assumed to occur instantly. Diesel engine simulation is assumed to 
be possible, given incorporation of features mentioned above. 
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Using the already available functionality, the model is assumed to be able to serve for 
general investigations regarding the optimization of hybrid powertrain related degrees of 
freedom on converter warmup performance. Extension to and validation at different 
ambient temperatures is required while transferability to other regulated emission cycles 
(EPA4, US06, RDE etc.) is already assumed to be feasible. An investigation of different 
manual gear schedules, according to WLTP regulation is recommended. As such, it is 
desired to repeat sensitivity studies for vehicle- as well as control-parameters with a 
portfolio that was optimized for WLTC usage or that is desired for markets that are 
following EPA/CARB regulation. 
For further gain in knowledge and methodology, the already available model should be 
utilized to investigate the difference in converter model results when using raw emission- 
and temperature signals as the input, compared to considering dilution, filtering and 
obliteration. The outcome can potentially be used to replace emission bag measurement 
with entirely instantaneous signals within the development process or in a research 
environment. In addition, with the model’s raw concentration signals being equivalent to 
signals derived from fast emission analyser technology, costly investigations can 
potentially be replaced. As an example, with both filtered and unfiltered emissions being 
known, an investigation is recommended how instantaneous concentrations and 
temperatures can be back-calculated from filtered and obliterated signals that are normally 
available during development to establish a more effective means to optimize control 
parameters. 
Particulate filter, NO-trap, ammonia slip catalyst models and SCR technology should be 
considered in a close coupled or underfloor configuration. The incorporation of a more 
representative closed loop fuel controller is assumed to improve the estimation of gaseous 
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emission conversion efficiency further. In case simplification is desired by entirely 
substituting the converter model with an assessment factor, equation 5.22 can be 
investigated for potentials to better describe conversion efficiencies during converter 
warmup with an exponential weighting of heat flux, an activation threshold and the 
incorporation of cool-down effects. The proposed simulation methodology will offer the 
ability to enter a broad field of academic and industrial research so that combustion engine 
operation can be systematically optimized further. Combination with the statistical 
analysis of realistic traffic data as outlined in Pilla et al. (2019) is assumed to be valuable. 
To give an explicit example of a practical use case, it is recommended to consider 
application of the methodology in HIL / MIL / SIL environments, either for academic or 
industrial purposes. Implementation into serial production propulsion control units is 
feasible as well, either for designing intelligent monitoring algorithms or diagnostic 
functionalities, potentially to satisfy Euro 7 OBM requirements, as well as for closed loop 
or potentially sensor-less in-vehicle emission control.  
Finally, incorporation into industrial fuel economy forecasting and applied vehicle 
portfolio planning is recommended so that control parameters and catalytic converter 
precious metal loading can be optimized in a holistic approach alongside with vehicle 
parameters to reduce cost and development time while increasing forecast accuracy at the 
same time. 
Dissemination of the presented approaches and results is presently planned mainly 
through publication of the presented thesis as a whole while publication of separate 
content in individual SAE papers is feasible as well. 
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Appendix A – Drive cycle simulation history 
One of the first to forecast engine-out emissions or fuel consumption of a gasoline engine 
during an emission cycle for the purpose of optimization has been Hochschwarzer (1990) 
by determining which engine-loads and speeds can be observed most frequently during 
an emission cycle. These points were lumped together into characteristic points of 
operation while polynomial models have been established to predict engine out emissions, 
based on engine operation parameters like engine load and engine speed so that an 
automated optimization could be realized. The results were weighted, based on the 
expected frequency of occurrence of the corresponding point of operation during a drive 
cycle of interest. Provisions to correct the results for cold engine operation as well as 
modifications of control settings were not considered, representing a major difference 
compared to the presented thesis. Furthermore, a catalytic converter model was not 
integrated. The approach was only applied to the particular application without taking 
different use-cases or variants into consideration. 
The approach of combining DoE methodology with emission optimization of a diesel 
engine was extended by Bittermann et al. (2004) that replaced the lumping method by 
taking an entire drive cycle into account. A DoE plan was set up to cover all applicable 
engine and vehicle combinations and is representing a “one fits all” approach regarding 
bandwidth calibration. However, since the paper is dealing with a diesel engine using DoE 
methodology, the approach is only indirectly comparable, since emission control 
strategies, the catalytic converter and the impact of cold operating conditions are handled 
differently on a diesel engine due to the nature of the combustion system. No application 
of the approach on a gasoline engine was mentioned. 
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Due to more stringent emission standards that started to take the cold start phase into 
account during the early and middle 2000 years, modelling and optimization of engine 
emission during cold operating conditions became increasingly important. Since gasoline 
engines are releasing the majority of regulated emission species during the cold start phase 
of an emission cycle (Adrianov, 2011) accurate modelling of cold engine operation is 
essential. Schneeweiss and Teiner (2010) considered this to be so challenging during their 
optimization of a hybrid system, that they modelled the entire powertrain and vehicle 
system in a hardware in the loop environment but combined the approach with a real 
engine on a high dynamic engine dynamometer, although the engine was treated as an 
“as-is” production system and although parameter changes away from optimized 
production control settings were out of scope. The work focusses on fuel economy 
optimization of hybrid systems while taking the emission performance as a boundary 
constraint. The impact of vehicle configuration parameters on engine- or hybrid-
calibration parameters was not investigated and can only be compared to a limited extent 
to the research presented in this work. 
Approaches to simulate the impact of cold engine temperatures on engine out emissions 
can in general be distinguished into crank angle based approaches and mean value models 
that estimate torque, fuel economy or emissions as a mean value over a whole engine 
cycle of 720°CrA. Keynejad (2011) approached the problem of cold-start optimization of 
a gasoline engine with an abstract mathematical mean-value formulation of the problem 
and came up with an analytically formulated statement, that the approach to retard spark 
during catalyst light-off can be mathematically proven to be optimal, compared to 
utilizing other degrees of freedom. Mueller and Wermuth (2003) developed a 
thermodynamic approach to estimate the volumetric efficiency during the engine crank 
process as a mean value model with taking cylinder pressure into account so that fuel 
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injection timing, quantity and ignition angle could be optimized for minimal engine out 
emissions. Although emission formation is considered, the work only focusses on the cold 
start phase itself without transferring the results into a drive cycle or by considering a 
catalytic converter. Grajewski (2006) went one step further and tried to establish a crank 
angle and cylinder pressure based emission model that was intended to be implemented 
into production controllers but the methodology was not integrated into a drive cycle 
simulation and the impact of different control settings was not in focus, since the impact 
would have been visible on the cylinder pressure signals. Tindle (2007) established an 
approach in which the engine is permanently conditioned to coolant temperatures close to 
what can be observed during the cold start phase of an emission cycle. Statistical methods 
and surface modelling are used to quantify the impact of engine control parameters and 
their interactions of each other on engine out emissions, fuel economy, combustion 
stability and exhaust temperature. The methodology targets to optimize engine control 
settings for the best compromise of converter warmup duration and engine-out emissions 
for a given engine while using combustion stability as a constraint. An optimization of 
fuel economy is possible but is not considered to be the primary goal. Emission cycle 
application is not being demonstrated, thus the method cannot be used directly to 
investigate the impact of vehicle parameters on engine emission control. Furthermore, 
due to an artificial cooling process, temperature distribution of engine components in only 
reflecting realistic conditions to a limited extent. Although the work is aiming to optimize 
control parameters for converter warmup operation, both data acquisition as well as 
simulation methodology is entirely different to the approach presented within this thesis. 
In opposition to Tindle’s approach to cool the engine down permanently with artificially 
cool engine coolant, Franz and Giencke (2009) approached the problem to estimate engine 
out emissions during cold conditions by collecting quasi steady state warmup 
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measurements. Engine out hydrocarbon-emissions are assumed to decay exponentially to 
warm steady state numbers as a function of the integral of engine power after engine start, 
given a permanently fired engine operation, while NO- and CO-emissions increase by a 
comparable mathematical equation. Accumulated engine power is approximated with the 
integral of fuel flow since engine start and used as an equivalent for combustion chamber 
temperature. With all polynomial equations being set up as weighting factors that decay 
to neutrality, the approach expresses emission concentrations during cold conditions, 
relative to warm steady state data while the engine components are warming up following 
a realistic temperature distribution. The methodology itself was developed as an 
accompanying work to this thesis and will be applied to the drive cycle simulation 
approach.  
The tool ADVISOR®, which was developed by the University of Michigan (Wipke, 
Cuddy, Burch,, 1999, Markel et al., 2002), is using a mixed forward- and backwards 
facing approach by first checking if a particular torque for a desired vehicle-speed is 
theoretically achievable (forward portion) and executing a backwards facing approach 
afterwards, given a positive answer, which is combining the upsides of both 
methodologies. General system investigation or system layout are in the main areas of 
application. The software offers a modular toolbox so that the user can set up a dedicated 
environment that is optimized to investigate the problem of interest. Engine emissions are 
looked up from steady state maps if desired or can alternatively be derived from a generic 
sub-model that use engine torque and speed as the inputs. A not further defined converter 
model can be added and modifiers for cold operation can be implemented if required. 
However, the main idea behind the tool is to use the engine as an ”as-is” system, since the 
tool is primarily used for powertrain-layouts (Rask and Sellnau, 2004), (Markel et al., 
2002), to compare engine and transmission combinations for performance assessments 
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(Markel et al., 2002), for hybrid system-design and -analysis (Fellini et al., 1999) and for 
the development of new drive cycles and profiles (Montazeri-Gh and Naghizadeh, 2007). 
Although the modification of engine settings away from production maps might be 
theoretically possible, literature study did not indicate, that attempts have been undertaken 
to extend the model into this direction or that an investigation of the dependency of 
vehicle parameters and engine emission settings has been started. 
Darnton (1997) combined a backwards facing drive cycle simulation with an engine 
model that is capable of taking cold engine operation into account. The approach 
translates steady state engine maps into neuronal networks, delivering an emission 
baseline for warm operation based on engine speed and an estimated engine torque. 
Compared to the approach presented in this thesis that is based on hybrid torque approach 
by combining indicated- and crankshaft torque portions (details are presented in chapter 
5.2.1.1), Darnton consequently uses indicated engine torque as an input to eliminate 
model addressing errors that were caused by numerical issues with engine friction. 
Additional friction during cold operation was approximated with an external model that 
was not part of the work itself. Multiplications that are applied to engine out emissions 
were derived from steady state measurements in which the engine coolant temperature 
was kept constantly cold which is comparable to the approach that was described in Tindle 
(2007). Since cylinder wall temperature cannot be cooled down to a level that is observed 
directly after start, the amount of additional fuel to achieve the desired air/fuel ratio, which 
Darnton names “unaccounted-for fuel”, is almost decaying to 0. This additional amount 
of fuel is determined during quasi steady state warmup measurements and is incorporated 
into fuel consumption and hydrocarbon by a separate multiplier. A simple converter 
model is considered, assuming converter efficiency to ramp up with an exponential 
characteristic so that an overall post converter emission result can be provided. Converter 
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efficiency is not assumed to decrease, once the full conversion efficiency is achieved. 
Compared to Darnton’s research, approaches presented in this thesis use steady state 
engine maps for the lookup of emissions, fuel consumption and all engine control 
parameters of interest. As such, a potential source of inaccuracy can be eliminated with 
emission modelling for warm steady state conditions being replaced with accurate data. 
Furthermore, the approach can be used universally as engine mappings can be easily 
replaced with more recent results or parameters of a different engine of interest. Since 
Darnton’s work takes the engine as an “as-is” system and is not taking spark retard or 
other means to control emissions into account, it is unable to optimize converter warmup 
control parameters for vehicle specific attributes that is one of the main goals of this work. 
Given substantial differences in computational power, the presented work realizes 
significantly improved accuracy by incorporating a multitude of additional degrees of 
freedom at the same time. 
Dake (2005) assumed, that the difference of theoretical heat release (LHV potential) and 
measured heat release can entirely be associated with hydrocarbon-emissions. Instead of 
utilizing measured cylinder pressure as an input to estimate heat release, Dake established 
a pressure model that was derived from crankshaft acceleration which was applied in a 
forward-facing drive cycle simulation. Corrections for cold engine operation and a 
converter model that uses a Wiebe function to model conversion efficiency are in place. 
Modifications of spark advance and air/fuel ratio are considered but the impact is limited 
to exhaust gas temperature and crankshaft acceleration. A correlation against 
measurements is not presented. Compared to this work, modifications of engine settings 
are only partly taken into account and different areas of operation that are resulting from 
specific vehicle configurations are not considered.  
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Compared to most publications outlined above, Schmidgal (2010) was focusing explicitly 
on the impact of engine control parameters that are different from production settings on 
engine out emissions while one of his major constraints was real time model capability. 
The approach was developed to be implemented in a hardware in the loop system for 
hybrid powertrain simulation and optimization. Neuronal networks have been trained to 
model hydrocarbon-, NO- and CO-emissions, based on warm engine data while transient 
manoeuvres and manifold-/fuel-dynamics were in focus so that the system can be used in 
a forward-facing drive cycle simulation. The model is capable to account for 
modifications of spark timing, air/fuel ration and camshaft phasing. The increase in engine 
out emissions is approximated in a two-stage approach by assuming a linear decay of a 
multiplier for coolant temperatures above ECT values of 60°C, while a fifth order 
approach was selected to approximate the behaviour below 60°C. Engine torque and fuel 
consumption are out of scope as those are part of a different work. A converter model is 
not in place, since the research is targeting an optimization for a hybrid controls system 
for fuel economy. Due to substantially different degrees of freedom of a hybrid system, 
results can only be transferred to a conventional system to a limited extent. Due to the 
absence of a catalytic converter model and since fundamentally different simulation 
methodology was utilized that did not necessarily reference physical and chemical laws, 
the approach is only partly comparable to the methodology presented in this thesis. 
Furthermore, although emission formation is considered, the presented work is offering a 
polynomial modelling approach that is actively trying to relate the mathematical formula 
material to the underlying physical and chemical laws, instead of pursuing a black box 
simulation approach. While the approximation of warmup performance is following a 
different strategy as well, Schmidgal’s work is explicitly focusing on model accuracy 
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during transient operation which was not found to be an issue with the engine and 
measurement material used in this work. 
A method to minimize fuel consumption during the converter light-off process by 
considering regulated emission limits to be the applying constrains was described by 
Adrianov (2011). A forward-facing drive cycle simulation is presented that is aiming to 
accurately simulate the physical mechanisms occurring at the throttle blade, within intake- 
and exhaust manifold, and the catalytic converter by strictly utilizing physics based 
formula material. A simplified combustion simulation is in place. Cycle simulation and 
engine model are used to generate engine-load and -speed traces a given drive cycle so 
that exhaust gas temperature and an integral of fuel flow can be calculated. Elevated 
engine friction at low coolant temperatures is considered with a sub-model. Emission 
modelling is done in parallel by polynomial equations that are correlated against warm 
steady state engine mappings and that are dependent on engine-torque, engine-speed, 
spark timing, camshaft phasing parameters and air/fuel ratio. Interestingly, no temperature 
compensation was applied for hydrocarbon-emissions and the observed temperature 
impact on NO-emissions is neglected. Investigations lead to the same conclusion that 
Keynejad (2011) had predicted mathematically by considering spark retard to be the most 
powerful means to control emissions for a gasoline engine. Although the output of the 
simulation method might be comparable to this work to some extent, the approach as well 
as the objective of Adrianov’s work is largely different by using strictly physics based 
equations instead of a polynomial approach. As a result, engine performance can only be 
approximated to a limited extent while the polynomial approach presented with this work 
is aiming to exactly simulate engine performance that can be observed during operation 
in a vehicle or on a high dynamic engine dynamometer. Furthermore pursuing forward 
facing simulation methodology instead of backwards facing emission cycle modelling is 
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representing a major difference as the vehicle speed controller, that was developed for the 
particular purpose is assumed to contribute to the variation of obtained results. 
Castagné et al (2012) presented an approach to simultaneously optimize calibrations of a 
diesel engine for cold as well as warmed-up operation on an emission cycle. A backwards 
facing drive cycle simulation is combined with neuronal networks for emission modelling 
while multipliers to describe cold engine operation are derived from quasi steady state 
warmup measurements. A diesel oxidation converter is considered as well. Frequently 
used engine loads and engine speeds are lumped together, representing a major difference 
to continuously simulating an entire emission cycle, so that only engine operation of 
relevancy for a given cycle is optimized with maximized accuracy while losses due to 
interpolation and smoothing of controls settings is avoided. Spikes and uneven surfaces 
in calibration parameters are explicitly accepted to maintain the full optimization potential 
of for a given load and speed. With the publication largely focusing on the optimization 
of warm stead state control parameters, which are assumed to be given condition for the 
research that is presented within this thesis, the approaches are only comparable to a 
limited extent.
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Appendix B – Model coefficients 























27.63 5.024 0 0       
Equation 
5.15, CO2 
21.57 63.74 -40.53 9.684       
Equation 
5.15, N2 
28.3 2.537 0.5443 0       
Equation 
5.15, NO2 
27.96 4.18 -0.167 0       
Equation 
5.15, C3H8 
-5.062 308.7 -161.9 33.33       
Equation 
5.15, H2O 
30.38 9.621 1.185 0       
Equation 
5.15, O2 
27.96 4.18 -0.167 0       
Equation 
5.29, THC A 
   1.74 3.14E-04 3.57E-02 20.65    
Equation 
5.29, THC B 
   56.40 -1.55E-01 1.66E-02 -3.34    
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Equation 
5.29, Texh A 
   -2.17 1.14 1.38E-03 -38.46    
Equation 
5.29, Texh B 
   27.90 -7.87E-02 1.03E-02 5.90    
Equation 
5.29, NOx A 
   -1.50E-01 -5.99E-02 8.78E-03 -8.33E-01    
Equation 
5.29, NOx B 
   60.01196 -4.40E-01 -6.58E-02 -1.04088    
Equation 
5.29, O2 A 
0.6 -3.29E-07 0.048 10       
Equation 
5.29, O2 B 
50 0 0.053 22.29       
Equation 
5.30 
 250 0.006 -3.595       
Equation 
5.31, active 
-31.21 543500 36.93 -967 -4      
Equation 
5.31, inactive 
-31.21 543500 36.93 -967 -18.39      
Equation 
5.36, active 
-0.94 0.00 1.01 3.08E-05 -      
Equation 
5.36, inactive 
-1.32 -0.17 1.01 4.24E-05       
Equation 
5.37, active 
7.73 12.36 5.94        
          




10.28 14.08 6.22        
Equation 
5.38, active 
3.700E-05 -5.074E-03 -2.040E-03 1.35       
Equation 
5.38, inactive 
3.700E-05 -5.074E-03 -2.040E-03 1.35       
Equation 
5.39, active 
-1.194E-05 6.657E-06 2.563E-05        
Equation 
5.39, inactive 
-3.251E-06 5.803E-06 4.349E-05        
Equation 
5.40, active 
2.664E-03          
Equation 
5.40, inactive 
4.646E-03          
Equation 
5.41 
5.867E-03          
Equation 
5.42 
-96 -12 52 1.97 -0.86 1 0.10 -1.043E-03   
Equation 
5.43 
-3.36 -0.61 8.0354E-03 6.9891E-05       
Equation 
5.44 
435.3 472.5 139.3 15.6       
Equation 
5.45 
1.57 -2.099E-03 -1.479E-02        
          




59.33 -6.80 -0.38 21.94 7.88      
Equation 
5.47 
-92.54 -28.70 -0.384 -0.011 1 0.025 0.081    
Equation 
5.48 
-92.41 91.50         
Equation 
5.49 
  249.0 -290.5 -201.2 243.8     
Equation 
5.50 
      0.457 -0.339   
Equation 
5.57 
13.24 -17.20 0.767 0.992 -3.654E-03 0.280 63.28    
Equation 
5.58 
-3.085E-04 1.219E-02 -1.110E-01 2.747E-01 6.276E-05 -1.501E-02 1.99 1.011E-02   
Equation 
5.59 
1.600E-05 -2.070E-03 4.200E-02 8.740E-01 2.550E-02 -1.13 6.070E-02 7.97E-06 7.520E-01  
Equation 
5.60 
-7.230E-07 1.190E-04 -6.840E-03 1.660E-01 -1.97 1.59 17.90 68.40 0.479 1.23 
Equation 
5.63 
2.11 -1.55 -2.965E-01 6.793E-01 -5.220E-03 -7.821E-02 89.1    
Equation 
5.64 
-1.841E-05 1.352E-03 -3.416E-02 -9.252E-03 -4.339E-01 11.13 2.566E-01 -14.23 9.32  
Equation 
5.65 
1 -3.357E-05 4.457E-04 -26.09 3.37 129.6 5.01 3.242E-01 1.02  
          




-9.369E-05 -1.109E-03 9.849E-01 -5.03       
Equation 
5.69 
9.096E-01 -8.491E-06 2.228E-02 15000 -5.488E-02      
Equation 
5.72 
15.97 -1.77 -8.354E-02 7.572E-01       
Equation 
5.73 
4.065E-03 -6.127E-02 -1.303E-03 2.68 9.990E-01      
Equation 
5.76 
-1.571E-04 5.069E-03 -4.194E-02 143.3 1.79      
Equation 
5.78 
-1.020E-04 2.105E-03 0.977        
Equation 
5.79 
1.560E-02 119.0 4.066E-02 499.8 2.18 -24.83 0.996    
Equation 
5.80 
-1.220E-04 -3.668E-05 1.01 -18.67 -320.4 2.53     
Equation 
5.93 
3.179E-01 8.574E-03         
Equation 
5.94 
-247.1          
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Appendix C – Exhaust sum emission 
The following section is entirely cited and translation from Liebler (2004) and cannot be 
credited to the author of this thesis. 
The generic approach  





is leading to problems, since M8 is representing the molar mass of the wet exhaust gas. 
However, emission concentration on the engine dynamometer is measured dry, except 
for hydrocarbon-FID results. The complicated calculation utilizing a base species 
balances, in which the chemical fuel composition is unknown, can be avoided with the 
following approach: 





A Nitrogen balance is used to determine ∑dèU.VP,eWf. 




(1)  2 ∗ n_`,8, = 2 ∗ n_`,.<3*,R. + n_hi,R.  
with: n_`,.<3*,R. =  ΨQ` ∗ ∑ n.<3*,R. 
and    n_hi,.<3*,R. =  Ψ_hi ∗ ∑ n.<3*,R. 
Replacing n_`,.<3*,R. and n_hi,R. in (1) yields (2): 
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(2) n_`,8, = (Ψ_` + 0.5 ∗ Ψ_hi)* ∑ n.<3*,R. 
 
Solving (2) to isolate ∑ n.<3*,R. yields (3): 
(3) n.<3*,R. = `,(ê`í.∗êi) 
 
Unknown parameters are a) Ψ_`  and b) n_`,8, 
a) Ψ_`,R. =  1 − ∑ Ψ,,.<3*,R. = 1 − Ψ5h`,R. − Ψ5h,R. − Ψ_hi,R. − ΨWw5,R. − Ψw`,R. −
Ψh`,R. 




with: m% _` = 0.768 * m% 8,∗ = 0.768 ∗ λ ∗ A6, ∗ m% @4>∗  
 
Inserting a) and b) in (3) yields: 
gn.<3*,R. =  0.768 ∗ λ ∗ A6, ∗ m% @4>∗M_`∗(1 − ΨO2,dry − ΨCO2,dry − 0.5 ∗ ΨNOx ,dry − ΨTHC,dry − 43 ΨCO,dry) 
gn.<3*,R. =  0.768 ∗ λ ∗ A6, ∗ be ∗ PeM_`∗(1 − ΨO2,dry − ΨCO2,dry − 0.5 ∗ ΨNOx ,dry − ΨTHC,dry − 43 ΨCO,dry) 
with A6, being described in chapter 5.1.4 and equation 5.21
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Appendix D – Model overview 
 
  
Figure D.01: Main level, Model input and basic execution sequence 
 
          




Figure D.02: Subsystem A, Driving resistance and required Torque Calculation 
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Figure D.03: Subsystem B, Fuel cut-off determination 
 
          




Figure D.04: Subsystem C, Warm ideal simulation. Subsystem C.x details outlined with Subsystem F (cold real) 
 
          




Figure D.05: Subsystem D, Cold ideal simulation. Subsystem D.x details outlined with Subsystem F (cold real) 
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Figure D.06: Subsystem E, Torque calculation 
          




Figure D.07: Subsystem E1, Torque regression 
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Figure D.08: Subsystem E1.1, Update of optimum parameters 
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Figure D.09: Subsystem E1.6, Dynamic iteration step control 
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Figure D.11: Subsystem F1, Parameter lookup from warm steady state data 
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Figure D.12: Subsystem F3, Specific heat capacities, heat flux, molar mass and exhaust volume flow calculation 
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Figure D.13: Subsystem F4, Incorporation of fuel cut-off, calculation of exhaust sum emission, final concentration and exhaust 
       temperature filtering 
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Figure D.14: Subsystem F5, Conversion from emission concentration to emission mass flow and accumulation of overall emissions 
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Figure D.16: Subsystem F7, Sub-models for control modifications and cold temperature simulation 
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Figure D.17: Subsystem F7.1, Calculation of NO modifiers 
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Figure D.18: Subsystem F7.1.1, Exemplary layout of camshaft phasing ratio calculation for optimized and current camshaft positions 
at the example of NO modifiers 
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Figure D.19: Subsystem F7.2, Calculation of CO modifiers 
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Figure D.20: Subsystem F7.3, Calculation of Exhaust gas temperature modifiers 
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Figure D.21: Subsystem F7.4, Calculation of hydrocarbon modifiers 
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Figure D.22: Subsystem F7.5, Calculation of O  modifiers
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Appendix E – Catalytic converter model overview 
The catalytic converter model that is used in this work was developed in an accompanying 
work to this thesis. Although model development as well as calibration of the model 
coefficients cannot be credited to the author of this thesis, a brief overview is given in the 
following. 
Input data for calibration of the catalytic converter model was derived by using the same high 
dynamic engine dynamometer, same engine, catalytic converter and control setting that was 
described in chapter 4 and that was used to develop and correlate the model approach outlined 
in previous chapters. The model itself is a two dimensional three way converter simulation 
that is entirely physics and chemistry based, simulating chemical reactions on the catalytic 
surface with Langmuir and Hinshelwood mechanisms, assuming storage effects according to 
Fick’s law and simulating a two dimensional heat transfer, considering the Nusselt number. 
Several simplifications are in place to make the tool usable on a regular office computer. As 
the tool is estimating a representative converter temperature from exhaust gas temperature, 
conversion rates are temperature dependent, being representative for an operation after cold 
start.  Modelled emission concentrations as well as modelled exhaust gas temperature and 
volumetric exhaust gas flow are serving as the inputs, chapters 5.2 – 5.6. Further details 
regarding the converter model and the identification of calibration parameters are described 
in Foos (2010). An overview over the general converter model capabilities after cold start is 
given in Fig. E.01, illustrating the performance when using measured exhaust gas 
concentrations and –temperature of the engine and converter that are used in this work as the 
inputs. 
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Figure E.01: Converter performance, emission conversion and converter 
              temperature model, using measured inputs 
 
The model is assumed to generally underestimate converter efficiency (Foos, 2010) as 
oxygen content is difficult to handle. Furthermore, oxygen analysers exhibited substantial 
shifts during various measurements, similar to what was observed in chapters 3.2.3, 5.3.1.6 
and 5.3.2.3. NO-conversion is considered particularly low, especially after the converter was 
already warmed up to 400°C, together with hydrocarbon conversion exhibiting a distinct step. 
However, overall results appear to be consistent in quantity and quality of shapes and are 
deemed to be usable for comparative purposes. A significant conversion can be observed as 
the converter reaches 300°C. However, as the inlet is warming up much faster than the outlet, 
leading to an inhomogeneous temperature distribution, it is unclear which position along the 
x coordinate is assumed within the model. The temperature model looks reasonable in shape. 
time [s]
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Running the converter model with simulated numbers for engine out emissions and exhaust 
gas temperature is yielding comparable results, Fig. E.02.  
 
Figure E.02: Converter performance, emission conversion and converter 
              temperature model, using modelled inputs 
 
Overall results related to the converter model are offered in Fig. E.03, illustrating measured 
post converter emission concentrations that originate from a measurement on the high 
dynamic engine dynamometer and modelled post converter emissions, utilizing simulated 
engine out emissions according to chapter 5.2 – 5.6. 
time [s]
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Figure E.03: Measured and modelled converter performance in comparison 
 
Results for CO-concentration are showing excellent agreement with post converter emissions 
decaying to an almost negligible level as soon as the converter is warmed up. Estimated 
conversion efficiency for hydrocarbon-emissions is exhibiting good correlation as well, 
slightly underestimating converter performance right after start at the transition to almost full 
conversion (70s). However, although good results can be observed for NO-emissions until 
the converter can be assumed to be on operating temperature (80s), the converter model is 
still assuming significant emission break-throughs in the following, simulating a too low 
conversion efficiency. Input data was ruled out to be the root cause. As such and with 
parameter identification of the converter model not being part of this work, the performance 
is accepted and deficiencies are considered during model application. Although exhibiting 
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Appendix F – Transferability to WLTC - Details 
F1.1 Driving resistance 
Although initial operation at idle and warmup idle duration are identical, vehicle speed during 
warmup operation on the WLTC profile is considerably higher. As such and with required 
engine power being at generally elevated levels, slopes of results are increased over what was 
observed during the NEDC profile while all emission species as well as fuel consumption are 
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Fig F.01: Comparison of the impact of driving resistance on emission performance and 
         fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC, including portfolio boundaries 
 
Although emission concentrations are only minorly changing for hydrocarbon- and CO-
emissions, the increase in airflow is elevating post converter emission results as conversion 
rates are still low during the first acceleration. Changes in fuel consumption are directly 
corresponding to a different airflow. NO-emissions are exhibiting a much stronger impact 
due to the fact that engine out emissions are mainly depending from engine load. Considering 
that the portfolio of interest is exhibiting changes in driving resistance of -15% and +24% 
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maximum (table 6.1, Fig. F.01), NO-emissions are showing the largest deviation while deltas 
are still in a range of being 3% or less. Hence, the impact of driving resistance on fuel 
economy and emission performance during WLTC and NEDC is considered to be 
comparable, not exhibiting any fundamental differences for realistic use cases. 
 
F1.2 Vehicle mass 
Although maximum acceleration during warmup operation is slightly higher on the WLTC, 
vehicle mass is mainly having an impact due to the overall longer duration of acceleration 
during warmup operation. As such, the integral of airflow is elevated, which is reflected in 
fuel consumption, Fig. F.02. CO-emissions are showing an unreasonable behaviour at higher 
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Fig F.02: Comparison of the impact of vehicle mass on emission performance and 
             fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC, including portfolio boundaries 
 
As airflow is starting to deviate early during warmup operation while the converter is still 
cold, simulated post converter emissions are substantially impacted with conversion 
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efficiencies still being low. NO-emissions are not following the same trend but are only 
showing minor differences when comparing the two profiles since the highest magnitudes of 
acceleration are rather close to each other, leading to maximum load on the WLTC profile 
only being minorly elevated over what was observed on the NEDC. In addition, with NO-
concentration being comparably low during first acceleration, the species is rather insensitive 
to early increases in engine power and airflow. With the portfolio of interest exposing a span 
in vehicle mass of +/-9% (table 6.1, Fig. F.02) and considering simulated WLTC CO-
emissions to be unreasonable at high loads, the highest deviation can be observed for 
hydrocarbon-emissions although still exposing a deviation of less than 6% within the 
boundaries of the portfolio of interest. As such and with the remainder of results being close 
to each other, vehicle mass is not assumed to fundamentally change the general dependencies. 
 
F1.3 Gear spread 
Different to driving resistance and vehicle mass, emission performance and fuel economy on 
both cycles are not comparable when modifying gear spread. While the vehicle is operated 
in first or neutral gear during almost the entire warmup duration on the NEDC profile, 
multiple gear shifts are performed during the first acceleration of the WLTC. Compared to 
only changing the transmission ratio of second gear for a modulation of gear spread on the 
NEDC profile, transmission ratios of the second and all subsequent gears are changing 
uniformly to realize a harmonic characteristic. As such, emission concentration is changing 
significantly while airflow and power demand are deviating as well, resulting from different 
friction levels due to changes in engine speed. With the converter being rather cold at that 
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time, post converter emission results and fuel economy are showing fundamentally different 
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Fig F.03: Comparison of the impact of gear spread on emission performance and 
              fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC, including portfolio boundaries 
 
Given the fact that the portfolio of interest is exhibiting changes in gear spread of 4%/-5%, 
all emission species are showing maximum absolute deltas of less than 2% while fuel 
economy is describing a difference of approximately 3% in worst case. As such, results are 
considered to be comparable and gear spread is not assumed to have a significant impact on 
emission and fuel economy performance, given the boundaries of the portfolio of 
investigation, although general trends are reversed. 
 
F1.4 Target idle speed 
While the NEDC profile is featuring two idle phases during the warmup period, the WLTC 
is only operated in converter warmup idle before the vehicle is launched while the vehicle is 
in motion during the remainder of warmup duration. As such, target idle speed is not playing 
a significant role on the WLTC regarding emissions and fuel economy. Very minor changes 
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in emission and fuel economy performance are however observed towards excessive numbers 
of target idle speed, as the anticipated ramp in desired speed is overruling modelled engine 
speed that is back calculated from desired vehicle. The dependencies are illustrated in Fig. 
6.15 and Fig. 6.31 and are visible during the first few seconds of acceleration. Results are 
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Fig F.04: Comparison of the impact of target idle speed on emission performance and 
          fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC, including portfolio boundaries 
 
Although the model is considered to be accurate, scenarios in which target idle speed is 
changed beyond a margin of +/-10% are considered to be unrealistic and are decided to be 
ignored. In addition to eliminating a degree of freedom, the portfolio’s difference in idle 
speed of -8% / +7% (table 6.1) that is corresponding to a speed change of -60/min / 50/min 
is so small in effect on the NEDC that the performance is actually comparable, exposing a 
maximum difference of 3% for NO-emissions at elevated speeds and even lower numbers 
for all other species and fuel consumption. Hence, target idle speed is assumed to not be a 
diver for substantial differences. 
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F1.5 Tire size 
As tire radius is proportionally shifting both engine-load and –speed while the demand in 
propulsion power to operate the vehicle at a given speed and acceleration is identical, changes 
in engine power and airflow are mainly driven by differences in engine friction. With friction 
over engine speed and temperature only exhibiting a moderately exponential trend (Fig. 5.4) 
the increase in airflow is comparable, being reflected in an almost identical change in fuel 
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Fig F.05: Comparison of the impact of tire size on emission performance and fuel 
               economy during NEDC and WLTC, including portfolio boundaries 
 
Hydrocarbon-emissions are exhibiting a substantial increase in emission concentration 
towards excessively large tires which is related to the model assuming steady state 
enrichment. However, with the exhaust parts only warming up with a limited temperature 
gradient, no physical need to command an enrichment on cycle is emerging. With the NEDC 
profile not utilizing this area of operation, the effect was not discovered in earlier chapters. 
As no warm steady state data has been available that would have not been collected with any 
enrichment, there is no easy way to correct the model. However, with an increase of 35% in 
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tire radius being only simulated for theoretical reasons, the inconsistency is ignored. CO-
concentrations are suffering from a comparable effect and are ignored as well for extremely 
large tire sizes. With small tire sizes leading to an increase in engine speed, NO-
concentrations are elevated, similar to the effects that were observed on the NEDC profile 
with effects being discussed in chapter 6.2.3.5 although an increase in converter temperature 
was found to have a reduced effect on the WLTC profile. However, with tire radius of the 
portfolio of investigation spanning from -5% to +7% (table 6.1, Fig. F.05), results for all 
emission species and fuel economy are almost identical. Hence, tire radius is not expected to 
fundamentally change the general dependencies. 
 
F1.6 Final drive ratio 
Same as for the NEDC, results are equivalent to changing the reciprocal value of tire size by 
an identical magnitude. As such the dependencies are comparable to what was observed for 
changes in the previous chapter, except for the shapes being inverted around the inflection 
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Fig F.06: Comparison of the impact of final drive ratio on emission performance and 
           fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC, including portfolio boundaries 
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As such and with the portfolio of interest being qualified by maximum changes in final drive 
ratio of -3% and +8% respectively, the performance is considered to be identical to what was 
observed when modifying tire size in comparison for NEDC and WLTC, hence the subject 
will not be investigated further and final drive ratio is not considered to exhibit a 
fundamentally different on the WLTC profile. 
 
F2.1 Spark retard 
With post oxidation effects being more effective at higher loads while benefitting from an 
elevated combustion chamber temperature at the same time, both hydrocarbon- and CO- 
emissions are showing a more effective reduction of simulated post converter emissions on 
the WLTC, caused by an overall increased engine power demand. For both profiles are 
presented in Fig. F.07.  
 
Fig F.07: Comparison of the impact of spark retard on emission performance and 
             fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC 
 
Furthermore, although the increase in power demand on the WLTC is leading to post 
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observed during the NEDC, exhaust temperatures are substantially elevated, leading to an 
enhanced post oxidation process and a more effective reduction of both hydrocarbon and CO-
emissions since the converter is warmed up faster. NO-emissions are following the 
dependencies that were observed on the NEDC with first exhibiting a stronger increase due 
to the increase in engine power while the effect of a faster converter warmup is becoming 
dominant with more relative spark retard. Fuel consumption is directly reflecting the overall 
increased power demand during the warmup portion of the WLTC. Although the overall 
magnitude of changes is different, the general dependencies are identical with the exception 
of CO-emissions, which are however only usable to a limited extent during WLTC simulation 
at higher loads due to issues with steady state data, mentioned in chapter 6.3.2. Although the 
absolute magnitude of changes is different for all emission species as well as fuel 
consumption, general trends are identical with the exception of CO-emission which can only 
be trusted up to moderate spark retard. 
 
F2.2 Converter warmup idle speed 
Controlling the virtual engine to warmup idle speeds that compare to the variation outlined 
in chapter 6.2.5.2, it is observed that hydrocarbon-emissions are showing an almost 
exponential increase towards decreasing engine speeds, which was not observed during 
NEDC profile related simulations, Fig. F.08.  
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Fig F.08: Comparison of the impact of warmup idle speed on emission performance  
           and fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC 
 
With engine speed being low, combustion chamber and intake valve temperature are 
remaining comparably cool, hence base hydrocarbon-emissions are decaying slower than 
what would be observed at higher speeds. On the other side, combustion chamber temperature 
and engine load are interacting in a way that higher loads will gain the increase of 
hydrocarbon-emissions due to temperature (chapter 5.2.1, equations 5.28 and 5.29). As such, 
hydrocarbon mass flow during first acceleration is substantially increasing with the WLTC 
profile dictating both a longer initial acceleration as well as an overall increased power 
demand. Since the effects are occurring while the converter is still comparably cold, the 
increase in engine loads and its effects on converter temperature are not yet having a 
significant impact. The effect is not observed with CO-emissions as the emission species is 
exhibiting an increasing trend towards elevated temperature levels (Fig. 5.10), caused by 
dissociation mechanisms being described in equation 3.6. As such no substantial gain of 
warmup effects due to engine load is expected, resulting in comparable emission 
concentration levels. It appears that the impact of a slower engine warmup on CO-
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showing no impact on simulated post converter CO-emissions, except for a slight reduction 
towards higher idle speeds which is attributed to a generally faster converter warmup.  
With NO-concentration being low in general during first idle, no significant accumulative 
difference can be observed, relative to overall NO-emission during converter warmup. As 
such, the effect of a faster converter warmup is dominant and becomes visible towards high 
idle speeds.  
Fuel consumption is naturally showing the same perceptual change when only assessing fuel 
economy results until the vehicle is launched. As fuel consumption is different during the 
remainder of the warmup duration, overall results are slightly deviating, while not exposing 
substantial differences.  
While reasonable numbers for converter warmup idle speed can be assumed to be within the 
range of 1000/min to 1200/min, results are considered to be close to each other. Hence, 
variations in idle speed will not lead to fundamentally different results on NEDC and WLTC. 
 
F2.3 Intake Camshaft phasing 
With hydrocarbon-emissions being impacted by intake manifold pressure while pressure 
itself is influenced by intake camshaft position, emission concentrations and overall post 
converter emission results are increasing with increasing phasing angles, assuming a constant 
load. The effect is pronounced to a stronger extent on the WLTC cycle as manifold pressures 
are generally elevated due to an elevated power demand, Fig F.09.  
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Fig F.09: Comparison of the impact of intake camshaft phasing on emission  
   performance and fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC 
 
Air- und fuel flow are remaining almost constant, only exhibiting a minor increase towards 
maximum phaser travel which is due to losses in efficiency at higher loads, being directly 
reflected in fuel consumption and NO-emissions. While CO-emissions can only be trusted 
to a limited extent, no significant impact is expected. 
With all emission species as well as fuel consumption exhibiting increasing trends for 
converter warmup, the only feasible option is to hold the camshaft in its park position during 
the entire warmup duration, which is identical to what was observed for the NEDC profile 
and the given engine. As such, intake camshaft phasing can be ignored. 
 
F2.4 Exhaust camshaft phasing 
Same as for the NEDC profile, beginning misfire can be observed with retarding exhaust 
camshaft phasing angles while the intake camshaft is kept in its park position. With fuel 
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be transferred, although emission concentration is partly showing deviations, which is 
assumed to be related to the base concentration level at the given loads and speeds. As such, 
no phasing angle is deemed feasible and exhaust camshaft phasing is not further investigated. 
Fig F.10 is illustrating the performance on NEDC and WLTC. 
 
Fig F.10: Comparison of the impact of exhaust camshaft phasing on emission  
 performance and fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC 
 
F2.5 Swirl control 
Compared to operating on the NEDC profile during which swirl state is active the majority 
of the time, required engine torque is not achievable with the engine in use on the WLTC 
when holding the swirl actuator in an active state for the entire warmup duration. As such, 
the model is delivering unreasonable results and the control state is not feasible. Comparing 
this behaviour with a scenario in which swirl control is completely inactive, only small 
changes are observed for hydrocarbon-emissions with overall air- and fuel flow being almost 
identical and hydrocarbon-emissions not being affected in a significant way, Fig F.11. CO-
emissions are showing the expected behaviour with exhibiting a minor increase as mixture 
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Since dynamic optimization of control parameters is not in scope of this work and with 
changing actuator control away from a production intent approach, it is not deemed to be 
feasible to hold the swirl actuator in one or the other position, which is identical to what was 
found for the NEDC profile. As such, swirl control is not considered to have any impact for 
the given scenario and is not investigated further. 
 
Fig F.11: Comparison of the impact of swirl state on emission performance and  
   fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC 
 
F2.6 Air/fuel ratio 
Compared to other control parameters, a variation of air/fuel ratio during WLTC operation is 
exhibiting very little differences compared to what was observed on the NEDC profile, Fig. 
F.12.  
 
Fig F.12: Comparison of the impact of air/fuel ratio on emission performance and  
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With air/fuel ratio only having a rather small impact on engine torque when operating close 
to stoichiometric conditions, fuel consumption is showing an almost identical behaviour with 
a trend to increase towards enleanment levels of approximately 10%. The effect is related to 
a beginning incomplete combustion process that is having a stronger impact at higher loads. 
While overall gas throughput is increasing by a comparable margin and with emission species 
concentration showing a rather small interaction of air/fuel ratio and engine load and speed, 
results for all three emissions species are showing comparable results. 
As such, air/fuel ratio is not expected to have a fundamentally different impact on the WLTC, 
compared to its impacts on fuel consumption and emission performance on the NEDC profile. 
 
F2.7 Converter warmup duration 
While a timely extension of warmup measures is mainly impacting idle operation on the 
NEDC profile, changes on the WLTC are entirely taking place while the vehicle is in motion, 
especially during vehicle deceleration. Since engine load during decelerations is generally 
lower than what is observed during idle operation, the increase in fuel consumption on WLTC 
is not as pronounced as during the NEDC while the overall fuel consumption after heating 
means came to an end is higher due to an elevated overall power demand, reducing the 
perceptual impact further, Fig. F.13. As such and given a faster converter warmup on the 
WLTC, the effects of warmup duration are leading to comparable effects on both cycles 
unless a very short warmup duration for the given converter design and PGM loading is 
selected. Camshaft phasing is having a smaller impact during WLTC operation since the 
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warm steady state schedule is closer to the selected warmup parameters than on the NEDC 
profile, which is assumed to be specific to the engine in use and not to be a universally valid 
cause. 
 
Fig F.13: Comparison of the impact of warmup duration on emission performance and  
         fuel economy during NEDC and WLTC 
 
Assuming a warmup duration of approximately 40s with no substantial extension or 
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